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8gveda X. 125.3

From a hymn to vac [Holy Utterance, Sacred Speech], who is

herself speaking:

I am the queen, the gatherer of riches, the Wise, the first of those

worthy of worship. Me as such the gods distributed manifoldly,

with many a place and entering upon many a form.

translated by Walter H. Maurer
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ABSTRACT

A prominent feature of every shamanic ceremony in Western

Nepal is the use of oral texts, both long public recitals and short

private formulas, recited by shamans at every stage of their

performances. These texts are meticulously memorized throughout

years of apprenticeship and constitute a relatively fixed core of

shamanic knowledge. By learning them, shamans acquire the

know ledge necessary for their profession and obtain a thorough ly

detailed view of the world and its participants. This study analyzes

the discourse of several complete repertoires of such texts in order

to identify the knowledge required to be a shaman, the ways that

shamans conceive their vocation, and, more generally, of how they

negotiate the relations between language, action, and social

realities. It concentrates on showing what it is that shamans

actually say as they perform ceremonies and the ways that their

words inform their rituals and make them significant. The general

question asked is: When examined through texts and ceremonies,

what precisely are shamans and what is it that they do?

Throughout, the issues of context and interpretat i on, of the

maintenance and reproduction of meaning, and of the limits of

indexicality and reflexivity are addressed. A portrait emerges of

shamanic intervention as a struggle against entropy, a striving to

maintain world order by using language to force the accidents of

reality to conform to ideal, divine patterns.
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Chapter themes are: I) an overview of this project; II) its

phi losophical presuppositions, including Wittgensteinian semantics,

ethnomethodology, and ironist neo-pragmatism; III) an ethnographic

account of Jajarkot, West Nepal, where research was conducted;

I V) the contrast between shamans (Nepali: jhakrn and oracles

(Nepali: dham'f); V) the variety and sources of afflictions which

shamans treat; VI) the array of rituals performed; VI () how texts

specifically relate to ritual activities; VIII) structural details of

both texts and rituals, including openings, closings, and the moments

of intense possession; IX) the contents and purposes of the private

formulas (mantars and japs); X) initiation ceremonies; XI) death

rites; and XII) a retrospective discussion of key issues, Two

appendixes provide the originals of texts cited plus a literature

review.
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I. OVERVIEW

When Lord r-tanadev created man, a Nepa It jhakrl's rec ita I te 11 s

us, he commanded his creation to speak. Man managed only to mumble

"ha na, nu hu," which infuriated r-tanacev. In his wrath, he cursed man

with seven times of natural death, fourteen times of unnatural

death. Compassionate Sita intervenes on man's behalf, and Mahadev

agrees to create different intercessors empowered to postpone or

alleviate man's fate-prakils, osrrte, gyanTs, onsmt«, jetst«, and,

most importantly, jhakris, on whom this study concentrates. [Text

I. 1-see Appendix I]

Jhakris are Himalayan shamans, intercessors who rely upon

their extensive training in supernatural matters to diagnose and

treat the afflictions of their clients. Intercession by jhakris is

accomplished through elaborate rituals, whose central features

include the chanting of long, public recitals, variously called me/as,

okhas, khetis, or dhOrs, and the whispering of short, private texts,

known as either mantars or japs. The former are directed both to the

human audience present and to the unseen presences that have been

summoned, while the latter are strictly communications to

supernatural entities. The first time one encounters a shamanic

ceremony, both forms of texts seem entirely submerged in the

spectacular performance, in which drumming and dancing, now

frenzied, now subdued, contend with the apparently

incomprehensible mumbling, babbling, shouting, and whispering

utterances apparently not unlike that original speech which so
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angered man's creator. A confusion as to who is speaking, and who is

being spoken to, further obscures the language. Frequently, in a wide

variety of possession events throughout the Himalayas, participants

say that it is the agents of possession who are communicating

through their chosen vehicle, either with each other, or with the

shaman, or with the audience, or, conversely, that the shaman is

ecstatically and spontaneously communicating with the spirits. Each

of these explanations diminishes the possibility that one can ever

really understand what jhakrrs say in their ceremonies, and

certainly argue strongly against any suggestion that what they are

saying could possibly provide the best understanding of what they

are doing.

All ()f these confusions were initially part of my understanding

of jhakrrs, who I first encountered when in the second month of my

training as a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer. 111 for the first time, I

decided that I would rather be treated by a shaman than by the

training director (Linda Stone), Who, as an anthropo loqlst,

encouraged this idea. My meager grasp of Nepali at that time

naturally contributed to an initial impression that shamanic speech

was completely incomprehensible. This conclusion was affirmed by

the training staff of soohtst tcatec Kathmandu Brahmans and Newars,

who were setr-consctoustv embarrassed by the event, as were Peace

Corps officials, not at all amused that I sacrificed a chicken to

overcome a witch attack. Several years subsequently lapsed before I

tried to understand what was recited such performances, for I was

long misled by various commentaries, already mentioned, into
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thinking that this was not something that really could be understood..
Such remarks convinced me that such texts were privi leged ,

,
knowledge known only by specialists-the shamans, inaccessible to

common men and women, who are simply and 1iterally spellbound

throughout the performances of these texts. It seemed that the

audiences who overhear them no more expect to understand them

than they would the Brahmanic recital of Sanskrit at a Rudri P5tha,

or the pages of small print in English wrapped around a vial of

allopathic pharmaceuticals, and that any effort to penetrate the

sense, or meaning, of these texts was alien to their use. The texts

apparent ly supplied a backdrop of rhythmic sound overshadowed by

the curing ceremonies, and that only the cure, not its means,

interested the audience. These misconceptions were further

reinforced by popular views of mantras, that it was the right sound,

not the right sense, that must be achieved, that the words

themselves have no real meaning. Discovering how completely untrue

were all of these ideas was a major motivation for me to write this

work.

For jhakrfs, both the long public recitals and the short private

mantars are oousneo, well-constructed, orally preserved texts,

meticulously memorized through years of training. These texts

constitute the core of snarnantc knowledge, and their faithful

utterances are the chief means by which shamans intervene in the

world. Extreme care is taken to learn and to perform them correctly,

with expectations that their efficacy is lost if mistakes are made

when saying them. For the most part, the public recitals are stories,
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telling of the creation of the universe and the race of man, telling of

the origins of worldly disorder and the histories of malevolent

forces, telling of other extraordinary events and exceptional

individuals. For example, when treating cases of witchcraft, the

jhakri chants the "Recital of the Nine Little Sisters," which relates

the origin and career of the first witches, and their eventual

subjuqatton by the original jhakrr, who seals an agreement with

those w itches that st ill binds their contemporary descendants.

Along with such narratives, the recitals also contain lengthy

enumerat ions of what shamans may need to know, including I tsts of

symptoms attributable to different agents of affliction, the

identities of those agents, or the places where such agents can most

I ikely be found. The private mantars, as we shall see, are intense

supplements to the recitals, directly addressing the unseen audience

with promises, threats, and demands. Intended to directly

manipulate the causes of affliction, the mantars, I will show,

unexpectedly resemble the recitals quite closely, both structurally

and tnernattcany, and sornet trnes passages of text are even shared

between the two genre.

Nearly all jhakrr performances take place at night, with the

jhakri, dressed in an elaborate costume, entering a trance and, as he

drums, dances, and engages in various ritual activity, he speaks,

sings, chants, whispers, and shouts: that .ts, he uses words in diverse

ways. In those lengthy nocturnal performances, which continue to

attract both a significant clientele and a large audience undeterred

by fam i 1tar tty, what are the part tctpants trying to accomp 1ish? Tru s
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is a central question which I attempt to answer in this work. To do

so, I range through various corollaries, such as, "What does one need

to know to be a jhakri? ": "What kinds of afflictions are being

treated, and what is expected to cure them?"; and, most importantly

for my approach, "What is it, exactly, that the jhakrrs are saying in

these performances?" It is by answering this last question that I

undertake to provide answers to all of the other questions, for I will

demonstrate that these oral texts themse lves provide a soI id basi s

within which all shamanic activities and beliefs can be

systematically comprehended. What the jhakris say within their

rituals can be used to understand what it is that they are doing in

those same rituals. The oral texts, whose memorization forms the

primary training needed to become a shaman, taken as a whole, form

a coherent discursive space which defines and informs all shamanic

activities. These texts not only teach the shaman about the world in

which he is expected to intervene, they also, simultaneously, provide

him with the resources for that intervent ion: the texts are the

resources. By learning these texts, the shaman learns how the world

in which he finds himself is constructed and the critical points at

which his mediation is possible. He learns how the present disorders

of the world have come about, an originary and crucial point from

which to attend to those disorders, for as he learns. to identify

specific causes of worldly disorder, the agents of affl tcttcns, he

aIso Iearns ways to appease, pac lfy, or neutra1ize them and thereby

reestablish universal order. He learns of the roles of shamans, of

their position in the extended social order, which includes not only
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kings and priests, blacksmiths and merchants, but also witches and

ghouls, gods and demons. By publ tcly reciting the texts, the shaman

affirms his mastery of this material, not only displaying his

enormous cosmological and theoretical knowledge but also sharing it

with his audience, giving them a perspective on their misfortunes

while providing hope that relief is possible. The texts give

reassurance that the role of shamans is precisely to reassert order

in the world. Hence, to carefully I isten to these texts is to hear both

the self-image and the public image of the shaman, how he has

learned to see his professional self and how he portrays that

profession to clients. To analyze the discourse of such' texts is to

answer the question: "What is a shaman?"

By analyzing the language of shamanic oral texts, this work

also looks beyond the specificity of those shamans to meditate on

the general nature of language. Following Wittgenstein, I argue that

since languages are commensurate with forms of life, to analyze a

particular language is to unpack the form of life which it permeates

and vital izes. We do not I ive in private worlds, or speak private

languages: in language we have our being. Language is not only the

means by which we can inquire whether reality is intelligible, but

also the medium in which we investigate the relations between

thought. action and reality. The seemingly exotic events of spirit

possession are as firmly part of the everyday, social world of

Nepa I is as they are not of the daily real ity of a Western academ tc,

While not insisting that language in any absolute sense determines

perceptions, I do maintain that when we want to talk about those
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perceptions, we can to do so only within the current limits of our

language. Conversely, it is within the medium of social life that

language lives. Language is not only the primary means by which

people are socialized, the chief way that they learn to participate in

a society, it is also a primary means by which they participate in

society. For these reasons, language is not only the most accessible

social phenomenon, it is the most central social phenomenon.

To analyze sharnantc texts, I do not apply a preconceived

theory. Rather, I begin with a particular philosophic disposition, a

perspective from which to discover what it is that I am doing as it

evolves. Throughout, I privi iege narrat ive over theory. Whi le this

perspective will be elaborated in the next chapter (and subsequently,

throughout the work as a whole), a concise introduction to my

starting position may be made by summarizing Richard Rorty's

argument for the contingency of language: since language is a human

construction, and sentences are constructed in a language, and truth

is a property of sentences, it follows that we cannot profitably seek

a perspective outside of language from which to evaluate a form of

life-and more importantly, we cannot profitably seek a position

outside of a particular language game from which to begin any such

evaluation. As Rorty puts it:

To say that truth is not out there is simply to say that
where there are no sentences there is no truth, that
sentences are elements of human languages, and that
human languages are human creations.

Truth cannot be out there-cannot exist
independently of the human mind-because sentences
cannot so exist, or be out there. The world is out
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there, but descri pt ions of the world are not. On ly
descriptions of the world can be true or false. The
world on its own-unaided by the describing activities
of human beings-cannot. [1989:5]

The alternative to beginning from the a priori epistemological

abstract tons of a fully developed theory is to address a set of actual

social phenomena. My method, following Alfred Schutz [1966], is to

"bracket" such a set of phenomena (the texts), which are clearly and

demonstrably, in Harold Garfinkel's words, "anthropologically

strange." I then analyze the content and structures of those

phenomena to uncover a stock of knowledge specific to jhakrrs, what

it is that they use to construct their social world, what its factual

properties are. Wittgenstein has observed: "Only in a stream of

thought and life do words have meaning" [Z 173]. Accept ing hi s

position that meaning results from custom and training, oral texts

such as these offer the perfect starting point to semantically and

pragmatically analyze the traditional society in which they have

prominence and continuing importance. To do so is to identify

exactly how wtttqenste tn's observations on the nature of language

can be applied to a actual set of social phenomena, and to use that

application to explain how spirit possession events make sense to

those who participate in them.

One w.ay to approach this problem would be through a strictly

logico-grammatical analysis of events, which amounts to a

structural approach. However, it seems to me unnecessary to rely

only on the insights of ordinary language philosophy, since, based as

they are on abstract speculat ion, they may be criticized as too
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precarious a basis for concrete anthropological research. However,

the body of sociological research collectively known as

ethnomethodology (in which I will here include not only the work of

Garfinkel and his associates, but also the work of the conversation

analysts, particularly Harvey Sacks) has developed specific

programmat tcs for thi s si tuat ion. Ethnomethodo logists study

ordinary activities in order to reveal the tacit reasoning that makes

up their orderliness, attempting to discover, within actual settings,

the formal properties that organize those settings. Garfinkel

declares:

in contrast to certai n vers ions of Durkheim that teach
that the objective reality of social facts is
sociology's fundamental principle, the lesson is taken
instead, and used as a study policy that the objective
real i ty as an ongoing accompl ishment of the concerted
activities of daily life. with the ordinary, artful ways
of that accomplishment being by members known, used
and taken for granted, is, for members doing
sociology, a fundamental phenomenon. [1967:vi il

The chief initial modification to this agenda that I propose to

make is to study events that the participants themselves claim are,

in a traditional way, extra-ordinary, requiring powers that are

ordinarily not present. By choosing to look at such events, the "seen

but unnoticed" details of those events can be even more vividly

identified and opened up to analysis, so that the practices of

commonsense reasoning become even more apparent. I privilege the

meanings that emerge through the uses to which expressions are put,

though at the narrative level, i also contrast the meanings that
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emerge with lexical and and etymological ones, Also at the narrative

1eve1of analysis, I attempt to make exp1lett the interconnect ions of

meaning and event, of sense and reference, in order to secure a

convincing interpretation of the material itself. Although I naturally

aspire for coherency in my interpretations, it is not meant to be a

conclusiveness that would deny the pluravocality of language,

Consequently, I hope that my results will be judged by standards of

consistency and cohesiveness, and not by either transcendental or

empirical theories of "Truth,"

Within both texts and ceremonies, I seek details that explain

how spirit intercession is done as a practical. activity, what the

discursive resources avai lab le to intercessors and cl ients are, and

how they make use of those detai Is and resources to give sense to

the actions in wntch they participate. That is, to use an apt phrase

from Aifrea scnutz, 1 WIll Investigate the "fact of the fact": how it

is that for both intercessors and their clients, spirit possession

becomes a part of their everyday, factual wor lo.

Why do this analysis for shaman texts? One overall goal is to

find what it is that the details of ritual speech and ritual action

actually contribute to heal ing and to curing practices, though I

confess making little progress so far on that complex point and must

re 1egate the issues of hea1ing to the background. Som e peop1e

apparently 'get better', or are 'cured' by shamanic intervention, just

as some people are apparently 'cured' by allopathic, homeopathic,

Ayurvedic (and just about every other form of) medicine. Although i

am familiar with the usual theories that try to answer why they are
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cured, none of them satisfy me. It may be, in fact, that questions of

'why' must remain outside the scope of discursive anthropology, that

we have to settle for the 'what' and the 'how'. Still, in later

chapters, [ offer some tentative ideas about what seems to be going

on at the ontological levels of healing within sharnantc ceremonies,

and I at least achieve the ability to discuss healing in the terms in

which the shamanic texts themselves discuss it.

Throughout, I concentrate on showing how ritual language

constructs a discursive space in which the use of precisely that

language is required, how it sustains itself and its users. I try to

isolate and explain significant variations between versions of the

'same' texts collected from different shamans, to discover how

meaning is re-establ ished. What is only an ambiguous phrase in one

version, unclear to the shaman himself, can be shown to fit into a
_, 1- :1-1 .. _4: __ ....:I~ ... • . : __ 11 1 .. : __
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these texts may not te 11 us much about "uncu It ivated" thought, or,

for that matter, anything about any kind of thought whatsoever, at

least if we regard reasoning as a part of mental activity, rather than

a facet of language. There are, however, no inevitab Ie reasons for a

mentalistic approach, and I will instead advance a position contrary

to the neo-Kantianlsm of Levi-Strauss in The Savage Mind and in hts

own studies of mythologies. Instead, I follow the dlrection outlined

by Ryle [1949] and hts successors. Ryle's original inslght was

severely flawed by his choice of several particuiariy inept

metaphors, and by the vocabulary of positivism that he tnher tted,

with the result that even those who are in basic agreement
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inevitably begin by criticizing him, but it seems unnecessary to go

into all of that here. (An excellent discussion is found in Rorty

[1979], especially pages 88-106 of Chapter II.) Concisely, the

primary locus of rational processes is public language, of which

thought is merely an internalized version. I too am studying

reasoning, but not 'mind'. It is not what shamans think to themselves

that interests me, but what they say to others: my perspect ive is

entirely sociological, not psychological. Events in public, not

thoughts in private, form the basis of my study. Again follow ing

Wittgenstein, I seek meaning within public discourse, not in private

languages or 'internal' states. Situating meaning in public avoids any

need to psychologize the study of shamanism. It allows, in fact, a

complete circumvention of questions of 'mind' or 'private'

experiences Which, while they playa necessarily important part in

our commonsensical reasoning about the world, remain inaccessible

information for ethnographers. Social realities are intersubjectively

constituted, creatively negotiated. This negotiation takes place

through the actions and interests of the participants themselves,

using the resources that language and history provide. To understand

these realities, we must examine specific uses of language,

language manifesting itself in social action. Language is built of

webs of stqntrtcatton, but we ourselves participate in weaving the

contemporary meanings of words, even as the meanings of our lives

are woven by the past use of words. I suggest that wtttqenste tn's

concept of finitism-that a future meaning is not strictly determined

by past meanings, can be usefully applied not only to our
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interpretations of concepts, but to texts as well. The meanings of a.
text are no more ostensible features of the given world than are the

meanings of the expressions that we use. Like our expressions, texts

too are indexical and reflexive, not just open to, but relying upon,

active negotiations in order to acquire sense. To find the meanings

of ritual texts, as of the rituals themselves, one must explore the

dimensions of discourse. Discourse, as Paul Ricoeur has observed, is

everything beyond the word itself. In this work, I explore the

labyrinth of nuance, the layers of metaphor, refusing to privilege the

literal over the figurat ive, refusing to pretend that at last is

reached the point of what the text "really means," remaining instead

content with a "mobile army of metaphors," as Nietzsche aptly

defined "Truth." This, as Rorty [1989:27] puts it, "amounted to saying

that the whole idea of "representing reality" by means of language,

and thus of finding a single context for all human lives, should be

abandoned." Every explanation is hermeneutically cyclic, following

what Garfinkel calls the "documentary method of interpretation," by

which any action (such as an utterance) is taken as the "document

of" some underlying pattern, whi le at the same time the underlying

pattern is seen. as "giving sense to" the action [Garfinkel 1967:78].

This circularity not only frees us from the objectifying deadliness

of fixed conclusions, it also limits possible excesses of interpretive

solipsism. We must explore the dialectical polarities summarized by

Ricoeur [1977:23] under the four poles of event and meaning, of

sense and reference, whose grid forms the linguistics of discourse.
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It is the texts that are speak ing, and we are the 1i steners. By

we I mean not just the ethnographer (and others ordinari ly outside

the space of the discourse), but also the jhakrrs and their audiences.

The intercessor too is bound by the semanticity of the texts, and

struggles to re-create their meanings, even as his performances are

given meaning by them. This is a point at which I depart from a

radi cal interpretation of Garfinke1's suggest ions, for I concl ude that

the indexicality and reflexivity of the texts is circumscribed rather

rigidly by the range of possible meanings. Social realities are

creatively negotiated, but not everything is up for negotiation at all

times. This, after all, is only to reassert the observation that Bar

Hillel originally made, that "there are strong variations in the

degree of dependence of the reference of linguistic expressions.on

the pragmatic context of their production." [1954:359] It should be

clear, though, that I am not so revisionist as to agree with him that

there actually are such things as "objective" statements, only that

the degree of indexicality ranges widely.

By documenting the ways that phrases of ritual texts are given

specific references, how special ists and their cl ients create

contemporary meanings for the archaic detai Is of ritual language,

this work wt!l provide a thoroughly anthropological test of

Wittgenstefnian semantics, of whether, for example, descriptions

(as available in the memorized texts) can be successfully

interpreted as "directions for use," or of whether the meanings of

phrases can actually be found in their uses. The goal of my analysis

at this level is a better understanding of discourse practices, of the
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connections between discourse and behavior. I investigate the ways

that language is integrated into practical actions taken within

social realities. By studying these events in the context of extra

ordinary events in a traditional society, I attempt to uncover

aspects of discourse that we as observers tend to ignore when

looking at more 'ordinary' events in more familiar settings. How is it

that something so unusual as possession by spirits comes to be

regarded in some societies an everyday activity for some of its

members? In a general sense, this is to ask how the distinction

between what is real and what is unreal comes to be drawn

differently in different societies. To a considerable extent, what we

commonsensically regard as real is framed by what we can talk

about: what distinctions our language allows us to draw. Therefore,

by analyzing the language of these accounts, I will also be trying to

reveal the ways that spirit possession fits into Nepali society as

part of the real, everyday world of activities, to explore the impl icit

connections between language, mundane reasoning, and social action.

More prosaically, but also of more traditionally

anthropoiogical interest, the texts tell us of major traditional

concerns in the society in which they are used, showing the

interre lateaness and everydayness of illness, death, witchcraft,

sorcery, astrological impasses, childlessness, problems with in

laws, accidents-how all of these fit in with the spirit world of the

shamans. They detail the symptoms of these concerns with a

precision ordinarily absent in most of the accounts that local peopie

offer of their problems. They document the seamlessness of the
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natura I and the supernatura 1, the seen and the unseen, the

extravagant and the prosaic with an unparalle led richness. Ordinary

villagers, talking of their problems, tend to provide very informal

and vague portraits of their problems, telling anecdotes rather than

enumerating symptoms or diagnosing causalities. For them, simply

saying "bokst lagyo" [a witch has attacked] sums up a complex set of

experiences which are nearly impossible to untangle. Shamans, too,

;:-e reluctant to casually discuss their profession. With considerable

irony, and outright jokes, they deflect questions away from their

personal experience, and poke considerable fun at their calling,

showing a persistent reluctance to claim authority or power. Very

compelling reasons for this reluctance are contained in Nepal's

traditional legal code, which severely punishes acts of witchcraft

and sorcery as well as accusations of either which cannot be

vigorously proven, an aspect that is discussed further in Chapters I V

and V. In contrast to the scarcity of self-descriptive information,

the texts, with poetically formal elegance, provide detailed

accounts of these concerns, cescrtot tons whose accuracy is attested

to by the spell-binding effect they have over and over again on their

audiences. who affirm their mastery and relevance. To study these

texts is to study precise, accurate accounts of the major disorders

which tndtvtcuals continue to experience in Western Nepali society,

to the extent that it seems that Malinowski was scarcely

exaggerating in observing that "l tnqutst tc analysis tnevttaoly leads

us into the study of all the SUbjects covered by ethnographic field

research." [1923:302]
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In quoting jhakri texts, I have concentrated on the form in

which they are initially learned. That is, most of the quotes that I

provide were recited, not sung, unaccompanied by drumming or ritual

activity. Such delivery is extremely rapid, as many as 187 words in

45 seconds, with few pauses or inflections that might indicate

punctuation. I have nevertheless preferrea this form of the text over

that used in actual possession seances for three reasons. First, such

seances go on all night, and the jhakri is periodically in frenzy,

dancing and drumming wildly, periodically lethargic and seemingly

dazed. This results in some passages of the text being omitted, other

passages redupI icated, and even passages of other reci tal s becom ing

included, a process of deterioration which increases as the night

wears on and the jhakrr exhausts himself. Second, some texts are

performed quite rarely. For example, karna Vir has performed the

"Recital to Juma Kal and Juma Dot" only once, after the death of his

father. Similarly, mantars are inevitably whispered within actual

performances, their words deliberately concealed from the audience.

Third, and perhaps most important, by listening to the texts outside

of the context of their applications, I can begin with a more neutral,

less context-sensitive version of them. This allows me to show the

ways in which their semant tctty 1trn its their indexical i ty, the ways

that meaning is not only or entirely a result of 'use'.

This work draws on texts, descriptions of rituals, and more

general material which I collected from fourteen jhakris during

i 977-1983, when I resided in Western Nepal, and during the spring

of 1989, when I returned specifically to obtain more detailed
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supplements and clarifications. These jhakriS are identified

throughout this work by their actual names, not pseudonyms, as they

wished me to do. Much of their cooperation was obtained through the

argument that although Brahmans have their texts written down in

books, jhakris don't, with the result that their extensive learning

goes unappreciated. One district official evsn half-humorously

characteri zed me as the vvasa of the jhakriS, referring to the

legendary campi ler of the Mahabharata. This remark, to my

considerable advantage, circulated widely in the District.

Eventually, I hope to prepare a critical edition of these texts, and

more genuinely fulfi 11 my prom i se to the jhakrrs. Unti 1 then,

Appendix I of this work, in which the originals of those passages

that I cite are given, must suffice. Since the jhakris with whom. I

worked are illiterate, this is not as limited a substitute as it may

appear, for even an unreadable manuscript may contribute to their

authority, as will be seen in Chapter III to be also true of

astra logical charts.

Thanks to the very gracious generosity of Professor Emeritus

John Hitchcock, this work also draws on his unpublished material,

which includes more than 25 hours of tapes of shamanic texts and

ceremonies which he collected in the Bhuji Valley in 1961/1962 and

1967, along with extensive supplementary notes. This extensive

material includes the complete repertoires of three Bhujt valley

jhakris, along with preliminary transcriptions and casual

translations. I have corrected those transcripts and prepared a

consistent English translation of them. While that material will
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hopefully appear in a camp lete edit ion elsewhere, some of it is, with

Hitchcock's full permission, included in this work.

Before underlaking my analysis, I first provide two more

introductory chapters. The next di scusses in greater detail, both the

philosophical and theoretical presuppositions that inform this

inquiry, as well as the specifically anthropological precedents to a

study of ritual language.

Chapter III provides a concise ethnographic account of

.rajarkot, the district of Nep31 in which the research for this study

was carried out. In it, I also provide introductory detail concerning

different ritual practitioners of Western Nepal, making preiiminary

use of JhakrTtexts to do so. To supplement this chapter, I review the

scant I iterature on Western Nepal and on Himalayan shamanism in

Appendix. II, whtch also sketches the outlines of ethnographic

research throughout Nepal. That appendix concludes with a fairly

comprehensive bibliography of Himalayan ethnography, providing the

interested reader resources for a more thorough general introduction

to the Himalayas than I find necessary to include in this work.

Because of persistent confusion over the use of the term

'shaman', I continue to develop the contrast, begun in Chapter III, of

dhamrs Coracles' or 'mediums') and jhakrrs (properly called

shamans), both of whom practice in .iajarkot. in Chapter IV. This

also begins my systematic inquiry into the shaman texts

themselves, examining how the texts generally describe Jhakrrs and

their rituals, as well as what they say about his competitors, what,
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as the chapter title suggests, can well be called "sharnantc

descriptions of shamanizing."

Chapter V examines the etiology of afflictions. In it

concentrate on identifying the types of affliction Which

intercessors are considered effective in curing, e.g. Witchcraft,

malevolent spirit possession, and certain astrological disturbances,

and show how these identities provide the rationale for shamanic

intervent ion.

Rituals performed during the treatment of the various

afflictions are then described in Chapter VI, which examines the

descriptions of such activity found in the texts appropriate to the

different rituals.

Chapter VI I undertakes to bridge the gap between text and act

opened up in the preceding two chapters. In it, I concentrate on the

directions that one text gives to the shaman and his assistants on

how to perform the ceremony, and examine the ways that texts may

be heard as directions for use, and how those directions are

negotiated in an actual ceremony.

Chapter VIII takes a discursive view of three of the most

intense moments of sharnantc ceremonies: the beginning, the end, and

the moment of the spirit's arrival. In connection with these

moments, I 'also discuss other technical points of the recitals, such

as the ways that transitions-shifts from introduction to the

narrative proper, and from the narrative to the conclusion, along

with ensuing shifts in the accompanying performance-are
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accomplished, and place these considerations into the overall

framework of what is said and what is done.

Chapter IX exam ines the more private and secret ive s ide of

shamanism, analyzing various texts, "mantars," which are not

publicly recited, though they are required in every ceremony. I apply

various ideas about speech acts and performatives to identify the

ways that these mantars resemble the publicly recited texts. Texts

that I examine include, for example, those for raising and

subsequent ly que11 ing spirits of the dead at the cremat ion ground

[ghat]. These are ordinarily performed in a private ceremony in the

middle of the night, attended by no one except the shaman. I also

consider the less sensational, but very important, formulas for

beginning and ending public ceremonies, and show how these closely

relate to those ceremonies and to the recitals used within them.

Chapters X and XI consider, respectively, the cases of shamanic

initiation and death ceremonies as meta-ritual templates for all

other sharnantc rituals. In them, I look at both the relevant texts and

the rituals that must be performed, examining the contribution of

the two ceremonies to the continuity to sharnamc practices.

The concluding chapter is a reflection on this project as it has

unfolded, an attempt to concisely summarize the directions that it

has taken. In it, I also address the issue of competence, of why

anyone should accept my interpretations as particularly val id ones,

and I also return to some of the general issues raised in Chapter II.

Throughout, I am occupied with the ways in which meaning is

discovered and created, how it is sustained and transmitted. i seek
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the various ways that what jhakris say in their performances.
answer the Questions of what jhakriS are, and what, exactly, they

are doing.
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II. CASTING INDRA'S NET

While systematic inquiry into the properties of language can

be found in the Western philosophic tradition as far back as

Parmenides, it has oniy been in this century that such inquiry has

suddenly intensified, reaching a point where the phi losophy of

language seems to have become co-extensive with at least

metaphysics, and perhaps with all of philosophy. At one extreme,

this has been specifically heralded as the complete elimination of

811 of metaphysics (as, for example, A.J.Ayer argued in Language,

Truth, and Logic). At the very least, the study of thought and of ideas

has become the study of them through the intermediary of language.

This is a development from which the social sciences are of course

not immune, though they often lag a few steps behind each shift in

philosophical emphasis. Since this study sets out to reorient a

traditional anthropological abstraction, "shamanism," by utilizing

this modern emphasis of the mediating role of language, some of the

various steps that have led to phi lcsophy's own reorientat ion

deserve to be briefly outlined. It should be made clear at the outset,

however, that whi le these tw tsts and turns of theory themse lves

mediate my study, they remain for the most part as unemphasized

background, so that my exploration of the specifically shamanic

world-view (and especially the world-view that emerges from

shamanic oral texts) can be more emphatically fore-grounded. I

collapse much of the historical development here, and ignore, for

example, the differences between logical atomism and logical
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positivism, along with many other distinctions which are irrelevant

to my purpose. A more thorough treatment of these issues can be

found in Rorty [1982] and in Thompson [1981], to both of whom my

own position owes much. Secondly, I will also briefly review some

paralle I developments in socto 1ogi ca I theory. Finally, I will note a

few anthropological antecedents that also take the "linguistic turn,"

in order to sketch more fully the theoretical settings in which I have

endeavored to work. These notes may be read both as signposts for

the way that I have conceived this study and as clues for the way in

which I would like it to be read. Except in this chapter and in the

final one, most of the issues discussed here, whether philosophical

or sociological, are treated implicitly, and they rarely erupt as

explicit comments, contrasts, or conclusions. While some

reflections do occasionally emerge, too many such tangents would, I

believe, weaken the particular focus of this work. I have therefore

rather deliberate ly suppressed thi s undercurrent, though it

nevertheless actively informs my project, as it necessarily shapes

any modern intellectual life.

Much of the most recent redirection of philosophy may be

traced to the logical post t tvtsts, who were interested in deI ineat ing

"the form of any possible language." Logical positivism wished to

construct a logically perfect language of well-formed propositions

about the world which could be completely analyzed, bounded

between tautologies and contradictions. Each such proposition would

be defined by an ostensible reference to the objective world, and

each proposition would be self-sufficient C'atorntc"), so that all
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nonreducable, synthetic propositions could be dismissed as

nonsensical. This attempt to derive ontology from logic finds

elegant expression in Wittgenstein's slogan "the limits of my

language mean the limits of my world," and the overall approach is

summarized by him earl ier in the Tractatus as: "To give the essence

of propositions means to give the essence of all descriptions,

therefore the essence of the world." [36: 5.471 1]

However, in trying to construct such a language, an

irremediable need for an untestable set of "protocol" statements

emerged, elusive limits apparently never part of the system for

which they form boundaries. So too, did an awareness that that so

called "elementary" propositions required such properties as number,

or color-expressing only di fferent degrees of the same qua1i ty.

Consequently, these propositions formed open-ended systems of

affiliated propositions. related. as Wittgenstein put it, as are the

marks on a ruler. If elementary propositions can contain. say.

numbers, they can exclude one another. and hence such propositions

are not logically independent. Developing an argument against his

earlier efforts, Wittgenstein observed: "It isn't a proposition that I

put against reality as a yardstick. it's a system of propositions."

[1975: 11 0] Gradually, the general direction of reductive analysis

was itself called into question. for. as 5trawson concludec:

Why should it be supposed that the only way to gain
understanding of the words which express
philosophically puzzling concepts was to translate
sentences in which they occurred into sentences in
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which they did not occur? [1956: 103-4, quoted in
Thompson 1981: 141

This increasing awareness of unclosable gaps between logical

grammars and formal theories of language on the one hand and the

events of naturally occurri ng speech on the other led to new analyt i c

approaches to discourse. Instead of the reductive analysis of

sentences, an investigation into ordinary language was advanced.

.Ll..Austtn characterized ordinary language philosophy as the

examination of "what we say when," While warning of the traps that

words set for us, of theLnadequacies and arbitrariness, Austin

was nevertheless confident that:

our common stock of words embodies all the
distinctions men have found worth drawing, and the
connexions they have found worth making, in the
lifetimes of many generations. [1979: 1821

Much of the way in which an investigation into ordinary

language proceeds relies on what may be called Wittgensteinian

semantics, particularly on his famous suggestion that very often, to

discover the meaning of an expression, we need to look to its use

[PI.43], that "Only in a stream of thought and life do words have

meaning." [Z.173] Instead of seeing language as a picture,

Wittgenstein suggests that we look at it as a game. Such a view

dispels the idea that there is one necessary form of language, one

necessary source of meaning. Wittgenstein introduces the notion of

"language-game" to suggest that meaning does not result from

logical properties intrinsic to language, or to the mind, or to the

world, but from custom and training. Language games are social
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constructions, from which it follows that knowledge, along with

properties such as objectivity and rationality, grow out of social

usages. David Pears summarizes this "extreme anthropocentrism,"

observing that

It is Wittgenstein's later doctrine that outside human
thought and speech there are no independent, objective
points of support, and meaning and necessity are
preserved only in the linguistic processes which
embody them. They are safe only because the practices
gain a certain stabil ity from the rules. But even the
rules do not provide a fixed point of reference,
because they always allow divergent interpretations.
What really gives the pract ices their stabi I ity is that
we agree in our interpretations of the rules. [Pears
1970: 179].

Wittgenstein's therapeutic reflections on language as games,

and on language games as forms of life, are ideas to which social

scientists are increasingly receptive. However, his own work was

certainly more edifying than it was constructive. Wittgenstein

aimed more at helping readers break free from outworn conventions

and unprofitable lines of enquiry, than at systematically providing

new conventions, so that any attempt to formulate a philosophic

system out of Wittgenstein is self-contradictory. It is, in fact,

tempting to read the Philosophical Investigations as the most

sustained set of sarcastic remarks ever recorded. Wittgenstein

himself compares it in the Preface to that work to an album of

sketches made on a journey. Consequently, it is not always obvious,

to say the least, how these meditative reflections might assist a

task like ethnological research, though a number of authors have
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tried to demonstrate their relevance. Peter Winch [1958.1970], for

example. has outlined some ways that these ideas minimally

challenge conventional social science and provide new directions for

inquiry. Winch's basic argument is that "the central problem of

sociology. that of giving an account of the nature of social

phenomena in general. itself belongs to philosophy... this part of

sociology is really misbegotten epistemology." [1958:43] ArgUing

that human action is based on the views which the actors

themselves hold on what is the case of the world around them. it

follows that "social relations are expressions of ideas about reality"

[1958:23], a conclusion which Winch later restates as "Social

relations between men and the ideas which men's actions embody are

really the same thing considered from different points of view."

[1958: 121] By discussing language. we are discussing what counts as

belonging to the world. and what doesn't. As Pears observed.

stability depends on following rules. and even more crucially. on

agreeing how the rules should be interpreted. While Winch concludes

that to study social behavior is to elucidate the rules which people

follow in their behavior, he recognizes the importance of procedures

that identify when things are the 'same' and when they are

'different'. That is. the most important rules are those for

estab I ishing equivalencv.

other important procedures that have a rule-following. game

like nature are those for determ ining the correct use of expressi ens,

a point emphasized by Strawson, who argued:
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The meaning of an expression cannot be identified
with the object it is used, on a particular occasion, to
refer to. The meaning of a sentence cannot be
identified with the assertion it is used, on a
particular occasion, to make. For to talk about the
meaning of an expression or sentence is not to talk
about its use on a particular occasion, but about the
rules, habits, conventions governing its correct use,
on all occasions, to refer or to assert. [1950:171-172]

On all occasions, that is, within the playing of some particular

language game, not in some atemporal eternity, since languages are

products of particular, historical, contexts.

Accepting Wittgenstein's metaphor of languages as games,

Winch insists that rules necessari ly rest on a social context of

common activity, an orientation which connects his oerspecttve

with that of Alfred Schutz, who undertook to anchor the social

theory of Max Weber within the phenomeno logy of Edmund Husserl. In

the Fifth Cartesian Meditation, Husserl recognized that the

phenomenological perspective could be applied to different levels,

one of which is the social world, where it would deal with the

constitution of social acts:

Consequently there would come into consideration, as
inseparable from and (in a certain sense) correlative
to the set of problems indicated, the problem of the
constitution of the specifically human surrounding
world, a surrounding world of culture for each man
and each human community; likewise the problem of
the genuine, though restricted, kind of objectivity
belonging to such a world. [Husserl 1960: 131-132]

it was this plane of the phenomenological method that concerned

Schutz, and which comes closest to the locus of wtttqenste tns
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reflections. Within it, rules were one, very important, aspect of the

"stock of knowledge at hand," out of which participants in a social

order construct their explanations of that order. While Winch's

interests remain those of a philosopher, not of someone actually

investigating social phenomena, Schutz addresses actual social

phenomena, but the similarities of their orientations is reflected in

the follow ing passage:

... the answer to the question "What does this social
world mean for me the observer?" requires as a
prerequisite the answering of the quite different
questions "What does the social world mean for the
observed actor within this world and what did he
mean by his acting within it?" In putting our question
thus we no longer naively accept the social world and
its current idealizations as ready-made and
meaningful beyond question but we undertake to study
the process of idealization and formulizing as such,
the genesis of the meaning which social phenomena
have for us as we 11 as for actors, the mechanism of
the activity by which human beings understand one
another and themse lves. [Schutz 1964l

This recommendation has been taken up, in a radical way, by

the ethnomethodologists. Ethnomethodology is the study of

"commonsense" knowledge: phenomena that are used to construct the

social world and its factual properties-the processes of sense

making. Its purpose is not to show that this "naive attitude" is false,

but how it is' created and sustained. It does not attempt to establ ish

"causes" for what people do, but how it is that people come to accept

that their behavtor does have causes. As Schutz directed, it

identifies such aspects as the natural attitude of everyday life, the
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practices of commonsense reasoning, and, as already indicated, the

stock of knowledge at hand, (recipes, rules of thumb, social types,

maxims, definitions... ), and particularly relevant to this study, the

way in which all of this stock is built upon and expressed in

everyday language:

The typifying medium par excellence by which socially
derived know 1edge is transm itted is the vocabu1ary
and the syntax of everyday language. The vernacular of
everyday life is primarily a language of named things
and events and any name includes a typification and
generalization referring to the relevant system
prevailing in the linguistic in-group which found the
named thing significant enough to provide a separate
term for it. The pre-scientific vernacular can be
interpreted as a treasure house of ready-made
preconst ituted types and characteristics, all sec: a11y
derived and carrying along an open horizon of
unexplored content. [Schutz 1962: 14]

Commonsense knowledge is not simply a static body of such

ready-made features, however, for all of these features have what

Schutz called an "open horizon of meaning." That is, all of the

elements are pluravoca 1, each acquires part icular meanings in

particular contexts. Ethnomethodology examines, pretty much

exclusively, the ongoing practices of commonsense reasoning, the

ways in which the features of the factual world are creatively

negotiated and sustained in particular situations. In Garfinkel's

often quoted definition:

I use the term "ethnomethodology" to refer to the
investigation of the rational properties of indexical
expressions and other practical actions as contingent
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ongoing accomplishments of organized artful
practices of everyday life. [1967:11]

To summarize ethnomethodology in one phrase, returning again to

the words of Alfred Schutz, it is the sustained and concentrated

study of the "fact of the fact": the study of how the social world is

constituted for its members as a world of facts. Rather than trying

to establish the "causes" of social behavior, ethnomethodologists

instead ask, as Kenneth Leiter phrased the question: "How do people

come to see forces like norms, values, social classes, and

institutions as objectively real and as the cause of behavior?"

[1980:25]. Ethnomethodology studies, for example, the "artful

practices" by which speakers of a natural language accomplish an

ordinary conversation, not the 'what' that is said, but the 'how' that

it is said. Sense and meaning, like rules or rationalities, are treated

as topics, devices used by members to constitute their onqotnq

everyday real tty. As opposed to Winch, who advocated an

investigation into both the ways in which words are used and of

what there really is, ethnomethodology concentrates exclusively on

the ways that the factual character of the social world is created

and sustained. That is, it sustains its gaze on a domain ,)f

organizational phenomena used but ignored by classic sociology. This

. is not, observed Garfinkel, a fault of classic sociology, but an

inherent, identifying feature upon which it depends.

It is as well a condition under which classic studies
are able and permitted coherently to continue. Further,
that the domain is ignored is a systematically
produced feature of ordinary society and accompanies
ordinary society's locally produced orderl inesses and
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their natural accountab iIi ty. That the domain is
ignored is a systematically produced feature of
ordinary society's practical objectivity, its
observability, its recognition, its understanding, Or"

its analysis. [1986: vii]

For my own project, Garfinkei's recommendations will be

important, although less so than I imagined when I conceived of and

conducted my research. Shamanic texts, I now conclude, even when

vigorously decontextual tzec, continue to make sense. They elude the

meaninglessness that ethnomethodology's emphasis on indexicality

and reflexivity might suggest, for they themselves are artfully

constructed to reestab1ish around themse lves a part tcular version of

reality, one that attempts to achieve independence of the

circumstances in which it is invoked. The meaningfulness which the

texts achieve in my study of them may not be the 'same' sense as.

that which they supply to active participants in their more

traditional contexts, but even in those circumstances, the concept of

'the same' remains unclear: shamans, clients, and audiences are not

constrained to construct a single, definitive meaning for anything.

If, in the following chapters, (English translations of) shamanic

texts make sense to the reader in the ways that I have

contextualtzcd them, it is at least partly because the texts succeed

in asserting some sense inherent to them and transforming the

contexts in which I put them. One resul t of my using them is that I

inevitably end up playing a shamanic game with language in a way

itself illustrative of shamantc language games, vindicating

ethnomethodology in spite of my reservations toward it: it seems
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that no genuinely complete de-contextualization of these texts is

possible, other than one that would reduce them to meaningless

sounds.

The directions followed by Schutz and Garfinkel are not the

only ones through which a concern for discourse have been carri ed

into my inquiry, and the speculations of both ordinary language

philosophers and logico-grammarians have also been taken up in

other ways. When discussing mantras in Chapter IX, I am indebted to

Austin's theory of speech acts. Austin conceived of this theory as

the study of specific meanings of utterances in use by actual

speakers in concrete contexts. Austin made it clear that sentences

have other purposes than just making assertions or "stating facts," a

belief which he labeled the "descriptive fallacy." Austin

demonstrated that sentences not only have a constat ive funct ion,

they also have performative qualities: they are not just

propositions, they are also actions. He distinguished three

dimensions of the oerrormattvo aspect of speech acts:

the locutionary act (and within it the phonetic, the
phatic, and the rhetic acts) which has a meaning; the
illocutionary act which has a certain force in saying
something; the perlocutionary act which is the
achieving of certain effects by saying something.
[1965: 121]

Performatives, observed Austin, cannot be evaluated as simply true

or false, and he suggested that we instead measure them in terms of

felicity and infelicity: a speech act properly done is felicitious. A

good deal of unprofitable debate has gone into trying to improve or
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make more rigorous this evaluative criteria, usually involving some

notion of the speaker's intentions. The debate obscures Austin's

original insight, simply that truth and falsity are not the measure of

a11 sentences, that sentences are often meant to achi eve other

th ings than descri pt ions.

Shamanic mantras [mantars], it will be seen, are archetypal

speech acts. By sorting out the meaning, the force, and the desired

. effects of shamanic texts, it becomes clear that the public recitals

and the private mantras very closely resemble one another. Both rely

heavily on imperatives and declaratives, undertaking to force the

world to fit the words. As will be shown in Chapter IX, declaratives

impose their own conditions on the world, reconstituting reality in

their own image. As Stanley Fish put it: "Declarative (and other)

utterances do not merely mirror or reflect the state; they are the

state, which increases and wanes as they are or are not taken

seriously." Fish goes on to explicitly connect his reflections on

speech acts to Wittgensteinian language games, concluding:

words are responsible not to what is real, but to what
has been laid down as real (as pickoutable) by a set of
constitutive rules; the players of the game are able to
agree that they mean the same things by their words
not because they are able to see the same things, in
some absolute phenomenal sense, but because they are
predisposed by the fact of being in the game (of being
parties to the standard story) to "see them," to pick
them out. .. [1 976: 102 1-22]

'Things' have no necessary, a priori nature which language simply

describes or designates, 1anguage canst itutes those orooert tes of
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things which have importance to us, in a playful but conventionally

bound (qame-] ike) way.

By focusing on recorded oral texts, I have tried to avoid the

two greatest weaknesses of the ordinary language philosophers,

namely, their reliance on invented examples (even though he warned

against thinking up words in our armchairs, Austin never really

analyzed real utterances), and their focus on particular words (such

as 'promise' or 'christen') rather than general discourse, criticisms

developed by Jack Bilmes [1986:85-86]. Austin also leaves

unresolved the problem of intentionality, though this, as I indicated

in my first chapter, can be circumvented by rejecting its

mentalistic connotations and concentrating on discourse in public

rather than thoughts in private. Jeff Coulter [1979: 14] points the

way to this when he observes that:

Like all other act ions, speech-acts depend upon their
context of occurrence for their possible recognition
as complaints, excuses, insults, jokes and the rest.
And, like other actions, they are ascribable
tndependent ly of psvcntc or neurological
determinations by observers.

Garfinkel himself put it rather more memorably:

I shall exercise a theorist's preference and say that
meaningful ev.ents are entirely and exclusively events
in aperson's behavioral environment...Hence there is
no reason to look under the skull since nothing of
interest is to be found there but brains. [1963: 190]

Examining texts actually provides a rather simple solution to the

problems of intentionality, since, as Paul Ricoeur put it, "the text's
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career escapes the finite horizon I ived by its author," whose

possibly subjective original intent tons become coincident with the

meaning of the text, open to public exploration. This study will,

however, break down the restrict ive deI ineat ion of speech and

writ ing which Ricoeur proposed, by show ing that the characterist i cs

of oral texts are the same as those of written ones.

Boundaries between speech and writing are breached in other

ways, too. Chapter VIII, which looks at various technical aspects of

the recitals, including how they open and close, is loosely inspired

by the works of Harvey Sacks. Beginning from the programmatics of

ethnomethodology, Sacks and his colleagues have shown, through a

meticulously careful analysis of transcriptions of natural speech,

just how carefully organized natural conversation is, finely tuned in

such matters as turn-taking, openings and closings, and membership

categorization cevrces they uncovered the incredible amount of

work that is involved in producing ordinary talk lcr. Sacks,

Schlegloff and Jefferson 1974]. For my own purposes, it is not the

particular observations of the conversauon analysts in themselves

that are of prime importance <though I find many of them

interesting), but rather the lesson of how much detail can be

. uncovered through the careful analysis of a transcript. More than

anything else, Sacks showed how one can begin with matters that

seem too obvious and mundane to be bothered with and proceed to

build up many subtle observations from them. The studies that he

inspired have gone a long way towards showing that the texts of

natural conversation, exactly like those that have been written, can
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be treated without insisting on any subject tve phenorneno roq, or the

speakers,

Unlike the ordinary language phtlosophers, whose work often

appears no more than collecting and classifying 'facts' about

language use, the conversation analysts concentrate on the

production of actual events, a merit sometimes carried to extremes,

Sacks [1984: 22] once remarked that "there is order at ali points":

consequent ly, evervtrnnq becomes treated as a technica I

accomplishment. Still, the conversation analysts need be credited

for dealing with things that participants themselves are sensitive

to, and for indicating that coherency rather than causal adequacy or

statistical occurrence can be a solid foundation for interpretation.

Meaning is const ituted by the interact ions of representat ion,

ev idence, and context, negot iated by part icipants rather than fi xed

by the social structure or a world somehow external to society.

By concentrating on coherency, I try to avoid seeing my own

investigation as one that concentrates exclusively on linguistic

'facts', This is, as I have earlier indicated, to adopt a pragmaticist

(or 'ironist') critique of investigations into facts. Much of the

discourse of modernity is rooted in proclaiming the end of

philosophy, a messianic message common to, among others, Marx,

Nietzsche, Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Derrida. A closely related

tendency or Western thought to proclaim teleological closure was

invoked by Sacks, who began an attempt to define ethnomethodology

in contrast to it:
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A curious fact becomes apparent if you look at the
first paragraph -it may occur in the third paragraph
of reportedly revolutionary treatises back to the Pre
Socratics and extending up to at least Freud. You find
that they all begin by saying something like this:
"About the things [ am going to talk about, people
th ink they know but they don't. Furthermore, if you
tell them it doesn't change anything. They still walk
around like they know although they are walking in a
dream world." Darwin begins this way, Freud begins in
a similar way. What we are interested in is, what is it
that people seem to know and use- [Purdue
Symposium]

Yet each discovery of the endts) of philosophy hardens in a specific

doctrine, with disciples eager to codify, apply and defend a precise

set of new theoretical positions. A pragmatic approach is one that

side-steps this debate, for whi le it avoids rnaking polem teaI (and

probab Iy premature) pronouncements of death, it st ill suggests that

there does exist some point at which we can safely leave off doing

philosophy and get on with doing, for example, anthropology. This is

the direction that Heidegger points us in, [ think, when, in spite of

his onto-theological nostalgia (as Derrida probably put tt), he

warned:

A regard to metaphysics stt II prevails even in the
intention to overcome metaphysics. Therefore our task
is to cease all overcoming, and leave metaphysics to
itself. [1972:27]

The whole idea is to try to get some general sense of how

things hang together, of meanings that are locally created and

maintained, without forcing those meanings to correspond within a

system judged by either empirical or transcendental standards of
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what is 'true'. A pragmatist refrains from comparing descriptions of

the world in terms of the adequacy of those descriptions in somehow

representing the world. As already mentioned, the chief lesson from

pragmati sm that I ut i I tze here is to thorough ly accept an ascendancy

of narrative over theory-to listen well before beginning to

interpret. Literally, when I first listened to shamanic texts, all that

I heard was sound. A coro llary is to I isten to the debates of theory

. as those unfolding in another literary genre, often influential but not

intrinsically privileged. That is, I accept the attitude that meaning

exists strictly within discourse, rather than in a relation between

language and things outside of it. Things do exist outside of texts,

but none of them, whether of soul, mind, matter or other SUbstance,

have an intrinsic nature that strives to find expression in words. The

world, as Rorty [1989:6] has put it, "cannot propose a language for us

to speak." Rorty, following Nietzsche, sees the history of language

as the history of metaphor, as a result of sheer contingencies, a

non-teleological evolution. The result, loosely, fits rather well into

discursive sociology, which as Siimes has characterized it,

is an approach, not a theory or an analytic
system ....The crucial feature of the discursive
approach is that behavior is viewed as meaningful by
virtue of its articulation with a system of discourse
rather than by virtue of its being "meant" or
motivated. [1986: 188]

Nor is behavior viewed as meaningful because it somehow

corresponds with the world,for the pragmatic perspective drops the
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whole concept of correspondence, whether of thoughts to things or

of words to things [Rorty 1982:xvi il

Defined in this way, it becomes clear that some of the best

practitioners of classical anthropology were doing something rather

similar, and that a pragmatic orientation has long been a part of, in

particular, the anthropological study of ritual language. Evans

Pritchard adopts basically this attitude in his classic study of Zande

oracles:

I have always asked myself 'How?' rather than 'Why?'
Azande do certain things and believe certain notions,
and I have tried to explain a fact by citing other facts
from the same culture and by noting interdependencies
between facts. Explanations, therefore, will be found
embodied in my descriptive account and are not set
forth independent ly of it. My interpretat ions are
contained in the facts themselves, for I have
described the facts in such a way that the
interpretations of them emerge as part of the
description. [1937:5]

The agenda which he proposes here is one that I have striven to

follow, and to anchor more effectively. My interpretations may also

be seen as emerging from my descriptions, even as those

descriptions are themselves founded within a discursive space

created by sharnantc texts themselves. Nor is it simply the

interpretations that emerge from within the investigation; the very

framework of that investigation takes fresh shapes as my inquiry

proceeds. That is to say, pragmatically, that there is not, and cannot

be, some fixed, eternal theory which can be first isolated and then

systematicaiiy appl ied to some other equally we ll-determined body
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of knowledge C'data"). The framework of investigation also evolves

as the investigation proceeds. Once more, Rorty has summed up this

position extremely well:

If we have a Deweyan theory of knowledge, as what
we are justified in believing, then we will not
imagine that there are enduring constraints on what
can count as knowledge, since we will see
"justification" as a social phenomenon rather than a
transaction between "the knowing subject" and
"reality." If we have a WiUgensteinian notion of
Ianguage as too I rather than mirror, we will not look
for necessary conditions of the possibility of
linguistic representation. If we have a Heideggerian
conception of philosophy, we will see the attempt to
make the nature of the knowing SUbject a source of
necessary truths as one more self-deceptive attempt
to substitute a "technical" and determinate question
for that openness to strangeness which initially
tempted us to begin thinking. [Rorty 1979:9]

Yet within these bounds, I have also tried to present the material in

such a way that my own conclusions need not be the only possible

ones. I incorporate extensive passages directly into my discussions,

and include the original texts of which they are translations as an

appendix. This, hopefully, helps open up for reinspection the steps by

which I have reached both interpretations and conclusions, which

are, after all, interwoven.

An acttve evolution of theory within an investigation can be

seen in another of anthropo logy's pioneers who taught us to listen

carefully to what people are saying, and who concentrated (at least

sometimes) his own work within the discursive space that thus

emerges-Bronislaw i1alinowski. He, too, not only took an explicitly
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pragmatic orientation to the Trobriand Island garden magic texts,

but also developed a theoretical perspective strikingly similar to

that of the latter Wittgenstein (and also similar, as Malinowski

himself observed, to John Dewey's). Malinowski viewed language as

most essentially a mode of behavior, and only derivatively as a

vehicle for thought [1923:316], and he consequently classified human

speech with the active modes of human behavior, rather than with

the reflect ive and cognit tve ones. Sounding pract ically

indistinguishable from Wittgenstein, Malinowski argued:

it should be clear at once that the conception of
meaning as contained in an utterance is false and
futile. A statement, spoken in real life, is never
detached from the situation is which it has been
uttered....utterance and situation are bound up
inextricably wi th each other and the context of the
situation is indispensable for the understanding of the
words. [1923:307]

Malinowski goes on to observe, in a passage which would fit right

into the remarks in the Philosophical Investigations about 'slabs' and

Ianguage games, that:

when a savage learns to understand the meaning of a
word, this process is not accomplished by
explanations, by a series of acts of apperception, but
by learning to handle it. A word means to a native the
proper use of the thing for which it stands, exactly as
an implement means something when it can be handled
and means nothing when no active experience of it is
at hand...A word is used when it can produce an action
and not describe one, still less to translate thoughts.
The word therefore has a power of its own, it is a
handle to acts and objects and not a definition of
them. [1923:321-322]
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As an exemplary ethnologist, however, Malinowski never

allowed his theory to constrain too rigidly his data, with the result

that his best work forces a re-evaluation, a thorough di luting, of

these theoretical extremes. While his conclusions of the complete

indexicality of all meaning would suggest that oral texts become

meaningless once removed from their contexts, he nevertheless

produced excellent, clearly understandable, word-for-word

translations of the texts used in Trobriand garden magic. Stanley J.

Tambiah has acutely observed that this apparent contradiction was

the result of Malinowski's "histrontc talent." Even though Malinowski

dwelled on such issues as the "coefficient of wetrdness" and

insisted that words by themselves had no existence, Tambtah

concludes:

In fact his translation was excellent, and he concluded
that the "coefficient of intelligibility" in the spells
was high. His strategy of teasing the reader and taking
him on a circuitous and repetitious route, strewn with
his sins of commission and omission, was adopted so
that in the end a dramatic answer could be produced,
which was that magical language was eminently
intelligible. And he graciously conceded that the
untranslatable words were untranslatable because he
failed to get the services of a "competent
commentator." [1984: 31 ]

Beyond.his penetrating comments on Malinowski, Tarnblah's

essays have in themselves contributed to the general direction that

this work has taken. His idea of "performative blueprints" as a way

of trying to express "the conjunction of semantic and pragmatic

features, and of thought and action, that occurs in ritual" [1985:2]
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contributed to my initial conceptualizing of Chapter VII. Further, his

suggestions on the intelligibility of magical language in general, and

of South Asian mantras in particular, expressed in various essays

now collected in CUlture} Thought and Social Action helped me

considerably in my own re-evaluation of snamantc menter, which I

undertake in Chapter IX.

There are also, of course, numerous other ethnological

antecedents for this study. Four that deserve to be specifically

noted are works by G.J.Held [1945], Rolf Stein [1959], Anthony

Jackson [1979], and Jeanne Favret-Saada [1980], each of which has

acted as a gentle confirmation of my own inclinations, since each, in

different ways, involves sociological research carried out within

texts. It is as pathfinding precedents, rather than for any specific

theoretical insights or analytic achievements, that I gratefully

acknowledge them, for confirming that interesting and significant

sociological discoveries can be made when concentrating on texts.

Each, along with Evans-Pritchard and Ma I inowsk t, show s that good

translation and good ethnography are practically indistinguishable..

One last anthropologist who clearly deserves mention is

Claude Levi-Strauss, with whose work my own may be at least

superficially compared. A chief reason for this is that my study is

concerned with texts that might be characterized as mythological,

and it further sometimes examines the structure of such texts. A

key way in which it differs, though, is that! take entirely seriously

a dramatic SUbjunctive from Levi-Strauss' own theoretical
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delineations, namely, the passage of The Raw and the Cooked in

which he states:

I therefore claim to show, not how men think in
myths, but how myths operate in men's minds without
their being aware of the fact...[I]t would perhaps be
better to go stt 11 further and, disregarding the
thinking subject entirely, proceed as if the thinking
process were taking place in the myths, in their
reflections upon themse lves, and their interre Iat ion.
[Levi-Strauss. 1969: 12]

Had Levi-Strauss actually taken that suggested perspective,

dropping any residual mentalism and making a final break with his

neo-Kantian aspirations of trying to find transcendental universal

mental relationships, our works would have a common ground in

which comparisons might be fruitful. Even within such a comparison,

however, it would be found that my effort to give voice to certain

texts is entirely different from a search for relations of homologies

and isomorphisms-the key characteristics of the structural method

in anthropology. Instead, I am concerned throughout with the ways

that texts are used to inform and make significant ritual events,

with the game in which they are the markers. Even on a less

methodological level, I am very uneasy about describing shamanic

texts as being somehow "mythologies," a term whose meanings in

this context remain uncertain. Possibly, one could call sharnantc

recitals "specialists' myths," seeking some way of indicating that

they provide precise cosmological instructions only to a few

members of the society in which they are used, but I am unclear

what the usefulness of such a definition might be. It has been
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precisely to avoid having to re-appropriate too many exploited

words (it takes enough effort just the reclaim 'shaman') that I

prefer to call the texts by the more neutral term 'recitals', for these

texts have a severe ly 1im ited existence outs ide of the ir ri tua 1

contexts. Many myths of gods and goddesses, including those of the

Hindu pantheon retold in the r-tahaonarata and the Ramayana, are we 11

known throughout Western Nepal: a project of contrasting the

themes of those stori es, as viII agers te 11 them, with those of the

stories found in jhakri texts is one which I would certainly like to

undertake. It is, however, an undertaking which I reserve for the

future, one well outside of this present study.

It is only a truism to state that there are many directions not

taken in this study, some deliberately avoided, and undoubtedly

others of which I am not even aware. In Chapter XII, I return to this

issue, once those directions actually taken have found their concrete

expressions, to reconsider my reasons for having taken them. I also

re-evaluate some of the theoretical issues left hanging here. Until

then, many of the issues introduced in this chapter will only

infrequently surface, and the "I" who speaks and is spoken will also

for the most part remain SUbmerged. There will be, still, occasional

. reminders that both the "I" and the theoretical issues together

continue to supply the underpinnings of this endeavor, and that both

are necessarily also SUbjects, along with more apparent issues, that

actively undergo reformulation and revision throughout.
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I I I. ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT

The hills of western Nepal offer a harsh, rugged sett tnq in

which the inhabitants continually struggle to survive. Agriculture is

the only significant economic activity, yet harvests almost never

exceed what is needed for subsistence, and are frequently much less,

leading to chronic malnutrition and periodic famine, problems

compounded by inequitable land distribution and an exploitive local

artstocracv. Basic necessities from outside the area, such as salt

and cloth, are ordinari ly obtained through barter, for hard currency

is scarce.

The economics of international 'development' are making

inroads into this traditional economy, with increasingly large

supplies of cash made locally available, filtering down through the

system of politicai patronage. The two chief products of

development efforts in .iajarkot so far seem to be corruption and

frustration, issues however peripheral to this study. In any case,

recent changes are easy to exaggerate; returning in 1989 after an

absence of nearly six years, I was mostly struck by how much

remains the same as when I lived there from 1977 through 1983.

In this impoverished setting, it is perhaps a surprise to find

that two cornpettnq forms of systematic spirit possession continue

to be supported, at considerable cost, by the local population. This

surprise is intensified when it is seen that both traditions exist

outside the mainstream of the Hindu religion and social system,

which dominate the local society. Both forms of intercessor must
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compete not only with each other for clients, but also with the

Brahman priests and .rats: astrologers of popular Hinduism, and

further compete with the recently introduced, government

sponsored practitioners of Western-style allopathic medicine.

Nevertheless, in the District of Jajarkot, where my six years of

work and research were conducted, we find flourishing two distinct

types of practitioners of spirit intercession, ansmt«, who I will

identify as oracles, or mediums, and jhakrrs, who are shamans in the

precise meanings of that term.

Though surprising at first, the plurality of practitioners is

apparently the rule throughout the Himalayas, as ethnographers have

gradually been discovering and is echoed in the shamanic texts

themselves, as the opening passage of my first chapter

demonstrated. It is not, however, my purpose to provide a

comparative overview of the varieties of specialists, even less to

synthesize them into a single 'system' that can then be analyzed as a

complete 'structure.' Initially, I must admit, I considered trying to

do so, to follow a recent trend in interpretive anthropology (of the

kind best associated with Clifford seertz), but the material ttse tr

has firmly resisted it. I have had to conclude that the co-presence of

multiple forms of ritual activity is just that, an accidental co

presence, not a system of balance, nor a system of contradiction

simply, not a system. It is primarily convenience and convention, not

some division that satisfies different social or psychological

'needs', that influences choices between alternatives when choices

exist, and often, for reasons of availability, cost, or custom, choices
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are not really present, decisions as to who to consult do not really

have to be made. I wlll look at some of these issues later in this

chapter and in the fo llow ing one, when I develop the contrast

between jhakrfs and ansmt«, doing so in order to clarify a semantic

confusion that exists about them, and as a device for bounding the

sphere of jhakri activities, but not in order to propose some system

of beliefs, or activities, or whatever, that embraces both of them.

As an alternative to positing a 'totality' of ritual activity in

Western Nepal, I choose instead to conduct a thorough, detai led

study of one type of specialist, the shamans. Instead of limiting

myself to the detalled study of a single village, as is typically done

by most anthropologists, I analyze material that I collected from

more than a dozen di fferent vi 11 ages, ranging from a dozen houses

whose inhabitants are of a single caste to growing settlements of

hundreds of diverse families where post offices, schools and shops

have been established. Additionally, thanks to the generosity of John

T. Hitchcock, I have been able to include selections from texts which

he collected in the Bhuji Valley, a five days' walk east of .Jajarkot.

There he tape-recorded more than thirty hours of texts during his

research trips in 1961/62 and 1967. This material provides a

qeocraphtc ranqe and a time depth which clearly would have been

otherwise impossible for me to obtain. The remarkable s trn ilar tty of

many texts also demonstrate their relative stability. To a

considerable extent, it is this stabtl tty that has made the texts

central to my study. I have concluded that such texts are in fact the

most invariant, the least indexical or reflexive, of all the variables,
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the most suitable material from which to begin any analysis amid a

streaming flow of individual beliefs, which are often changing,

contradictory, and inarticulately expressed. While I sometimes make

general izat ions on what peop le do or 'belleve', I endeavor to keep

such reflections to a minimum, and limit my focus to what the texts

themselves say. Only with a collection of such sharply focused

studies, I believe, can real justice be done to the incredible

complexities of ritual activity in Nepal. The lack of such studies is

perhaps not so much a consequence of the theories ethnographers

find fashionable, but of the research situation itself in Nepal. Until

the 1950s, Nepal did not permit any international research

whatsoever within its borders. Even today, many areas of the

country remain closed to research and it is bureaucratically

difficult to stay long within the country, a situation that inevitably

produces quick surveys rather than deep studies. There are also

numerous topics, primarily of a political nature, which are rarely

acceptaote as research topics. Researchers who persist in examining

such themes eventually find themse lves unwe lcome in the country.

Of the various regions of the country, the far west remains the

least studied, a consequence of its remoteness. No literature

whatsoever exists on .rajarkot. and the situation for the surrounding

districts is not much better. Appendix II provides a review of the

I iterature on the surrounding areas, along with a comprehensive

bibliography of Himalayan ethnography. To introduce .Jajarkot , I

sketch a portrait of the district in this chapter, one which also

generally holds true for, the neighboring areas as well.
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Map 111.1.

Nepal, showing the anerr-karnan Drainage and the locations of

Jaj arkot and Kathmandu.

. .Jajarkot lies in the foothills of the Himalayas, about 100 air

miles west northwest of Kathmandu, as located on Map I. In the early

1970s, a grassy landing strip suitable for short-take-off-and

landing aircraft was constructed in the neighboring district of

Rukum about ten kilometers from .Jajarkot khalanqa, the district

center. In 1981, a radio tower was added. Unfortunately, the

generator for the radio is powered by kerosene, which is always in

short supply, apparently sold by the officials on the blackmarket.

Two flights a week provides a fair weather link to the capital and to
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Nepalganj, the chief bazaar town of Western Nepal, located on the

Indian border north of Lucknow. I f the cost, or the weather, prevents

one from flying, one can reach Kathmandu by first walking forty

miles to a road head leading south to the Indian border and then

traveling two days by bus and train across Uttar Pradesh, re

entering Nepal by bus south of Kathmandu, Previous to the relative

success in the 1960s of malaria control projects in the Terai,

lowland jungles bordering India, for most of the year it was safer to

walk the entire way on the postal route through Nepal's middle hi l ls,

a trip that commonly took thirty days, covering more than 300 miles.

The District Center is a small town with 200 houses

dominated by the old palace (which now houses the offices of both

the Chief District Officer and of the District PaFtcayaU, It straddles

a narrow ridge about 2500 feet above the Sheri River, itself about

2,000 feet above sea level at that point. Houses, like those

throughout Nepal, are built out of stone, mortared with mud, and

usually have slate roofs, though some are thatched. Wood is used for

beams, doors, and windows. Floors and inside walls are periodically

smeared with a mixture of cow dung and red clay; outside walls are

plastered with either red clay or white lime. Houses are two storied,

and divided into four or more rooms. Most have a courtyard, in which

domestic tasks such as husking rice or winnowing grain takes place.

In most Villages, the ground floor of the houses is used to house

domestic animals through the winter, but because fodder supples

have been depleted nearby, there are few animals kept in the district

center. Every morning, dozens of chi ldren carry jugs 0' our r a10 and
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cow milk up the hill from either side, supplying the families of

officials and some of the wealthier local families. Although there

are many dairy animals throughout the area, milk is quite scarce,

since most of the year they are grazed in high mountain pastures,

where clarified butter, rather than milk as such, is their chief

product. The quality of the animals is also poor, with four or five

liters a day from a buffalo, and two or three from a cow, considered

good yields.

Throughout .iajarkot and its neighboring districts, foot trails

provide the only means of travel. A few of these trails are suitable

for horses and mules. but neither animal is commonly used for travel

within the district. Some long-distance trade does make use of

them, and some salt still reaches .rajarko; on the backs of dzoms

(the female crossbreed of yak and cow) from the north. Every winter,

families of ethnic Tibetans as well as Khas from .Jurnla, Mugu, and

Dolpa winter in the area, but ever since the Chinese occupation of

Tibet, nearly all trade is conducted to the south. One of the less

important pilgrimage routes to Mt. Kailash and a fairly well used

trade route between .Jurn la and Nepalganj (also not the major route)

pass through Jajarkot. These routes have provided traditional

avenues for wider cultural contacts, and probably also ways in

which external influences have reached the jhakrfs as well, of which

the period wanderings of kanphata yogis should be especially noted.

Kanphatas have established centers in both .Jum la Khalanqa and at

Swargadwara in Sallyan, frequently traveling between the two

through Jajarkot. Some of their practices are strikingly similar to
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those of jhakris, a point I examine further in the chapter on jhakri

death ri tes.

Until 1960, .Jajarkot remained an autonomous kingdom within

Nepal. An annual tribute of 701 rupees was paid by the local king to

the king in Kathmandu; local political and legal administration was

left entirely to .Jajarkots king, though he applied the national legal

code. For three generat ions, however, Jaj arkot's kings have preferred

to live in Kathmandu, and have rarely visited the area, leaving the

management of affairs to relatives. The present king is a jet pilot

for the state airline, as are two of his cousins. Everyone in .iajarkot

still calls him the "Raja." When I first came to the district in 1977,

I remarked that his picture hUllg in the office of the high school,

whi le that of King Birendra was absent. Since 1960, government

administrators have been appointed by the central authority. The

remoteness of the area, however, st ill leads its inhabitants to

discuss "Nepal," synonymous with" tin sahar KathmaQqu," [the "three

cities" of Kathmandu Valley] as if it were another country, and the

traditional balances of and struggles for power between royal

cousins, traditional ministers, and vassal chiefs continue despite

the presence of the new officials, who in any case are frequently

transferred and by whom such a remote posting is seen as close to

exile.

.Jajarkot has an area of about 100 square miles and a

population of perhaps a 100,000 (A national census takes place

every 10 years, but the officials tend to summon someone from each

village to report on the population there, rather than venture
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themselves out of the district center). The entire district is an

unending succession of ridges and valleys, whose elevations vary

from 2,000 to 21,000 feet above sea level, providing a wide range of

environments ranging from sem t-troptcal jungles to permanent ly

snow capped mountains. Average rainfall is moderate, around 1000 to

1500 mm a year, most of it falling during the summer monsoon. The

chief crops are corn and wheat, with considerably smaller amounts

of rice, millet, and barley also grown. Oxen are used to plow the

fields and to thresh grain, but otherwise, all agricultural activity is

done by hand. Although 98% of the economically active population is

engaged in agriculture, because of the rugged terrain, only some

10,000 hectares-5% of the total surface-are under cultivation, in

terraced plots along the rivers and on the less steep slopes. Nearly

all of the better land remains under the control of the former royal

family, but even so there are only 200 holdings of more than 1.5

hectare, out of a total of 14,000 titles. Of those, 6000 are for

parcels smaller than 0.2 hectare. (Statistics quoted are from necnt

dekhi Mahakali, B.S.2031.) The total agricultural land avai lab le per

person is only 0.1 hectare. Frequently inadequate rainfall (and

occasional complete failure of the summer monsoon to arrive),

periodic insect swarms, poor nutrient levels of the SOil, and the

introduct ion of inappropriate crops complete the bleak agri cultural

picture. Modern varieties of wheat have become popular, because of

their flavor, and have tended to supplant the traditional crops of

millet and barley even at altitudes with too short a growing season

to ensure a good wheat harvest. Consequent ly, adequate subst stence
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is a goal not often reached by many faml1ies, and periods of famine

are common. Rice, the preferred food throughout Nepal, is so scarce

throughout most of the district that children go out and sing a song

about it to brag when their family is cooking some. Par-boiled rice,

supplied by international food aid and marketed by a government

shop, is the chief staple for officials. With current population

growth estimated at 2% annually, pressure to emigrate to recently

opened land in the Terai, or to India, is increasing. I t is st ill

uncommon for entire extended families to leave; more often, younger

sons will depart, only sometimes taking their families with them. A

new trend, however, is for more educated rarntty members to seek

employment or opportunities for further study in Kathmandu or

Nepalganj, in which cases more members of the family are usually

anxious to go along.

Along with the marketing of occasional crop surpluses by

those with more land, small incomes are generated by trade in

hashish, wool, clarified butter, and medicinal herbs. Trading is

concucted both through local merchants and in winter caravans to

the bazaars of the Indian border. On such trips, many men from the

same Village travel together, taking their sheep and goats as pack

animals. The round trip takes several months. Besides providing a

better value for one's goods, such trips also offer the lure of seeing

a different world, one with wheeled vehicles, electric lights, and

even a cinema. The only comparable excitement locally is when the

government occasionally sponsors movies on such themes as fam i ly

planning or the k tnq's latest diplomatic triumphs, the projector
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being powered by a portable kerosene generator. The hydro

electrification of the district center was undertaken in 1989,

providing current for a few street lights for two hours a night,

enough however, to power .rajarkot:s first videocassette player,

which now attracts audiences nightly and promises to be a

significant vehtcle for cultural change.

Literacy remains less than 5%. Until 19aO (when more lenient

grading was introduced) only a dozen individuals, one woman among

them, had passed the high school leaving examination, so nearly all

government posts, even minor clerical jobs, go to outsiders. Locals

do necessarily make up the vi llage paficayat (self-government)

system, but except for the secretary of each oencsvet, these are

unsalaried. Most school teachers, however, are now locals, earning

an average monthly salary of U.S. $20. These positions have become

available to locals since completing any grade of school is

considered adequate qualification to teach any lower grade. This

obviously tends to perpetuate a very low standard of educat ion,

particularly when decisions as to who passes are often based on

favoritism and nepotism rather than standards of merit. A dozen

shops selling basic necessities to the locals, and 'luxuries' to the

government officials, are well established in the district center,

and some have branched out to a few other localities in the district.

The number of tea shops (Which were forbidden anywhere in the

country by the national government until the rntd-j 950s) are also

slowly multiplying. Recently, there has been something of a building

boom in the District Center, with numerous new government offices,
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paid for by international aid, under construction, which has opened

up a few jobs for both contractors and laborers. Other than these

few economic activities, only political patronage offers any

potent ial for improving one's econom ic sttuat ion.

Sy waves of successive migrations, especially those following

the Mogul invasion of India, society in Jajarkot has been sufficiently

Sanskritized to possess a basic Hindu caste system, at least a

version of that system which is prevalent throughout Nepal. Simpler

than the caste systems of India, caste demarcation in Nepal

concentrates on the "water l1ne"-a division of all caste groups into

two levels, those from whom water m3Y be accepted without

becoming ritually impure (such as Brahmans and Chetris) from those

from whom one may not (the crafts castes, locally known

collectively as 'Durn'). A Nepali historian, Fr. Ludwig Stiller

[personal communication] estimates that 20% of the country's

population falls below the water line, an estimate which seems

reasonably accurate for .Jajarkot as well.

Considerable confusion has resulted from the attempt to make

caste in Nepal fit into traditional Hindu models, an effort that does

not however originate with Western ethnographers. Rather, it was a

consequence of Nepal's political unification under a Hindu dynasty

two hundred years ago and of its attempts to establish religious

uniformity throughout the country, one centered on the king's claim

to be an incarnation of the Hindu god visnu This found expression in

Nepal's first legal code, the Muluki Ain of 1853/1854, which tried to

fit the country's ethnic diversity into the 4-fold model of the
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rtanusrnrt t. What it really produced in place of the Classic division

of Brahman, ksetr tva, vatsya, and suora, was a division into

a) those entitled to wear the sacred thread of the Hindu twice

born <Brahmans, Thakur ts, and some Chetrts):

b) those who traditionally drink alcohol but who are non

enslavable;

c) those who are enslavable but from whom water is not

polluting; (Slavery was officially banned in Nepal in 1924. It never

seems to have been particularly significant in JajarkotJ

d) those from whom water is polluting, but whose touch did

not require ritual cleansing; and

e) those whose touch did require ritual cleansing.

The divisions of the Ain were, at least initially, more of a legal

fiction than a reflection of actual circumstances. Newars, for

example, who have their own elaborate caste hierarchies, were

simply put in the second category. (The best discussion of the

relations between the Muluki Ain and caste in Nepal is found in Hofer

[1979]. See Appendix" for other rererences.) Sti 11, the legal code,

and, more importantly, the centuries of migrations from the South

and West, have strongly left their imprint on the Far West.

In .Jajarkot, as in India, the priestly clans of Brahmans are

identified by everyone as being at the top. In actual social Pi" ecttce,

though, Brahmans, or Bahuns as they are locally called, are treated

as being I ittle better than privileged servants of the royal Thakur:

families, who, along with one family of Chetris, are the principal

users of Brahmans in performing life-cycle rites. This patronage is
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in imitation of Hindu kingdoms elsewhere (foremost, that of

Kathmandu). The Thakurts include the Sah family of .rajarkot royalty,

who claim Rajput ancestry, a claim which is recognized by the court

of Kathmandu, even though it depends on a rather fanciful story of

one pregnant woman escaping alone from the Moghul siege at Udiapur

(or, in some versions, Chittor) and fleeing into the mountains as far

as Jum la. Because this claim has been accepted, there have been

several important marriages between local sans and the Rana prime

ministers who ruled from Kathmandu from 1846 until 1951. One

local woman became the favorite wHe of Candra Shumseer, Prime

Minister of Nepal in the early part of this century. This resulted in

the District Center, Khalanga, having the first 'modern' water

system outside of Kathmandu, complete with a surveyor, cement and

lead pipes, built in 1930, bringing water to a dozen communal taps

which still work, and having the BherT River below Khalanga bridged

by the first iron suspension bridge to be but lt in the hi l ls. The iron

was cast in Scotland, shipped through Bombay, brought from the

railhead at Nepalganj by a parade of elephants, and assembled under

the supervisi on of a Scott ish engineer, who was undoubtedly the

first Westerner to visit the area. The Sah family, together with its

former vassal chiefs (nayaks, mostly Sahi Thakuris) and its former

ministers (kajls, all Karki Chetris-the original meaning of Karkt, in

fact, seems to be 'minister'), has a nearly complete monopoly on all

wealth and political power in the area, and they clearly have the

highest social status and prestige. Until 1950, only the sans had the

privi iege of wearing manufactured rather than home-spun cloth, and
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only $ah women could wear gold jewelry or rull-tenqth ssrts. As

recently as the past twenty years, there have been cases of lower

caste women being beaten when they tried to wear a long ssrt in

public, but now even verbal abuse for such an offense is relatively

rare.

Chetris rank clearly below both Thakuris and Brahmans, to the

extent that intermarriage with them by either higher group remains

scandalous. Along with the very low castes, they perhaps represent

the original inhabitants of Western Nepal, the Khas, or at least

waves of much earlier migrations no longer remembered in local

mytho-genealogies. It has been suggested that they may have come

from Central Asia around the time that the Aryans reached the

Gangetic plain (around 2000 -1500 B.C., assuming of course that

those migrations did in fact take place and are not also only

convenient historical constructs). The Chetris are locally subdivided

into tagadharl-those who wear the sacred thread of the Hindu

twice-born, and the matawan-those who traditionally eat meat and

drink alcohol. The distinction between the two groups is rather

blurred in actuality. Many clans traditionally considered matawan

have recently begun to wear sacred threads, while the consumption

of alcohol is increasing among all castes. (In 1989, the chief source

of government revenue in .Jajarkot was the tax on legally distiiled

alcohol sold in the district, with sales recorded at nearly a hundred

thousand rupees every month. The second leading source was the tax

on Government sponsored tobacco prcducts.) P.R.Sharma [1972]

suggests that all tagadharl Chetris have emerged by a gradual
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process of social promotion from their original metswstt status, and

Narharinath [B.S. 2012, pp. 245-257] has published a historic

document from Jum la whi en illustrates this thesis. These record

royal proclamations granting the right to wear the sacred threads to

favored individuals and rescinding that right from those in disfavor.

I t is not unl ikely that many of the groups now recognized as Thakuri

similarly emerged from disparate backgrounds. Most of the current

Thakurt surnames like san, Sahi, Singh or Malla, are etymologically

honorifics, probably bestowed on the group or else successfully

self-applied. Like the Thakuris, nearly all Chetris in .Jajarkot trace

their origins back to .Jurnla, (claims which are also impossible to

document), and many continue to intermarry with Jumli families.

At the bottom of the caste hierarchy, and the only ones to fall

below the water line, are the oums. These are the craft castes of

blacksmiths, tailors, potters, leather workers, and musicians. Their

status compares rough ly to the suoras in India, not to the

untouchables proper, for whom there is no true equivalent in

.Jajarkot (though the contempt held by everyone for the

musician/prostitute caste of Ba<;1ai at least approximates Indian

sentiments). Many Durns also claim to have originally migrated from

the North, and, inevitably, trace themselves to degraded high-caste

individuals who transgressed various rules of ritual purity. Again, no

firm documentation exists, but the changeable nature of the caste

boundaries remain observable today, at least upwardly, since ritual

degradation has become uncommon in the past 30 years. Individuals,

and even who le groups, .improve' their surnames. A good examp le is
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found in Saru. Over the past three generat ions the dharnts fam i ly

have successively called themselves Roka then Rokaya then R.C.-the

last written in Devanaqart but taken from the English abbreviation

for 'Rokaya Chetrt', distancing themselves from probable Khas

origins, and now basically accepted as tagadharr. Even more extreme

was a case of some of my students changing from 'Thapa Magar' to

'Thapa Chetri' when registering for the school leaving exam, while

students from the lowest castes enter their surname as simply

"Nepali." This fluidity and mobility (at least as far as ethnonyms are

concerned) has also been observed elsewhere in the Far West (see

Appendix I I), always considered the most conservative area of the

country, so such mobility is very likely to be found throughout Nepal.

There are also three or four Muslims in the District, tnctudinq

two old women previously attached to the ~ah families (allegedly as

abortionists, an accusation that I was unable to substantiate) and

one family of Bengali traders. Another group sometimes found within

.iajarkot is the Raute, a small band of migratory hunter-gatherers,

whose language has not yet been conclusively classified. As the

forests of Western Nepal continue to shrink, the Raute have been

spending more time within .Jajarkot than was apparently true in the

past, for the district retains more forest cover than do the adjacent

districts. However, numbering no more than 200, their involvement

with the people settled in the district is very limited. Some

bartering is conducted, but the Raute prefer not to enter Villages and

forbid everyone to enter their camps, whi le locals accuse them of

kidnapping women and children.
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With the exception of the Raute, all of the castes described so

far speak strnuar dialects of archaic Nepali, i.e. these dialects show

more similarity to the language recorded from the time of Prithvi

Narayan Sah than to the language now current in Kathmandu, which

reflects considerable Hindi influences, rapidly growing use of

Engl ish, and, through Hindi, many Persian and Arabic loan words as

well. These influences have been slow to reach .rajarkot. though are

slowly spreading as radios become more common. Within .Jajarkot,

the variation in language is greater by geographic lines than by

castes, though the speech of the Thakurts of the district center has

been influenced by the royal court language. The only other language

represented in Jajarkot is Kham, a Tibeto-Burman language spoken

by Magars, who occupy a few scattered communities in .rajarkot.

Magars might better be described as a tribe rather than a caste,

since they are outside the traditional system and have little

interaction with it. In some areas to the east of .Jajarkot, Magars are

a majority, but within the district their presence is marginal. In

.Jajarkot, most, if not all, Magars now speak Nepal i as their primary

language and are losing their knowledge of Kham. (More about Magars

will be found in Appendix II.)

Most Villages are scattered across the hillsides, consisting of

small clusters of a few houses ordinarily inhabited by related

families, separated from the next cluster by fields but connected by

labor arrangements and political alignments. Water is usually

obtained from streams or springs, both of which are common, so that

sett lement patterns are determ ined more by topography-of where
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the slopes can be terraced-than by other resource considerat ions.

The central government is currently in the process of surveying and

classifying all land, in an effort to prevent more forest from being

converted to crops, to prevent abuses of share-cropping, and in

hopes of generating more revenue through land taxation. So far, land

reforms have had negligible impact locally.

Brahman, Thakur t, and tagadharf Chetri marriages follow the

traditional Hindu guidelines; they are negotiated early by families,

approved by astrologers, and conducted by Brahmans, the ceremonies

completed by the time the bride and groom are in their early teens.

netewett Chetri marriages are quite distinctive, often involving

what amounts to a bride price instead of a dowry, which probably

reflects original Khas practices, discussed further in P.R. Sharma

[1971], and in B. Shrestha [B.S.20281 Since such payments for women

are now illegal in Nepal, 'gifts' of money and goods are made at

various stages of the wedding negotiations from the groom's family

to the bride's. It is also possible for a prospective son-in-law to

earn his future wife by working for a negotiated number of years for

his future father-in-law. Marriage by capture is not unknown, though

it is locally romanticized out of proportion to its actual occurrence,

it being quite rare. In many cases, though, for both matawalf Chetris

and Oums, marriages are very casual, with teenage boys and girls

simply pairing together and eloping, and not infrequently parting

again, even after the birth of children, who often stay in such cases

with the mother. Mixed-caste marriages are not rare, though they

are generally disapproved. In neariy ail cases (except, for exampie,
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when parents strongly disapprove a son's choice of wife), residence

is patrilocal in extended families. Once a younger son is well

established and has several children, he will often build a house of

his own. Until such independence can be established, some families

will spend most of the year herding animals, housed in temporary

sheds along with the animals, with the older males away the rest of

the year on tradi ng tri ps. The eldest son eventua lly i nheri ts the

house, (or the larger part of it, if it is large enough to be sub

divided) with land and animals divided among male descendants.

Families tend to be large, with pregnancies following one upon

another. Women do all of the household work, collect all the

firewood and fodder, have most of the early child-rearing

responsibilities, and also provide most of the agricultural labor

other than plowing. Children also help with these tasks as soon as

they are able, in addition to having primary responsibility for

tending both the animals and their younger siblings. Other than

plowing and trading, men engage in collectively building new houses

and terraces, repairing old ones, threshing, and sometimes help with

planting and harvesting, but have considerably more leisure time

than do women, who begin working before dawn and continue past

sunset.

Two meals are ordinarily eaten, the first in mid-morning, the

second after dark. There is little variety in them, unleavened flat

bread made from corn, wheat, or millet being the usual main course,

supplemented with a little lentil broth or seasonal vegetables such

as mustard greens, potatoes or yams. Few other plants are
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culttvatec, though other traditional ones such as nettles and fern

shoots grow wild. Salt and chilli peppers are the ordinary

seasonings, with turmeric, cumin, and coriander also available in

local shops but frugally used. Other than at festivals that include

animal sacrifice, meat is scarce, as are eggs or any fruit.

The yearly agricultural cycle centers around the monsoon,

which ordinarily begins in late May, increases during the next three

months, and then diminishes in September. Plowing, fertilizing, and

preparing rice seed beds all precede the monsoon, and it is followed

by the harvest, with planting, tending, weeding and related

activities conducted throughout it. Activity the rest of the year is

less intense. The harvest is processed, houses are repaired and new

ones built, trails and terraces are maintained. The winter is a time

of relative leisure for many men, though women are rarely inact ive

at any time of the year.

As may be expected from the marginal level of subsistence,

the quality of health in .iajarkot is low. For Nepal as a whole, the

World Bank estimates the average life expectancy to be around 40

years, with a child mortality rate above 2Sro, statistics that must

be regarded as quite conservative when applied to .rajarkot. My own

observations and the fam i ly histories that I co 11 ected throughout

.iajarkot suggest that child mortality there may exceed 40ro. A Dutch

survey of leprosy throughout Nepal found the highest incidence of

that disease to be in Jajarkot, and also estimated that the incidence

of tuberculosis is among the highest in Nepal. Cholera, typno ro.ano

rabies epidemics occur, and other severe diseases like encephalitis,
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meningitis, and hepatitis are common. Following up on their survey,

the Dutch built an expensive hospital at the district center,

completing it in 1983. It is the only building in the district to have

glass window panes, and most of its furnishings were imported from

India. It has remained inoperative, however, for no agreement had

been reached with H.M.G. over staffing it. A temporary collection of

staff and patients were rounded up for the Royal inauguration in

1989, but this was more of a photo opportunity for the queen than

anything relevant to health care.

There is also a four-room government health center in .Jajarkot

Khalanga and four one-room health posts in outlying villages. After

an initial period of considerable experimentation, most villagers

accurate ly concluded that these are best avoided, except in cases

that are probably hopeless anyway and when all other options have

failed. Mismanagement, corruption, and medical incompetence have

all contributed to this conclusion. A single M.B.B.S (an Indian degree

of Bachelor's in Medical Science) is assigned to cover the entire

district, and, like many other officials, he is frequently away on

official or casual leave. One that was assigned to .iajarkot for much

of the time that I lived there was a chronic alcoholic, more in need

of treatment than capable of dispensing it. Drug consignments are

limited and are ordinarily long past their expiration dates. They are

consistently blackmarketed, either sold to middlemen who hoard

them or else sold at exorbitant or tees directly to the patients, who

are supposed to receive them at nominal cost. Generous 'gifts' are

often made to the 'doctor' just to be seen by him. Several cases of
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penicillin reaction resulting in death have occurred, for the powerful

antibiotics that do become avatlabte are used indiscriminately, with

drug therapy almost inevitably mismanaged. Nevertheless, as

throughout the world, injections and capsules have rapidly acquired

a nearly magical status, so that most villagers who do consult a

"modern" medical practitioner expect these medicines to have an

immediate curative effect on all ailments. They are thoroughly

disappointed if their treatment doesn't include these techniques,

regardless of their symptoms. The health post officials, who have

received a three-month training course beyond their high school

education, which earns them locally the title of "doctor," actively

encourage this attitude towards drugs, since a major portion of

their income is derived from charging for services which are

supposed to be either free or minimally priced. Even so, a visit to

the health post can be a much less costly undertaking than is

consulting a spirit intercessor, so we must look beyond economics

to understand the continuing success of the spirit intercessors. One

explanation may be provided by local theories of disease causality,

an issue I investigate in Chapter V, and by the fact that spirit

intercession is more familiar, less frightening and less intrusive

than is Western-style medicine, and its practitioners are both less

condescending and far easier to understand.

There are, as I have mentioned, two distinct types of ritual

practitioners in .iajarkot who both rely on systematic spirit

possession as a definitive part of their practices, jhakrrs and

onsmts, as well as other religious specialists, such as Brahman
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pandtts and .Jatsr astro logers, who do not use spirits. As I have

explained, it is not my primary purpose in this work to contrast all

of these throughout, but some comparison is helpful, serving to

highlight more quickly some of the distinctive features of the

jhakrTS, as well as to complete the ethnographic portrait of the area.

DhamTs, who are the exclusive vehicle for spirits elsewhere in

the BherT/KarnalT area, are the most common form of spirit

intercessor found in .Jajarkot, outnumbering jhakrTs by more than

twenty to one. DhamTs come from all castes, including those who

wear the sacred thread, while all jhakrTs are either Durns or Magars,

most being karnts (blacksmiths). All currently practicing jhakrfs and

a majority of the dhamTs are male, although it is theoretically

possible for a woman to practice either calling. Since for both

dhamrs and jhakrfs, the transition over generations tends to remain

within the patrilineage of a single family, passing form father to

son, males are favored, though there is no rule demanding this and

exceptions are fairly common. In particular, it is not unusual for a

dhamf's wife to succeed him, especially when there is no son or until

an infant grows up. There are also certain minor dharn ic spirits who

are ordinarily represented by women (in most cases, these are the

spirits of female suicides).

In Villages where a particularly powerful onemt resides, such

as that of Ma$ta in Palk, jhakrfs are not permitted to perform, nor

are they ever summoned to certain households elsewhere which have

a particularly strong relation with a dhamtc god. For example, the

Karkis of .Jajarkot Khalanga are connected through several
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intermarri ages with the Rokayas of Palk, from whom the Ma$ta

dhamrtraditionally comes, and they will never summon a jhakrrto

their houses, and jhakrrs are not allowed even to enter Palk village.

nasta is rather exceptional, however, being respected by everyone in

the area as the most powerful god of Western Nepal. While other

dhamrs aspire to imitate his exclusiveness, most are not as

successful. Although the Sah family of Jajarkot Khalanga has their

own dharn ic spirit (an ancestor who was murdered and returned to

demand regular sacrifices), they regularly consult both their ansm r

and the local jhakrrs, often consecutively for the same cases. At

least according to the recitals, jhakrrs sometimes send their clients

to appease the dhamtc gods, but I have never heard of a case in which

a ansm: recommended going to a jhakrr. Supplicants travel for weeks

to consult a particular dhamr, but would never consider such a trip

just to see a jhakrr. Nevertheless, jhakrrs manage in several recitals

to assert their supremacy over dhamts, and over the other ritua lists

as well, even if there are few other opportunities to express these

sentiments. For example, when the first afflictions have been

introduced into the world, intercessors are sought. Before the

ordinary ones come, a local version of Brahma himself, here called

"Four-faced Barrna" is summoned. Earlier in the same recital we are

told that he was born from a lotus at the creation of the earth but

retreated to the north rather than fight with the demons. "The North"

locates him at the headwaters of the Uttar Ganga, at unorpaten,

where their is a four-faced stone image of him. Since uhorpatan is

the site of annual jhakri competitions, it is not such a surprise that
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this Hindu element should be developed here, but it is carefully

contained, for while he tries to perform a cure, one which combines

elements of ritual activity borrowed from the other specialists, it

is unsuccessful:

The race of man,sought a jhakrl, sought a jatst.

"Who may be learned, who may have listened?

knowledge is dying," thus they began to speak.

"Go to the Northern Parts, Four faced Barrna,

he's read the Four Veda, he's really learned,

he has really I istened, summon him here."

Four-faces, going, brought the White Veda,

brought the Black Veda.

Having brought the Garul Veda,

having brought a black yak tail,

having brought a white yak tail,

the Ganga, the .Jarnuna, immortal water,

he came spattering, he came scattering.

Oh, Four-faces, going,

"He's come, Four-faces, now, he may consume us,"

the nine planets, saying, the seven times of death,

from the race of man, having left Off,

climbed a tree to watch.

Oh, the race of man, rose, stood up.

There weren't aches and pains, there weren't fevers born,

there weren't chills and shivers for the race of man.

Four-faces, going,
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[with] the white Veda, going,

he began to draw patterns in the dust.

[With] the black Veda, going,

he began to distance the Time of Death.

[With] the Gaurl Veda, going,

he began to distance the planets.

[With] white yak tail, black yak tail,

he began to di stance the obstruct ions.

The Ganga, the .Jamuna, immortal water, fanning this,

he wakened them, curing that, he wakened them.

Against the race of man, there weren't aches and pai ns,

there weren't fevers born,

there weren't chi lls and shivers,

there weren't side attacks, there weren't heart attacks.

Four faced Barrna. went to the Northern Parts.

The seven times of death, the nine planets, going, [said]

"Four-faces, going, for the race of man,

only moved us a little, only raised the Time of Death."

The seven times of death acted, the nine planets acted.

Oh, the race of man, had chi Ils and shivers,

had aches and pains, had fevers born,

had side attacks, had heart attacks.

It was again as before. [III. 1]

That is, Sarma is quite ineffective. When he first arr r-es, he scares

off the first causes of men's problems, the nine planets and the Time

of Death. They initially express fear that he may consume them, but
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then just climb a nearby tree to amusedly watch his. actions, and

return to plague their victims as soon as he departs. The text

irreverently puns on Veda, the sacred texts of the Brahmans, and

veta, 'cane', used ritually by jhakrr, suggesting that Brahma uses his

Vedas in exactly the same way that jhakrrs use canes, to draw

patterns in the dust. He also waves yak tails, which are sometimes

worn by jhakrrs as well as waved by both dhamrs and lamas, and

scatters holy water as a Brahman might, but his syncretic

performance is to no avail. Next summoned are a ansmt, a jaisi

(astrologer) and a par:)(;Jit (Brahman priest).

The race of man [said],

"Even now, who may be learned, who may have listened?"

The race of man, sought a jhakrT, sought a jaist.

In Takabacht Village, self formed, self taught,

there's still Maita onarnr. He has a Copper drum,

he has a wooden drumst tck, he has a brass be11.

There is Kalu .ratsr, there's still Bhar$a Pandit.

They are really learned, summon them, bring them here."

Maita Dhami, going,

arranged nine satva [sets of offerings],

arranged nine garam [offerings of grains],

On a golden throne, on a silver throne cover,

he began to summon the spirits,

he began to summon the powers.

Kalu .ratst, going, scratched the heavens above,

scratched the earth below, scratched on a slate.
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Bharsa PaQc;lit, going, inside twelve books,

looked at a Banares calendar, looked at a local calendar.

They could not say this was a spirit,

could not say this was a power,

could not say this was a witch,

could not say this was a bewitcher,

could not say this was a Bayu,

could not say this was a Badal.

Also, Asan nasan, they could not say this was.

Also the seven times of death, also the nine planets,

they could not say this was. They fled away.

Oh, the race of man, had chi lls and shivering,

had aches and pains, had fevers born. [I 11.2]

The text provides here brief and rather satiric, but accurate,

accounts of the three different specialists, who conclude their

diagnostic attempts by fleeing. As the text describes, atismt» do

have drums and bells (though they do not do their own drumming, a

point that 1will elaborate in the next chapter), they sit on a 'throne',

a low stone platform covered with cloths, they have offerings of

rice arranged in front of them, and they are possessed by spirits

though I will also dispute in the next chapter that they summon

them-perhaps, 'began to summon' should be heard in a negative

sense, as 'tried to summon' since if the spirits and powers actually

had come, they might have made a correct diagnosis. In any case,

Maitu Dharnt is also unable to help the race of man.
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As in the Quoted passage. Jaisrs make use of a slate on which

they make astrological calculations in preparing charts. whose

purposes are listed in another recital. putting the words in KalO

.Jatsl's mouth:

We look at men's planets and at their configurations,

We choose auspicious days. calculate the correct time,

draw up horoscopes, [I II. 3]

further clarified as horoscopes in order to

check the times to travel,

to fight, to marry, to build a house. [111.4]

Actually, most important are the charts which the jetet« that draw

up at a birth. Virtually all parents have an astrological prediction

made When a child is born to them. How seriously these may be taken

is well illustrated by the example of mat paryo (when certain

planets of both the newly born child and either of its parents occupy

the mal nak$atra). A ma I conjunct i on, when considered independent ly

from a parent's chart, can be either extreme ly fortunate or

extremely unfortunate. But when both child and parent share a mal

conjunction, it is held that simply seeing the child will cause the

parent's death. Such a child will be dtsposed of. If not s imply

abandoned, then it will at least be given away to be raised by others.

In one local Thakur: family, all three children have shared the mal

conjunction with their father. and all died after being turned over to

relatives immediately after their btrths.
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Figure II I. 1.

Jantar drawn by Karl')a Vir Jhakri.

Jais;s are also consulted on many other occasions than just

births, as the text indicates. Their intercession is, however, limited

to giving advice, and to preparing jantars, amulets worn around the

neck which contain a drawing of auspicious astrological

configurations copied out of a book. The preparation of such amulets

is not exclusively done by jetst«, anyone who has access to such

books, and there are many in circulation, and who can read enough to

copy letters, can prepare one, including some jhakrls. For example,

Jhakri Karna Vir Mohar KamT of CiL,lrl Village drew up the one in
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Figure 11l.!. He painstakingly copied it from a book that ha~~ belonged

to his family for several generations. The picture undertakes to re

map relations between the sun and moon at the top of the picture

[identified as ravrand cenarel, in order to achieve the alignment at

lower right, which is more favorable to the patient. Jetst» do not

otherw ise active ly intercede to try to correct unfortunate

conditions, in the way the jhakrfs do, nor do they diagnose ills other

than those that originate astrologically.

There are very few penatt» in Jajarkot. As locally used, the

term means any Brahman who performs Hindu ceremonies which

include the chanting of Sanskrit texts. One local paf)c;Jit, for example,

does the ceremonies for the royal family, another for the karkts.

Neither has much command of Sanskrit, being barely able to

pronounce it, and are unable to translate it into Nepali. In the

recitals, the activities of penatts are summarized when Bharsa

Par)c;1i t tri es to perform another cure:

Bharsa Pandtt did knowledge, did meditation,

read the stories, read the seven day ritual,

worshipped Satya Narayao.

"I don't know this illness.

don't know its cause" he said. [I1l.S]

Paf)c;Jits do worship by reading. in Sanskrit, stories such as the

srtswesteot Bratakatha [Purajun B.S. 2036], over periods of seven or

twelve days, so again, the text concisely summarizes a form of

ritual activity, one which is, however, more concerned with merit

and status than with aff 1i ct i on and prob lems.
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Returning to the main narrative, the jhakrr is finally

summoned, and makes a correct diagnosis, to which we will return

in Chapter V when discussing the causes of afflictions.

"Even now, who may be learned, who may have 1istened?"

They sought a jhakrY, sought a jatst,

did the race of man.

"Below Tall Bhot. below Haba Saba,

at katu Cauwarai, self formed, self taught,

having a copper drum, having a lead drumstick,

is Ramma Purucan.

He is really learned, he has really listened,

summon him, bring him here."

Ramm~ Purucan, holding a cane wand,

oh, Ramma Purucan, then came there.

At the door, the doorway,

he struck 'twak twak' above, struck 'twak twak' below.

He arranged nine satya [sets of offerings],

arranged nine garam (offerings of grains).

arranged a great satya

he lit a lamp, burned incense.

On a golden throne, on a silver throne cover,

he began to summon the spirits,

he began to summon the powers.

did Ramma Purucan.

The spirits began to speak, the powers began to speak,

"An Asan trick," they said, a rtasan trick," they said,
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"the seven t tmes of death, the nine planets," they say.

"The seven times of death, going, the nine planets, going,

of the Nauja GhunamT, tricks were taking place,

pricks were taking place."

The spirits said tnts, the powers said this. [111.6]

In this description of what a jhakrfdoes, very little distinction is

made between the practices of dhamrs and jhakrfs. Using the same

words, both are said to call the spirits and the powers, but the

jhakrf makes a successful diagnosis, the onsmt doesn't. Otherwise,

what he does closely parallels what the dhamf also did. In other

passages, though, the contrast is further developed. For example, an

alternate description of a dhamftells of his being summoned to

lndra's house, and of his ritual:

They went to T2irabhot,

brought back Maitu Dnarnt.

He slaughtered a goat at the goat pole,

tossed out sixteen patterns of sacred rice,

gave one handful to IndrajyO,

gave one handful to vasudeu,

postponed the crises,

postponed the star posit ions.

"I don't know this illness,

I don't know its cause." [I II. 7]

Sometimes the similarities are emphasized, allowing the jhakrrto

make a claim to higher status by equating his rituals with those of

onsmt«, at other times the differences are made clear. Jhakris are
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very sensitive to the claims of important dhamrs, an issue

emphasized in a story told by Gumane Jhakri of how ancestors of his

(two brothers) were summoned to Nepal (Kathmandu) and treated the

queen, who was unable to give birth. He diagnosed that nasta was

responsible for her prolonged labor, orders the king to appease

nasta, and is honored by the anemt for doing so:

"Where is this god? How should we worship Ma$ta?
What must be done?" [said the king.]
They said
"Ma$ta is at kawa Ka<;1a, at BijulT osca
Give him the rice field at Saro,
give him a brass bell for his temple,
order that all the peop te worship him."
The king ordered that all of this be done.
The MaharanT's body was I ightened, a son was born.
Later the jhakrT went to Bijull Oaoa,
and was welcomed by rtasta.
"You have made my arrangements for me,
I give you thanks."
Then he patted the j hakrT on the back.
"Mayall that you do as a jhakri be good" he said,
gave him a blessing, sent him away. [I I 1.8]

This story is entirely discounted by the present onsmt« of

Bijull Oaoa and those of Palk, who now control the field at Sara, who

tell a different story of how they came to possess that land, an

incident which will also figure in the next chapter, in which I look

more closely at the differences between dhamrs and jhakrrs.

Before doing so, one absence in the texts should perhaps be

noted, that of any significant roles for Buddhist lamas. This is

noteworthy, for whi le none pract ice in .Jajarkot proper, there are

important ones in the adjacent areas of Jumla and Oolpa, the areas
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of mythical origin for most of the characters, including both the

original atizmt« and' jhakrrS, who figure in the texts. All mention of

lamas in the recitals are very brief and entirely negat tve, included

only as another source of problems to be dealt with. The history of

one powerful spirit that many jhakrrs summon, san Barba, includes

him subduing the descendants of the Kubarns Lama. the lama of 'bad

lineage'. That other local specialists are all mentioned more

favorably, and only lamas are represented so badly. may be an

indication of some possible affinity between Nepali jhakrrs and

practitioners of bon (the supposedly indigenous religion of the inner

Himalayas), though the texts offer no further evidence for this.

Lamas, incidentally. are not prominent in dharn tc stories

either, even though the dharntc spirits also migrated down from the

north. For example, the history of Mahakal relates that once, an

eighty-four avatar lama used his own wisdom to dry up the ponds

where MaMikal (a thirsty. demonic sort of spirit) was living. But

Mahakal took the form of a wasp and stung the lama in his eyes,

. blinding him. He could no longer read his books, and all his power

was lost. A similar story is told in .iajarkot Khalanga concerning the

san's dharnlc spirit. Since none of the other many stories that the

dhamrs tell that I have collected include antagonistic references to

other classes of intercessors, only to other spirits who have their

own atismt«, these stories are certainly significant, indicating that

a considerable animosity towards lamas is shared by jhakrrs and

dhamTs alike.
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Finally, this description of the variety of ritual practitioners

should be concluded by mentioning that many villagers also know at

least a few mantras, some read palms, others check pulses, and a

variety of herbal treatments are known to nearly everyone. Those

who know these things are not considered spectaltsts, however,

though individuals who know significantly more than average may be

the gyanTs, prakils and parkTs of my opening passage [1.1], of whom

the texts on1y te 11 us that they

do knowledge, do meditation,

make oblations, measure pulses,

... examine and discriminate, [111.9]

which broadly sums up the things that everyone does when they first

encounter problems. The three terms are not in common usage in

.rajarkot, other than a loose application of gyani, 'know ledqeabte'. to

any display of cleverness, especially that of children. Karna VTr

JhakrT offered a definition of a prakil as someone who makes a

diagnosis on the bases of reading the nine pulses of the body, and of

a parki as someone who knows the hearts of others. Another

suggestion was that the terms might refer to lawyers and

government officials, that prakil is possibly a corruption of vakil,

lawyer, a profession whose members can be accurately described as

examining and discriminating. (This would, however, rely on a

unusual distortion of a word recently borrowed through Hindi from

Persian.) Otherwise, none of the three presently exist as recognized

specialists, at least in .Jajarkot.
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Distinguishing the cases when home remedies are adequate,

and those that require the intervention of specialists, will be

undertaken in chapter V, in which the theory of spirit intervention is

examined. First, though, as a more thorough introduction to ritual

practices in Western Nepal. follows a more detailed comparison of

onsm is and jhakrrs.
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Photo IV. 1.Anarup Rokaya, ttasta nnam: of Palko
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IV. SHAMANIC DESCRIPTIONS OF SHAMANIZING

Both dhamrs and jhakrrs are sometimes called "shamans." This

parallels a confusion which exists in 'standard' Nepali (the language

as it is spoken elsewhere in Nepal outside of the BherT/Karna1T

area), in which the two words are often treated as synonyms, and

the compound dhamr-jhakrr can be used to refer, usually

disparagingly, to any kind of ritual practitioner who calls spirits, a

connotation also present in .iajarkot. This usage is even displayed in

a jhakrr text [IV.!], in which a Nepali king abusively taunts

ancestors of the present jhakrr with the term, .

In this chapter, I sort out the confusion between the two types

of pract itioners, re lying extensive lyon seIf-descrtpt ive passages

taken from their texts. Thoroughly developing the contrast between

ttiem serves two purposes beyond clarifying a definitional problem.

First, it demonstrates the potential that these texts have for

clarifying problems of meaning. Second, this offers a portrait of

some of the activities that these specialists regard themselves as

capable of doing. Hence, a preliminary, tentative answer to the

question "What does a jhakrr do?" emerges, one which will gradually

be modified throughout this work.

That the word 'shaman' comes from Siberia is a major reason

why comparisons are inevitably drawn between 'shamantc'

phenomena elsewhere and those of Central Asia, for those happened"

to be first to attract a scholarly interest. Unfortunately, in an effort

to delineate manifestations of 'primitive' religion throughout the
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world, such comparisons have been made so widely, involving such a

great variety of phenomena, that the word has become extremely

ambiguous (hopelessly ambiguous, some have suggested), Even for

Central Asia, there is disagreement over what really constitutes the

'essence' or necessary features of shamanism. The word was

introduced to the West from Tungus, for whom it is also apparently a

loan-word: Mironov and Shirokogoroff [1924] convincingly argue that

the Tungus word 'shaman' can be traced back to the Sanskrit sremene

[Buddhist monk, or, more generally, any religious adept], via the

intermediary P~Hi form semens. It entered English throuqh Russian

by way of the 17t h century travelers who first described the

Siberian peoples and their customs. An excellent definition is

provided by Shirokogoroff in his discussion of the Tungus:

In all Tungus languages the term refers to persons of
both sexes who have mastered spirits, who at their
will can introduce these spirits into themselves and
use their power over the spirits in their own
interests, particularly helping other people, who
suffer from the spirits: in such a capacity they may
possess a complex of special methods for dealing with
the spirits. [1935:269, italics in original]

This definition is further clarified with the remark that "the most

important and characteristic condition which makes of an ordinary

man a shaman is that he is a master of spirits, at least of a group of

spirits." [1935: 271] Shirokogoroff mentions the undertaking of

'soul-journeys: to the underworld as an infrequent and relatively

unimportant characteristic lp. 310]. Yet it is precisely supernatural

travel that E1iade, usually considered the foremost expert in the
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field of shamanic studies. insists to be its central feature, in

conjunction with 'ecstasy', He argues that historically, "the shaman

specializes in a trance during which his soul is believed to leave his

body and ascend to the sky or descend to the underworld." [1964: 5]

That is, Eliade exottctt ly excludes spirit possession as a necessary

element of shamanism, arguing that it is a historically derivative

feature, whereas a soul journey is not a necessary characteristic of

Tungus shamanism. It is of course not difficult to combine these two

definitions, and avoid arguing about hypothetical chronologies and

. 'classic' versus 'degenerate' forms. This is exactly what Johan

Reinhard has done for the specific context of Nepal:

A shaman is a person who at his will can enter into a
non-ordinary psychic state (in which he either has his
soul undertake a journey to the spirit world or he
becomes possessed by a spirit) in order to make
contact with the spirit world on behalf of members of
his community, [1976: 16]

Reinhard commendably tried to find a way around much of the

debate, particularly by shifting the focus away from the extremely

SUbjective concept of 'ecstasy'. However, using his definition, or

ones similar to it, can lead to both ansmte and jhakrrs being

described as 'shamans', which would emphasize a false sense of

equivalence between the two practices. Jhakrrs may themselves

have goals of professional enhancement for suggesting just such an

equivalence, since there is higher status attached to onzmt», but the

two practices can be shown to be remarkably distinctive.
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Both the dhamis and jhakris of Jajarkot do enter what may be

considered ecstatic states, in which they are considered by

themselves and their clients to be possessed by one or more spirits,

and they also undertake forms of supernatural travel through this

and other worlds, which might be called soul journeys, while so

possessed. These conditions are easily illustrated for both forms of

spirit intercession. When the first jhakri, Ramma .Jurnratarn,

prepares to match his strength against that of the first w itches, the

Nine Little Sisters, the account states:

He began to tremble lightly,

began to tremble heavily,

with twelve familiar spirits [vir],

with twentytwo bloodthirsting spirits [maphi],

the fields shook, the forests shook,

the land shook, the ground shook,

Ramma .Jurnratarn began to be possessed. [JV.2]

Four other classes of spirits are mentioned in another account of a

jhakri possession:

He I it a lamp, burned incense.

He set out a golden stoo 1,

set out a silvery cloth covering.

Syaula Rarnrna, going,

began to assembIe the gods [deuta],

began toassemble the powers [dham],

assembled nine wraiths [dhuwa],

assembled twentytwo barang. [I V.3]
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All six types-vrr, mspnt, aeute, ansm, abuw», and bararig-are

commonly summoned by jhakrfs, frequently in multiple

combinations.

An excellent example for atismt: of becoming possessed is

found in an account provided by the Masta onsmt of Palk Village

regarding the first time that an early king of Jakt ipur, Mahadev san i,

came to consult the anemt of Khaphalla:

... the god arrived. The god leapt from one person's
shoulders to another's, causing everyone to tremble,
until it finally settled on the dhamt, who grabbed the
king and dragged him onto the throne. [IV.4]

For examples of soul travel, jhakrf texts have the more

eloquent illustrations. The menasmt, the seven levels of the world,

are ascended and descended by jhakrrs throughout their recitals.

These levels range from lndra t.ok. where .Jurnratarn is reported to

cure "5iva's daughter, krsna's mother Padma" (names, rarely other

details, are sometimes borrowed from Hindu mythology, with little

regard to their contexts in that mythology), down to the lowest

!evel, Tiligrama, where .iumratarn learns to be a blacksmith:

He lowered a loose ly spun thread, from this thread

he descended the seven levels of the world,

descended to Tiligrama. [IV.S]

There are two paths to Ti ligrama, one used by JhakrTs and one used

by witches, resulting in a riddle discussed in Chapter XI. A few

shamans pronounce the name "Tilikarma," which would suggest that

it may mean "Iron-work" Ithe karma of blacksmithing], an
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appropriate meaning, since the first shaman learns that trade there.

Those to whom I suggested this thought it possible, but would not

commit themselves to actually endorsing the idea, which is strictly

my own.

Within my collection of texts, no such cosmic examples are

found for the dhamfs, and we have to content ourselves with stories

of instantaneous bodt ly transm igrat ions over great distances, and

incredible leaps into the air, which, admittedly, is to stretch the

definition of "soul-travel." When the r-tanacev ansm: of Aulrtja, the

'Mukhiya' agreed to intercede in a dispute that others had with the

Sundargau dhamf in .Jurnla. he sent the others on ahead.

They traveled for three days to reach Sundargau. Since
the MUkhiya had not accompanied them, the Sundargau
cnamt ignored the suppl icants and went to bathe. At
the time he went to bathe, the MUkhiya finally left his
home in Aulrija. By the time the Sundargau dhamT
returned from his bath, the MUkhiya was seated beside
his throne, smoking tobacco. [I V.6]

In general, the act ivit ies of the cham ic spirits are firm ly part

of this world, or, at least, of an enlarged version of it, one that has

room for such spirits. Those spirits travel on, and belong to, this

earth's surface, which is only one level of seven for the jhakrfs.

So far, these examples illustrate the apparent appropriateness

of call ing both Jhakrls and atiem IS "shamans." The key phenomenal

attributes of the major definitions of the term shaman, possession

by spirits and supernatural travel, characterize both kinds of

intercessors. But one key difference remains: whether or not the

intercessors regard themselves as possessed 'at will'. While
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seemingly a minor point, this, perhaps more than anything else,

distinguishes their own characterizations of their states of

possession. Reinhard clarifies his definition as follows:

The phrase 'at his w ill' serves to di fferent iate a
shaman from a simple medium or a person who may
become possessed in various situations but who does
not have the ability to do this whenever he so desires,
or who requires the assistance of others in order to
become possessed. [1976: 16]

A onsmt is characterized by having been spontaneously

selected by a single tutelary god, always called a aeuts, by which

god alone the ansmt is regularly possessed. The possession, too, is

spontaneous, a consequence of the god's will, not the ahzm t e, as we

have seen above in the example involving r-tahacev ~ahi. If the dhem!

offends the aeutz, it will chose someone else.

onarntc possessions take place on a fixed schedule, which is

based on the lunar calendar. These possessions take place either in

small shrines set outsice the vi 11 ages or in specta I throne rooms

within the dham i's house. They take place whether or not suppI tcants

are in attendance.

Each of these points contrasts to a jhakri's pract ice. Jhakris

compel, through their recital of memorized texts, many different

spirits to come, at the former's convenience: "Come when I say come,

go when I say go," as one phrase of a summons puts it [IV.7]. Also, as

we have seen in the above quotes, such spirits may be aeuts, or they

may be maphi, Vir, baratig, dnsm, or dhuwa, all of which are, to a

JhakrT, distinct, each summoned for distinct purposes. Some of these
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are protective. others are mal tctous, oppressive. and threatening.

"Go in the middle of the night. Whoever you like. that person strike"

states the conclusion of another mantar.

In terms of the schedule of possession. a jhakrf is called upon

to perform at the house of nts patient. and is ordinarily willing to

summon spirits on any ni ght of the month. regardless of the phase of

the moon. excepting days of an eclipse. Certain performances may

even take place in the daytime. That is. a jhakrr's possession is fixed

neither in time nor in space. whi le that of a dhamf is fixed in both. A

. onem! is regularly possessed by a single. identifiable. god. who

chooses the dhamf. while a jhakrf is often possessed by a multitude

of spirits. not all of whom are identifiable. at least to the audience.

The god is said to 'ride' the dnsmt, who carries it and is called its

'horse', terms not used for a jhakrr; the onsmr« possession is

usually described intransitively. the j/1akrfs. transitively [Nepali

«etntiu, locally kernu, versus kamaunuJ.

When a jhakrr is summoned. a member of the patient's

household must personally invite him. The patient's family must

arrange for someone to carry the basket of the jhakrfs

paraphernalia. or perhaps pay an assistant. a curmi, of his to do so; .

in no circumstances will the jhakrf carry this basket himself.

though he may agree to find someone to do it. Typically. he arrives in

the early evening. but does not eat before the ritual. which begins

after sunset. when at least three stars can be seen in the sky. The

seance often continues until dawn. culminating in a blood sacrifice.

A small space for a fire is prepared on the ground outside the
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patient's house. The jhakrf sits on a circular mat or flat stool in

front of this fire, facing east. Besides his drum and elaborate

costume, he may require numerous things, which the patient's fam i ly

must supply. Requirements vary from ceremony to ceremony, but the

minimal requirements include firewood for the fire, some handfuls

of rice, a deposit of one to twenty-five rupees; at least a chicken to

sacrifice, if not a goat, sheep, or pig; two types of rnustarc-j ike

seeds [raya and sarsu] cotton wicks to burn clarified butter or oil in

small leaf dishes, and a bunch of fresh leaves, preferably cinnamon

or guava. A copper pIate, rather than the sk in drum, is used by

shamans when no animal is going to be sacrificed to their meptit, the

bloodthirsting spirits that they often summon in a ceremony. It is

described as being ritually pure [choko], rather than impure [juthoL

which is said of a drum for which blood has been shed.

The necessary items are arranged around the fire. The jhakrr

begins by crushing mustard seeds under his heel, protects himself

with a mantar, and then prays publicly to the gods that he may

succeed. He then unpacks his drum, recites another mantaras he

warms it over the fire, and starts to tap it lightly, praying out loud

to his ancestral spirits, especially that of his own guru. He then

dresses in his costume, which receives the protection of yet another

mantar. Every costume varies somewhat, but an idealized version of

it is thoroughly described in the Recital of the Nine Little Sisters. In

danger of being attacked by the witches, the jhakrrS wife assembles

it for him for the first time:

From a syall tree, she brought matted locks of hair,
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from Charkabhot, she brought pheasant feathers,

from Kala Patan, she brought fragrant leaves,

put these on his head.

From a kacur garden, she brought a piece of kacur root,

put it in his mouth.

From a merchant's store, she brought cowrie shells,

from a puwa grove, she brought a tie string,

put these around his neck.

From the best MalayagirT sandalwood,

she brought charcoal ashes, put them on his forehead.

From the tree over an ancestral jhakrT's tomb,

she brought the sacan wood hoop for a drum,

from Rata Pahar, she brought a wild goat's skin,

from sucar PanT, she brought a drum's inner handles,

made a complete drum.

From a gharT vine, she brought a gharT wood drum stick.

From a brass worker's store,

she brought a pair of clanging bells.

From a khair grove, she brought a leather belt.

From a wild edible fig tree,

she brought a pair of bells and a pair of bell strikers.

From Charkabhot, she brought a swirl of yak's tai 1.

From new born animals,

she brought the long teeth of wild sows and wild boars.

"Elder brother Tikhu Kaml,

Elder brother Gharo KamT,
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make for me a cowbell, a perforated bell, a solid bell,

a ringing bell," she said,

brought them when they were made.

From a tai lor's shop,

she brought two kinds of women's outer wraps,

brought stitched pajamas.

From a stsa tree, she brought a wild boar's skin.

She assemb led all the equipment for a jhakrT. [I V.8]

This description is closely matched by all of the costumes which I

have seen, though the places of origin for the various items vary

widely, and additional items, such as various animal skins and

miscellaneous metal trinkets, are not uncommon. One major

variation in the Bhuji Valley is the wearing of an archer's

wristguard [bhoto], which I have not seen in .rajarkot. All jhakrT

drums in both .Jajarkot and in BhujT are one sided. The preferred hoop

wood is ssaen, the skin is from a wild goat, the handles are of cane

and mounted in a narrow 'X' inside, loosely attached by iron loops.

For major ceremonies, the drum is decorated with simple line

drawings of white clay. One such pattern was sketched by karna Vir

[Figure IV. I l. Every jhakrr also wears two kinds of women's outer

wraps and men's pajamas, wears the mentioned leaves and feathers

on his head, has a leather vest with bells and other iron trinkets

attached, wears various necklaces, and places a piece of kacur root

in his mouth [a bitter root similar to turmeric]. All of this is

intended as protection against malevolent attacks.
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Figure IV. 1. Decorated Drum Skin.

Having put on his costume, the jhakrr again sits and resumes

drumming. The beat becomes more insistent and suddenly he is

possessed, tremb ling vi olent ly and often thrashing about. Quick ly, he

calms down, enough to resume his seat, and his drumming becomes

more restrained and rhythmic. Finally he begins to recite the text

appropriate to the occasion. The intensity of the performance is not

uniform, but ranqesrrorn nearly inaudible muttering through

rigorous singing to frantic leaping and shouting in the four

directions. At other times the jhakrr will pause and rearrange

things, smoke, and, still in trance, listen to questions of the

spectators, who he advi ses.

Again, a ansmrs performance is quite distinct. Each god has a

small shrine dedicated to it, usually located on the outskirts of a

village, in forest clearings, or on hill tops. These shrines contain a

small stone and mud platform raised about a foot off the ground, the

onsmt: throne, and are often cluttered, inside and out, with
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tridents, iron lamp-stands, and strips of cloth, all offerings from

supp1icants.

The dham rwears no special costume, though he observes

certain restrictions of dress which indicate his subservience to his

god. He must never wear shoes or other foot-wear and must always

be dressed in home-spun cloth. Hats and caps are also forbidden,

though a turban is often worn, in which the ansmt's long hair, which

is never cut, is wrapped. This hair, which may reach the ground, is

ordinarily unwound in preparation for a possession, but sometimes

. the turban is retained. The ansmt himself makes no special

preparations for the ceremony, other than fasting and bathing on the

days for which a possession is scheduled. Technical details, such as

cleaning the throne and unpacking the ekset» [grains of pure rice

used for sacred purposes] brought by supp 1icants into a mound at the

front of it, and lighting small oil lamps, are attended to by the

dflarigrr[the anzmt» assistant, also called a pUjarTl. The atizrnt tes:e,

seated, beside the throne. If drumming is involved, as at all major

full moons, the dama;s [the tailor caste, who are the traditional

drummers] assemble outside. On the most important occasions, a

group of Village women sing marigals, auspicious hymns to the god,

and rarely, when a literate Brahman comes to consult, Sanskrit texts

may even be recited. Suddenly the dnem! shakes, and leaps trembling

onto the throne. His shaking becomes controlled as the dharigrT

places a rudrak$a seed necklace on him. He may, rarely, recite the

god's perett, its personal history, but more often he says nothing,

simply distributing tika [forehead dots] and "three grains" of ekset»
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[the whole grains of rice offered to the spirit] to the supplicants,

and they begin to consult him.

Sometimes other ansmts are also present, both inside and

outside the shrine, and they also become possessed. For example, at

Bhadau pumtms [the full moon in the lunar month of Bhadau, which

usually falls in September or October] in Palk, over forty dhamfs and

anemeint« [female dhamfs] may be simultaneously possessed,

dancing together in front of r-iasta's shrine. Those possessed by

spirits subdued by rtasta carry his dhamf on their shoulders around

the shrine. But most often, dancing has no part in a atism is ceremony

and the dhamf rarely leaves his throne until the god departs from

him. For blood-thirsty gods such as Ma$ta, many goats are

sacrificed, but this takes place after the possession ceremony

proper, and the ansm: is simply an onlooker, doing no more than

distributing the quarters of the animal to the supplicants and the

Villagers. This, and the distribution of any oresso [blessed food

prepared from offerings, such as rice pudding], concludes the event.

-I n contrast to jhakrfs, who use oral texts as part of every

ceremony, dham is mayor may not begin a ceremony with a oerett,

the formal recital of the god's personal history. Dnamtc parelfs are

also far more public, known and elaborated in casual retellings by

most of the Villagers within a particular god's range of influence.

The mangal sung at major ceremonies may also be regarded as part

of the collections of dhamic texts, although their purpose is

different than that of the perett. They invite and suppl icate the god,

whereas the pare ITauthent tcates its presence. These hymns are, of
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course, also public, known and freely taught by the women

associated with that god, either through kinship with the ansrn r or

simply by identifying themselves as followers of that god.

Dhamrs receive no training, and so never formally memorize

texts. The stories of the dharntc gods, however, are common

knowledge, even if no "canonical" version exists (as it does for a

jhakri text, since the jhakrr corrects his pupi l's reci tat i on over and

over again throughout the years of apprenticeship). Despite the

importance of peretts, they are, as has been mentioned, rarely

performed. .Jajarkots most important cbarnt, Anarup, Ma$ta chamt of

Palk, reports that in 27 years as a anemt, he has recited r-iasta's

parelT only three times. The first time was when the god first came

to him, at the full moon of Bhadau, B.S. 2013, during a fierce di spute

between the then reigning r-tasta dnsm! and that dnsmre younger

brother, who insisted on being recognized as the Mahakal anemt and

receiving rights to a share of the god's land, which is the most

productive rice field in the area. He grabbed the necklace of his older

brother and threw it out of the shrine. Anarup put it on, became

possessed, recited rtasta's oerett, and continued the ceremony. The

second time he recited it was three years later, as the dispute over

who was the authentic dtizmt continued, having reached such a

violent level that the military intervened and placed all three

disputants, and thei r supporters, under arrest. Anarup trave1ed to

kauwa, in Mugu, whose own r-iasta attsmt is recognized as senior to

that in Palk and receives a goat every five years from him. There the

cnsmt challenged him:
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When the god had come to the Kauwa ohamt. he turned
to Anarup and shouted:
"You say that you are BijulT Masta.
There are twelve brothers,
and each has his own path.
Among those twelve paths,
te i 1me now yours.
What is older brother's Dadar's path?
What is Tharpa's path?
Now, what is your path?
I f you know, come on, te 11 it.
If you don't, I'll beat you over the head with a stick
unt i I you craw I away from here,
with blood dripping from your feet."

When the Kauwa cnamr had said this, the god came to
Anarup. He jumped onto the throne, and he chanted the
ent ire history.
"I am satisfied" announced the Kauwa dharnt.
"You are my brother BijulT," and he said to everyone,
"This is the true dhamT." [I v.si

The third time that Anarup has recited the parelf was some twenty

years later, after I had approached as a supplicant for a dozen times

and requested it.

Other dhamrs report having performed the parelTonly once in

their lives, though a few, such as the pair of suwakot! dhamrs in

Caurata include at least fragments of it in every ceremony. Clearly,

pereits do not have the same relation to charntc ceremonies as do the

me/as in the jhakrr ceremonies. The importance of jhakrr texts is

evident in every ceremony. When the jhakrr is in trance, dressed in

full costume, beating his drum and dancing excitedly, his recital is

regarded by the audience, and glossed by the jhakrrs themselves, as

direct communications with the sptr ttt s) possessing him. Despite
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this, the jhakrTs do not deny that they have had to laboriously learn

these texts in hundreds of hours of rote dri 11 throughout years of

apprenticeship. Great care is taken to memorize them accurately, for

their power is held to reside in the act of repeating them correctly,

similar to the recital of mantars. 'n-,CS€- te/ts are k!iown primari ~y,

by the jhakrrs and are regarded by them as their private special ized

knowledge. (I have, however, found a few individuals who know and

use some of the recitals and mantars, even though they are

definitely not, and do not claim to be, jhakrrs,) ohamtc texts, too,

bind the dhamrto a particular vision of the world, but they lack the

instrumental Quality of the jhakrr metes; their recital provides no

particular means of controlling events in the world, only a general

framework for the involvement of a single god in those events.

Since the dhamtc texts have much less importance attached to

their exact reproduction, and there is no formal teacher who could

correct them (other than for the marigals), their meanings have more

of a problematic Quality to them, to the extent that it would be

accurate to say that many dharn ic ceremonies have no text, other

than the consultations between intercessor and supplicant.

Nevertheless, the ability to spontaneously produce the oerett is the

crucial criterion in the selection of a new dhamT, so in this sense

texts are just as important to dhamTs as they are to jhakrTs.

In both traditions, texts provide the basis for authenticating

the spirit's intercessor. But for dnsmt», every aspect of the

possession, Its agent, timing, location, every circumstance, is held

to be determined by the god, who legitimates his chosen vehicle
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with a text. This is always the "same" text, telling the origin story

of the particular spirit who controls the entire event. However, the

words, names and incidents themselves may vary. That is, using

Freqes distinction [Frege 1970], a parelTalways has the same

referent [Bedeutung]-that aspect of experience about which it says

something, but is distinct in terms of its sense [Sinn]-what it

expresses about that which it cestqnates. The spatto-ternoorai

event, too, is the same, always held in the same locations and

following a rigidly prescribed calendar.

On the other hand, each jhakrf text is used to treat a part i cul ar

set of ailments, to mediate or aggravate particular crises. The

jhakrfhimself claims control over the event of possession,

compelling a spirit to come, using different texts to compel

different spirits. These texts, then, may be thought of as the same in

terms of the sense, the words that are carefully reproduced in each

performance, but distinct in their referents. Three axes of the

dtalecttcsor discourse suggested by Ricoeur [1977a] provide

convenient contrasts between the two practitioners. Ricouer's

fourth axis, 'meaning', is less usefully contrastive. The texts of both

kinds of intercessors define a space of social meanings. This is

minimally true as a consequence of their being oral, so that the

persons who recite them have, of course, had to memorize them, and

so are familiar in at least this way with their content. Some

familiarity is crucial, for I maintain that certain meanings

contained in the texts give charter to certain social actions.

Consequently, to examine those meanings is to examine how behavior
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is made sensible by those performing it. Any social world is

operationalized by meaning, by meanings that the actual participants

have selected as stqnt ficant to them, not by concepts imposed by an

observing subject. W~at we are looking at here is how certain

meanings have been construed within the oral texts used by both

dhamrs and jhakrrs, and how those meanings make intelligible the

social pract ices that such ceremoni es const itute.

Not only do the cnamtc texts vary with each performance, but

different jhakrrs recite different versions of the same texts. This in

itself is not remarkable, and would be expected for an orally

transmitted tradition. But in different versions the stories are

equally coherent; it is not only a process of deterioration that has

produced new versions, but also a process of re-creation, of meaning

being re-invented. This clearly indicates that the jhakrfs do not

simply memorize these texts as if they were meaningless chants,

nor is the sound so important that meaning is submerged beneath it.

Rather, intervention must at least occasionally take place, in which

the jhakrfs thoroughly participate in the meanings that the texts

contain, re-establishing a foundation of meaning when the text is

overly threatened by ambiguity. Certainly, not every jhakrf need do

this, but meaning is periodically recreated, the texts are

periodically worked on by jhakrfs.

While ariemt« repeat the same ceremony over again and again,

jhakrfs perform a variety of different ceremonies, as can be

documented by exampies from their texts. One of the most surprising

of these is to cause, rather than to cure, problems-performing
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deliberate acts of sorcery. For example, in the next selection, the

jhakrr raises spirits from the dead t.messt», performs a secret

ritual, and sends those meesn to plague his enemies. This kind of

activity was explicitly banned in Nepal's traditional legal code.

Causing death though sorcery was punished by the confiscation of a

man's property and his banishment from the country; a woman

similarly had her property seized and was exiled from her village.

Nevertheless, the texts not only describe acts of sorcery, in doing so

they even provide directions for conducting them, as in the following

example:

He assembled his equipment.

Having put on the ritha [black seed] necklace,

having put on the snakebone neck lace,

having put on the sura: necklace,

having put on the kacur neck lace,

late in the evening, in the deepest time of night,

in the darkest time of night,

dancing with straight steps,

dancing with backward steps,

he descended to the sixth crossroad,

descended to the nasan Ghat.

Of the Bhampa kacur, going,

biting out one bit, he spat it towards the north.

Biting out one bit, he spat it towards the south.

Biting out one bit, he spat it towards the west.

Biting out one bit, he spat i~ towards the east.
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Biting out one bit, he spat it towards Heaven.

Biting out one bit, he spat it towards Hell.

Going to the sixth crossroads, going to the nasan ghat,

he dances with reversed steps,

he dances with upsidedown steps.

Of the Nine Little Sisters, Acam Sera's daughters,

their sides throbbed with pain,

they convulsed with pain,

their I ives were convulsed.

"0 Eldest Sister, our sister,

Paternal Uncle Kabare, Paternal Uncle nasan,

has become threatening, has become challenging.

What secret knowledge Ibnedl has been done,

what secret action Ichedl has been done?"

thus they began to speak.

"0 Eldest Sister, our si ster, our I ives have been

convul sed,"

thus they began to speak.

or, Paternal Uncle Rammacan,

from the sixth crossroads, from the nasan Ghat,

dancing with backward steps, biting the Bharnpa kacur,

then came to there. [I V. 10]

While in the above case, the jhakrf'S victims are witches, and so

perhaps deserve to be treated this way, another case is of a jhakrT

being taunted by his brother-in-law, the king, angering the jhakrlJ

who then makes the king's son deathly ill before fleeing and hiding:
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"You can't ident i fy w itches, you can't identify bew itchers,

you can't identify bayu, you can't identify batas.

what kind of a jhakrT are you,

what kind of a cnamt are youT

He was sarcast tc, he was sardonic.

Syaula Ramma, going,

having been frantlcally possessed, [ranga bhanga]

to Rajai Rautyala [the k tnq's son],

tak ing a straw from the roof, poked him in the eyes.

Ai, taking off hts great wristguard, Rajai Rautyala,

he poked in hts rlght side, poked in this left side.

With a twig of the Tare tree, with a tw iq of the Mare tree,

he poked in the ears Rajai Rautyala.

His ears couldn't hear, hts eyes couldn't see,

his sides ached, is heart ached.

Ai, oh Rajai Rautyala, was a complete wreck.

He was half alive, half dead, felt fevers, chills.

Oh, svauia Rarnma, golng, fled, ran away. [IV.! 1]

Another version of the same story has the jhakri curse the king

directly:

He jhakried, struck a blow, used his power,

played a secret trick on the Sijapati raja.

The throne was cheerl ess,

the kingdom was cheerless,

the people were cheerless,

the offices and courts all closed.
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He struck him with nasal blockage,

struck him wah blocked ears,

struck him with a blocked stomach,

bit him with bone aches.

he went to Ti ligrama, stayed there. [I V. 12]

The charntc gods also cause afflictions, but, at least ordinarily, this

is not done through the active intervention of the onemt. The best

known case comes from Pa1k and concerns the same rice fie ld whose

ownership was later disputed. Ma$ta's perett tells the story in the

. fi rst person:

I declared this my home, 1 had nothing at all,

what else could 1 do, 1 chose a small field,

there at a resting place, 1 made him dance on his hands,

the navaks son, Pasangro, Nata Raj the nayak,

Pasanqro who had no sons, 1 seized him and held on,

Oh my brothers, this was done,

for twelve years I held him,

this is what 1had to do,

this solved my big problem... [IV.13]

Pasanqro, we are told, for twelve years neither died nor recovered;

insects hatched from his body, so many that every morning his

mother filled up a bowl with them. This persisted until the land in

question, the most productive irrigated field in Saru, was turned

over to the ttasta ansmt. Even when rtasta promises a cure, often his

curse is only lifted after twelve years, a tenet that certainly must

test suppI tcants' pat i ence, as it di d the nayak's, who attacked the
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dhaml's brother with a knife and nearly killed him. The onsm! does

not, however, play an active part in causing the afflictions, the

agency being entirely attributed to r-iasta himself, and similarly,

their cure has to be left to Ma$ta as well.

Other examples of what a jhakrfdoes will be discussed in

subsequent chapters. The passages already offered are sufficient to

show how distinct a jhakrT's activities are from those of a onemt.
Returning to Shirokogoroff's discussion of Tungus shamans, we see

that every major aspect which he attributes to them can be

documented for the jhakrrs of Western Nepal as well: He concludes:

the essential formal characteristics indispensable for
shamanism in full function: (1) the shaman is a master
of spirits; (2) he has mastered a group of spirits; (3)
there is a complex of methods and paraphernalia
recognized.and transmitted; (4) there is a theoretical
justification of the practice; (5) the shaman assumes
a special social position. [1935:274]

are all applicable to the jhakrTs as well. As has been seen, a jhakrT

is "a master of spirits, at least of a group of spirits." He controls

different spirits who possess different qualities. JhakrTs do possess

a complex of special methods for dealing with the spirits, (methods

which will later be examined in greater detail). and they use and

transmit an elaborate array of paraphernalia, chief of which is, as

also for the Tungus, the drum. Their 'special social position' is

argued for eloquently in their texts, although it is admittedly

ambivalent within Nepali society. Shirokogoroff himself, however,

only meant by this "social recognition-a group which distinguishes

one of its members by bestowing on him their confidence," which is
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something that the numerous cl tents of the jhakrls clearly do.

Finally, they articulate, within their texts, a "general theory of

spirits, their particular characteristics, and the practical

possibilities of dealing with spirits," all of which is the theme of

Overall, all of these characteristics, along with the

technicalities of their practices, clearly distinguish jhakr;s from

dham IS. What I advocate, then, is to use in its original form the

cer tntt ion of "shaman" provided by Shirokogoroff's descr tpt i on of the

Tungus, not the revisions attempted by either Eliade or Reinhard,

which then clearly authorizes call ing a jhakr; a 'shaman', Which in

turn allows us to more accurately discuss the variety of religious

activities found in Nepal. Consequently, throughout the remainder of

this work, the Nepal i "jhakrf' and "shaman" are used as synonyms

throughout. Dhamls I will refer to as "oracles."
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Photo IV.2. JhakrT Gumane KamT of svauia
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V. THE ETIOLOGY OF AFFLICTION

That traditional methods of healing, including the services of

shamans and oracles, flourish throughout Western Nepal can

certainly not be traced to the current failure of modern medicine to

satisfy basic health needs, outlined in Chapter III, which is, after

all, too recent a phenomena to have had much impact. Rather, these

choices are readily traceable to local theories of disease causality.

When a clear causative agent can be identified, some illnesses

. may be attributed entirely to natural causes. Snakebite, drinking

milk from cows that have fed on hemlock, indulging in too much wild

honey, or upsetting the body's humoral balance, as by taking milk and

fish at the same meal, are all examples of natural causes that are in

themselves considered an adequate explanation of a state of

temporary ill health. Frequent ly, however, such explanat ions are

elaborated, for all Villagers, irrespective of their level of education

or exposure to secular medicine, will commonly ci te supernatural

explanations of illness, t.e. causes that are ordinarily unperceived by

the senses, and which fall outside of cosmopolitan theories of

illness.

Supernatural explanations commonly involve some combination

of five sorts of causes:

1) the activities of spirits;

2) curses and spells, especially acts of witchcraft or sorcery;

3) misfortunate astrological configurations;

4) damage to the body's IHe force or SOUl;
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5) the intrusion of quasi-physical substances into the body.

These sources are commonly held responsible not only for many

illnesses, but also for most other kinds of misfortunes and

accidents, such as the illness or death of domestic animals, the

eroding away of land, expensive court litigation, and, in fact, nearly

anything unfortunate that may befall someone, their family, or their

possessions. This chapter elaborates on the sources of afflict i on

that can be identified in the shamanic texts, and provides brief

discussions of the texts used to treat them. To more thorough ly

display the internal consistency of these causes as a coherent

theory of etiology, I restrict the discussion in this chapter to the

texts of three shamans, two brothers, kama Vir Kami and Abi Lal

Kami of Churi Village, and their cousin, Gumane ksmt of svaia When

significant variations occur in the texts of other shamans, such as

those of the Bhuji Valley, these are sometimes noted, but the texts

of other shamans inevitably show that any more general scheme of

shamanic theories of affliction is consistent with that drawn from

only these three shamans and follows the same patterns that I

ill ustrate here.

The less applicable a straightforward natural explanation is to

the situation, the more general and Wide-ranging the misfortunes

(and as simple methods and household cures are exhausted Without

success), the more necessary extended, supernatural causalities

become, and the more urgent become the services of a professional

capable of dealing with them.
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What kind of cases require the intervention of a shaman? As

already shown in the previous chapter, the texts explicitly document

examples of shamans maliciously causing supernatural disturbances.

Clearly, shamans would be expected to cure afflictions for which

they themselves are held responsible. This, however, makes up a

negl igib le number of the cases for which they are consulted; at

least, this cause does not enter into the public discussion of the

consultations. No one is anxious to openly accuse someone of being

the cause of their problems and at the same time pay that same

person to cure them. Shamans also have professional reasons not to

accuse fe llow pract it toners, since too many negat tve impressions

could cause clients to conclude that shamans are rather too

dangerous to deal with and to seek alternate forms of treatment

(such as undertaking a pilgrimage to an important dnarntc shrine or

venturing into the health post). Also, both shamans and clients face

the possibility of legal sanctions if they openly make accusations of

sorcery and cannot prove them, sanctions that were traditionally

very harsh. The Legal Code [Muluk i A in] of 1853/1854 stated:

If someone complains (in court) that a man or a
woman bewitched him and if after investigation the
bewitchment is not proven, he who lodged the
complaint must pay a fine of Rs. 20. If the fine is not
paid, the man or woman in question wi 11 be
imprisoned, according to the Ain. [Translated by
Macdonald 1976:378.]

Acceptable proofs, besides a confession, include vicariously

branding the sorcerer by directly branding the patient, vtcar tous ly

causing the sorcerer's head to be shaved by shaving the patient's
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head or causing the sorcerer to dance by making the patient to dance

with a mantra. I have heard reports of all three proofs, both in

.Jajarkot and elsewhere (they seem particularly common in

Kathmandu, in fact), but have never witnessed any successful

application of them. The fine of twenty rupees was, until' the

inflation of the last 30 years, more than most villagers would spend

in a year, so the financial penalty is a severe one, and was a very

strong discouragement to discuss too precisely issues of sorcery

and witchcraft. Currently, possible fines are still significant and

any litigation inevitably very expensive; even so, accusations do get

made, and lead to bitter disputes.

Shamans are understandably reluctant to openly brag of their

abilities in these matters, and for a long time, none would discuss

the issue with me. A serendipitous rupture of this stlence occurred,

however, when I was discussing cures for madness. One shaman

requested clarification: "Do you mean madness caused by spirits, or

madness that we've caused ourse lves?" This lead to a detai led

discussion, complete with instructions, of techniques used to cause

madness, which I was afterwards able to elicit from other shamans

as well. (It was nearly always the case that once I had acquired a

precise vocabulary for discussing some subject, it became

extremely easy to obtain material, even secret mantras, that

concerned it. No shaman wants to confess that he knows less than

another, and certainly would not want to admit that he knows less

on some subject than I do.) The basic technique is to use mantras to

send Va(l, which may be thought of as either 'arrows', from Nepali
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van, otherwise as 'supernatural assistants', from Sanskrit vahana

[vehicle], who drive the victim crazy. As might be predicted from the

passages already quoted, the public text used when cancelling their

effects is TilTgrama.

To avoid explicit and dangerous confrontations, cases of

malicious 'shaman-Iztnq' (a transitive use of jhakrr as a verb, as in

"He jhakrTed, struck a blow, used his power...") are ordinarily

subsumed within a larger category of disturbances, those of gaur,ia

lagyo, which can be glossed generally as "to have a crisis, or

catastrophe," and more technically as "to suffer a star obstruction,"

In particular, the most serious gaur,ia, called the 'eldest' in the texts,

is to reach the appointed time of death, receiving the summons of

death's messenger, a sttuat ion that requires a shaman to interfere

with man's appointed fate (just as that fate must be tampered with

in order to kill an enemy). A set of cosmological texts is used to

supplement the Tiligrama recital, relating the creation of the world,

the planets, and the race of man. All of these show considerable

influence of Hindu popular beliefs; one version of the text of man's

creation explains that man's fate was assigned just prior to the

moment of creation. After trying to fashion man out of a variety of

other materials, including gold, silver, nickel, brass and iron, none

of which succeed, rtahaoeu finally settles on a mixture of

sandalwood ashes and chicken dung (in these verstons, the chicken

itself comes from the realm of the Kanisa Rani, but in others, it

must first be created by Mahadev):

He joined hands, joined feet, joined a head, joined legs.
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"Well, put tn a full breath," so saytnq,

he put tn a full breath, Ieft It a bloodttne.

"Well, now on the stxth ntqht.Iook man, your share,"

so say1ng, Bhab1 wrote, "The day of b1rth yte lds fate."

Mahadeu waved a whlte yak tall at the head,

waved a black yak tall at the feet,

with a power bolt staff deltvertnq seven blows,

"Speak, man" he sate, "Ha Ha, hU hu," tt went.

"Go and die," said r-tahadeu, he gave a curse. [V. 1]

. Trus passage is from Gumane's recital. karna VIr's is somewhat

dlfferent, with man cursed only after the population increases so

greatly as to threaten the survtval of the world.

The race of man dtdn't die,

became so many they ctdn't ru, dtdn't diminish.

"The soft unstable earth ts r tntsnec.

I will tr tck the race of man." [V.2]

The curse itself ts rather pecul iar. tnvo lvtnq a metaphor of

cucumbers for man, and has some very different versions. The

verston of Man Dev Kuma1 from the BhujT Valley, for example, has the

race of man, descr1bed as a swarm of ants, pick1ng the buds off the

cucumber vtne in Slta Apsara's garden, for whtch she direct ly curses

them.

Man was created, man was formed.

Oh, the race of man, 11 ke a swarm of ants,

they scrambled here, they scrambled there.

Of Sita Apsara, even in the flower garden,
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a cucumber vine, gave bud.

The race of man, of 5 i ta Apsara,

of the cucumber vine, they took the buds.

"oh, race of man," spitting, she spoke,

she gave the truth, she gave a curse.

Si ta Apsara, to the race of man:

"Don't say it's time to die,

don't say it's the wrong time to die,

don't say you're old, don't say you're young,

don't say you're immature, don't say you're mature.

The time of death has come, the mts-t trne of death stays,

oh, race of man," thus she spoke. [V.3]

In the Jajarkot versions, r-ianaoeu tricks Parvata, who wanted him to

create man in the first place, into administering the curse herself,

so that she sees the justice of it. He requests that she go and pick

cucumbers to satisfy his thirst, and she picks ones at different

stages of ripeness. rtahacev then interprets the cucumbers, a plant

of Ii tt le value which sprouts in dung heaps, whose flowers

frequently falloff without setting, and whose fruit rots quickly, as

a metaphor for man:

Flowers that you picked and put on your head,

they are miscarriages;

tiny ones you picked and put in your mouth,

they are infants' deaths;

half ripe cucumbers you picked,

they are three and two year olds' deaths;
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those the size of sickle handles you picked;

they are adolescents' deaths;

those with a yellow shadow you picked

they are thirtys1x, th1rtytwo year olos' deaths;

those that were completely yellow you picked,

they are middle aged deaths;

split open ones you picked, they are old ones' deaths. [VA]

Sita weeps, and rtahacev agrees to create different intercessors who

can attempt to postpone man's fate, including the penatts, jais;s,

ansmt«, jyanfs, prakils, and parkfs already mentioned, and of course,

most importantly, jhakrfs. The sequel follows in a text called the

Recital to Postpone the Star Obstructions, whose beginning overlaps

with the creation recital just quoted. In it, each of the newly

created experts is tested in turn by a summons to Incras house,

Siva's palace, where Daughter krsna, Mother Padma have felt "the

touch of death." Only .Jurnratam successfully diagnoses the problem

and cures them. In this episode (cited as an example of soul travel in

the previous chapter), not only is .Jurnratam's ability to ascend to

the heavens and even cure beings there demonstrated, so too is his

superiority over the other specialists, and most relevantly asserted

is also his ability to repair the problems, like astrological fate, that

originate in the heavens-precisely what the shaman is attempting to

accomplish as he recites the story.

Treatment of cases of gaur;la requires various texts in addition

to the Recital to Postpone the Star Obstructions. When the patient is

male, the basic text used is the Recl,tal of TtItqrarna, which is also
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known as the Gau<;la Phalne Mela [Recital to Cast Off Star

Obstructions]. Every shaman that I know has unequivocally stated

that this is their most important me/a. Not only used to treat cases

of crises. and of shamanic sorcery. it also plays a prominent part in

the initiation and death ceremonies of every shaman. and' so wi 11 be

further discussed in Chapters X and XI. where those ceremonies are

examined. Every version of TilTgrama relates how the first shaman

(Jumratam in some versions. Puracan in others). acquires a wife

whose sister marries the local ruler (whose identity also varies,

depending on the sources of the various versions of the text), The

king and the shaman become enemies, and the shaman afflicts the

king (or his son, the prince). In most cases, the vindictiveness of the

shaman is moderated by the extreme provocations of the king, who,

for example. is upset that his wife has stayed away scandalously

long on a visit to .Jurnratam's home. even though he keeps trying to

send her home. The king sends his attendants to bring back

.Jurnratam's heart:

"He has confused my queen. confounded my queen.

go attendants,

bring me that longhair's warm heart, I'll eat it,

grind it in a grindstone, husk it in a rice-husker,

leave it out to dry on a hill," he said. [V.5]

Only when the .Jurnratarn tricks the messengers by removing an

imitation of his own heart, and the king has actually had it

processed and eats it, does he become deathly ill. Given this

elaboration, it is the shaman's skill at maintaining social order,
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rather than his abilities as a sorcerer, which the text emphasizes.

Equally emphasized is his accessibility and impartiality, for at the

end of the recital, when the king rewards him royally, .Jurnratarn:s

wife makes him return most of the loot:

Taking nine shares of grain, nine rolls of cloth,

a payment of ninety thousand rupees,

the jMikrT came to his own home.

The jhakrenT said,

"on ho, these are a ktnq's presents.

You must consult in happy homes,

you must consult in unhappy homes,

You must consult in homes that have much,

you must consult in homes that have nothing,

the ordinary people cannot give that much,

set a payment of one rupee, one hen,

one share of grain, one share of sacred rice,

one role of cloth, give back everything else,

the rultnqs of the day are the king's

the ruunqs of the night are yours, that's okay,

you must make the rultnqs of the night,

the king can make the rultnqs of the day."

All of this the jhakrenT said.

This is still true today. [V.6]

Thus the text also sets the parameters of payment for a shaman's

services, and establishes the principle that he must go when and

wherever called, guidelines of which every shaman is aware, even to
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the extent of insisting that they would have to pay a fine if they

were summoned sincerely but failed to go.

Ti llgrama is not the only text used to treat gaur;Ja. When the

patient is female, the Daijo Mela [Dowry Recital] is performed. This

continues the story of the world's creation, introducing women into

their proper place in the order of the world. The first human requires

a wife, and later, after the birth of a son, a daughter-in-law is also

required. Both times lndra sends down to "the world of death" one of

his descendants. But the world is "dark at night, dark at day," and the

. daughter-in-law is sent back to obtain a dowry of nine suns and nine

moons. Indra first declines to give her this, but after she commits

suicide by burning herself on a funeral pyre, and he has to bring her

back to life, the gifts are finally given. They prove to be too much,

however:

With nine moons, with nine suns,

the night was day, the day was day,

there was hissing, there was trembling,

dry trees were torched, green trees were scorched,

wet season springs dried up, dry season springs fried up,

the sixty great rivers were struck down,

proper rivers were drying,

the stupid race of man sat in the shade of a lentil bush,

the land began to burn, the soil began to burn. [V.7]

The father-in-law tells her to do inauspicious things, the first being

to address him abusively-there is a special verb conjugation in

Nepal i reserved for animals, very small chi ldren, wives and
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daughter-in-laws, and this is what he tells her to use back to him.

She is shocked, but eventually complies, and one sun, one moon

disappear. A pair of them departs with each successive inauspicious

act of the daughter-in-law, such as telling a traveler arriving at

dusk that there's no place to stay, spitting on the courtyard, or

blowing her nose on the drying rack above the hearth. When only one

sun and one moon remain, lndra resuscitates the dying race of man,

repeating the same acts by which he revived his daughter ear l ter,

and which are mimicked by the shaman over his own patient. Finally,

he (Incra in the recital, the shaman in the present) transfers away

the black star obstruction stage by stage, from the house top to the

feet, to the door step, to the court yard, and out to the crossroads.

The star obstructions complain "What will we eat when we go, what

will we take as we go?" lndra negotiates with different animals to

take the place of man, with Mother Goat finally agreeing to sacrifice

a son, so long as his flesh is eaten, with half of it going to the

master of the house, and the other half given to the shaman [V.8]. The

gauqas are satisfied and postponed. Unable to cure death, the shaman

more modestly claims only to delay it, getting it to retreat a few

steps although it inevitably returns. The recital gives the step-by

step directions for escorting the gauqas from the house; it also

vividly reminds women to behave properly, or else expect

cosmological catastrophe.

The severity of the lesson which the Dowry Recital delivers to

women is somewhat softened by the recital that treats chi loren's

crises, which are called kha<;Jga rather than gauc;1a, for it warns
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parents-in-law not to be too harsh to their daughter-in-laws. Those

in the recital expect impossible tasks, and the poor daughter-in

law, whose husband is away trading, has no time even to nurse her

infant son. The baby metamorphizes into a bird, is nourished by

various trees with their milky or bloody sap, and flies away. In other

versions, the bird even causes his father's death, luring him higher

and higher into a tree until he falls. The recital warns the child's

spirit that it can find no other home, and should return to its

parents, repeating the sentiments of the mother in the recital:

You will not stay in the form of a bird,

you will find no place, you will come to stay in my lap ...

She prophesies the child's fate if it chooses to be born to a horse,

buffalo, cow, sheep, goat, pig, or chicken, all of which the child

nevertheless tries, but dies violently every time, and she concludes

her curse:

you will find no path to take, you will find no alms to take,

you will come to be born in my lap.

If you rise into the sky, Indra will stop you,

if you sink into the hell, vasu Deu will stop you,

if you go east, Bhairabnath will stop you,

if you go south, Gorakhnath will stop you,

if you go west, Ratannath will stop you,

if you go north, Candannath w ill stop you,

if you rise into the sky, a hand will hold your foot,

if you sink into the unoerworld,

a hand will hold your top-knot,"
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the mother delivered a prophesy, delivered a curse. [V.g]

After the child in the recital has tried different reincarnations but

has to finally return to its mother, the force of the narrative shifts

and the shaman direct ly addresses the child (whether present or

unborn) of his pat ient:

Don't let your heart wander, don't let your mind wander,

your mother's lap provides protection,

your father's lap provides protection...

Where would you go, son?

You will find no path, you will find no alms...

stay in your mother's lap, stay in your father's lap,

don't let your heart or mind wander,

don't take them elsewhere,

don't leave home, don't leave your own house. [V. 10]

This is addressed either to a dying chi ld, or to one's st i 11 unborn

child (in the case of a woman unable to properly bear chi ldren, or

whose children all die at an early age), or to recently deceased

chi ldren whose presence st ill troubles their fam i ly-the bodi es of

young children being buried, not cremated, so that they may more

easily have re-birth. This same recital is also applied in conjunction

with others to treat cases of a child's soul loss, discussed below.

All three of the texts used to treat gaucja translate what are

said to originate as astrological disturbances into more local

problems of social order, and all three teach their listeners the

correct forms of that order. Tillgrama tells kings to be just, and

shamans not to be greedy; the Datjo Mela warns women of the
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dangers of unseemly behavior; the Kha<;1ga Mela teaches parents-in

law to moderate their demands of a daughter-in-law. It also tells

the spirits of chi ldren that they are better off in human than in

animal form, that they should remain home and be dutiful. That is,

all three explicitly relate cosmology to the maintaining of social

order, and translate those relations into moralistic injunctions

complete with heuristic examples of the consequences of their

infringement.

Another specific gaur;ia, (or, for the child involved, a khar;iga) is

the astrological disturbance of mal, mentioned in chapter II. Mal

occurs when certain planets of both a newly born child and either of

its parents occupy the mal netcsetrei« such a case, it is held that

seeing the child will cause that parent's death. A shaman is

sometimes summoned to intervene in these cases, and uses the

Tingrama and Nyaulo Recitals. The spirit Ma$ta was himself a mOl

birth, so, as may be anticipated from this, his mediums show

considerable effectiveness in dealing with this problem. As for

other-problems, of course, the spirit simply promises his protection

to the affected individual, the generic solution applied to all

problems for which onarnic spirits are consulted. Mal is usually

diagnosed at birth by a jeist, but is usually not treated in any way by

them. One imaginative sharnantc treatment involves burying the child

for a moment at a crossroads and then declaring it reborn, but this

technique is apparently quite rare and not well known.

Other specifi castro1ogi ca 1 configurat ions that are cons idered

misfortunate also exist, but these are ordinarily not sufficiently
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serious that a shaman would become involved in them, other than

perhaps to supply an amulet [jantar] to ward them off, a practice, as

has been noted, more commonly done by jetst».

Astro logically determ ined fate often compounds other

supernatural causes in the cases of women's reproductive problems,

another group of problems that requires sharnantc intervention. This

group includes not only miscarriages and stillbirths, but also

infertility, the repeated death of children at an early age, and the

failure to bear male offspring. All of these are serious afflictions,

since the desire for healthy children is a major preoccupation

throughout Nepal, as elsewhere. While such problems are sometimes

considered to be a case of a child's crises (kharcjga), other possible

contributory causes for these problems include:

1) offending spirits, particularly the patrilinial fami ly gods

uan deuta);

2) careless acts of ritual pollution, such as stepping over

another woman's menstrual flow;

3) having once had an abortion performed, in this or in a

previous life.

But from the perspect ive of shamans, three sets of causal agents

the Nine Nags, moc; and reti-ese most commonly held respcnsible for

these problems:

All three are related classes of Quasi-physical entities that can find

their way into a woman's womb, and must be extracted by the

shaman. This is done by sucking on the woman's stomach following a

recital of the Recital of Kadum and ~adum. This recital relates the
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impious behavior of the younger of two sisters, whose actions

resulted in the introduction of these forces into the world by

Bhaqavan. She herself was their first victim. The elder sister had

performed austerities for twelve years to obtain the blessing of

having sons, while the younger sister lives luxuriously instead:

I eat richly, dress richly, wrap up richly,

I have a wealth of blankets, a wealth of bedding,

I have everything, I will not meditate,

I will not request the blessing of sons. lv.t i l

When the time comes for the elder sister to receive her blessing,

however, the younger sister tricks Bhagavan and receives it instead.

Learning of his mistake, he turns the nine sons that he had blessed

her with into the Nine Nags, as well as into moe and rah. The Nags

are perhaps the Nine Nagas, the serpent kings of the underworld of

popular Hindu mythology, who are also associated with fertility, but

with the exception of Vasuki Nag (who was the rope when the gods

and demons churned the ocean), all of the names I isted in the recital

are different than the standard ones. Ten actually are named in the

recitals, viz. kau Nag, Kurmi Nag, Prthvi Nag, Mau Nag, Tulasi Nag,

Raktai Nag, Dudhai Nag, vasuki Nag, Sarko Nag and Marko Nag. Tulasi

Nag [Basci 1icum Serpent] is said to 1ive under the tutestko math, a

small pedestal erected in the courtyards of Hindu homes, atop which

basi I, sacred to vtsnu, is grown for six months of the year. The other

names can be translated as Female Serpent, Earth Serpent, Mi lk

Serpent, Blood Serpent, Twitchy Serpent, TWisty Serpent, Black

Serpent, Brown Serpent. The shamans identified them as causes of
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infertility, premature births and stillbirths, and also capable of

causing a mother's milk to run dry.

Moe are items that simply fall out of the sky, and when a

woman is unfortunate to step over one, it may enter her womb and

cause her to be infertile by drying up her menstruation, They can

also be deliberately inserted by acts of witchcraft. There are

several different forms which moe can take; Abi Lal sketched four

possibilities:

-
stmtste moe sveutute moe andre moe

Figure V, 1. Varieties of Moe.

rektv» moe

In general, it was agreed, moe resemble bird embryos, an

image which may have its origins in the appearance of a two or three

months' old human embryo, a time when miscarriages are

particularly common.

Rah, finally, are spirits of deceased children, including

stillbirths, who wander around trying to participate in the family, or

who reenter the womb in a futile attempt to be reborn. Rah also may

have a quasi-physical existence, once it reenters the womb, and

closely resembles moe. When drawing moe, Abi Lal included a picture

of one:
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Figure V.2. rah moe.

When neither moe nor rah can be found in the womb, it is still

possible that rah is having an adverse affect from a distance,

possibly along with the myriad other spirits of the forest. In such

cases, the appropriate recital is that of satt Barba, a mythical hero

who was the first being strong enough to successfully subdue those

. spirits. This recital is also the one used to retrieve lost wits, a

condition known as est» gayo, a fairly common problem that can

result from falling or from fright. ordtnar i ly it is not serious,

something that can be simply treated by a household mantra, but

occasionally the victim's wits fail to return, and are said to have

been captured by Hiya Raj. Another spirit of the forest, he resulted

when satt Barba killed an evtl king, and has joined the many other

malicious forces. Many of these are explicitly named in the recital

(which also includes subduing the descendants of the Kubarns Lama,

as has already been noted). Sati Barba announces his intentions to

protect the world, protect the days, to kill evil forces, and goes off

into the forest:

Turning around backward-flowing rivers,

killing Forest Rah, killing Hiya Raj,

killing spells and charms,

grinding the cliffs to make the plains..[V.12]
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Others mentioned are part of much larger classes of minor spirits,

many of whom cause uncontrolled and disruptive states of

possession along with numerous other symptoms, including many

varieties of madness. These spirits include the Burma and BajyO (the

haunting spirits of, respectively, male and female Brahman suicides)

the eighteen brothers Barah (whose story of origin appears in the

recital to treat such possessions), DeuralT (the spirit of springs),

particular ghosts such as Ir)yal Thinyal (who tries to enter villages

during the month of sauo to offer fish at the local shrines), and all

the various spirits (as well as physical curses like wasps) who

inhabit hilltops, trees, waterfalls, and rivers. Sometimes the

specific spirit responsible can be conclusively identified, most

often by possessing its victim and announcing the offence that

incurred its wrath, such as polluting a sacred spot, or failing to

make a promised offering. In such cases, that spirit will be

personally appeased, with an offering at its shrine. Often, the spiri t

cannot be identified, and a more general appeasement is necessary,

which begins with the Recital of soraoa (also called the Ban Bharnpa

Mela). This tells of the competitions and conflicts of two

autochthonous brothers, Gorapa and seraoa, born one day apart from

trees on the high lekhs. They play various games, all of which Serapa

wins, and then decide to divide up all the land between themselves.

Gorapa tricks his older brother seraoa out of ownership of the

fertile lands, and later, Gorapas sons murder Serapa by setting out

hunting traps in the forest where he has taken residence. He falls

into a pit and is impaled on sharp stakes. His sons come to claim
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vengeance, but Gorapa appeases them by turning over all the fertile

land to them, while he and his own sons go into hiding.

They went to stay in the middle of Budo Lake,

went to stay in the middle of rivers,

went to stay as wasp stingers in trees,

went to stay as wild bee stingers on cliffs,

went to stay as short tai led star vipers in 5i 1a Khagar,

went to stay as young wild goats on Rata Pahar,

went to stay as <;1aphya wings in Charkabhct,

went to stay as honey bee stingers in hives,

went to stay as hornet st ingers in leaves,

went to stay as bears and she-bears,

tigers and she-tigers in sua Khagar,

went to stay as young red deer in khatryan groves,

went to stay as wild sows and wild boars in Bare jataka.

Gorapa's sons said

"What would we eat, father, what would we wear?"

Those sons that stayed in the water were Jal Barah,

those that stayed on hilltops were Ir:'lya 1 Thi r:'lya 1,

those that stayed in trees on jhakri tombs were jhakris,

those that stayed in waterfalls were ghosts,

those that stayed in springs were Deurall,

those that stayed in rivers were vat,
those that stayed in bodies were Rai. lv. i 3]

Gorapa and his sons collectively represent all of the potential

threats that may originate in the uncult tvated, wild parts of the
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earth, from the forests, streams, lakes and ridges found outside the

boundaries of human settlement. The recital reminds them of their

subsidiary positions, and exhorts them to return to the wilderness

which is theirs, leaving alone the human descendants of seraoa, to

whom they relinquished all rights to the better, more productive,

lands.

It should be noted that this class of possessing agents does

not include the greater local spirits, such as Masta or Mahakal, for

whom individual mediums exist. The shamans, though, claim to be

able themselves to treat these problems, which is yet another

application that karna vir cited for the Recital of Tillgrama. Finally,

there are some spirits, such as Alang and Malang, who apparently

specialize in driving victims mad, a not uncommon occurrence, also

attributed to Barah and the other Malas, which which these two are

usually grouped.

We can summarize the variety of spirits that can cause

problems in the following loosely structured hierarchy:

I) the chief local gods t.oeuts), particularly nasta,
2) minor deities of non-human origin, such as the Barah and

Mala;

3) avenging spirits of high-caste suicides, the Burma and

BajyO;

4) unpacified ancestors (pitarl vayu)

5) Villagers who died by suicide or by accident tpret) ,

6) qhosts of human origin (Hiya Raj, messn, the spirits of dead

jhakrJs, of dead witches-(jarhkT),
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7) ghosts of non-human origin (lQyal ThiQyal, onut);

8) quasi-spirits (nag, moe, rah).

The entries identified in each category are not meant to be

exhaustive-hundreds of such spirits can be individually named. For

example, when I asked Abi Lal to name the aeuts that he might

summon, he recited a list that included more than 250 of them

[Vl11.16]. However, even this short summary is adequate to show that

shamanic conceptualizations of spirits are well differentiated, and

that many distinct types of spirit-entities are recognized. It should

be made clear, however, that this ordering of those spirit entities is

my own. I have discussed it with the shamans, who offered no

objections to it, but their own accounts are less hierarchical, far

more ambiguous, and much less structured. How severely blurred

these categories can be is well illustrated by a mantra against

ghosts, discussed in Chapter IX, in which "qocs and goddesses" are

specifically listed in the midst of "ghost, ghouls, and witches" as

forces to be thrust into hell.

All of the problems so far discussed are reasons to consult a

shaman, as we have shown. However, the most common reason to

summon a jhakri is for cases of suspected witchcraft. Ever since the

battles between the first shaman and the first Witches, the two

groups have been antagonists, and cases of witchcraft are the

special provenance of shamans, a specialization recognized by

everyone. Technically, the protection of a dharnic spirit should also

cure a sufferer from the affects of witches, but in fact, mediums

are rarely consulted in witchcraft cases. At least, witchcraft is
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rarely explicitly mentioned in such consultations. Of over a hundred

consultations of the r-iasta medium that I've taped, only three

involved witchcraft accusations, and in none of those cases were the

accusat ions, suggested by supp 1tcants themse lves, developed by the

medium. I would not want to strongly argue here from a statistical

point of view, however, since major onarntc spirits are expected to

protect all who pay them homage, from any-manner of affliction.

Mediums have no interest in exploring causes and effects, the spirit

either promises or declines to help, so there is no effort to identify

. specific causes of afflictions, as is done by shamans.

In .iajarkot. witches are almost inevitably female. Stories of a

single male witch in the last generation circulate, vaguely. Both in

the jhakrT texts and in popular belief, three classes of witches are

distinguished: qamkT, ookst, and kapp, each often referred to by its

diminutive: aemktn), botcstnt, and tceottnt. pamkT-sometimes

identified as spirits of dead witches-are the most powerful,

credited wttn the ability to cause sudden death with just a glance,

even, for examp le, of a bi rd passing overhead in fl ight. KaptT, at the

other extreme, are capable only of minor mischiefs, such as tense

stomachs, facial blemishes, or swelling, usually in children.

Throughout Nepal, witches are most commonly referred to as ookst,

and this is the term most commonly used in Jajarkot as well.

What are the chief characteristics of witches? A hatred of

males (of all species) is the most important;

They went to the elephant sheds,

consumed the tusked bull-elephants.
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They went to the horse stables.

consumed the white hoofed stallions.

They went to the buffalo sheds.

consumed the good stud buffalos.

They went to the cow sheds.

consumed the good bull s.

They went to the homes of men.

consumed the viri le men.

They went to the sheep corrals.

consumed the good bi lly goats.

They went to the pig pens.

consumed the good boars.

They went to the chicken coops.

consumed the good cocks.

They left behind no male seed....

"Now let's wander in the world of death,

let's eat all the males there, older sister.

let's eat them, younger sister," they said. [V.14]

They decide to attack .iumratarn next. but he outwits them by

donning a costume that confuses them: "In this strange form. in this

strange norm. what animal have we met?" they ask, and are

prevented from consuming him. He leads them on a tiring journey

throughout the world. unti 1 they are so exhausted that he can

eliminate them.

It shouid be noted that witches do not only attack men. The

recital even tells of them consuming their own mother, having found
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her head lice so tasty that they couldn't resist eating her flesh as

well. Witches apparently attack close relatives more often than they

do other Villagers, and they seemingly attack chtldren and women as

often as they do men.

Witches are also the cause of many maladies less extreme than

death. As the Nine Little Sisters were subdued, they danced.

Speaking directly to the Witches, karna VIr's recital relates this

dance:

Go down or I'll put you down,

be put down or else go down,

at this point you began to dance,

you danced with a hold on your heads,

became the vat of aching heads;

you danced with a hold on your hair,

became the vat of oozing bl isters;

you danced with a hold on your torsos,

became the vat of sharp pai ns:

you danced with a hold on your flesh,

became the vat of white skin splotches;

you danced with a hold on your bones,

became the vat of burning joints;

you danced with a hold on your waists,

became the vat of stomach cramps;

you danced moving your whole bodies,

became the vat of bloody blisters;

you danced with a no 1d on yqur teeth,
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became the vet of loose teeth;

you danced with a hold on your ucs,

became the vet of blistered ltps:

you danced with a hold on your eyes,

became the vet of fai 1ing sight;

danced with a hold on your noses

became the vet of blocked noses;

danced with a no ld on your ears,

became the vet of infected ears;

you became the curse of cramps,

the curse of shift ing pains,

the vet of deformities,

you became the eightyfour vst. [V.15]

Va; have attained a quasi-independent character from the witches

themselves, and were said to resemble vayu, the spirits of those

who died by accident or suicide, or whose corpses were

polluted. Vayu, who are known throughout Nepal (see Appendix I J),

result, however, from the deaths of particular, identifiable,

members of one's own family, while the va; survive anonyrnousty on

the edges of villages. As this text indicates, they may be the result

of death agonies of witches. The eightyfour ve! are all identified as

the causers of localized aches, pains, and other physical problems of

the body, and this, significantly, is all that is attributed to the

witches. Popularly attributed problems like loss of breath in the

night [aithan lagnu], mysterious bites, non-physicai catastrophes and

other vague symptoms are not mentioned in the texts, and shamans
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laughed disrn tsstve ly when I questioned them about popularly held

beliefs. Most wouldn't actually deny any symptoms whatsoever, but

one drew careful distinctions between superstition and reality when

it came to witches, upholding the texts' versions as accurate. From

the shamans' point of view, witches, when unable to cause outright

death, produce very physical affl1ctions, which is consistent with

their own physical state as humans. This conclusion is supported by

Gurnane's version of this recital, even though its detatls are very

dlfferent. In his story, the shaman drowns each of the older eight

witches at dlfferent river fords along the BherT River, with the

result that each one becomes a different affliction:

1seuto agan vet. Causer of malarial, and other periodically

recurring, fevers.

2)haqya vet. Causer of bone aches.

3)qhar;Je vst. Causer of diseases in chtldren's stomachs.

4)lata aula vet. Causer of the severest malarial fevers, and of

deafness.

S)Kartik ma;nama lagne agan vst. Causer of fevers that come in

the month of Kart tk.

6)nak$ara vst. Causer of diseases of the nose, and of blocked

noses.

7)haq khanyaJ rnutu khanyaJ salkya vet. Consumer of bones; of

the heart;

8)calne vet. Causer of aches throughout the body, which, If they

reach the heart, cause death.
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While the details are different, the afflictions have a very physical

reality, just as do those of karna vtr's version.

Both the problems of gender relation and the ambivalence

between curing and causing problems found in the Tiligrama and

Daijo texts are further highlighted in the Recital of the Nine Little

Sisters, which is told when treating problems caused by witches. At

the end of the recital, .Jurnratarn [called Jhingratam here, with a

vocative suffix attached], forms a pact with the youngest of the

sisters, who are the first witches. Having subdued the older eight

.sisters, he prepares to stomp her into the underworld. She seizes his

foot, and pleads

Don't kill me, JhakrT Jhingratamau, Rarnrna Puracamau,

I will cause illness, you will cure it,

you will receive wealth, you will receive grain,

I will apply reversed knowledge,

you will apply straightened spells,

I will obey your assigned times and assigned cures,

I will put frogs and turtles into victims,

you will cure them...

throughout the world, I'll cause illness,

you'll cure it, don't ki 11 me. [V.16]

.Jumratam agrees, allowing witches to perform their tricks in

the world, so that he is guaranteed a profitable career, an

extraordinari ly candi d exp lanat i on of why the worl d needs sham ans.

(For a di fferent vers ion of these negotiat ions, see Chapter Vi l l.) The

texts set up a clear dichotomy between the deviousness of this
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witch and the virtuousness of .Jurnratam's first wife, who, as we .

already have seen, provided him with the costume he needed to

successfully fool the witches. While it is clear that .Jurnratarn is

sexually attracted to the youngest witch and praises her beauty, he

clearly refuses to let her to enter his house. The text is silent on

whether they marry. This issue was inconclusively debated by the

shamans, some of whom were convinced that he did, others equally

convinced that he didn't, while some had no opinion on the matter,

pointing out that the texts don't tell us, so it is pointless to

speculate. sumane was particularly horrified at the suggestion: "She

was his sister, how could he marry her?" He could not offer any

evidence to support this relationship, however, and I could not find

anyone else who would agree that the witches were actually sisters

of the shaman. Whatever their exact relation, shamans are expected

to cure afflictions caused by Witchcraft, as the pact indicates, and

it is this which they do best.

Methods of treating these various afflictions are discussed in

the next chapter, but, so far, what can be concluded about sharnamc

theories of afflictions? Throughout the texts, sources of ailments

and crises are made explicit. Taken together these sources

constitute a system of etiology, one which inevitably postulates

nonphysical causes. This uniformly nonphysical causality provides

the rationale for the intervention by spirit possession. It clearly

shows the unreasonableness of considering the practice of shamans

as somehow comparable to other, secular, systems of medicine.

Their practice is better thought of as having a practical religious
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nature, dealing in a spiritual way with everyday problems of illness,

affliction, and death, satisfying human needs which no purely human

medical system is able to treat. This is summarized in a speech

which the stjapati Raja makes to .Jumratarn, at the end of the

Tiligrama recital:

Older brother, the rultnqs of the day are mine,

the rul ings of the night are yours.

When someone is attacked by a spirit of the dead,

when someone is attacked by a ghost,

when someone is attacked by a god,

those rul tnqs you will make at night.

When the people have problems,

when someone is worried,

when someone has a dispute over land,

when someone has a dispute over a divorce,

those rultnqs I will make" said the king.

"You are the older brother,

I am the younger brother,

the rultnqs of the night are yours,

the rulinqs of the day are mine" he said. [V.17]
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VI. RITUAL ACTS

Paralleling each of the texts that are recited within a

shamanic performance are distinctive rituals, which supplement the

generic performative framework that was described briefly in

Chapters III and IV. In this chapter, specific rituals will be examined

in greater detail, in order to provide more extensive descriptions of

the activities in which shamans engage, in turn developing a more

thorough understanding of what it is that a shaman is. I focus

primarily on those activities which shamans perform as they treat

each of the afflictions identified in the preceding chapter, but

include also rituals which do not correspond to any particular

affliction, such as those done to diagnose a problem. As will be seen,

the variety of ritual activity is no less limited than is either the

variety of possible afflictions or the texts used to treat, and they

are used even more flexibly than are the texts. That is, there are few

specific techniques that are uniquely used to treat only a particular

affliction or to accompany only a particular recital; instead, many of

the activities are repeated in different performances even when

distinct texts are used and distinct afflictions are being treated. I

show that most of the rituals, even though extremely elaborate, can

be broken up into smaller ritual activities, different sequences of

which are used in different cases, and I conclude with a tentative

classificat ion of these const ituent eJements.

As throughout this work, J privilege whenever possible the

descriptions found within shamanic texts. This too follows the
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practice of the shamans themselves. Inevitably when discussing

techniques with the shamans, they would resort to Quoting from the

approprlate text that describes what should be done, rather than try

to elaborate extemporaneously an account of that activity. The

reverse, using the ritual activity to clarify the text, was extremely

rare and difficult to elicit. The usual response that' got when trying

to clarify an obscure passage of text was for the shaman to

carefully repeat it a few times, so that I could 'understand' it

clearly-the test of my understanding was to be able to repeat it

back accurately. This suggests that for the shamans, words and what

they designate have a much closer connection than they do for, say,

someone ram tltar w lth modern language pntlosophv: that theirs is

still a pre-denotatlve theory of language, tn whtch there remains a

dtrect correspondence between words and objects.

Sometimes, sect tons of the recitals tn wrnch ritual activity

are described are so tndextcally t ied to what it ts that should be

done as they are recited (e.g. "he made one mot ton," below) that they

absolute ly required acdtt tonal exp lanat tons and gestures from the

shamans to clarify them. Such exp lanat ions were often not very

sattsractory, though, being nearly as vague as the passages

themselves. Only by filming these gestures, I trunk, would it perhaps

be possible to eventually better understand just what it was that

the shamans were trYlng to descrtbe. Just attendlng ceremonles in

which they are performed ts little help, since it ts generally too

dark to see much. ThUS, however, it is also true that the audience is

equally unable to penetrate this opacity, so that as long as we are
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chiefly concerned with the public side of shamanism, this obscurity

is not as great a problem as it might initially seem, since it is

experienced as much by the patient and audience as by the

ethnographer. The occasionally irremediable indexicality can

therefore be marginalized, and does not seriously threaten my

argument, begun in this chapter and sustained in the next, that the

shaman texts are themselves the best possible basis from which to

gain a grasp of shamanic ritual activlty. In this chapter, I show how

the texts not only refer to, but also help clarify, both the details and

. the meaning of the rituals which shamans perform. Listening to the

texts that accompany each performance reveals both the structure

of the ritual activities as well as their rationale and significance.

A convenient place to begin discussing shamanic ritual is with

an account of the very first shamanic performance, found in Karna

VIr's Recital for Postponing the Star Obstructions. The passage

relates what .Jurnratarn does when summoned to Incras heaven to

evaluate his abilities as an intercessor:

He assembled his equipment, beat a copper plate,

"8 . t f . th th . ht f tegm a rans,er INl .. .. .e rIg .. 00,

a good period of sunlight will result,

"Begin a transfer with the left foot,

a good period of twentyfour hours will result," he said.

Chirenath, Ciplai GaurT, cavanetr he crossed,

he went to Inora's house.

He danced and drummed out to the crossroads,

he danced and drummed back from the crossroads,
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[was possessed by Alang and Malang]

searched from the top of a ceremonial pole,

"The seven times Of natural death,

I will make into one time,

the fourteen times of unnatural death,

I will make into one time,

I will postpone the planets,

will postpone the star obstruct ions,

will postpone the crises,

will postpone the planet positions,

barren cows, lame oxen,

I will make into valuable property" he said. [VI. 1]

The chief features of a shaman's performance are all referred

to in this passage: the need for paraphernalia (including the costume

and drum), the making of cryptic pronouncements-the part of a

seance known as baknu [speaking], when the audience asks questions

and the shaman gives advice; magical travel, here, instantaneously

cross-ing the difficult mountain passes and valleys which lead to

heaven; dancing and drumming to and from the crossroads while

possessed by specific, identifiable spirits; and making a diagnosis.

It also explicitly announces his deliberate intervention in order to

postpone fate. Finally, the 'ceremonial pole' refers to the rites of

initiation and their yearly re-enactment, which are discussed in

detail in Chapter X. Only the most basic requirements, such as

mustard seeds and a fire, are absent, perhaps also subsumed under

"he assembled his equipment."
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The 'star obstructions' mentioned in this passage are, of

course, the gau(fa, which are, as has been shown, one of the most

significant shamanic concerns, calling for several of the most

important and most cosmological texts. Correspondingly, they call

for a greater variety of ritual activity than do other situations. The

crucial part of the treatment, though, 1ike the treatment of nearly

all other afflictions, is an animal sacrifice. The passage Quoted

above continues with .Jumratam's attempts to find an animal willing

to be the substituted victim in place of man:

"Mother Buffalo, you must go to the star obstructions."

"This is not my share of sacrifice,

my male buffalos I will give at the goddess' post,"

she said.

"Mother Cow, you must go to the star obstructions."

"This is not my share of sacrifice,

my oxen plow for men, I let them be raised,

my mil k is a pure offeri ng to Narayaf),

my urine and dung are pure,

I let men use them to puri ~y."

"Mother Sheep, you must go to the star obstructions."

"This is not my share of sacrifice,

my rams I will give at Baran's post."

"Mother Goat, you must go to the star obstructions."

"This is not my share of sacrifice,

my sacrifices I will give at the goddess' shrine,

I will go for important things,
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I will not go for unimportant things," she said.

"Mother Pig, you must go to the star obstructions,"

"This is not my share, this is not my sacrifice,

my piglets I will give to be killed by jhakris,"

"Go now attendants, in Maran Land, Ravan's house,

there's an old cock, and old hen, bring them here,"

he said, [VI.2]

After negotiations, first with Ravan and then wtth the chickens

themselves, the cock and hen agree to go in place of man to satisfy

the star obstructions, provided that they are granted a list of

privileges, such as being allowed to scratch for food and defecate

even inside kitchens:

They went to Maran Land, Ravan's house,

"You must give the old cock, the old hen,

Ravan Mother," they said.

"You cannot buy my hen,

diamond, pearls, a thousand rupees is the price," she said.

From the cage, "Open up my cage,

I will change my price myself," said the old hen.

They opened the cage, the old hen spoke,

"Full pots! will upset, clean pots I will dirty,"

she trembled lightly, trembled more heavily,

"That is my price,

I will go for happy deaths, I will go for unhappy deaths,

wi]] increase what's around, win increase what's found.

[VI.3]
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Of course, if the family has arranged to sacrifice a goat, a different

passage of text must be recited. In it, when the goat mother

responds: "I will go for important things, I will not go for

unimportant things," the shaman replies "This is important, you must

go," and the goat is eventually convinced, so long as the flesh of its

sons is divided and eaten by the sacrificing family and the shaman.

Clearly, the text must be meaningful to the shaman, who is

responsive to events, otherwise such a substitution of a more

relevant passage would be unnecessary.

The other sacrtr tces mentioned in the passage refer not only to

shamanic events, but to events in the festival cycle of Western

Nepal as well. A male buffalo is slauqhtered for the Nine Goddesses,

the Nau Durga Bhawant, each fall at the culmination of the Dasal

festival, at a permanent post in front of their shrine; milk is offered

to the chief Hindu deities on their feast days; the piglet is an

essential part of the shaman's annual pole climb, in which he

predicts the villagers' fates. Where there are major shrines to the

Barah brothers, in sanyan and Rukum for example, annual sacrifices

of a ram are performed on the full moon of Saun [July/ August]. In

Jaj arkot, there are no important Barah shrines, and the brothers'

status is closer to that of mere ghosts than of gods, though they are

sometimes, however, the kG! oeuts [family spirits] of some lineages.

Even here, however, those affl icted (usually with madness) after

offending the Barah find a suitable hi lltop at which to sacrifice a

ram to them. ,A.t all of these occasions, whether perrormec by
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shamans, by Brahmans, or by vi llagers, the sacrifice is carried out in

a way that is structurally similar to the common pattern of animal

sacri fices throughout Nepal, whose detai Is can be traced back to

Vedic ritual. When I asked karna VTr what else was needed at such a

ceremony besides the animal, after a hesitant attempt to list the

requirements, he quoted directly from The Recital for Offering to

the Nine Planets (which relates the creation and cursing of man) the

list of things that were first demanded by rtahaoev himself when he

descended to earth to perform a puja and accept the fate of man as

.an offering:

He got nine grains, got nine mustard seeds,

got nine flowers, got nine cloths,

got black goats, got black cloth,

made an offering of grain, made an offering of wealth,

made an offering of gold, silver, copper,

made nine shares of garlands,

got nine trees, the fruit of nine trees,

the leaves of nine trees,

nine little sacks, nine little packs,

to the time of death, the messenger of death,

he gave their share.

rtahadev took his pair of begging bowls to the road,

put rnatn man in the begging bowls, gave away main man,

rtanaoev took the black goats, took them to the crossroads,

gave avray nine snares,

gave away nine little sacks, nine little packs,
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gave away at the Barma crossroads, cut the black goats,

gave away a load of blood. [VIA]

Nine, the number of planets or visne's incarnations so far, of the

Bhawani sisters, and of the or tqtnal wttches, has been a crucial

number in Himalayan rituals for millennia, having settled into

unquestioned tradition. It may be noted that the nine planets, named

in another recital that relates their creation from a discarded,

Ieprous body of Mahadeu, do not qui te correspond to those of Western

astronomy. They are: the Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn,

Jupiter, and the nodal points of the moon, Rahu and Ketu. Since these

latter are the only points at which an eclipse can take place, and

since due to parallax it is sometimes possible for an eclipse to

occur when both the sun and moon are st ill above the hori zon, It is

more reasonable than it may first seem to regard these points as

genuine ly physica I (but invi sib le) bodies, responsib le for eel ipses. I

could not engage the shamans in any interesting speculation as to

the importance of the number ni ne-"That's just how it is," [tyesta i

cha] or "Whatever the guru taught us, that is what we do," [jo )0

guruJe sikayo. tvei hol, typify the inevitable response to such lines

of inquiry. Only rtahadev hlmself would demand nine goats, though

contemporary shamans are keenly aware of the more limited

resources now available to their clients. In any case, nine is onty an

ideal number for any of the things mentioned, and ordinarily a

dishful of each item suffices-only when the offering is made to

witches is it crucial that nine dishes of offerings (balls of ash

mixed with blood, with chicken feathers stuck into them) be set at
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the crossroads. (Hitchcock, however, observed that pieces of nine

differently colored cloths were actually used (viz. yellow, White,

black, red, green, Violet, palas-Chinese multicolored cloth, jtt: -also

called gabrang or cibre gabryang, and grey), as were bits of nine

different plants: tmetse qeat, gai geqi, osnt geqi, are, bijauri ona),

hajari phDl, ret» phDl, «eotert phDl,and ghoqe janu. Clearly, some

shamans may be more precise than others about their ritual

requirements, but all with whom I am familiar seem quite casual

about thts.)

As explained in the preceding chapter, gauqa require different

texts depending on whether the pat tent is a man, a woman, or a

child, but for each, the ritual possibilities that accompanies these

recitals are fairly similar, though a chicken rather than a goat is

usually considered an adequate sacrifice when a very young chi ld is

the patient. Instead of distinct rituals for different cases, there are

for any given case a variety of options open to the shaman. Each of

these differently illustrates the activities of repairing and

postpontnq adverse fate and setting up barriers to protect the

patient from its return. The different possibilities are not in any

sense exclusive; several them may be performed for the same

patient and even in the same session, depending on how close death

seems and how extensive the offerings the patient's family is

willing to make are (or how closely related the patient is, since

shamars frequently treat members of their own family). Karna VTr,

for example, explicitly stated that the more important the patient,

the more elaborate the ritual. Some p,ossibilitles, furthermore, may
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be saved for a repeat performance if the patient has shown no signs

of improvement after the first try.

Two of these rituals incorporate explicit acts of raising the

patient heavenward, where the crossed stars need to be repaired. In

the first, the patient's foot is moved by the shaman step by step up a

small model of a pole ladder, which is of course supposed to have

nine notches cut into it; in the second, the patient is physically

l1fted up, by nine persons, while crouching in a winnowing tray. To

re-enforce the sense that the patient is being conveyed into the

heavens, a model of the sun and moon are sometimes suspended from

the main roofbeam of the central room of the house along with a

plant shoot (sometimes just a bunch of cinnamon or guava leaves

suffices), and the patient is lifted up to them. While elevated, the

patient should bite the plant shoot, and upon return, the recital

takes the form of a dialogue between the shaman and the patient:

Did you eat the green grass, the fresh water?

Yes, did you see the nine suns, the nine moons?

Yes, did you cross the seven gauoa, the seven galva [graha?] ?

Yes, if you ascend to the sky, I'll pull you pack by your feet.

If you descend to hell, I'll pull you back by your top-knot. [VI.5]

When a shoot has been tied to the roofbeam for this ritual, the

patient bites it ("tastes it") when lifted, and it is planted the next

day. It's life course will mirror that of the patient; if it catches and

sprouts, the patient will recover, otherwise not. Another measure of

success is calculated by filling the tray under the patient with grain

(ideally, nine measures of it), usually corn kernels, some of which
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the patient grasps in his or her foot. Upon the patient's return, the

shaman counts the number of kernels that were grasped in the toes

and decides on that basis whether the ritual has succeeded. However,

no clear system seemed to exist for this calculation-some said that

an even number of kernels was auspicious, others said an odd number

indicated success, a confusion that Httchcock also notes for the

BhujT valley, where the same r ttuals are performed. There, following

the ceremony, the nine measures of grain that were raised in the

winnowing along with the patient are later brewed into beer, which

is shared by the jhakri and the patient.

ordinen; ladder beckwerds ladder

Figure VI.1. Pole ladders.

When a ladder is used and the foot has been assisted to the top

and back down again, the ladder itself is buried upside down at a

crossroads, to prevent the star obstruct ions from fo llow ing down

the steps to the patient. A variation on this is to cut a 'backwards'

ladder, one on which the notches are cut in reverse so that It cannot
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be used. (It is identical to an upside down ladder, except that the

wider part of the each pole is at the bottom, as illustrated in Figure

VI. 1,) This backwards ladder stands in front of the shaman's fire

throughout the ritual, sometimes with a clay or turmeric powder

circle drawn around it, and it too is buried at a crossroads towards

the end of the session (or the next day, since no one, not even a

shaman, seems to want to spend much time at crossroads at night

one of the most frequently cited criteria of the better shamans is

that they go to more distant crossroads, and stay longer, than do

. others), In the Bhuji Valley, Deo Ram reported using a single model

of a ladder, with nine steps cut upward on one side, and seven

downward on the other, nine for the planets, seven for the levels of

the earth. The patient's big toe is first moved down the seven steps,

then the ladder is turned over and the toe is moved up nine steps.

Afterwards, the ladder is buried, not at a crossroads, but under the

place where the patient's head rests when sleeping [the siran].

Often, at the conclusion of the night-time ceremony, a barrier

resembling a funeral pyre is woven together in front of the patient's

house, also to keep away the gaufja, and particularly to satisfy the

King of the Underworld, Jama [Sanskrit: Vama] Raja (the Time of

Death personified), and his ambassador, Jama DOt. The conclusion of

the Tiligrama text describes its construction by the first shaman

when treating his brother-tn-t aw the king:

He danced and drummed out to the crossroads,

he danced and drummed back from the crossroads,

[was possessed by Aiang, was possessed by Malang]
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he began to sacrtrtce the blood of the offerings.

He made one mot ion, co i lected one strip,

made two motions, collected two strips,

[through nine]

he made one pass, wove one line,

made two passes, wove two lines,

[through nine]

He wove a protect ive net, wove a select ive net,

wove the warp, wove the woof,

wove a solid weave, wove a net-like weave,

charmed the planets, charmed the star obstructions,

freed the spirits, freed the powers,

charmed the planets, charmed the star obstruct ions.

[VI.6]

This is a passage of considerable difficulty; the words for 'motion',

'strip', 'pass', and 'line' are all extremely vague, and required

considerab le discussion with the shamans before I arrived at these

translattons. But the interpretation provided by karna Vir and Abi

Lal finds support in a passage from the BhujT Valley texts, which

describes in greater detail how the chief divinities weave a barrier

to reduce the original dowry of nine suns, nine moons, and nine lakh

stars (they do this instead of the daughter-in-law's tnauspic ious

actions causing the excess to depart, as in Karna Vir's version,

quoted in the previous chapter):

Good Pararnesvar-a, Good rtanaceu, Good Goronath,

[made] four oaths, going.
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They were very embarrassed, were very worried.

"What was desolated, let's make productive."

From Manta Lok, descending to cinta Lok,

they went to the Western House, hal

They buried an iron Lingum, they buried an iron pi lIar.

They came to the Southern House, they buried a brass Lingum,

they buried a brass pillar.

They came to the Northern Direction,

they buri ed a copper Li ngum, they buri ed a copper pill ar.

They went to the Eastern House, they buried a bronze Lingum,

they buried a bronze pillar.

"Black Spider, weave a web," saying

Black Spider, began to weave a web,

began to spread a web.

From East to West, from North to South,

he finished weaving a web, finished spreading a web.

Black Termite,

finished carrying dirt, finished drying dirt.

Good Pararnesvara, Good Mahadeu,

began to transfer the suns,

began to transfer the moons.

Sealing one barricade, completing one barricade,

transferring one thread of the warp,

smearing it with white clay,

they prepared the transrer.

Of the nine suns, a first sun was transferred.
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Of the nine moons, a first moon was transferred.

Of the nine lakh of stars, one lakh was transferred.

Sealing one barricade, completing one barricade,

smearing it with white clay, they prepared the transfer.

transferring one thread of the warp,

a second sun was transferred.

[and so forth, through the transfer of eight of each] [V1.7]

This is essentially the same ritual that karna VTr described doing,

splitting strips of cane and weaving them back and forth. As the text

says, the result resembles as much a net as a pyre, an allusion which

is certainly deliberate, since nets as well as pyres playa major part

in shamanic ceremonies. For example, when a styo, a lost part of the

soul, is being pacified, the relevant text instructs that the entire

family of the patient should be wrapped up in a fishing net while the

sivo is trapped in a gourd, having been aroused by whistling and then

lured by chicken's blood along with small pieces of bread-a ritual

examined tn detail in the next chapter, in which the textual passages

which describe these actions are quoted. Additionally, a small net is

sometimes hung over the doorway of a house troubled by ghosts, to

ward them off-it being said that any spirit who wishes to enter

must first pass through all the openings and gets thoroughly

confused in the attempt.

Besides resembling a pyre or a net, the object constructed at

the end of a gauc;Ja phalne ceremony can also be appropriately

interpreted as a fence, for it also resembles a section of the split

cane fences put around vegetable gardens or temporary animal pens.
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This allusion is also textually supported; as Gorapa and Serapa's

sons divide the earth between them, the passage describes this kind

of fence being constructed to separate them:

As far as a hand C3:: reach is ours,

as far as a stick can reach is yours,

may you and us not see each other,

may these sons not meet,

between us and you there is a fence,

there is a woven fence, there is a wooden fence,

from today you and us will be as the son and the moon,

may we not meet, may we not see each other. [VI.8]

The pyre, on the other hand, explicitly reappears in a final ritual

attempt to postpone gau9a after every other technique has been tri ed

without success. The shaman lies at a crossroad at night, wrapped in

a shroud. He sets splinters of wood crisscross on his chest, and

lights them, offering himself as a ransom to the star obstructions

(he finishes the ceremony before the flames actually reach his

chest). In doing this, he performs a neat inversion of the normal

order of placing a dead body on top of a pyre, rather than a living one

under it, an observation clear to villagers themselves, who pointed

it out to me in case I hadn't realized H, though no one had any

explanation to offer of what the inversion might actually mean.

A somewhat more elaborate version of this ceremony also

exists, when the patient's family is willing to invest in an extra

goat. This goat is brought to the crossroads by assistants who

accompany the shaman. The jhakrr 1ies down in a shroud and a small
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fire is lit in a bowl on his chest. The goat is beheaded next to him,

and immediately, as the head falls, the shaman leaps up, scattering

the fire around the crossroads. (If the head is not separated in one

blow, it is said that the shaman is in danger of being dragged off by

the masan[latardai laijancha, which also means to 'gobble up in a

greedy fashion'] who have assembled to drink the blooc.) The goat is

disemboweled and the liver and spleen are carefully examined. Only

if the signs show the relatives coming to a funeral, indicating that

the patient is in qrave-danqer, is the nine level pyre next lit on the

shaman's chest. He is possessed with the msorit e: his head and the

'Monkey Dhuwa' familiar at his feet. He calls out to the Time of

Death and the Messenger of Death:

The cremat ion of so-and -so,

the cremation of such-and-such a man has begun!

Come now! The pyre is lit.

Any which way, wandering here and there, now depart!

[VI. 9]

Of course, patients and shamans all realize that the best that

can be done is to postpone the time of death, sometimes only for

minutes, and that everyone is still going to die when their appointed

life-span is up. The urge to hope for miracles is tempered with a

strong degree of fatalistic realism, even within shamanic texts. In

Karna vtr:s Historical Recital, a more modern and less elegant text

than the rest of his repertoire that tells specifically of more-or-

Jess historic ancestors of his, two jhakrT brothers are summoned to

Nepal (Kathmandu), where the queen, is experiencing a difficuit
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childbirth. Passing every test the king poses for them, they finally

conduct a successful ritual and sacrifice, and a son is born. The king

remained unsatisfied:

One son is no security, can you give another son or not?"

Majesty, we need two black goats.

They repeat their ritual, and a twin son is born, but the king wanted

yet another. The brothers agree, but they observe:

"Five days after birth,

it won't be able to survive ," they said.

Five days after birth it was in distress.

"So, what can be done to save it, do something, QUick."

"Majesty, we need one black goat."

The black goat was sacrificed as before.

One drop of hail fell, was fed [to the child].

"Maharaj, having obeyed your command,

it will survive two hours only."

From then, in two hours, it departed. [VI. 10]

Despite the death of his third son, the king rewards them generously

with a land grant, acknow ledging, as do vi llagers, that to correct ly

diagnose some cases as hopeless adds to the shaman's reputation.

Such diagnoses are seen as proof of the shaman's abi 1ity to discern,

not as evidence of his powerlessness.

As part of every treatment of gauc;ia, the shaman also waves a

yak tail at the head and feet of his patient, blows into the ears,

sprinkles the body with water and strikes it with an iron staff, all

gestures reported to have accompanied each of Mahadev's attempts
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to create man, and which Four-faced Sarma also performed on his

pat ient [III. 11.

Second only to the variety of rituals called for by cases of

gauqa are those required for treating witchcraft. Again, a blood

sacrifice is always essential, though most often only a cock has to

be offered, rarely a goat. Actually, there was some confusion about

this, since a few shamans claimed that while the witches are

satisfied by a chicken, the vet require a goat. As was seen in the last

chapter, the vst are quasi-independent manifestations of the first

witches which came into being during their death dance, and their

symptoms are identical to those of witches; I was unable to clarify

how to tell when a patient was suffering from one rather than the

other, though a diagnosis of vet affliction is clearly well suited to

cases when no one wants to take responsibil ity for actua lly

identifying a witch. One major difference in the treatment was the

choice of sacrificial animal. In either case, the animal's blood is

mixed with ashes taken from under a three-footed iron cooking ring,

and kneaded into little balls, which are set into dishes made from

green leaves stitched together with twigs (mentioned in the passage

below, and in the Recital of Kadum and Padum). As previously

mentioned, when performing this ritual, there seems to be a serious

effort to actually make nine such dishes. The recital tells the

w itches how tasty thi s offeri ng is, and provides further detai Is on

what else should be included:

With rice grains of sand, fish of tusara leaves,

tobacco of dhatura, cooked rice kneaded with blood,
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chilli peppers of ashes, half-cooked flatbreads,

he filled nine open leaf dishes, nine closed leaf dishes,

the rarnrna set out a snack for the witches.

The rarnrna set out sweet flaky cakes,

milk solid sweets, rice flour cakes.

The Nine Little Witch Sisters find this treat on their way to attack

the first shaman, and consume it with relish, though it is not enough

to sat isfy them.

Now the nine great witch sisters arrived.

"We'll leave no breath, we'll leave no life," they said,

they ate the nine dishes, took the nine shares, ...

They ate the rice grains of sand, the tobacco of dhatura,

the rice kneaded with blood, the chilies of ashes,

the half cooked flat-breads.

" The rammas snack is so tasty,

how tasty will be the rarnrna's flesh,

let's eat the rarnrna," they said. [VI. 11]

This begins the battle between the witches and the shaman, Which,

although he wins it in the recital, continues to this day and it

reenacted whenever a jhakrf is called upon to treat a witchcraft

victim.

Besides all of the offerings given to Witches, vet sometimes

receive in addition a set of small scale models of household

equipment, a plate, a bow l, a drinking vessel, a water carrying

vessel, a hoe, a sickle-as many as twenty items, which a blacksmith

makes of iron. These are placed at the edge of the Village along with
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scraps of the patient's clothing. A goat is then sacrificed over the

offerings. Often, though, this act is performed by Villagers without a

shaman's assistance, as, for example, when a particular vat has

identified himself (they are considered male) in a dream.

Both witches and shamans use a technique known as cekre

kataunu [cutting a circle, or pentagram], which involves the drawing

of diagrams at a crossroads and then burying personal artifacts

inside the charmed space. Such diagrams are not elaborate mandalas:

often, a simple circle or cross hatching, made with flour or turmeric

powder, is all that is prepared. Inside the demarcated space, a hole

is dug, and personal relics of the Witch-hair, nail clippings, bits of

used clothing (the tips of blouse and tie-straps of headbands are

preferred), earth on which she has stepped barefoot, and ashes from

her main hearth (all usually supplied by the family who she is

troubltnq, to whom the burden of actually identifying the witch is

thus shifted) are all buried by the shaman after blowing a mantar on

them. The witch is expected to die as a result. Another mantarmay

be used to compel a witch to unearth any such preparation that she

has buried, for if she is not forced to unearth it, the power of her

own mantar is expected to cause the death of the patient. Yet

another technique against this act of Witchcraft, called lagu

pharkaune [returning the effects], using a different mantar, is done

to deflect the ill effects that she has caused back to a witch. Thi sis

often recited after sucking foreign debris, called put/a, out of the

patient, which is spat into a bowl and disposed of at the crossroads.

Putla is not necessary a corporal object, however, and was described
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by some jhakrfs as definitely non-corporal. One even called it a

"younger brother" of ssto, and equated it to siyo (the subject of the

next chapter), except that it afflicts persons when directed to do so

by a witch. Sometimes, a small model of a plow, made from kharsu

[species unidentified] wood is also buried at the crossroads, the

iron-clad tip pointing upwards to prevent the witch from returning.

Alternatively, a gourd with a nail pounded into it may be buried

instead, for the same reason.

While the actual rituals used to treat witchcraft are not so

diverse as those for gaur;Ja, every shaman had a surprisingly

extensive repertoire of mantars to use against witches. Whi le for

most other situations, one or perhaps two mantars were all that

were known, most shamans knew a half dozen or more to use against

witches. Both shamans and villagers tended to identify the practices

of witches as closely paralleling those of jhakrfs. That is, they

state that witches must learn texts, at least mantars, in order to

practice. The most infamous of these witch texts, known of

throughout Nepal, is the tnare Jal llndra's Netl, taught to them by

Indra himself when requiring their help in the primordial battle

between the heavenly gods and the demons who originally controlled

the earth. In Kathmandu, the /ndra Jal is even said to exist in

manuscript, though no one seems to know the whereabouts of any

copy. Witches also have helping spirits, including vtr and meptit

[confirmed in V.14l, and they perform various rituals similar to

those of jhakrls, such as the cakra keteunu mentioned above.

However, since I never found anyone who would actually admit to
,
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being a witch, and most specific identifications made to me were of

women already dead, all of these claims must remain speculative.

Sucking is done not only to remove items that witches have

inserted into victims; it is also an important technique in cases of

women who have moc or nags lodged in their wombs. On these

occasions, it is accompanied by different mantars, which I plan to

discuss at length elsewhere. A mantar is also said over an iron blade

which is then waved around the patient, to cut loose the foreign

intrusions stuck inside the body. This technique better conforms

with the traditional laws concerning shamans, which specifically

forbid them to apply their lips directly to women. Despite the law,

however, such direct sucking is still done, at least in .rajarkot.

though Hitchcock records that jhakrrs in the Bhujl Valley interposed

their drum sticks between their mouth and the patient's body.

Shamans also suck on patients to dislodge the invisible

arrows, vs« which forest spirits shoot into those who defile their

sanctuaries. Val) are not only the weapons of forest spirits; shamans

themselves also send them at their enemies, as mentioned in

Chapter I V. As I noted, what val) denotes is rather ambiguous; wh i le

it is interpreted as 'arrows' in this context most of the time, it can

also mean the auxiliary spirits of a deity. What is actually sucked

out does not much resemble either. When discussing this technique,

Jhakrl karnaro Karn! of Karuwa Village drew a distinction between

removing blood, mucus, or small stones from a patient, which he

himself has done, and reports of removing balls of hair or small

animals such as lizards or toads, which he dismissed as pure
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superstition [andhaviswasl, another example of theoretical

distinctions between the possible and the impossible which shamans

themselves make. In any case, what is actually produced tends to

most resemble a stone, or lump of some kind, along with blood.

Actually, no one seems to be much impressed by this act tvtty, and

there are common expressions of skepticism that this is just a

slight of hand, like the tricks of a magician, done purely to enhance

the shaman's performance.
._......

Other than treating cases of gauc;Ja or witchcraft, the next

most elaborate shamanic ritual is probably that for binding a house.

This is a ceremony called for when a family is suffering a series of

inexplicable misfortunes, and which attempts to protect the family,

their house, animals and property, from all possible sorts of threats.

Depending on the symptoms that r amt ly members report, and what

the major threats are suspected to be, different texts can be used,

but most commonly, either TilTgrama or the Gauoa Taoa Garaune

Recital, followed by either the Recital of Sati Barba or the Ban

Bhampa (or both) are used. Such a set of recitals together serve the

purpose very well: deal with the big cosmological issues, like gaur;Ja,

first, then the smaller mundane ones, like cneot tmedt, nags, and all

various threats that arise from the forest, second.

"Binding a house" is not just a metaphorical title of the ritual.

The shaman actually takes a long cord, roughly woven out of strong

vines [kukur r;Jatigu], and wraps it around the house, a visible sign of

the protection that he conveys, and a reminder to the spirits of the

boundaries between human settlements and the uncultivated
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wilderness which is their rightful domain. To reinforce these

boundaries, the shaman also pounds stakes of wood cut from a wild

plum tree into the four corners of the property on which the house

stands, setting up a leafy branch at each, and implants a long iron

rod in front of the entrance. A goat is sacrificed amid the usual

ritual preparations of leaf dishes containing various offerings, such

as vermillion powder and betel nuts. Sometimes, again to send back

any laguand prevent it from returning, a small model of a plow, or a

cowrie shell, is buried at a crossroads. Once again, most of the

details of the ritual are explicitly mentioned in the appropriate

recital:

They went to r araran.
brought back the great ramrna .Jurnratarn.

He danced and drummed out to the crossroads,

he danced and drummed back from the crossroads,

began to bind the house.

Raising the foundation stone,

[or, setting down the challenge]

he firmly fixed the foundation stone.

Breaking up the pentagrams,

he released the pentagrams.

He bound the shares of grain,

he bound the shares of wealth,

he bound the shares of land.

He killed forest Rah,

killed the descendants of Karnsa,
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killed the ghosts and goblins,

killed the major spirits of the dead,

killed the speus, charms, tricks of witches,

began to bind the house...

He bound the four corner pegs, cut with four gestures...

bound the four directions, bound the four quarters,

drove in a four cornered iron peg,

drove in a thunderbo I t staff.

He struck it for all time,

killed the effects of all time,

buried a cowrie, wrapped everything into a ball. [VI. 12]

The passage also makes clear the generic nature of this ritual,

covering a very wide variety of sources of supernatural trouble,

sweeping clean the house and property of both major and minor

threats to its security.

Binding is also done to individual patients, a much simpler

ritual at the conclusion of which a string is tied around the patient's

neck-or wrist to offer general protection. A recital gives a

somewhat exaggerated account of this technique, but also observes

the similarity between such a tying and the tether used to lead or

secure a domestic animal:

Having gone to heaven, you're brought back by the feet.

Having gone to hel l, you're brought back by the hair.

[With] cotton thread, going, wttn nine strands,

I've bridled the mouth, bound the feet,

bound the hands, bound the neck. [VI. 13]
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Sometimes, as the text suggests, strings are tied around all t~e

various limbs, but a single one around the wrist or neck is, I've

observed, far more common.

Another, uncommon, ritual also involves the crossroads-that

of actually burying for a moment a chi ld born under the mOl

configuration. MOl is a crisis that lasts for a determined length,

sometimes a lifetime, sometimes for just a few moments. If the

latter is the case, the child who is affected is buried up to the neck

at the crossroads for the duration of the mal period, and then

uncovered and declared reborn under a new configuration. Whi le the

child is buried, scraps of old cloth taken from nine houses are

burned, then the parents are brought to the crossroads, along with a

group of neighbors and friends, and, if available, a Brahman. They

claim the child, exclaiming: "Look what I've found at the crossroads,

who could have put this here! We should keep it!" The father presents

the mother with a small gift of money. A goat is cut, the child is

submerged in its blood, and is then washed with water from "100"

springs, sprinkled through a copper sieve and coursed down a banana

stalk spout, with the water and blood then disposed of at the

crossroads. Juice from the leaves and roots of "100" trees [probably

a particular herbal preparation, but I could not confirm this] is fed

to the child daily for nine days, with the remainder thrown out at

the crossroads on the ninth day, after which the mOl is said to have

departed. xarna Vir, who described this technique to me, made it

clear that you don't need knowledge to do this [gyan caen], it's only a

technique. The decisive distinguishing factor is that there is no
,
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recital, not even a mantar, to be said when you do it, though there

are a few lines of beaent [scripture? perhaps from veda], which

simply tell the mOl to go away. Apparently, no other shaman was

familiar with this ritual; most said either that only an astrologer

could do anything about mot, or that nothing could be done about it.

Finally, as I mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there

are also techniques not directly connected to any recital, chiefly

either diagnostic or evaluative divinations. These are used either at

the beginning of treatment to identify the source of affliction, or

afterward to determine if the ceremony has been efficacious. For the

very reason, I think, that they are unaccompanfed by any text, they

vary from shaman to shaman much more than do any of the other

rituals.

The simplest of these diagnostic techniques, though, does not

actually vary much from shaman to shaman. After a goat has been

beheaded, the man who cuts it puts the head into the shaman's drum.

The shaman, possessed, picks up the head in his teeth, shakes it back

and forth, and tosses it back toward the body, checking to see if it

aligns properly with the neck, which is a good sign. The heart is then

put in the drum, and the shaman tosses it with his teeth towards the

body. It should land against the stomach between the legs.

More complicated techniques do vary widely: often, in place of

the test just described, after an animal has been sacrificed the liver

of a goat, or the gall bladder of a chicken, is carefully examined to

deci de whether the pat ient IN i 11 benefit from the offering. I

discussed this with a dozen different shamans, and learned a dozen
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different ways to evaluate the organs. The simplest was kerna Vir's:

"If their color is good, then the result is good; if their color is bad,

then the result is bad." Pressed for further details, he said that the

half of the goat's liver toward the gall bladder is the patient's half,

the other side represents the village, and that if you could see

"funeral goers" [rna/ami] arriving in the patient's half, or a grave (a

deep cleft) at the top, then the patient would die. He also commented

that if a chicken's gall bladder is clear, then the ritual has to be

repeated, or the patient would suffer. Other shamans, including Man

Dev Kumai of the BhujT Valley, felt that the amount of grayish

membrane around the liver was the critical factor, others divided it

into quadrants rather than halves, one for the patient, one for his

house, one for the house's god, and one for the village. One shaman,

Sibe uamat, divided the liver into three parallel bands from top to

bottom, and said that there was nothing to worry about if any two of

them were firm. Others were concerned most about the depth and

direction of creases in the liver. Still others practiced classic

haruspication, counting the bumps on the intestines, with different

ways of calculating success and failure.

Similarly, the "standard" technique for deciding at a distance

whether a patient is treatable, called msito herne [literally, 'looking

at dirt'] shows a wide range of variation. Most of these use pieces of

cloth cut off the patient's clothing, but what is done with them vary

from practitioner to practitioner. Some shamans put these on the

skin of their drum, beat it lightly, and see if the (usually three)

pieces come together or go separate ways. One reported variation on
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this is to request a piece from the mother and father's, as well as

the patient's, clothing-if the two others come to join the patient's

scrap, the patient can be cured, otherwise not. Other shamans put

the pieces in a bowl of water and see if they float or sink, others

put them in alcohol and watch if they move to the left or right, still

others just feel them to see if they are warm or not.

I brought the rather contradictory diversity on these subjects

to the attention of both shamans and villagers, who failed to find it

remarkable or provocative. This recalls Evans-Pritchard's remark

that "A witch-doctor divines successfully because he says what his

1istener wishes him to say, and because he uses tact." [1937: 170]

However, I myself find it very noteworthy, as another example of

how knowing and reciting texts are important means of producing

standards of activity. In their absence, the alternate is a wide

divergence of practice. A more detai led look at how the texts act to

standardize sharnantc behavior is taken up in the next chapter, a

"case study" of textual directions.

To conclude. we can perhaps summarize the variety of ritual

activities in which shamans engage as being either propitiary or

magical, though the shamans themselves declined to suggest any

such summary or classification, and were puzzled by the question.

Propitiary rituals include sacrifices and offerings, while 'magical'

acts include rituals of binding and burying, sucking or blow ing,

raising the patient towards the heavens, and all the acts of

divination. Clearly, though, the two categories are not genuinely

exclusive, and all activities would simply fall into a more general
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one such as "acts of intervention," which is probably the most

precise summary with which the shamans themselves might agree.
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VII. STAGE DIRECTIONS

As we have seen in the preceding two chapters, there are two

obvious components of every sharnantc performance to which any

observer has access: the shaman says things (prayers, chants, songs,

conversation .. ,) and he does things (drums, dances, manipulates

objects.. .). Chapter VI began to look at the connections between

these two sets of activities, between what is said and what is done,

and that investigation is continued here. Specifically, in this

chapter, I explore the reflexive character of shamanic speech and

shamanic action, again using, as far as possible, what is said to

understand what is done. I am interested in the connections between

what can be taped during an actual performance and what can be

observed and reported either by outsiders (whether anthropologist or

local audience) or by participants (shaman or patient). In trying to

sort out the ontological problems involved between these three sets

of accounts, I make use of ethnomethodology's realization that

social situations are not necessari ly ready-made nor

unproblematically available to their participants, but that they are

actively constituted by the on-going interaction of the participants,

who work to arrive at a sensible construction of the situation. I am

also further supporting the methodological argument <though I doubt

that there can be many objections) that the use of tapes, repeatable

and public, offers the best approach from which the situational

reflexivity of shamamc activity can be tackled, and, somewhat more

problematically, that most of the work that goes into making a
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performance performable as well observable can be demonstrated to

be contained within the texts themse lves.

Shaman texts not only contain the rationale for the action

performed in their ceremonies and describe the causal agents of the

afflictions for which the patient is being treated, as we 'saw in

Chapter V, and descriptions of the ideal performance of the

ceremony which the shaman strives to recreate, as shown in Chapter

VI, they are also filled with precise 'stage directions',

straightforward accounts of what should be done sequentially as the

ceremony unfolds. Curiously, as will be shown, these directions do

not necessarily occur as the actions they dtrect are taking place

text and ritual follow parallel but separate courses. Also, not every

detail of the ritual is explicitly mentioned in the texts; some must

be supp1ied extra-textually by the shaman, though it will be seen

that these tend to be points that the shaman himself regards as

trivial.

To demonstrate these aspects of the texts, I will concentrate

on giving a detailed description of an actually performed version of

the siyo marne [Killing the siyo] ceremony. The accompanying recital

is an extremely simple text, one that tells no story whatsoever. It is

recited as part of a ceremony performed when an individual or

family is persistently troubled by a stvo, whose malignant

influences the shaman is expected to disperse. By examining one

extremely simple text in greater detail than I have any text thus far,

! hope to give a better sense of what a shaman's performance can

really be like. I concentrate on examining segments of the text as it
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was recited in performance, along with the asides of clarification

that were necessary for the shaman to make as he performed it and

the interruptions that his assistants made to find out what to do

next. When it offers some potential insight, I also look at the

differences between the performed and the dictated versions, and

offer some possible reasons for the discrepancies.

The specific ceremony that I examine was performed by JhakrT

Man Dev Kumal and took place on October 5t h, 1967 in the BhujT

Valley. It was taped by John Hitchcock, who later also taped a

version recited by the shaman specifically for the ethnographer

without an accompanying performance. For addit ional detai Is of the

ritual I rely on notes which Professor Hitchcock and his assistant

made of the performance. I also draw on my own familiarity with

nearly identical rituals in .Jajarkot and descriptions which the

shamans I know also provided, but I have found this to be the most

suitable occasion to include an extended example from his material.

I t opens up the points that I want to make far better than do any

similar cases from my own fieldwork. Reasons for this include his

using two tape recorders, one inside and one out, and having several

assistants who coulo not only operate the machines, but were also

trained to record their own observations, resources beyond my own

severely limited ones. Of equal importance, though, is that by

examining a situation at which I was not personally present,

involving a shaman now dead who I never met, I also demonstrate

how tapes open up situations for re-analysis (a point which I hope is

transparently obvious). Finally, the example incidentally illustrates
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the extreme similarity between events of 23 years ago and those

that continue to be enacted in the present day, though such

continuity is admittedly no where central to any of my arguments in

this analysis, and should in any case be anttctpated by the

conservative nature of both texts and practices themselves.

My discussion does not begin with the beginning of events that

evening. Man Dev began, as usual. with protective mantars and the

scattering of grain inside the house. He next recited the oeute

bolaune [summoning the spirits] mantar. This was followed by a

predictive ceremony, one of throwing leaves and water out of a

water pitcher to see if they landed shiny or dull side up, another

ritual that seems rather arbitrary, since the shaman simply keeps

tossing until he gets a favorable throw. He then donned his costume,

burned incense in the fire, and, as he began to sing aloud a few lines

of the deuta ootsune, became possessed. Man nev's aeuts botzune was

sometimes sung publicly while beating his drum, as though it were a

recital, and sometimes quietly hummed, as both a little earlier, and

also later in this same performance. In discussion, he called it

either a mantar or a recital (khetD, depending on the context. During

these opening I tnes, another pi ece of clear evidence that the shaman

listens to his own recital occurs. When he mentions extending

protection over the bronze and copper utensils of the house, he

abruptly stops and exclaims: "We've forgotten to put in rtanaceur By

thts he meant the copper coin placed before the shaman as a

representative of that god. He then waited until someone came up

with a Nepali 10 paisa coin, which he put in the plate with the rice,
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black stones, and the oil lamp, and then resumed singing where he

had 1eft off.

Once possessed, he quit singing, and offered some general

consultations [baknu] including some rather redundant remarks about

sivo, it having been decided in advance that this is what needed to be

treated. The patient was the son of the shaman's younger brother,

who had fallen from a cl iff whi le drunk. Although he physically

recovered after a few weeks, he and his family felt uncomfortable

afterwards and desired treatment.

When the baknu was finished, Man Dev next performed the Ban

Bhampa (the story of aoraoa and seraoa dividing the wild and the

cultivated lands between their descendants). In this way, several

hours elapsed between the beginning of the ceremony and the

preparations for the styo marne; it was nearly midnight when the

following events began. Before Man Dev began the final oart of the

ceremony, the women of the r ami ly cooked flat breads fried in

clarified butter (a special treat), ten to feed the assistants

necessary to carry out the ceremony, and nine miniature ones (the

size of small coins) that are put inside the gourd to entice the siyo

to enter it.

While the breads were being fried, Man Dev smoked, and began

to direct his pupi 1and the fam i ly as they began the final

preparations. First they softened white clay in water, and then used

a stick to paint a simple pattern on the drum (Figure VII.1).
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VI I .1 Decorat ions on Man oevs Drum.

(Compare the strn i Iar pattern drawn tn 1989 by KarQa Vir of

.Jajarkot, found in Chapter IV).

Next, they str1pped the bark off of a freshly picked branch of

an aulako patko [species unknown] tree, cut it into three

approximately equal lengths, and warmed them in the fire. One

becomes a handle inserted into the top of a bottle gourd [ch;nQ'o],

another is given to the shaman, the third becomes the "sword" later

used to smash the gourd. Both the handle and the gourd are also

painted with the White clay, as in Illustration V11.2. The pup n asked

if they should use black ash as well as white clay, but Man Dev said

no, just clay. A small hole is cut into the side of the gourd, into

Wh1Ch a leafy branch of kathe «sun 1S 1nserted.
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VII.2. Decorations on the ChiQQo.

Once the sticks have been dried and heated in the fire, Man Dev

takes one, taps his drum rim w tth H, and then inserts It into the rim.

Having taken up his drum, he begins the recital as the painting of the

gourd is completed, after telling the men to cut the chicken once he

begins to sing. The text as performed begins with a general list of

afflicting agents which includes styo, though wtthout giving it any

particular prominence, and affirms the shaman's ability to quell

such forces with the help of the tree branches. Because this text

follows the Ban Bhampa, it does not have a formal beginning of its

own that would situate it in mythic time and space, as this is

always a feature of the first text to be performed in any session, as
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discussed in the next chapter. Instead, it begins with an address to

the branch that has just been put into the gourd:

0, branch of the Kathe xaun tree, [twice]

approved by the spirits lceol,

approved by the powers [dham],

you who drive away witches,

you who drive away bewitchers,

you who drive away Rah, you who drive away Siyo;

branch of the Kathe kauu tree, [twice]

approved by the spirits, approved by the powers,

you who drive away Asan, you who drive away Masan,

you who drive away Siure, you who drive away Biure;

branch of the Kathe kauu tree,

you who drive away Sirum, you who drive away Barurn...

tvu.n
isture is the Kham equivalent of styo, while strum, barum, luI and

tuteo» are said to all be collective ways of referring to the

descendants of Seraparun.

The dictated version 1isted several addit ional pairs of such forces:

bayu and oetz», eesn and messn, jet and mal, cnea and otiea and also

moc.]

After these few lines, the men, who are now ready to cut the

chicken, call out and interrupt Man Dev. He quits singing to resolve

the ir argument over how to put the blood in the gourd, te 11 ing them

that it doesn't matter, either through the hole in the neck or the one

cut in the side. He resumes where he left off:
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you drive ·away LU1, you drive away Lulapa,

you drive away Rah, you drive away Siyo. [VI1.2]

but stops again after a few lines to remind them not to forget to put

in the little breads. He then starts over again at the beginning, and

pauses at the same point to ask if they've put the blood in yet or not.

They hadn't, and after a few more lines they interrupt again because

they think that it does matter how the blood should be put in, and he

again tells them it really doesn't matter. He himself stops after a

few repeated lines, to test each of ten whistles that have been cut

from bamboo. Man Dev clearly did not want to begin the next section

of the recital until all the preparations are finished, and he also

tells everyone several times to be quiet before he finally begins it.

As opposed to just four times in the recited version, he has

addressed the kathe kaulf branch sixteen times, giving it extreme

prominence in the performance. He has also repeated the I ine "you

drive away Rah, you drive away stvo" four times. This coupling of

sivo with rah is not arbitrary, for the ritual treatment of both is

very similar, with a rah also lured into a gourd which is then

shattered. As has been observed in Chapter V, rsn are spirits of

children who die at birth or at an early age (before the second teeth

appear). But just what is a stvot The next section of the text

obliquely provides an answer, by listing many of the most prominent

varieties of sivo, acting as a summons as well:

Siyo of one who has fallen from a tree,

5iyo of one who has fallen from a Cliff,

Siyo of one who has fallen from a bridge,
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Siyo of one who has fallen into a hole,

Siyo of one who has been struck by a rock,

Siyo of one who has been struck by a log,

Siyo of one who has been eaten by a tiger,

Siyo of one who has been eaten by a bear,

Siyo of one who has been bitten by a serpent,

Siyo of one who has been struck by a stone,

Siyo of one who has been eaten by a serpent,

Siyo of one who has been burned by a fire, [V11.3]

It is minimally clear that a siyo results from a misfortune, and

would seem to be the result of an unnatural death. I first thought

that a siyo must be the soul of someone who died in some such way,

but both jhakrrs and non-specialists in .iajarkot corrected this

impression, explaining the such a spirit would be a messn, and if it

troubled its former family, would either have to be worshipped as a

pitar [ancestral spirit] or treated as a vsvu [spirit of someone who

died by accident or suicide, or whose corpse was polluted -see

Appendix Ill. Rather, a siyo, they insisted, is the result of someone

having narrowly escaped such a death, and this ceremony is

performed after a severe accident, when the person remains 'shaken

up' by the event, and whose family may also remain upset

afterwards. As a consequence of the close call of death, a non

physical part of a person, the styo, has become detached and wanders

throughout the world, having obtained a malicious, or at least

threatening, aspect that has to be quieted. This interpretation, the

most common in .Jajarkot , equates sivo with ssto, as in "ssto gayo"-
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to lose one's wits. It would seem to fit the situation under

discussion as well, since the individual who fell survived.

Unfortunately, applying this solution to the BhujT Valley is clouded

by remarks that Man Dev made during the baknu, in which he referred

to a "stvo rah" that resulted from being killed by a tiger. Also, at the

end in the divination, he referred to stye that remains from the time

of the ancestors. Further, in hi s version of the Rah Marne [Ki 11 ing the

rah] Recital, the child becomes a bird and lures his father high into a

tree, from which the father falls and dies:

Falling from the ptpal tree, he dies right there.

Oh, Father Ni lawata, went to become a siyo.

His son also, on, Kalu BhaQc;lare, oh, KOrja Bhandar'e,

became a ran, a moc. Oh, xorja BhaQc;lare [said]

"You have become a siyo, I have become a rah,"

thus he said then. [VIlA]

The issue is here carried farther from a clear, unambiguous solution,

for the passage further equates rah and moe, a casual conr lat ton that

I have also noted for the .iajarkot area. A definitive explanation does

not emerge, and does not, I would suggest, exist. However, the

crucial factors seem clear: some aspect of personhood has become

detached, either from the patient or from close relatives of the

patient, sometimes including those who have died. The result is

troublesome, and the entire family must be involved in an effort to

resolve the disturbance. Unlike seto, which is eventually reunited

wrtb its source S1'yO a....e ,.a....1··I/ ... n orr "k l l l ed" as the t it le of the¥w,\., I, lUI CI ","I'U II IL Ie

recital suggests.
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The variety of siyo that is particularly relevant to this

occasion. of one who fell from a cliff, is not given any particular

prominence in the text here-Man Dev does not alter the text to fit

the circumstances, and it is rectted exactly the same as is the

dictated version. This suggests that stvo are perhaps more important

as a collective force than as individual entities. Another possibility.

suggested by a story that KarQa Vir told about "rityo: (in .Jajarkot. as

in .Jurn la, 's' often becomes 'h'), is that what is really important is to

placate the king of ntvo who has captured the one now in question. so

that the place where the present ntyo (or stvoi happened to originate

remains incidental:

sau Barba and tuwa Nangraya were two
brothers. The king of knan climbed a ptiers« tree [a
type of fodder tree). They shot a golden pellet from
a pellet sling and it struck him in his heart. The
qamnyadisease rose in his heart and he died. he
became Hiya Raj. When he takes a tityo, we can
awaken the victim. And when a hiya goes to stay in
the forest. we can retrieve it. [VII.5]

Even Man Dev's text mentions a "golden sword, a silvery shield," used

for bringing the sivo back, Which would seem more appropriate as

offerings for Hiya Raj than as lures for the wandering stvo [below,

VI 1.7].

That the styo is certainly something that wanders

independently of its source is clarified by the next section of the

text. which enumerates and searches through a very long list of

places where the siyo might be resting. The local minor spirits

tstmt-orcmt: of each of those places are offered a share of the
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sacrifice, in return for their assistance in compelling the sivo to

attend the ceremony in progress. stm t-orom t are extreme ly minor

divinities, and are usually nameless; they occupy, explained Man

Dev's pupil, a lowly place in the divine hierarchy comparable to

karnts in the human social order. The shaman, 'traveling' through the

many places, calls on them by location:

Ai,O strnt of Tarnqhas Garkha Wetlands,

o bhurnt of Tarnqhas Garkha Drylands,

your share is here, your portion is here,

Strnt Sa La La La La, BhOml Sa La La La, [V11.6]

with 164 more specific places subsequently mentioned, gradually

approaching from afar the site of the ritual. The 'Sa La La La La'

refrain is, as it sounds, onomatopoetically imitative of the bamboo

whistles. <There is a commonly held belief throughout Nepal that

whistling summons qhosts.) In the text, some of the chief divinities

of each quadrant are called upon by name as the locations of that

region are iterated,' and told to force the stvo to leave there and

return home. Also, as places in the west are named, the spirits of

two deceased but important jhakrrs, Kusan Rarnrna and Bethan

Rarnrna are told to block the path of the King of the Dead, varna Raja:

going to the Western House, Kusan Rarnma, going,

Bethan Rarnrna, going, to Vama Raja,

you don't give a path, you don't give a way.

In the doorway, the door, into the bottle gourd, going,

the white clay, going, with that began to write,

with a branch of the Patka tree, going,
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made a golden sword, made a silvery shield.

The white clay, going, with that began to write.

o branch of the katne KaulT,

approved by the spirits, approved by the powers,

you bring the styo, you drive the stye,

into the bottle gourd, going. [VI1.7]

Once again, there are more spirits mentioned in the dictated version

than in the performed version. The dictated version also calls on the

shaman's personal twelve barang and nine dhQwa, who he failed to

tnclude (or whose assistance he didn't need) in the performance.

After mentioning a few distant places to the south, west and north,

Man Dev pauses and tells the family where to sit, then begins to

round up the ten men who are supposed to help in the ceremony. Some

have fallen asleep, others have wandered outside, but eventua lly

nine of them can be found. Man Dev says "Nine are enough, give each

one a bread." As each receives a bread from the patient's family, the

shaman also gives them a itrs [forehead dot] of ashes, for

protection. He next gives them directions. Two should take bowls of

sand and water to throw at the family, two more take nettle fronds

with which to beat the patient, the rest are to position themselves·

outside with whistles, as the text directs (below). Finally everyone

is in place, and the shaman resumes his litany of place names. He

breaks off after naming a few more and tells the young men that

they should be outside and be ready. They argue about who should

take the third stick and have the responsibility for breaking the

gourd, a task finally assigned to the shaman's pupi l.
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Along with the gourd, a small model of a plowshare, a long

needle that will be driven into it, and a stake of wild plum wood

[patyOl, are all to be taken to the crossroads, to bind the styo there.

Specific directions as to what the plow and spike should be made of,

given in the text, are carefully followed. As is the net, the plow is

glorified with idealized connections to the first blacksmith:

of the Kharsu branch, going, making a great plow,

of a Paiya branch, going, making a great spike,

atop the three-pronged one [the plow],

chips were cut out. 0 Tikhu kamt, Elder Brother,

hammered the great plow, forged the great plow. [VI1.8]

However, unlike the description of the net (below), which was

included in the performance by being added on at the end, this

passage about the plow and spikes appears only in a much longer

coda of the dictated version, all of Which was omitted that night.

The directions are contained in the text, and are followed, but their

recitation is not necessarily part of every performance. This seems

stqntr tcant, but also certainly reasonable: you can't wait for a

passage about sacrifi cing a black goat, for exampIe, and only then

start looking for an appropriate one, as this could easily result in a

delay of days. Even a simple ceremony like this one requires a goat, a

chicken, a bottle gourd, branches of a particular tree, white clay, a

model of a plow, an iron needle, and a fishing net, which take time to

assemble. But it is also clear that other people, not just the shaman,

know what is needed and what should be done, to the extent even of

chalienging the shaman's own version of the instructions, as in the
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dispute over how to put the chicken's blood into the gourd. Attending

the same ceremonies over and over, observing and, at least

occasionally, listening to parts of the recital, result in a general

diffusion of specialist knowledge throughout the interested

population, so that the shaman needs only to remind them of what to

do and does not have to give meticulously detailed instructions to

the participants, even though they then enact the ritual just as the·

text says it should be enacted.

Returning to the actual performance, as Man Dev sings the long

list of place names, two men inside the house take the model of the

plow, break a long iron needle into three pieces, and pound each

piece into the plow. (The common word for 'needle' in Nepali is stvo,

which probably explains its use in this ceremony. Yet another

common homonym, meaning 'border', also occurs in the Ban Bharnpa

recital, which may be another reason why it is recited preceding a

performance of the stye marne, though the styo has clearly become a

force of the wilds, and so falls under the jurisdiction of seraparun's

descendants.) They then take the plow outside. Man Dev now stops

singing the recital and instead quietly hums the deut« ooisune

[summoning the god] text. Sudden ly, he shakes hard to herald the

god's presence. The faces of the patient and his family (five people

ina 11) are blackened with soot, they are wrapped together in the

r tsmnq net, and the net is then suspended from the main house beam.

One of the assistants throws sand at those in the net, another

sprinkles them with water, and then both beat the patient and his

family with nettle fronds, so that the siyo is not tempted to enter.
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them. The shaman now moves outside and squats next to the gourd

where he resumes singing the list of place names, unt i1 at last the

sivo is found, apparently at a place called Kaule Garkha. This is not,

as one might expect, the spot where the original fall from a cliff

took place. (J would have liked to have known if this spot has other

significance, but this question wasn't raised at the ttrne.)

When the shaman locates the sivo, he makes this known by

calling it by the apparently meaningless name "Garan Kale Garan."

(Meaningless, at least, to the shaman and his audience; Man Dev

thought that it might be a phrase of the Kham language, but this

could not be confirmed. He uses a similar phrase, "Garan Sele Garan,"

to address a rah in the paralle I ceremony of rah msme.:

o Garan Kale Garan,

in the doorway, the door, in the golden door frame,

in the st Ivery door, 0 Garan Kale Garan,

going into the bottle-gourd, going into the white clay,

feast on thts blood, feast on this flesh,

eating the Saban bread, eating the Jogi bread,

o Garan Kale Garan. [VII.9]

The 'golden door frame' and 'silvery door' refer to the decorated

gourd into which the stvo is being lured. At the same time as the

stvo is being trapped into the gourd outside, inside the house the

family of the patient remains bound inside the fishing net. Each, In a

sense, is trapped. The net not only puts them physically in the

shaman's protection, it also affirms their connections to the greater

society around them, by detailing an idealization of the net's
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construction. This invokes the original blacksmith, Tikhu kamt, who

takes responsibil ity for the iron weights that hold down the net, and

the first potter, who is responsible for weaving the net itself. The

net brings the family actively into the ritual, and also provides an

opportunity to weave mythical characters into their presence, an

aspect whose thread I will follow later. Fitting in these mythic

prototypes is standard practice throughout the recitals, but here,

where there is no story whatsoever, it requires considerable

artifice, and takes place as a coda sung at the end of the ceremony,

after the styo had been trapped, the gourd shattered, and the pieces

disposed of at a crossroads:

Tikhu K~mT, Elder Brother,

from a black she-goat, stripping off the great skin,

made a bellows, was pumping it.

Tikhu KamT, Elder Brother, carries coal, charcoal.

having set up a forge, having set up a firepit,

the betlows from the black she-goat he pumped.

Dhurkote iron, carrying that, he brought it.

On the True Forge, he begins to forge weights. [VII. 10]

Tikhu KamT forges various types of weights-round weights, flat

weights, and axe-blade shaped weights-here, they are not

enumerated, while in the dictated version the counting is actually

done, slowly and clearly, to one hundred. The potter [kuma/e]

prepares the net:

Brother KumaIe,

of nettles fiber, of flax fiber,
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with white clay, he begins to cook it.

From the nettles fiber, going, pulling out a great thread,

o Brother kumate, begins to weave a net.

He put in the first line of the warp,

shifted the first line of the woof, wove the first woof.

He put in the second line of the warp,

shifted the second ltne of the woof,

wove the second woof. [VII. 11]

The weaving continues, fading off into rapid mumbling, up to at least

. twenty strands. Again, in the dictated version, the weaving of one

hundred strands is actually done. I am not sure whether being able to

count to one hundred is a significant feat in a non-literate society;

perhaps this is a notable achievement worth showing off, which

would explain why the shaman does it. It may also be a device to

lengthen the ceremony, so that preparat ions can be completed while

the recital continues-here, everything was ready, so the extra time

wasn't needed. The recital can further expand by attaching each of

the 100 weights that comp lete the net. Such repet it ive passages are

common throughout the snamantc recitals, and may have a rather

more profound effect than simply lengthening the ceremony.

Discussing the border between the normal and the abnormal, the sane

and the insane, a theme whiCh runs throughout The Book of Laughter

and Forgetting, Mi Ian Kundera notes:

The border is not a product of repetition.
Repetition is only a means of making the border
visible. The line of the border is covered with dust,
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and repetition is like the whisk of a hand removing
the dust.

Uncovering this same border-which also separates the natural and

the supernatural, the real and the ideal-is clearly important for a

shaman to have any effect in the world, a point which I develop

extensively in the next two chapters. Whl1e I would not insist that

this is the deliberate intention of including so many repettttons and

enumerations In the texts (their suitaotuty to Inducing and

maintaining trance states are a more obvtous explanation for them),

It may certainly be a contributing reason that so many repet tt tons

and enumerations have been found to be effective in delivering these

oral recttals.

The flshing net is tied to the main house beam, close to the

hearth, and It expltctt ly connects the patient and his famlly to the

cosmos:

Its top was in heaven, tts roots were in he11. [VII. 12]

The dictated version of the recital also gives directions as to who

should be put in the net, and by whom:

o my patient, going, and the householder,

and the whole famlly, and the chtldren. going,

and all the male and female servants,

tie [the net] to the main beam, then cover them. [VI I. 13]

With the family inside the net, the major protecting spirits of the

six directions and of the house are invoked and the sivo is trapped.

Everyone else present, so long as they stay awake, has been already

protected by mustard seeds scattered at the beginning of the
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ceremony, with the exception of the goat. Since it is going to be

sacrificed at the end of the events, the shaman could not extend his

protection to it as well. It was tethered in the doorway covered by a

blanket at that point a point also covered by the text:

Atop the four-footed one [the goat],

in the door, the doorframe, covered this there. [VII. 14]

This, Man Dev explained afterwards, is because otherwise the sivo .

now present might trouble him. To be sure that the sivo enters the

gourd and not some other receptacle, all other open containers in the

house, such as water jugs and cook ing pots, are covered. The

(dictated) text finally gets around to the chicken, which has already

been cut:

Of the cock [Kham-pui baja],

of the hen [Kham- t irt baja],

the cock, going, then cutting this,

in the bottle gourd, going, having put this there,

put in Baban bread, put in Jogi bread, [VII. 15]

Once the sivo has been located and addressed, the ten

villagers, who have been assembled to assist the shaman (and by

doing so, express their solidarity with the afflicted family),

carefully follow through the directions for them, although these,

again, occur only in the dictated version and not in the text as

recited that night:

Some of the men, going, then with sand,

then begin to scatter it.

Some of the men, going, hol,ding nettles, strike.
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Some of the men, going, with pure water, going,

then begin to scatter it.

Of neva NingalT bamboo, going, making great whistles,

two men above, going to the Eastern Direction,

going to the great conjunction Iqaucal,

one turning to this side, one turning to that side,

having joined their buttocks, then begin to blow. [V11.16]

Two men are likewise directed to go to the Western Direction and

blow their whistles there. The spot where the whistlers bump

together and whistle is called, both in the text and in the directions

to them, gauqa. Here, rather that being a "star obstruction" or a

"crises," gauqa means the meeting place, or place of conjunction,

giving a somewhat more prosaic overtone to the otherwise esoteric

astrological term. The directions continue:

Two of the men, going,

climbing atop the great roof beam,

having joined their buttocks,

then begin to blow. [VII. 17]

Two men actually do this, and as all six blow their whistles, the

shaman drums fiercely and dances through the courtyard. He sings a

few lines of closer and closer place names and helping spirits every

few minutes, but mostly he drums. The commotion intensifies, as he

announces that the sivo is in the courtyard and is now hovering

around the gourd, as the spirits give it no other path. The gourd is

unplugged and held in the left hand of one of the two men with

sticks, with the shaman squatting next to them. It is at this point
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that the only major variation between the way the ceremony is

performed in the Bhujl Valley and in Jajarkot occurs. In .rajarkot,

instead of being cut at the beginning, the living chicken is hung head

downwards over the gourd. When it suddenly flutters and trembles,

this is proof that the styo has entered the gourd, which is then

stoppered. The chicken is only cut later at the crossroads, and a goat

is not required. In BhujT, the jhakrrhimself trembles when the sivo

arrives. He shouts Hoi!, point ing to the gourd, and, as the audience

joins in with shouts and whistles, the men shatter it.

o Garan Kale Garan, in the door, the door frame,

in the bottle gourd, going,

Striking the bottle gourd, shattering the bottle gourd,

while going 'ha na', wntle going 'ho no'. [VII.18]

The broken gourd is then carri ed to the crossroads along with the

plowshare. The sticks with which the gourd was shattered are stuck

into the plow, to act as a handle, and the the plow is used to dig a

shallow hole. The pieces of gourd are tossed into the hole. The men

bite through the bamboo Whistles and throw them in as well, whlle

the plow is rammed into the ground next to the hole. The goat has its

neck slit so that its blood drains onto the plow and into the hole.

At satai [True] Crossroads, doing this there,

of the Karsu branch, goi ng, the great plow, going,

turning its face toward the forest, burying that there;

of the Paiva branch, going, burying the great spike;

of the Deva Ningali, going, shattering the great whistles;

the great goat, going, at satai Crossroads,
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going to the great obstruction, going to the great plow,

then cutting this there;

e-ou, b~rul~. [?]

The Paiya spike, the iron spanner,

I'll strike it, I'll bury it. [VI I. 19]

Man Dev dances and drums, then returns to the house, where he hums

the Dev Bolaune mantar again. The patient and his family are

released from the net as the shaman concludes the performance with

the fragment of text about the construction of the net. At this point,

he should also have knotted a string around the wrist of each

member of the pat tent's fam l ly, and then sl it upward through the

knot with a large knife [khukuril, but he forgot this and had to do it

the next morning instead.

The goat's spleen is extracted and given to the shaman, who

carefully examines it, with everyone crowding around to qet a look.

He concludes that the sivo has survived the ritual and may still

trouble the village, if not the family. Perhaps it will bother the

daughter-in-law's house, or to the houses of the daughters who have

married away. As evidence, he points to a dark red spot at the upper

edge of the spleen and a white vein running vertically across it,

which shows that the sivo still lives among the bhai-bandu [the

extended family]. He concludes, though, that perhaps this is a sivo

surviving from the time of forefathers, not the one from the most

recent cliff r al). With these remarks, the ceremony is over.

A last aspect of this particular text, which illustrates

t lexibt l ttv towards materials, may also be briefly mentioned. In the
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dictated version, three other trees, patk~, khaniy~, and tussro, as

well as the k~the k~ulT, are named, wah sticks and leaves from all

four said to be acceptable to the spirits. This clearly suggests that

if one is unavailable, the others could be substituted. The dictated

version also includes a passage about inserting a dry, leafy branch

into the side of the gourd, as shown in Figure VI 1.2. This branch

rustles when the styo enters, announcing its arrival.

What have I tried to show by this detailed account of one

ceremony, besides trying to give some sense of its complexity and

confusion? First, that a performed text can significant ly diverge

from the text as memorized by the shaman, and not just in trivial

ways. Here, the most detai led passages of the text were not included

in the performance. Second, that the directions for performing a

ceremony contained in a text can be closely followed, even when

they are left out of the particular ceremony. The relation between

text and performance can be summed up, I think, with reference to

Garfinkel's concept of the "documentary method of investigation,"

mentioned in Chapters I. Here, we need to consider the reflexive

pattern established between the performance and its text. At one

level, the ritual can be read as the 'document of' the text, while the

text is the underlying pattern that gives sense to the ritual. The next

level reverses these roles, with the text as document, the ritual as

pattern (cr. Garfinkel 1967:78). Each performance makes sense out

of, and puts sense into, the text, just as each recitai does the same

for each ceremony. This should not be considered a surprising

discovery, of course, for one point which Garfinkel was trying to
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make, and to make problematic, was that ethnomethodology is just

what we are always doing, but failing to recognize, and so this

reflexivity is necessarily as much a feature of sharnantc activity as

it is of any other activity. The difference, if there is one, lies in

process being less transparent in the case of shamans than for the

rest of us. Shamans are trying hard to follow a set of directions for

creating order, even as they create the conditions for changing it.

Their efforts can be read as a struggle against the inevitable

indexicality and reflexivity of language, a point to which I will

return in my conclusions.
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VIII. BRIGHT MOMENTS

Like nearly any event, a shamanic session is neither uniform in

its drama nor consistent in its intensity. Some parts are extremely

capt ivat ing, others ent ire ly boring. AI ternat ions between these

extremes do not necessarily occur randomly, however, but follow

certain predictable patterns. Comparing all the ceremonies as a

whole, there are each time key moments that are consistently more

intense and more dramatic than the rest. In this chapter I examine

the three most important, most consistent ly capt ivat ing, of such

moments, and speculate on their possible purposes.

The first comes, predictably enough, at the beginning of each

ceremony, when the shaman shifts into the public side of a

performance, having concluded the private mantars and material

preparation for event and begins the actual recital. Certainly, this is

a reasonable time for some intenslty, since at the very beginning the

attent ion of the audience (and of the patient if conscious) can be

relatively easily obtained and, for a few moments at least, held, by

the shaman. The second such moment is the arrival of the sptrttrs),

an event which can recapture the audience's attention, who tend to

be momentarily awed and respectful at the presence of something

divine, although mundane concerns-gossip, a chance to share a

smoke-soon intrude, as the performance sett les back into

predictable routine. This inevitable loss of attention helps explain

the need for relatively spectacular endings, the third moment j

examine, a time when the shaman tries to recapture and focus the
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audience's (and patient's) attention, and to fix in place the order that

the ceremony has constructed.

As well as descriptions of how the consistently most intense

moments of every ceremony are structured and how they are fitted

into the overall ceremony, this chapter includes some observations

on their overall purpose. I suggest that the shaman's cure is a

remedy for entropy, an attempt to force the world back into its

original satisfactory arrangement by recalling that original

orderl tness and compe11 ing its presence, an effort to mani pul ate the

physical world by manipulating the linguistic world. These

observat ions on 1anguage and purpose are further supported by an

analysis of the mantars that initiate, conclude, and are inserted at

intervals into every ceremony, which is undertaken in the next

chapter. It is appropriate, however, to first look at those parts of a

ceremony available to any observer.

How is the opening of the public part of the ceremony marked?

Consider four examples, each from a different shaman, each the

beginning of the "Recital of the Nine Little Sisters," whtcn I offer in

order of declining complexity:

The eldest god is skyfallen Mahadev,

the eldest age the Golden Age,

the eldest valley is the valley of Nepal,

the eldest level of the world is Tiligrama,

the eldest direction east,

the eldest month Cait,

the eldest weekday Sunday,
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the eldest conjunct ion Tuesday's conjunct ion,

the eldest lunar day the eleventh,

the eldest shaman Jumratam. [VIII.l] (Karna Vir)

Where did my Mahadeu originate, at lnora's house.

Where did my srtava originate, at Narayan's house.

Where was my rtahaoeu's head, to the east.

Where were his feet; to the west.

His right hand to the north, his left hand to the south,

rtahaceu came into being. [VII1.2] (Gumane)

When Earth was mother, when Heaven was father,

as the Age of Truth passed, the true level of the world,

as the Third Age passed, the third level of the world,

on that day, at noon; [VII1.3] (Man Dev)

Yes, in the Age of Truth, on that very day, hai!

[VIllA]. (Deo Ram)

While more such examples could be given, since every shaman has in

his repertoire at least one similar opening, these four suffice to

reach at least one important conclusion, clear even in the final,

shortest, opening: that the ceremony must be shifted at its very

beginning out of the mundane present and into mythical time, and

preferably, to a precise point of that mythical time. That point may

be expressed more vaguely, as "that very day," or more precisely, as

the time of Mahadev's origin, or even with the acute precision of an
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exact moment of astronomical time, as the eleventh day of the moon

falling on a Sunday in the month of cart in conjunction with Tuesday

(Mars with the sun ascendant). That such a shift into the Golden Age,

the Age of Truth, is really intended is underscored by a set formula,

variations of which Man Dev, and others, commonly used to interrupt

a recital so that a consultation [baknu] can take place: "In this

finished time, when the strong shove, in this time of murder, what

shall I say? Hai! In the King's house, in the God's house, there are

di sturbances. Hai! There are sins and greediness. Hai! " [VII 1.5]. The

present time ts, of course, the Kali Yuga, the Age of Destruction, a

time in which one can hardly expect that intercessions with the gods

w 111 be successful, whether they are conducted by shamans or by

anyone else. If someone is going to be cured, it is only because the

continuity that roots the present age in the Golden Age parallels the

continuity of modern shamans with the intercessors of that former

age, a time when the world, freshly created, was still responsive to

intercession-it is explicitly described as "soft and unstable," and

"just a few hours old," in several recitals [VII1.6J, not yet hardened

and impenetrable. Events of miraculous import must take place in

miraculous time, either by shifting the banality of the everyday into

the Golden Age, or by establishing a fresh sense of responsiveness to

ordinariness. The most ideal time, the best day, the most ideal

moment-these are all conditions for a genuinely successful

ceremony: if they don't happen to be there, they must be introduced.

Shamans inevitably said, for example, that Tuesdays and Saturdays

were the best days for ceremonies, that one should sit facing
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eastward, but would go ahead and perform on any day and face in any

direction. But the recital then would redefine the day as Tuesday,

the direct ion faced as east. The words uttered take precedence over

the accident of mundane details. By invoking the Golden Age, the

ceremony is situated there, just as invoking familiar spirits induces

their presence.

Another such necessary condition is the involvement of the

best Jhakrr, a requirement which helps to account for the recurring

presence of the original shaman throughout the recitals and the

detailed attention given to how he performed his rituals. The

contemporary shaman may be able to cure, but only because his

knowledge is still the knowledge of the first shaman. The

limitations of the present shaman are not due only to the decline of

the world through its ages, however; when I was discussing the

limits of shamanic knowledge with karna VTr, he told a story of how

even .Jurnratarn's knowledge was curtailed by the gods. At first, the

story goes, .Jurnratarn knew everything, but one day, someone wanted

. to find Mahadev, who had retired to the Himalayas to make love in

private with Parvata. .Jurnratam however to ld the enquirer exact ly

where to find them, and the searcher surprised them in an intimate

condition. "Damn," exclaimed rtahadev, "This is our own fault. We've

given the seers [herneharu] too much abil ity. Let them know some

things, let them not know others." And ever since, they have known

some things but have been unab le to know everything." [VI I 1.7].

Another explanation for snamantc failures, offered by JhakrT Man

Singrl KamT of RarT, was that, in this Kali Yuga, even the gods have
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become corrupt and lie, so that their pronouncements can no longer

be trusted. Both explanations support the conclusion that one must

somehow approximate the Satya Yuga, to return to the time before

the gods were offended or language corrupted, in order to produce a

real cure.

Not only does the Golden Age and the first shaman figure

prominently in the beginnings of recitals; the recitals often show an

effort to incorporate the eldest, hence the most respected, and, by

imp I teat ton, the best, of a very w ide variety of categories, as in the

first opening passage cited above. In the example quoted, ten such

categories are included, but such a list can be two or three times as

long, expanding to include also the eldest of such categories as

stones, metals, rivers, fishes, animals, birds, trees, grasses, grains,

planets, and, when appropriate to the recital, the eldest

intercessors (besides just the first jhakrn, the eldest obstructions,

even the eldest disease [VII1.8]. Karna VTr, for example, would

sometimes continue the "Nine Little Sisters" after the opening cited

above with another block of text that would also appear, slightly

modified, in some of the other of his recitals:

Where did Jumratam JhakrT originate,

he originated at TaratalT.

The eldest sage, Sato GyanT, originated at Cnarkaobot.

The eldest pandtt , Bharsa Pal')Qit,

originated at Charkabhot.

Where did Praja Prakil originate,

he originated at Cnarkabho].
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Where did Ratan ParkT originate,

he originated at Tagasera.

The eldest .Jatst, Kalu JaisT, originated at Bachigau.

The eldest cnamt. MaitT Ohamt, originated at Tarabnot.

The eldest rarnrna, Jumratam originated at rararau.
The nine great wltch sisters, where did they originate,

they originated tn the east, at H~gabang, Patan MeIa.

[VII1.9]

This passage asserts further continuities between the ceremony and

the past, and connects the contemporary problem of witchcraft with

its origins, which the recital then goes on to recount. It also brings

in the rest of the "tiemeneru' [the various seers], even though they do

not figure prominently in this particular recital. It shows too that

not only do the cures date back to the original intercessors, the

problems can likewise be traced back to the original agents of

affliction. Nearly all the snarnamc recitals are, after all, primarily

stories of origin, and reflect this concern for the beginning of things

not only at their own beginnings, but throughout. To cure acts of

witchcraft, you retell the origins of witches; to repair a star

obstruction, you recount the or tqtns of the heavenly bodies. In each

case, the jhakrf tries to estab1ish some influence over the history of

the cosmos, to reestablish a natural order that has been jisrupted,

to produce a present time more favorable for his clients.

A more versatile shaman probably has more openings, since

this would be more impressive to a recurring audience. Of the

shamans with whom I worked, Karna Vir was the most adept at this.
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He made use of at least five different ways to begin, and sometimes

strung several of these together. This was not done at random, but

was both in response to circumstances, and a result of his training,

although, predictably, he had no insightful views on why a particular

opening went with a particular recitals-it is just that he learned

that it should, The list of the "eldests," he explained, always

precedes the recitals of the Nine Sisters, gauq~ ph~lne, and for

binding a house, and, appropriately, the eldest witches would only be

listed when witchcraft was going to be treated, the eldest planet

and star obstruction only when their story followed, Furthermore,

when using the Creation Recitals to treat in the most elaborate

possible way a serious case of gauqa, he would precede the two

passages already given with three others, Which themselves could

also occur elsewhere, grouped together or singly.

To remove the planets,

to remove the star obstructions, listen!

If feelings are upset, if the heart is angered,

if a mirror has been used [to curse],

if red cloth has been used,

if a stone's been overturned [to issue a challenge]

if a pentagram has been transferred,

to this ancient recital, listen!

The star obstruction of birth,

the star obstruction of death,
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the star obstruction of cnnoren's crises,

the star obstruction of position,

the star obstruction of the inner heart,

the star obstruction of what is hidden,

death at the head, Nihu at the feet,

the time of death, the messenger of death,

Rahu, Ketu, Sanisacar, Magal,

Brhaspati, uu.a, Sakata,

to thi 5 anci ent rec i ta I, I isten! [VII I. 10]

All r tve opening passages also precede the beginning of the Recital

to Juma Kal and Juma Dot, performed at the funeral of a jhakri,

discussed in Chapter XI, and the Toyo Khane Mela, used at initiations

(Chapter X), which are certainly the two most important events in

any shaman's career. ThUS, it may even be said that the degree of

formality at the opening to a session indicates, at least for some

shamans, the degree of importance with which they regard the

session that follows. Multiple openings are not a feature of every

shaman's repertoire, however. Man Dev and Deo Ram of the Bhujl

Valley apparently always used the same opening lines (V11.3 and

V111.4) on every occasion and for every text.

The imperatives "Listen!" that mark each of the three sections

of text last cited are also common at the beginning of various

recitals. They are directed both to the shaman's human audience

(who are, as we saw in the last chapter, sometimes admonished to

be quiet) and also to the spirits or forces evoked, the listing of

which fits together with each "Listen!". It is, after all, the
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cooperation of supernatural forces, rather than help from members

of the audience, which is theoretically needed to improve whatever

situation the shaman is trying to improve, although an outside

observer might consider the "moral support" of an engaged audience

equally important. Most serious negotiations with the supernatural

forces are, however, carried out. in the privacy of whispered

mantars, not in the public recitals, so the discussion of such

negotiations comes more appropriately in the next chapter, and it

suffices here to emphasize that those forces are always considered

part of the audience for whose attention the shaman is vying, and to

whom he is reciting throughout.

It is noteworthy of opening passages that there are also a few

lines standardly used to connect one recital to another on occasions

when two or more are used. For example, when he told the story of

the Nine Little Witch Sisters after one or more parts of the Creation

cycle, kama Vir would omit the formal opening, given above, and

simply substitute the line "Arising in the Satya Yuga," and then

. proceed with the story. An even shorter way to begin a new story is

to simply use the line, "In the Satya Yuga." Both examples again

demonstrate the importance of situating the recitals in mythical,

ideal, time. They also indicate a minor way in which shamans do

respond to circumstances, and make changes in the recitals when

appropriate.

Besides establishing the performance in mythic time, it must

also be situated in mythic, or at least consecrated, space. The

second opening quoted above maps Mahadev's body as geographi ca l1y
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vast, perhaps co-extensive with the earth. The Recital of the Nine

Planets tells us that the planets originated from a leprous skin

which rtahacev cast off when he took a new avatar, so his vastness

may even be considered cosm tc. (For counterparts in the Hindu theory

of yantra, see Padoux [1989] and Rosu [1986].) In a different recital,

the origin of the earth is the result of nanacev slaying a demon,

Madhu kattt, who himself originated from vtsnu's earwax:

He finished meditating, he finished contemplating,

twelve divine years, eighteen ages,

Good Parame$vara, Good Mahadeu.

going to Jalathala, he came awake.

Of Madhu kaite, going, oh, of his great blood,

rivers and streams formed,

the sources of 1akes set t 1ed.

Of Madhu katte, going, of his great fat, going,

the frost settled, the snowy regions formed,

the mountain regions formed.

Of his great flesh, also, of Madhu katte, going,

having formed the clay, settled.

His bones, also, formed all the hills,

went to form the hi 11s.

Of Madhu Katte , going, oh, his great flesh,

having formed the clay, settled.

on, his bones, went to form the hi 11s.

The earth was created, the earth was formed.

Good Parame$vara, Good r-tanadeu,
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vtsnu Raja. going.

what was deso1ated, they made productive. [VI II. 11]

Some way of incorporating the directions. with a spirit

assigned to each, figure in every ceremony, at the very least in the

openmg and closing mantars, if not always in the publicly recited

texts. For example, karna vtr:s mantar for the seeds of grain which

are scattered to protect and bind the surrounding forces begins:

Awake! Awake!

In the East, cancannatn, awake!

In the North, Bhatrabnath, awake!

In the South. Gorakhnath, awake!

In the West. Ratannath, awake!

Of the four directions, of the four naths,

yogi who travels around, awake, go there! [VIII.12]

a passage which recalls the mother's curse on the wandering soul of

her departing child, quoted in Chapter V, in which each of the spirits

of these four shrines [naths-temples dedicated to aspects of

r-tanacev. They are closely associated with the kanpnatas) are called

upon by name to stop the soul and send it back. As in that passage.

the four, or six. directions are mentioned in practically everyone of

the public recitals, besides occurring in many mantars. We saw in

the previous chapter how certain prom inent spirits of the four

care.nat directions were enlisted in the search for the stvo, in

Chapter VI, the burial of lingums in the four directions as part of the

world's creation was cited; the spitting of kacur root to the six

directions in the ceremony to raise a meeen was noted in Chapter IV.
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A major part of the Recital of the Nine Little Sisters involves taking

the witches on a tiring journey to each point of the compass; stakes

of wild plum wood are pounded tn the four corners of a property

when binding a house. A more general example, one which does not

name the directions, but whtcn explicitly shows the attempt to re

establish spatial order, is the refrain of the Jarman Karman Recital,

which searches for a soul amid the roots of plants:

you've gone to look for a pIace,

you've gone to look for a space,

I've brought you back to your place,

I've brought you back to your space. [VIII. 13]

The pattern that emerges is not just that of an ideal geography of

sanctified earth, but an active incorporation of geographic elements

into the cure as prototypic order. The original patterns of the earth

follow a sacred order, the same order that has to be recreated in the

patient's life by the shaman. Entropy, rather than eVil, emerges as

the true enemy of a shaman. He cures by returning the universe of

which the patient is part to its original well-ordered pattern.

After the opening passages, the texts launch either into

narratives, telling of such things as how witches came into the

world or how the land was divided into wild and CUltivated, or else

into enumerat ions, such as lists of places (seen in Chapter VI I), or

of plants (the Jarman Karman Recital, just mentioned, names 130

different plants and trees). Audience attentiveness fades throughout

these sections, and for a long time, I thought that most Villagers did

not even know what shaman stories were about, despite having heard
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them so often. This conclusion was vigorously sustained by the

villagers themselves, who, whenever I tried to discuss the contents

of the recitals with thern.woulo demure and insist that these were

things which only Jhakrrs knew, and that in any case the language

used was that of the spirits, so how could they know anything of it.

This stance was finally proven deceptive only when one day, whi le I

was working on a transcription with, as usual, a fairly large

audience, some younger villagers started to amuse themselves by

guessing what the next line would be, with remarkable accuracy. It

turned out that they could not only parody the recitals, they could

often reproduce them word for word. But even after I had found them

out, they still did not want to discuss the texts, apparently out of

both respect for and fear of the supernatural powers involved,

certainly not out of ignorance of them. At least three factors are

involved. First, there is a commonly held belief throughout Nepal,

well documented anecdotally, that if you begin to learn a secret

knowledge, whether that known by jhakris, or by witches, or by

Tantricists. you are compelled to learn it in its entirety. otherwise

the partial knowledge will eventually drive you crazy. This belief

contributed to my loss of several potential transcribers, who were

scared to write down, or even listen to, tapes of mantars that I

recorded. Similarly, when I gave a copy of my M.A. thesis to Yogiswar

Karki in gratitude for his assistance on it, relatives of his cautioned

him not to keep it in his house, since the material it contained was

dangerous. Secondly, shamans, 1ike witches, may take offence and

seek revenge if your accounts are unflattering, and they may possess
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the power to overhear what you say in private <though the further

from home people were, the more open they tended to be about these

subjects). Finally, admitting that you know a great deal about

practices like manipulating spirits for personal power might open

you to suspicions that you actually do those things yourself, since

not only Jhakfls and witches, but also otherwise ordinary people, are

sometimes accused of nursing a vtr, which in return for being

regularly fed helps them in various ways and afflicts their enemies.

Hence, it is far better to claim that you nothing at all, than to admit

you know too much. It seems, though, that attentiveness is low at

shamanic performances because of excessive familiarity, not from

excessive disinterest. Sheer attendance, also, remains high at

shamanic ceremonies, and this too suggests that general disinterest

cannot be too pronounced, for nothing except the thri 11 of the

spectacle compels uninvolved onlookers to assemble each time.

Seances provide entertainment, whatever else they do, to

communities for whom an early bedtime is ordinarily the only way

to conclude a long day. Once the villagers have assembled, though,

unusually safe from the night roaming spirits that may otherwise

trouble them outside their houses, they are also going to take

advantage of the occasion to visit with neighbors, to chatter, flirt,

and smoke.

A good way to recapture an audience whose attention has been

lost, whether the human onlookers or those in the spirit world, is

through spectacular possessions. Usually, one or more class of

spirits is called atthe beginning of a session, once the space for the
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ritual has been prepared, the mustard seeds or other grains have

been scattered for protection, and the shaman has put on his

costume. As noted in Chapter VII, the aeute botsune [summoning the

spirits] mantar is normally used for at least the first summons,

each time affirming that the shaman controls the spirits, not vice

versa, although their arrival is always marked by at least a few

moments of uncontrolled trembling, requiring that the shaman

actively demonstrate his power over the spirits whenever they

appear. The shaman grimaces and shouts, and then drums rigorously

and dances back and forth in a frenzy to bring the spirits under

control. While such a possession is an inevitable part of every

session, it does not have to occur at the beginning, however, and it

is also often repeated several times throughout the ceremony. The

moments of possession additionally allow the shaman to establish

some momentary physical power over the human audience, scattering

the fire onto any onlookers who have settled too near, sending them

tumbling as he breaks out of the circle of onlookers to dance,

perhaps even managing to kick those who have fallen asleep.

Besides there being specific mantars to summon various

classes of spirits, some passages of the public recitals apparently

must be accompanied by possession, as I found when taping these

texts outside of reqular performances. Such a point regularly occurs

in the Tillgrama Recital, for example. Taking up the story where we

left off in Chapter V, in all versions, .Jumratam descends to the

underworld after cursing the king (or the prince, or the entire royal

family), leaves behind a tomb and monument (see Chapter XI), tells
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his wife to display all the signs of mourning, and disguises himself

as a blacksmith (or copperworker). When messengers are sent to find

the jhakrT, his whereabouts are eventually revealed by his wife, the

jhakrenr, by means of a riddle. He is found, but strenuously denies

being a jhakrf, even though the messengers point out all the

revealing signs, such as callouses on his hands from the drum and

drum stick or on his head from the leaves and feathers, repeating the

complete list of a jhakrfs equipment. Finally, following the

jhakrenfs instructions, they throw a bunch of surka rejt [fragrant

leaves], or in some versions, kacur root, into the smithy's fire, the

fumes of which cause Jumratam to become frantically possessed:

He began to tremble lightly,

began to tremble more heavily,

with twelve vtr, twentytwo maphf,

twentytwo barang,

the fields s~,o')k, the forests shook,

Rarnma Jumratam began to be possessed. [VII I. 14]

I taped seven variations of this passage, and five times the shaman

recording it began to tremble as he recited it. Some degree of

trembling happened to karna Vir, Abi Lal, Nar Singh, karnaro Kami,

and Padum Bahadur Pun, though most of them were able to contain it

without the spirit becomi ng too manifest. Only Gumane, Who,

perhaps because he alone practiced regularly in the District Center

and included various District officials among his clientele, was the

most sophisticated of the shamans, and Sibe Darnat, who no lange:

even claimed to be a practicing jhakrT ever since losing all his
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equipment in a house fire a dozen years ago, were not susceptible to

the force of this passage. I do not w ish to argue from casually

obtained statistics (all future occasions might not conform to the

pattern suggested here), but the significance of this trembling five

times out of seven seems undeniable. Apparently, just mentioning

the agents of possession in such a context as this where they are

possessing the eldest jhakrl, can induce a state of possession as

effectively as can any mantar. This is less surprising, though, when

it is noted that basically the same method is at work in mantars

that summon Vir, maphi, or barang. These are prtrnarl ly demands that

those spirits move, as in the following example:

Hey, twelve rnaphr, move; twentytwo baranq, move.

Atop my head, move; atop my shoulders, sit.

Shaking the earth, move; shaking the world, move.

Coming, shame the mouth; going, press upon the back...

Make the truth known, mend any falsehoods. [VIII.15]

One explanation is simply that spirits come when they hear their

name being called. But in the same sense that a word may be

confused with or substituted for the object that it ostensibly

represents, the evocation of a spirit ts that spirit. The spirits are

present because their naming grants them presence. This too can be

added to the list of possible reasons why ordinary Villagers are

reluctant to discuss jhakri texts, the possibility that such a

discussion might result in the unwanted presence of spirits, or that

those spirits may take offense. Throughout South Asia, it should be

reca lted, names are personal property and their casual use is
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avoided, being disrespectful. Whenever possible, one uses a (real or

fictive) kinship designation or a title either to address someone or

to refer to them. Even the shamans prefer to use terms like "The

Twelve Maphi" or "The Twenty-two Barang" instead of their

individual names. In the Recital of the Nine LIttle Sisters, the

moment when the jhakrr first addresses the witches by their names

has special prominence. I t comes when their attack on him has fai led

and he begins his triumphant seduction of them. "He did their names"

[nam garyal, the text explicitly informs us.

For any particular ceremony, only a few spirits usually need to

be called. But even when not every spirit is actually summoned, it is

important to locate them, to estab I ish a further web of connect ions

connect ing the present si tuat i on to the sensat i onaI, mi racu Ious

events associated with the divinities. When Abi Lal named all spirits

that he could call [V111.16], he coupled each name with the site of its

shrine. This was not just a simple listing, even though we were just

conversing and no ceremony was underway. Having invoked them,

they needed to be addressed:

Come when I say come, go when I say go.

Give me honor, give me strength, give me a good name.

Put brightness in my patient's eyes,

put life force in my patient's body.

Return his spirit, return his soul. [VIII.16]

which resembles a prayer, except for the use of imperatives. This

conclusion. which he continued by requesting the spirits to return

any lost wits, and then to swoop back to their shrines, indicates
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that you don't just casually name a spirit without doing something

with them once they are present, even if that activity is only to send

them away again. In most cases, these spirits, who Abi Lal referred

to as the bsvu and burma, and who each have their own shrines, are

rarely summoned to collectively possess the shaman. After all, each

one would then have to be placated with a blood sacrifice, and no one

is going to pay for hundreds of animals. Instead, the shaman reI ies

on his familiar spirits and those of deceased shamans, who make

smaller demands and can be collectively fed at the end, often with

just the blood of a single chicken. Still, explicitly mentioning the

ranks of divinities establishes one more level of order in the world,

one more orderly grid to be super tmoosed on the present disorder

along with those of time and space already lntroduced. As with the

previ ous networks of time and space, the shaman tries to ut il i ze the

order of the spirit world, of each dtvtntty in its own shrine, to

reproduce the balance they represent in his pattent's currently

unbalanced situation. (Further reflections on the reproduction of

. cosmic order will be found in the next chapter, in the context of the

mantars used to begin and end cerernontes.)

Besides there being passages within recitals that require an

accompanying act of possession, some recitals also appear

absolutely to require a fresh possession in order to be brought to an

end. The performance (though not necessarily the telling) of

Ti lTgrama ends with a possession for all the shamans, occurring

when .Jurnratarn has returned to this world and lifts his curse from

the king. The Toyo Khane Recital, used for initiations and the yearly
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village prophesy from atop a pole, is an even stronger example of

such a recital. Shamans were regularly unable to reach the end of

even a telling of this recital without becoming possessed, unless, as

often happened, they just broke off m idw ay: it just doesn't end

otherwise. This was true even though it concludes differently in

different versions. Some versions, for example, repeat the weaving

of the pyre/net/fence done at the end of TilTgrama, cited in Chapter

VI, the numbers going higher and higher until the shaman begins to

tremble. Other versions conclude with the negotiations with the

sacrificial animal (or even its construction from scratch, see

Chapter X), but these too go on, including dialogues with more and

more animals, until the trembling begins.

As for TilTgrama, endings that include possession usually are

fitted into the recital through the narrative device of summoning the

first shaman, .Jumratam, to perform a particular ritual, which the

contemporary shaman then reenacts as he recounts it. The house

binding recital, for example, tells the story of a father and son who

search for yogis capable of taking away their pollution. No where

until the very end of the recital is any mention made of shamans,

unt i 1abrupt ly at the very end:

They went to TaratalT,

brought back the great Ramma .iurnratam.

He danced and drummed out to the crossroads,

he danced and drummed back from the crossroads,

began to bind the house. [VI I I. 17]
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The contemporary shaman, at these lines, also dances and drums,

while possessed, out to a crossroads near the house and returns to

conclude binding the house, so that as .Jurnratam completes his

ritual, the contemporary ceremony likewise ends.

Such transitions do not occur only at the end of recitals,

however, and can be Quite involved, involving stories within stories,

Quotes of other texts within a text. For example, the Recital to

Postpone the Star Obstructions recounts the creation of the original

experts and their testing by the gods. When .Jurnratarn is summoned

to lndra's heaven to cure Padma, he recites the Daijo [Dowry] Mela to

cure her, himself beginning by naming the eldest of each category,

using the first opening quoted above. Sometimes the entire recital

may be embedded here. Continuity between the activities of the first

shaman and those of his modern descendent are thus re-emphasized

throughout the performance, not just noted in the openings and

closings.

Many endings symmetrically parallel the time shift of the

openings, involving a return to the present out of mythic time and

space, or, perhaps putting it more accurately, they eliminate the

residual distinctions between the real and the ideal. .Jumratarn's

negotiations with the original witches merges with those between

the contemporary shaman and the contemporary witches. Following

the dance that creates the vai (Chapter V), .Jurnratarn bani shes the

Nine Little Sisters, declaring: "I'll stomp you into the underworld."

He does so to eight of them, but the youngest manages to negotiate:

"No, my elder brother, leave me breath and life,
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you were born inside, I was born outside,

we've done so much together,

leave me breath, my brother,

leave me 1ife, my brother," all of this was said.

"What you throw towards me,

I'll take with great respect,

what you give to me carefully,

I'll carry with me always,

I'll come as would a supplicant,

leave as for my parents' house,

set a time for me, that time I will observe,

set a promise for me, that promise I will keep,

I will do all this, my brother, leave me breath and life."

A11 of this was said, one level of oaths,

[through five levels of oaths]

All of this was set. [VIII.18]

Suddenly; the tenses shift from past narrative into preser.t

imperative. No longer is the story of the original witch sisters being

to ld, it is their present descendants who are being addressed:

You were bound by oaths and promises,

all of this was set.

Charms that are your fault, spells that are your fault,

ills that are your fault, deceits that are your fault,

set away all your curses, set away all your afflictions,

set away all your attacks, set away all your abuses,

heaven and the stars compe1you
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from this crossroads here,

move to the far four corners. [VIII. 19]

Likewise, a similarly sudden shift into the present also occurs at

the end of the Nyaulo DhOr. The mother of the departed child in the

story has prophesied that it will find no place to stay, no matter

what form of birth it takes. In each form, it suffers an untimely

death, and then the recital addresses the contemporary child:

He took a birth in a pig pen,

he was sacrificed to honor a jMikrf,

he found no place to stay.

He took a birth in a chicken coop,

he was born as a good cock,

he died at the right time and at the wrong time,

he found no place to stay.

He wandered around,

he came to stay in his mother's lap,

he came to be born in his mother's lap.

Then, without a break:

Don't let your heart wander,

don't let your mind wander,

your mother's lap provides protection,

your father's lap provi des protect ion,

your gold and silver provide protection,

your home and land provide protection,

so, make your place in your mother's lap.

Where would you go, son? [VI I1.20]
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Having strived throughout his ceremony to achieve the

complete super tmpostt ton of the toeal upon the real, the shaman's

final task is to preserve the new real ity that he has constructed. To

this end, whether or not a concluding possession is invo lved to end a

particular recital, the overall ceremony is finished with l tsts of

witnesses, oaths, and bind ings:

The edible offerings have been made,

my good knowledge has been displayed,

BhOmi Basundhara a witness,

the Bar Pipal tree a witness,

Bhagirathi River a witness,

fresh leaves a witness,

Dharti Mata a witness,

Jwala Devi a witness,

stjapatt Raja and Jumratam ..JhakrT a witness,

my own lord r-ranacev's oath. [V111.21l

Grain is scattered in the six direct tons. the levels of oaths are

. increased in number, and the bindings of the initial mantar are

repeated, now trytnq to r tx in place the newly achteved order. For a

moment, the ongo1ng dtstnteqratton of the world has been halted,

even reversed, though no shaman ts powerful enough to compel it to

resist the forces of entropy for very long, and cosmic disintegration

inevitably returns.
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IX. THE WORLD AS SOUND

Every shaman has an extensive collection of secret formulas,

which are ordinarily called either mantars or japs. The distinction

that shamans may draw, if any, between these two terms' is unclear,

despite my persistent questions about it. In most cases their use of

these terms appear comp lete ly interchangeab le-a jap by defini t ion

needs to be repeated over and over, but a mantar also gains

effectiveness with repetition, and occasionally a text with the title

jap concludes with the line "Blow, mantar!" It may be observed,

however, that the ordinary meaning of jeo, "Muttered repetition esp.

of a god's name or a religious formula" [Turner 208] is quite

appropriate. It is less clear if any of the multitude of 'ordinary'

meanings of mantra fit these texts, if only because there is no

stnqle accepted definition. The simplest way of defining a mantra,

as an "instrument of thought" is, it will be shown, quite

inappropriate to the ways that shamans make use of them. Hence, I

have preferred to retain the Nepali word 'man tar' when discussing

texts that the shamans so named, while using the far more common

'mantra' for general discussion, trying to avoid semantic

controversies that are peripheral to my study. As a rule, I use 'jap'

when the shaman who supp1i ed the text called it a jsp, and 1ikew i se

'mantar' when it was so designated.

However designated, these texts can be conveniently viewed as

an extensive subset of any shaman's repertoire of oral texts.

Alternatively, they could also be viewed as an extensive subset of
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the (otherwise Quite different) oral material known to everyone in

Nepal (or in South Asia, for that matter), for it is scarcely an

exaggeration to say that every adult vi llager, whether man or

woman, knows and makes use of at least a few mantras. Some

individuals may claim, at least when they are themselves free of

severe problems, that jhakrfs and onsm rs are just frauds, fakes, but

I have never heard anyone deny the potential efficacy of a properly

recited mantra. Mantras after all figure prominently in all life cycle

activities among anyone in Nepal who claims to be either Hindu or

BUddhist, so only the most severe apostates would be in a position

to deny them entirely.

The pervasive role of mantras in South Asian religious 1ife

goes back at least to the Vedic period, and forms a major link

between Vedic, Hindu, and Tantric (whether Indian or Tibetan)

practices, all of which share the conviction that the world can be

transformed by a correctly uttered formula. Providing such a central

link between those traditions, the practice of mantras has received

surprisingly little attention by researchers. A review of critical

efforts can be traced through the excellent annotated bib I iography

that concludes Alper [1989], supplemented with newer references

found in Padoux [1989]. However, I mention this possible secondary

orientation in passing, for in this chapter I am less interested in

situating shamanic mantars into the labyrinth of South Asian

religious life, than to examine their specific contribution to

defining sharnamc practices and shamamc identity. To this end, I

have to chosen to analyze a few exemplary texts. As will be seen,
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these texts are clearly not themse lves rooted in Vedic passages, nor

have they much in common with the sophisticated metonyms of the

matlavakyas, such as the famous" tat tvam asi" or "om mani oeamt

hOm." It is equally true that the subtle discussions of sonic

mysticism found in Indian linguistics and philosophy would seem at

least as foreign to the practical orientation of the shamans

themselves as would the hypotheses concerning language made by

Western ontological hermeneuticists such as Gadamer. (l have in

mind in particular his remarks on the "sense in which language

. speaks us." [1989], which themselves echo 8gveda X.125.3&4:

"...though not aware of it, they dwell in me. Hear, you who are

heard!") While my own discussion is partly informed by the

intersections and divergences of those two traditions, both remain

for the most part as background. It seems appropriate, though, to

conclude these general remarks with one of the premises against

which Parmenides cautioned:

That which can be spoken and thought need
must be; for it is possible for it, but not for nothing
to be; that is what I bid thee ponder. [Kirk and Raven
1963: 270]

The fragment shows how divergences between Eastern and Western

traditions can be documented as far back as the pre-Socratics. Every

shamanic ceremony is an attempt to prove wrong the advice which

the goddess gave to Parmenides, directly asserting the exact

contrary-what can be spoken must be. Logically, sharnantc formulas

may be said to take the unprobiematic form, p, and, if p then not not-
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p, as, but where p stands not for a proposition or assertion, but for

an imperative-for example, l tvel, and by Hving, don't die!.

To contextualize these assertions, I concentrate on showing,

first, that sharnantc mantars are remarkably intelligible and sense

able, even if they do make use of a few nonsensical, 'abracadabra'

type phrases, which give them a more exotic flavor than that of the

pubI tc texts. Such phrases are, in any case, never more than a I ine or

two in any given mantar. Second, I argue that menters set out to

achieve the same ends as do the public texts, the reconstruction of

order in the present world. Finally, I suggest that they try to do this

by trying to force the mundane world to conform to the world as

expressed in language. In essence, I demonstrate that the private

texts are not in any essential way, whether in design, purpose, or

comprehensibility, different from the publicly recited texts, just

more laconic, less in need of material representation, and, of course,

private. My conclusion that sharnantc mantar are neither

unintelligible nor incomprehensible is similar to Stanley J.

Tarnbiah's remarks on supposedly esoteric mantras, though in the

case that I present here, their meaning does not require profound

meditation or mystical insight to be comprehended:

The theory of the dnsrent is that the phonemes
are "supports" for concentrat ion and meditat ion. The
sounds as such are not "meaningless"; they will
reveal their meaning to the initiated only during
meditation accompanied by yogic exercises. Thus,
the sounds are secret to the initiated and
unintelligible to the uninitiated. Furthermore, the
dharanf are different from ordinary secular language
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only because the latter is considered inadequate to
communicate the mystical experience; they
represent a language that discovers the primordial
consciousness.. This theory then places the language
of dharant within the confines and conventions of
normal language as a system of communication. The
phonemes and "distorted" words are taken from the
secular langua~e and put to special use by the sects.
[Tambiah 1985, footnote to page 27(p. 378)]

This last key characteristic, that mantars are always secret,

makes appropriate here a few remarks about the ways in which I

acquired my own, now very extensive, collection of them. In fact, I

remain surprised, when I listen to the tapes of these conversations,

at just how willingly shamans taught me their mantars, volunteering

them in sets in response to a single enquiry. They would often, for

example, recite five or six japs against witches, when I would have

only expected, and been satisfied with, one or perhaps two. This is

perhaps less surprising when it is realized that this is apparently

how they originally learned them, but it still shows their

willingness to teach me whatever they were taught. Two factors

were primarily involved. First, as I noted in the last chapter, there

1'5 the causal association between partially acquired secret

knowledge and madness. This belief was explicitly cttec by one

shaman, Gore SarkT, as a reason why he felt compelled to teach me

all the mantars that he knew, and it probably influenced others as

well; once I could recite the public texts, the shamans had a moral

responsibility to teach me their private ones, otherwise their karma

would be burdened by having contributed to my insanity. The second

decisive factor was that I gathered information from a relatively
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large number of different shamans, each of whom had a professional

interest in being acknowledged as possessing significant knowledge.

This parallels exactly the way that I first began to collect reci tal s

(outside of their actual performances): one night, I challenged xarna

Vir to substantiate a clatrn that he knew more than did any other

shaman tn .Jajarkot, and he complied by taplng texts for the rest of

the nlght and through the next mornlng. No shaman wanted to adrntt

that another knew texts that he himself didn't, which would be

equivalent to a confession of possessing lesser powers, but the only

conclusive conr trrnatton of the 'extent of anyone's knowledge was to

actually recite the texts. Once I knew, for example, that putla tanne

[removlng the substances that a wttcn has put into a vtcttrnl is

always accompanied by a mantar, I could expect to learn It from

each shaman. My own experience conrtrrns Evans-Prltchard's remark:

In the long run.. an ethnographer is bound to
triumph. Armed wtth ore ltmtnarv knowledge nothing
can prevent him from driving deeper and deeper the
wedge 1f he is interested and persistent. [1937: 152]

Havlng learned a few mantars and japs, It was only a matter of t trne

(admittedly, it's involved twelve years now) before I learned many.

untn my most recent trip in 1989, I was in no posit ton to

reward my informants financially (the Mahendra Scholarship that

supported me for two years provided me with 500 rupees a month,

about U.S.$30 at the then current exchange rate, even less than

subststence allowance of the Peace Corps, on wrnch I survived the

previous three years. Hence, I never purchased the cooperation of any
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informants, nor, for that matter, the assistance of any transcribers

or field assistants, a burden that fell on my friends in the district.

Only on my field trip in 1989 was I in a position to financially

reward shamans and assistants for their help, but still only with

small gifts. The shamans seemed, however, to directly benefit from

the prestige attached to my inquiries, which usually resulted in an

almost immediate increase in cl ients. This was, I think, another

reason why they were so cooperative. Prestige was involved in

another way at the beginning of my research, in the form of the keen

support that my research consistently received from Yogiswar Karki,

the former District Chairman of the "Back to the Village" campaign

and chairman of the District Education committee. For example,

xarna VTr was an upapraohan Panc [assistant village leader] at the

time of our first meeting and was trying to get an elementary school

built in his villager. Told to cooperate with my research by

Yogiswar, who twice accompanied me to his village, Karna Vir

cooperated, setting "a decisive precedent for the other shamans of

the distri ct.

Before discussing specific mantars, a few remarks about how

they are delivered are also relevant. These texts are muttered in

undertones, but not recalled in complete silence. The client and

human audience know when one is being applled. The shaman shows

signs of intense concentration, having paused in his drumming and

dancing, if they had already started. The muttering sounds rather

impressive, actually, with a lot of breathy snorts and puffs, and, of

course, they often end with a spectacular possession. The distorted
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syllables of the words disintegrate, the phonemes stretched to the

breaking point, almost achieving a point at which their soundings

might overtake their meanings. The shaman pounds on the words like

he pounds on the drum, as if to shatter them, testing the elasticity

of language, pulling it apart to reveal within it the vulnerable points

of the world, where it may be most susceptible to manipulation, Yet

enough meaning must be preserved to demonstrate to the audience

that the jhakrr remains in control, that he hasn't succumbed to the

disorder that constantly threatens the world. Just as the possession

by spirits is rapidly brought under control, so too is the delivery of a

jap. I am convinced that onlookers commonly overhear much of their

content, though no one was will ing to confirm this, But as the

following examples show, if the words are occasionally uttered loud

enough to be heard, then they can also be understood, for their

content is not exceptionally obscure or esoteric.

To begin with what is probably the simplest form that any

mantar can possibly take, consider first one to quieten the planets,

~ar Singh karnrs "Graha Santa oarne." This is actually a formula-
directly borrowed from Brahmans, and karna VIr used it only to

parody priests, and perhaps by extension, any shamans who

themselves used it (Nar Singh had treated ksrna VIr's brother Abi

Lal's son, who both karna VIr and Abi Lal had treated

unsuccessfully). It is nevertheless illustrative of a key feature of

shamanic texts, they undertake to compel, to restrain, and to change.

This text consists entirely of a list of rather ordinary names (only
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one planet, Ulka, along with its rhyme, is actually mentioned) each

coupled with repeated imperative:

Obstructions, be peaceful; Earth, be peaceful;

Planets, be peaceful; Nine Planets, be peaceful;

utka, be peaceful; Bilka, be peaceful;

Land, be peaceful; Ground, be peaceful;

House, be peaceful; Home, be peaceful. [IX.1]

Exactly the same basic structure, name plus imperative, can be seen

in Abi Lars "Jap to Summon the VIr":

Kalya VIr, move! nnarva VIr, move!

Kaile Vir, move! Chadke VIr, move!

Arjun van, move! Lamka van, move!

Uba VIr, move! Ghumrnatya VIr, move!

[more names follow] [IX.2]

I expressed surprise that this was all that was needed to summon

the shaman's familiar spirits, but Abi Lal succinctly commented "You

say 'Move, oaranqr, they move. Having said, 'Come here!', they must

move on your body." When I remained unsatisfied, he supplied a

sl ightly more elaborate text, in which each vir is named, along. w ith

the line "there will be a sacrifice for you," and which also has a

more formal beginning and ending. It still preserves, though, the

main structure of the passage above, with the theme of the

imperative "move!" still featuring most prominently:

Seven pines, nine doors, creaking open.

For Cnantmuntya Vir, there will be a sacrifice.

For Kalya Vir, there wili be a sacrifice.
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For Kailya Vir, there w ill be a sacrifice.

Move! Narsingh VTr. Move! Narsingh Vir.

[etc.]

Beloved of the Sun and Moon,

Darl ing of the Twe lve VIr.

Chantrnuntya VIr will play on my body,

will play on my headdress,

will bring soul, wits, into my belly. [IX.3]

Having at least two forms, a simpler and a more elaborate one,

turns out to be a rather common feature of the mantars. Rather than

being completely fixed and unchanging, they too, like public texts,

may be expanded or contracted. If you begin to shake after naming a

single Vir, or by just collectively appealing to the "Twelve Vir" (or

the "Eighteen MaphT," or the "Twenty-two Dhuwa"), then it is

superfluous as well as impertinent to call upon each of them by

name. But whi le lists of potent ia lly act tve agents may be

deliberately curtailed, those of the features of the world that are to

be quelled or protected are generally elaborated. Such lists feature

prominently in the mantars, just as they do in the recitals, and are

found in nearly every mantar. They tend to become exhaustively

comprehensive. Named are each of the obstructions and each of the

planets, the parts of the body, the parts of the house and the objects

in it. Clearly, more than just a simple acknowledgement in passing

is going on here. Naming is an assertion of authority-to know the

correct name of something is the first step in being able to contro 1

it. A second step is to actually utter the name, as an application of
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one's knowledge, in conjunction with some command, such as "be

bound!" Naming assigns the word, and by extension its referent, a

specific place in the order that is being reconstructed, and a

command fixes it to that assigned place. The lengthiest part of the

Raya Sarsu Jap, which ts blown onto the mustard seeds [raya and

sarsu] at the beginning of each seance and scattered to the six

directions, consists of just such a list. This particular lap, all

shamans agreed, was the very first thing that you had to learn from

your guru, before you could take up a drum and before you could learn

. other mantars and recitals. (There is a somewhat sim i lar lap (tl)ough

only in translation, and very short) Quoted in Gaborieau's

Introduction to Oakley and Gairola [1977: 27], indicating that the use

of mustard seeds is wide spread.) The first lines of Nar Singh's

version will be found at the beginning of the next chapter, where I

discuss how a shaman acquires his knowledge. After the opening

passage, his lap next relates the origin of the seeds (see below), and

then begins to bind a predictab le I ist of suspect forces:

With this Raya Sarsu, bind the four directions.

Bind the river spirits, bind the human ghosts.

Bind the giant ghosts, bind the other ghosts.

Bind the riasan of timely deaths,

bind the rtasan of untimely deaths.

Bind the rtasan of those swept away in rivers,

bind the rtasan of those who fell from cliffs.

Bind major witches, bind minor Witches,

bind • pells. bind charms,
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bind the threats from waters, from springs. [IX.4]

[The listing continues with both new entries and extensive

repet it tons.l

Karna VTr and Abi Lal's version is rather distinctive: it begins with

the call to awaken both the deities of the four naths (shrines) and

the wandering yogi, quoted in the previous chapter. It then actually

describes that yogi, establishing another intriguing hint that may

connect jhakrfs to the wandering ascetics of the Kanphata sect. This

same description of a yogi appears in the Recital of the Nine Little

Sisters, as the disguise that Mahadev takes when he comes to this

world to playa trick-the creation of the first witches-on men. This

is one of several cases in which a passage of a jap is the same as a

passage of a recital. In fact, both Nar Singh and kamaro Kaml also

used this same description within both japs and recitals as well:

You, yogi, have come,

where can you be sated, where can you be stuffed.

Worn on the head, a tiger's skin,

worn on the forehead, sandalwood ashes,

worn on the ear, a large pendant,

worn around the neck, a rucraksa necklace,

slung over the shoulder, a pair of begging bowls,

held in the hand, a thunderbolt staff,

slung in the waist, a double-edged knife,

put on his ankles heavy anklets,

dressed in frayed saffron cloth,

began to do know ledqe, began to do meditation,
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began to exclaim in disgust,

began to exclaim in contempt.

Barren cows, lame cows, the cow of wishes,

from the burned dried cow dung, ashes...

he began to put a j ao on the ashes.

Indra God of Heaven, Basu God of Hell,

«aru .Jatst, Maitu Dhami, Satava Gyani, anarsa PaCl<;1it,

Ramma .Jurnratam began to put a jap on the seeds. [IX.5]

Another jap, one to suppress witches, also contains this same

description, but further elaborates the rudrak$a necklace, stringing

onto it twentytwo beads one by one, each with a different number of

faces, devoting each one to a different force, concluding:

the five faced ruoraksa

was worn by the Five Bhuwant,

the four faced rudraksa

was worn by the Fourteen Goddesses,

the three faced ruoraksa

was worn by the Three Threeworlds,

the two faced rudraksa was worn by the Goddess Durga,

the one faced rudraksa was worn by our guru,

was worn by us. [IX.5]

The two opening sections of the Raya Sarsu Jap-the call to

awake and the description of the yogi-have obviously similarities to

opening passages of public recitals, discussed in the previous

chapter. They immediately introduce the points of the compass, each

associated with a particular spirit, ~nd this introduction is followed
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with a citing of the various experts, casting the activity that

follows as the act of those experts along with Indra and Basu, and of

course as that of first shaman as well. The jap proceeds:

Wherever you go, there you bind.

Bind, bind, first bind this house, this home. [Ix.i]

continuing with a list of some 50 different objects or forces. Most

of these items that are to be bound are predictable, following

closely the lines suggested by the beginning of Nar Singh's list, but 2

few inclusions are particularly interesting. Perhaps the most

remarkable one, in which Borges might have delighted, is "species

that shake," foremost of which are 1isted, not shamans, but cow s.

Anyone who has ever observed a cow has perhaps not iced that they

often tremble, their sides rippling with involuntary shudders, but

has anyone drawn the connection between this shaktnq.rto dispel

flies?) and their sacredness? The category includes ptpal trees (also

revered), which shake without a perceptible breeze, and could offer

a starting point for a "superstructural" revision of current

materialist theories of why cows and trees are sacred. It should

also be noted in this context that jhakrTS sometimes, though not in

this particular list, call themselves "vtprett; using a diminutive of

the Vedic term vipra[one who trembles, a particular kind of priest],

a name which also shows up in this sense some mantars, such as at

the conclusion of Nar Singh's Jap to Awaken rtasarr "Come, Brother

karnsa, accompany this vtpralt!" [IX.8], a line whose unusually heavy

Hindu influence is scored by its reference to the demonic maternal

uncle of xrsna who ordered the slaying of his sister's children.
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The list continues, binding ghosts who stay in waterfalls,

mesen who stay at crossroads, Barmas who stay in shrines, and

various spirits who stay in sprlngs, cllffs, and forests. In the middle

of this sequence we find "jhakrTs who stay in gels" [the tree over a

shaman's tomb], noteworthy for explicitly associating dead shamans

with other generally malevo lent forces. "The hand that strikes, the

tongue that speaks, the eyes that see, the soles that stomp" are

bound, the "seven doors" [the entrances to the head] are bound, the

patient is bound head to foot, and the jap concludes, as do most

public recitals, with oaths made on sacred forces.

Before the end of this jap is reached, the origin of the revs

sarsuseeds themselves is related, rather oddly placed in the midst

of the bindings, as though at least some bindings were so urgent that

they must be done immediately, before any narrative could be more

leisurely undertaken:

Sarsu, sarsu, you sarsu, where did you originate?

In the southern quarter, tn Ram t.aksrnans deep field,

in Arjuna's deep field. The forest was plowed, was dug.

Ram t.aksrnan plowed, Sita Parvata broke up the clumps. [IX.g]

The seeds are sown, they sprout after nine days, they grow branch by

branch, they ripen and turn the fields first green, then yellow, black,

and white, and they are harvested. This descriptive narrative also

occurs in Nar Singh's version (as in others), except that his text

explicitly assigns their origin to the Kali Yuga, the Age of Murder.

Th' t h h' +- 11 f rl T th t· f R- d
I I lS, "aug", lS no\. rea"y so ar removeu I rom .. e t irne 0 am an

Sita, since Ram's death, linked to the aspirations of an untouchable
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to sainthood, itself a violation of (the Brahmanical version of) order,

marked its onset.

As onto mustard seeds in this example, japs are often applied

to some common physical substance, such as rice, a mixture of

grains, water, or iron shavings, and then that substance is

distributed to convey its power more widely by spreading it more

physically-"Wherever you go, there you protect." The application is

conveyed with the onomatopoeic word "PhG' or "PhOk!" [Blow!], as in

"May you who cause trouble be turned to ash! PhO mantar! Shri

. Mahadev's oath!" a line with which many japs end, especially when

they are blown onto something. At times, a substance, usually just

water, but sometimes milk, yoghurt, or herbal leaves, that has been

japped is also fed to the patient, extending its force internally as

well as externally. This is especially true in the treatment of

pregnant, or childless, women, cases where the disorder seems to be

specifically located inside the body rather than have an externa I

source. Small children, too, whose problems are not usually thought

of as independent from their mothers (cr Chapter V), are 1ikew i se

also fed these things, though less commonly, and their use in other

cases is fairly rare.

Done at the beginning of each ceremony, the scattering of

mustard seeds is foremost to protect the shaman himself. Before he

summons selected spirits, themselves potentral ly threatening, he

binds the surroundings in an attempt to limit the variety of threats

and problems that confront him, allowing him to deal with a single

aspect of the whole deteriorating world. He goes on to apply other
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japs to the fire, to his equipment, to the ashes he puts on his

forehead, and the piece of kacur root that he puts in his mouth. In

each case, the protection that is provided is one of holding potential

threats in check. That is, this particular set of mantar also serve to

compel order in the world. t.tke the recitals, they attempt to halt the

world's progressive decline. Further, the ordering function of the

opening formulas are directly paralleled at the end of every session.

Now that things have been straightened up by the ceremony, they.

need again to be fixed in place, for the new order to supplant the old

disorder. Some version of a list is again recited in conclusion, often

both at the end of the public recital, and in a concluding jap. Each

enumerates all the items that are to remain repaired and stay within

the jhakrfs protection. Hence, the protection offered by the mantars

that open and close any ceremony is one of systematic prescription.

The world is molded into an initial pattern, some things in that

pattern are then improved upon, and finally, the resulting system is

fixed in place and held there with oaths, promises, and threats.

.Within distinctive ceremonies, specific features of different

mantars can differ widely, though all undertake to compel

something, which is just to say that each is a speech act with some

specific perlocutionary force. A common use is to compel spirits to

be present, for example, as in the second example above (and noted

too in the last chapter), and they may have other performative

aspects as well, such as promising and threatening, honoring,

appeasing or suppressing. Several of these characteristics can be
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seen in the mantars for raising. and then later suppressing. meesn

[spirits of the cremation ground]. Ftrst. to ratse a messn:

Guru Deu, Guru Mahes.

I've brought sixteen cowries tn my hand,

I've given a sacrifice of blood.

I'll give a flute to your right hand.

I'll give a pipe to your left hand.

your heart's cut. I'll give a chunk of meat,

your skin's cut. I'll give a wrap,

your head's cut. I'll give a pot.

your hand's cut, I'll qtve a stirring stick.

your intestines are cut. I'll give a string.

Get up, get up!

Mother Syaurya [?], get up,

Father Syaurya [?], get up!

Chin cuta, chin cula [said to be meaningless]

the force of the sky may knock you over.

split the earth. split it, rnasan, awake!

Awaking. awake,

if you don't awake,

be caught in the noose of birth. [IX. 10]

The names of nine different well-known meszn conclude the mantar.

But it is not only well-established messn who a shaman can raise; it

is also possible to capture new ones. xarnaro kamr explained: "If on a

Tuesday or a Saturday, an important person of the Village dies, then

his pyre will produce soot. Take that, soot and spread it on your body.
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Blow the mantaronto four grains of rice and strike with them."

White grains of rice are used to raise a tnessn, while grains

yellowed with turmeric are thrown to suppress one. He explained too

that common reasons for wanting to raise a messn include a desire

for more power and control [kabjal. and there are stories 'of people

keeping a mesen as a slave to plant their fields, move rocks, and

perform other menial tasks. Professionally, a shaman may also just

want to discuss some issue with a messn, as in Man oevs Recital of

Payalpur. Payalpur is the son of a shaman, Syaula Ramma. After his

father's death, he begins to experience fits of trembling:

the spirits wouldn't leave him in peace,

the powers wouldn't leave him in peace.

He shakes 'dak dak' at night, he shakes 'cak dak' at day.

His step mother hides all of his father's paraphernalia from him,

hoping that her own son will eventually become the jhakrr. Payalpur

seeks the advi ce of other shamans, who fai 1 to help him. Fina lly:

having been furiously [ranga bhangal, possessed,

he descended to the sixth crossroad,

descended to the Masan Gi1at.

In the middle of the night, at the pitch dark time,

the Masan began to lurk about.

Going to the rtasan Ghat. Majha Payalpur [said]

"I've had much pain, I've found many problems."

Having then said this, oh, Syaula Rarnrna, going,

then waking, sat up.

He met with Payalpur, his own son as well,
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they met at the ghat.

"You've had much pain, you've had many prob lems."

To najna Payalpur, shaking 'kara kara, mara mara',

his own father as well, Syaula Rarnma, going,

gave advice and ideas. [IX. 11]

This selection incidentally includes two (untranslatable) puns. The

first is on dukne-bhukne, which means 'pain and problems', but if a

retroflex aspirate '<;Jh' is substituted for the dental unaspirated 'd', it

then means to creep and craw I about. The second is on bhet-ghat, a

common phrase for meeting, but a ghat is also the cremation

grounds.

Yet another reason to raise a messn is to discuss whether it

needs to become a oite: [ancestral spirit] and worshipped as such.

Alternate ly, it may only continue to covet some familiar household

item, which needs to be identified and then delivered to the

cremation ground. Finally,a messn may also be sent as a curse, as is

explicit in the following mantar from sumane:

Wake up, rnasan, wake up!

Go to the east, go to the west!

Go to the north, go to the south!

Go in the middle of the night,

stay in the village,

whoever takes your fancy, strike them!

Go, rnasan, go! [IX.12]

For whatever reasons a tnesen is raised, the promises made to

it in the mantar are strictly empty words: except for some blood and
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perhaps little pieces of meat and bread, the items mentioned in the

text are not even assembled, let alone presented to the messn. No

effort is made to have on hand a noose to emphasize the concluding

threat, either. Unlike the often elaborate ritual accessories used to

illustrate the recitals, discussed in Chapter VI, mantars are not

usually accompanied by visual devices, other than the grain or water

that is scattered. Illustrations are a feature only of the public side

of ceremonies, done for the benefit of the visible clients. Words (and

their vehicles) alone seem to suffice for the supernatural entities,

. who do not need to have things shown to them. Any hypothet ical

division that would place speech and the supernatural on one side,

action and the natural on the other, tempting as it might be to draw,

cannot however be advanced very far, for it is clearly straddled by

the blood sacrifice, which is done for the unseen as well as for seen,

so even on this point the mantars do not significantly differ from

recitals.

After a messn has been raised, and presumably, after it has

performed whatever task that has been assigned to it, or answered

the questions addressed to it, it is sent away by a different but

related man tar. The mantar that suppresses a messn tells it that it .

has now taken substitutes for its missing body parts (and so should

be satisfied). Other than the two flutes, which are not actually given

either, these parts with which it should be satisfied are not even

those that were promised, however, and seem to be rather what was

left to the messn in the first place, such as a shoulder, when it was

promised arms, or a belly when it was promised a heart and
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intestines. Either messn must be considered rather dim-witted, that

they would respond to these promises but then leave empty handed

(still armless would be putting it more accurately), or else the force

of threats and compulsions must be sufficient to overcome the

empt iness of the prom tses:

Guru Deu, Guru Mahes,

your intestines are cut, you've taken a belly.

your hand's cut, you've taken a shoulder,

your head's cut, you've taken a noose,

your heart's cut, you've taken a belly,

You've taken a flute in your right hand,

You've taken a pipe in your left hand,

you may have gotten up, you may have gotten up,

you may be frightened, you may go back! [IX.13]

[Oaths in the names of specific gods and goddesses follow.]

I t may be noted that the order of enumerat ion of the body parts has

been reversed in the second jep, so that the suppression is at least a

partial inversion of the summons. At the end, the meszn is

bombarded with oaths, the same ones that conclude a public

performance, which presumably scare it back to the cremation

ground or crossroads. Once again, like the witch evil which is

limited but not abolished, or the crises which are postponed but not

eli minated, messn are at the end suppressed but not destroyed, the i r

potential further usefulness preserved.

Some jeoz do, however, use far more threatening language and

do try harder to completely suppress or eliminate something. This is
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best seen in the formulas used against witches and malignant

ghosts. For example, troublesome meset: that one has not oneself

awakened may also have to be Quelled, with laps that use rather

more forceful language, and also make use of mustard seeds. A good

example is the Nar Singh Jap, which also allows for some bragging

about one's guru:

Eight sarsu, twelve rava. the water of nine ridges,

spe11 ing, spe11 ing, you, ghost, be destroyed!

Other gurus play, our guru moves,

other gurus' staffs [are] of cane,

our guru's staff [is] of iron.

Striking with diamond-eared, iron pentagram,

dead ghosts, rnasan, turn to ash! [IX.14]

Likewise, although the first shaman showed in the recital a selfish

interest in letting the youngest of the Nine Sisters survive (quoted

in Chapter IV), the laps used at the end of a ritual against witches

show a much less flexible attitude, perhaps hinting at a duality of

useful witches and useless ones, just as useful tneszn are placated

while useless ones are turned to ash. These laps use a language of

uncompromising antagonism:

Wherever there are witches,

the tricks of you witches I attack!

Killing you Witches,

transfering the spells of you witches into a hole,

stomping you witches beneath my sale,

you witches I kill!
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Blow! mantar, Shri Mahadev's oath! [IX. 15]

Another version, speclflcal1y to treat small chlldren upon whom a

w ttch has gazed enviously, threatens to poke out the witch's eyes.

This opens up not improbable interpretation that the public recital

is intended to lure the witches near and seduce them so that their

defences are lowered before the jeos that try to destroy them are

reclted.

The animosity towards posstote agents of afflictions may be

extended to surprisingly comprehensive ends. One of Nar Singh's japs

against ghosts [bhutan-the archatc plural of bhut] well illustrates

the extremes of attitude, for it puts gods and goddesses into exact ly

the same category as ghosts and witches. I was unable to ask him to

explain this, for my sessions with him were unfortunately

terminated on their second day by a truculent local police official,

who was unable to read the documents that authorized me to conduct

research in the district and who tried to order me to return to the

district center. Although I didn't, Nar Singh was made sufficiently

nervous that our sesstons were effectlvely ended. (The jhakrrs of

Rar i also reported harassment from local po lice, and one even had

his equipment burned by thern.)

This jap begins with the four dtrecttons and the four quarters,

assigning to them Gorakhnath, Candannath, nebtnatn, and

Bhairabnath, similar to karna Vir's Raya Sarsu Jap, and also

continues with a description of the wandering yogi, as in that

version, cited above. But it concludes:

He did 'aurn', he did 'aurn',
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Mai Masan of the Dead,

Gods and Goddesses [devf and oevaral,

Major Witches and Minor Witches [kapp and boksr],

Ghosts and Ghouls [bhut and orets,
he thrusts into helL [IX. 16]

Another example of a very forceful attempt at suppression is found

at the very end of the House Binding Jap, with which the ceremony to

bind a house concludes, which provides an example of how a jap to

conclude a ceremony ends as well:

Killing Jama Raj, killing Jama RanI,

killing those who died at the right time,

killing those who died at the wrong time,

kill ing those hung on a pole,

killing those hung in a noose,

killing those swept off in streams,

killing those fallen from cliffs,

striking the eastern direction,

killing Bhasam Ghost of the Eighty maund iron rod,

striking the southern direction,

killing kamsa Sur [name of a particular demon],

striking the western direction,

kill ing Maiya Sur Demon [danva],

striking the northern direction,

kill ing Long-ear Demon [Lamkanya danva],

take away, driving east, driving east,

take away, driving south, driving south,
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take away. driving west. driving west,

[then references to the kanpnata yogi and to seven, named, Bhairam]

May there be no tricks. may there be no deceits,

may there be no minor witches,

may there be no major witches.

the main oaths of the Nine Naths. the Twelve Bhairam,

will strike the treachery of ghosts. ghouls.

will kill them, thrust them into hell.

will bind this house. [IX.17]

The harshness of these threats recalls a final subject, without

which any discussion of mantars remains incomplete-those with

which to administer a curse. one of which has already appeared

above [IX.12]. These were. naturally. some of the mantars that the

shamans were generally the most reluctant to divulge, even to admit

knowing. Others that they were noticeably reluctant to divulge were

those that are major sources of income. and which can be used

without a specifically shamanic ritual. particularly the ones to

prevent death by snakebite-Abi Lal's wife vocally objected to him

taping it, though he ignored her. Still, I obtained three versions of

the mantar against snakebite. Each addresses the snake directly:

"your poison is killed. my poison makes stiff," and in general

conforms structurally to the other mantars that j discuss in this

chapter.

To curse, several jhakrrs said that you just summon your

rarn i 1tar spirits (the vir and bararig) and di rect them at someone, or

that you do the "Cutting of the Circle" Ritual, described in Chapter
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VI, both of which are also acts commonly attributed to witches. Gore

Sarki claimed that his own father, long deceased, who remains one

of the two most famous jhakrT around J~jarkot, never taught him his

curse to sicken enemies. Eventually I believed him, for he appeared

to be genuinely troubled by this gap in his own training: he even

proposed that when I go to t akasera to interview jhakrTS there (the

Magars are popularly said to have the best curses, able to dry the

throats of rival jhakrTs), he would accompany me, and we could both

complete this aspect of our training. Karna VTr parodied the singing

style of the Magar jhakrrs with exactly this line:

"Hai! Your father, guru jhakrT's throat has gone dry, Hai!"

He, and most other karm jhakrTs, did not think much of the powers

attributed to Magars, who they say, simply sing louder and are more

aggressive to conceal their lack of knowledge.

.Jajarkot's other most famous jhakrr was karna Vir and Abi

t.al's father, who was known as t.ato Jhakri, while Gore sarkrs

father was called the Kal~ JhakrT. Many stories are told about each.

One rather relevant to my own research was of a cloth merchant,

karna Bahadur Raul, who passed through Ciuri Village in B.S. 2023.

He met Late JhakrT on the trail and asked to hear his recitals. Late

Jhakri asked the merchant to 1iqht a stick of incense, sat down in

front of him and began to recite. He became furiously possessed, and

went on for hours. The merchant became distraught, fearful of the

spirits who were apparently responding to so many metes, and

begged him to quiet the gods, but Lata Jhakrl went on and on, until
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finally Raul presented him with a new turban cloth, three hands of

the best mark in cloth, at which the spirits finally became peaceful.

Besides general directions, Abi Lal supplied one specific curse

(at least in its simple form), and his brother KarQa Vir provided its

reversal:

All around the seven seas, shrines of the gods,

you gods are the Lord God's agents Itsvaras VaQ).

You gods, do a possession, do a concealed attack,

Raja l svara's VaQ. [IX.18]

This example clearly indicates that curses are not significantly

different in structure from other mantars. They, too, I ist agents, but

compel them to attack, rather than to abate. The curse is I if ted by

saying:

All around the seven seas, shrines of the gcds,

you gods are the Lord God's agents

wherever you are enshrined, to there be assigned,

wherever you go, go there. [IX.19]

The illustrations which I have provided in this chapter seem

sufficient to allow several conclusions to be drawn. First, the texts

which shamans call mantars and japs are very similar in form to the

lengthier public recitals (which they call dhOr, me/a, and okha).

Those that are used at the beginning of a ceremony have formal

introductions into mythic space and time, and draw expl-icit

continuities with that time through devices such as introducing the

eldest experts or an archetypal yogi. This opening is then often

followed with a narrative story of origin, or an enumeration of
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forces and objects. Finally, they conclude with oaths, just as the

recitals do. Like the recitals, the japs are also very concerned about

the tension between order and disorder in the world. They attempt to

re-establish some balance in the world, trying to impose the

shaman's sense of how things should be, acting to isolate' the most

problematic areas of the world's chaos and to refashion the general

disorder into a more hospitable pattern.

I have also, I think, convincingly demonstrated that mantars

and japs are Quite intelligible, requiring no special insight or

training in order to understand them. They may be spiced with a few

'rnurnbo-jumbo' phrases <like 'chin-cuIa' in IX. I 0 above), though even

these might be penetrated by a more acute philological analysis than

that of which I, the shamans themselves, or my Nepali friends were

capable. The language of the mantars is that of other shamanic

texts, in vocabulary, syntax, and semantic purpose; they also retain

much of their meaning even when divorced from context and

appearing in translation. As observed in Chapter II, extremes of what

Malinowski called the "coefficient of weirdness" are practically

absent in shamanic speech, and the words of most of the secret

texts are likewise straightforward, just as a jap directed to

witches describes them:

Your spells are reversed, my spells are straight,

Blow, mantar, ShrT rtahadev's oath. [IX.20],

They present a portrait of the world to which shamans expect the

world to conform, ordering it into a pattern in which their
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interventions may succeed, suppressing mal ign threats and

encouraging benevolent powers.
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X. IN THE BEGINNING...

In the past several chapters, we have examined, in an

increasingly detai led way, what a jhakrf repeatedly does throughout

his career. This chapter and the next now tries to contextual ize

those details somewhat more widely, and in doing so, complete the

portrait of a shaman. In this chapter, I examine how the profession

is entered, the details of how the necessary knowledge is obtained

and how mastery of it is displayed. The subject of the next chapter

is the death ceremonies that conclude such a career. I try to show

that the initiation and death ceremonies not only define the

parameters of a shaman's career, and firmly situate it in a wider

setting of kinship ties and village relations, they also can be taken

as paradigmatic of every ceremony that a shaman performs. As such,

they provide a convenient summary of this work. Finally, describing

these two trnportant episodes also permits me to discuss a few

remaining significant texts which are most closely connected to

those events.

The best description of the very beginning of a shamanic

career was provided by Nar Singh xamt, who gave a thorough account

of how to prepare your house to receive the jhakrr guru who has

agreed to teach you, and the very first steps of acquiring his

knowledge:

First, one puts up leafy branches to mark the house,
nine inside, seven outside on its top.
Then the guru sits with you.
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I get possessed then.
First I capture my own spirits, inside,
my own fam i ly spirits [kulan aeuts),
then the [other] gods are captured.
I capture the spirits of my own house,
I capture alang rnalanq,
I capture bhut, pret. [X. 1]

The branches, he explained, are for w itches [both kaptf and aem« f],

forest spirits [alarig malarig], spirits of the dead [maT masan],

ancestors [pitar], and ghosts [both pret, and bhutl. After these

preparations, one begins to learn the Raya Sarsu Jap. All the jhakrrs

confirmed that this is the start ing point, probably because the

mustard seeds onto which it is blown are essen.tial for protecting

every sitting, and so they become the first ritual implement needed

by any novice shaman. One learns this jap by making a formal request

to the guru, simultaneously learning to make the formal request

itself, as is evident in the way that Nar Singh taught it to me:

First, at the beginning, "Teach me rave sarsu."
Say, "Guru Father, Guru Father, all honor to you.
Say, "Guru Father, all honor to the soles of your feet."
[You I ift his feet, one by one, and touch them to your
heac.l
Say, "Nourishing guru, nurturing guru,
Teaching guru, training guru."
Say "When did rave sarsu arise?"
Say" In that age, on that day, they arose."
Say "Jaya Jaya Guru, In the Age of Truth, you arose."
Say "In the Kali Yuga, the Age of Murder, they arose." [X.2]

The instructions on how to ask continue directly into the jap itself,

line by line, interspersed with the simple instruction "you say."

Dictated in this way, the first jep is learned. Others then follow in a

less rigidly prescribed order, loosely in the sequence that they are
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actually used in the ceremony. The learning of the recitals is begun

at the same time. Before study of the recitals really gets underway,

however, one needs to take up a drum, so that one can beat it while

reciting in antiphonal harmony with the guru whenever he performs.

Therefore, one must be constructed, a very important procedure

which has a recital of its own, the drum being one of the very few

items of a shaman's equipment to be so honored (home-brewed beer

is another, with its recital examined below). This text provides

detailed instructions which illustrate a typically shamanic blend of

mundane and cosmological knowledge. The text names the best kinds

of wood for a hoop, the best bamboos for liners, the best skin for a

cover, the best leather for the thongs, etc., setting each piece of

practical advice in a supernatural context. For example, the felling

of the tree for the wood that will become the hoop is elaborately

described. Assistants, referred to as 'logs of wood' (which is also a

sarcastic term for a corpse) are sent to a tree chosen by the novice.

Most often, seas« laktnd of sandalwood?, which bleeds thick red

blood-like sap when cut] is selected. Some shamans report seeing

this tree in a dream, others use the Suwa Khetl (see below) to

identify it, but most just send the assistants out to locate a

suitable tree, one "acceptable to the spirits, acceptable to the

powers."

The two went, the 'logs of wood'.

Looking at the base, there was a coiled cobra;

looking at the top, there were black hornets.

"They don't let us cut, they don't let us." [X.3]
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They return without it to the shaman. who instructs them to make

obeisance to it. They tie strips of cloth onto it. throw four-colored

grains of rice at it (white. black. yellow and green). and sprinkle it.

and the six direct ions. with alcoho 1. Some report that the tree

should also shake before it is cut. as must a sacrificial animal.

though to a few shamans (e.g. karna VTr and sumane) this seemed

ridiculous and they thought I was being sarcastic when I suggested

it. The tree is felled:

"Go now. yes. go now. 0 'logs of wood'.

Tie a pair of cloth strips in the four directions."

The vai of the trunk's power Irnutht sakt i vail,

the coi led cobra at the trunk,

the black hornets. all turned to ash.

Vanishing. they ignored the injury.

they ignored the theft.

They struck the first injury, made a second blow.

a first chip fell out. they gave it as a share to heaven.

They made a third blow. a second chip fell out.

was the share of he11. They struck a fourth blow.

a third chip fell out, was the share of local gods.

They struck a fifth blow, a fourth chip fell out.

was the share of witnesses. They struck a sixth blow.

a fifth chip fell out, was the share of leaders.

They struck a seventh blow. a sixth chip feli out,

was the share for Good Ramrna's untimely death.

They struck an eighth blow,
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a seventh chip fell out, was the share of the world.

They struck a ninth blow, an eighth chip fell out,

was the share of the 5 iddha Iho ly man],

was the share of Sirum [forest spirits].

They struck a tenth blow, a ninth chip fell out,

of the good drumwood, the share of the nine planets.

The drumwood was felled,

its head to the east, its base to the west. [X.3, continued]

Clearly, the felling of the tree takes on sacrificial import, each Chip

devoted to some power or threat in the universe. A different version

assigns each chip to the six directions, that is, to the universe

without intermediaries, but in either version, and in passages to

follow, it is the connectedness of the drum with the entire world

that is emphasized.

The text next describes the hunt for the wi ld goat whose sk in

will be used for the drumskin, followed by the gathering of the rest

of the parts, identifying those acceptable and those unacceptable to

the spirits. The hoop is roughly shaped, then buried "in the

underworld" for three days to soften it. Next, the first blacksmith,

Tikhu KamT, pounds in the iron nails and rivets to form the uniformly

round hoop, a passage which introduces the potency of the drum

itself, as a force having its own spiritual life:

Pounding in one nail, t.amja Tikhu KamT,

his topknot became bent.

"0 t.arnja Tikhu Kami, Honor to you, my Father's Father.

Oh, this drum of mine, appears to be a great pain.
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o Elder Brother Tikhu xamt, finish pounding in the nails,

finish pounding in the spanners, I'll fix things up,

I'll make things better."

He pounded in the second nat 1, his ears became deaf.

He pounded in the third nail, his eyes became crossed.

He pounded in the fourth nail, his nose became crooked.

He pounded in the fifth nail, his mouth became crooked.

He pounded in the sixth nail, his neck became crooked.

He pounded in the seventh nail, his hands became crippled.

He pounded in the eighth nail, he became hunchbacked.

He pounded in the ninth nail, his feet became crippled.

He pounded in the nine nails, pounded in the nine spanners.

At Cuwai Crossroads, the drumhoop was prostrated,

the drumskin was fastened on, the liner was attached.

Attaching the drumhoop liner,

the 1tner didn't agree, the drumhoop 1iner didn't agree.

"Strike it with hard alcohol, strike it with corn beer."

The liner agreed, the drumhoop 1trier agreed. [X.4]

The shaman takes up the drum, and with one thump the blacksmith's

topknot is straightened, a second blow returns his hearing, and so on

until he is cured of each affliction which nailing the drum created,

the sound being the agent of the cure, just as the blows of the

blacksmith's hammer were the cause. With the restoration of Tikhu

KamT, the recital concludes.

The Recital of Building a Drum is an example of what could be

described as a 'private' text, since the only circumstance other than
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the construction of a new drum in which it is afterwards used are

the ceremonies to feed or to repair the drum, which treat no patient.

Their only purposes are to replace a cracked drumskin, or to cleanse

the drum of ritual pollution, such as being touched by a dog. The

ceremony is very short and rarely performed, and I doubt that many

villagers are familiar with it. At the climax, a chicken is beheaded

and the drum is placed over its flapping body, which momentari ly

resounds the drum. (If the skin of his drum is cracked, the shaman

borrows a drum to accompany the text when the new drumsk i n is

being ar rtxec.) The entire text can be incorporated into either the

Nine Little Sisters or Ttltqrama, at the point when the first shaman

is assembling his equipment, though this too appears rare-I've heard

only one instance of each. Rather, the text is ordinarily reserved for

the drum itself. As such, it is more a repository of knowledge, an

ornamented set of instructions, than a communication to anyone

(human or not) outside the shamanic profession. It helps complete a

portrait of the world as the shaman learns to see it, a portrait in

which his drum is a potent crossroads of the universe.

Once one has a drum, the other items of a jhakrfs costume are

also gradually assembled, following as closely as possible the

descriptions contained in both the Recital of the Nine Little Sisters

and TilTgrama. The equipment can also sometimes be purchased from

a jhakri who no longer practices, and is often inherited from a

father or uncle. When all the texts have been learned, and the onsets

of possession can be sufficiently controlled (twelve years was the

standard answer whenever I asked how long this process took), the
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initiate can himself undertake his first pole climb, It it noteworthy

that all of the shamans with whom I discussed details of acquiring

competence emphasized the mastery of the corpus of texts, and none

had much of interest to say about private experiences that they

might have had before deciding to become a jhakri, Each followed

their father, or other relative, into the profession. Kinship, not any

extraordinary adventures or possessions beforehand, seemed to be

the decisive factor in their decision, although many of the most

notable shamans have also instructed pupils with whom they were

not related. Most novices trembled with possessing spirits at an

early age, but this is commonplace throughout the populace. Most of

them also reported childhood dreams involving visitations of spirits,

but this, too, is something that practically every villager reports, so

neither experience is particularly extraordinary. All shamans were

agreed that anyone could learn to be a shaman, and none thought that

remarkable chi ldhood experiences or visionary dreams were

necessary to qualify a pupil. One jhakri(Man Singh kamt of Ra<;1T) had

even first been a dhami before deciding to become a jhakri,

incorporating his cnarntc god into his collection of snarnanic spirits.

The prosaic accounts which all the jhakris with whom I am

familiar told of their decision to enter the profession contrast

significantly with wild stories apparently told elsewhere in Nepal

(see Appendix ID, which involve being kidnapped and trained by

"Forest Shamans" [ban jhakriS]. A shaman who dies away from home

and whose funeral is not properly performed does become a ban

jhakrr, and can possess people, but does not figure in the selection
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of new jhakrfs or in the transmission of sharnantc knowledge. A

dozen or so ban jhakrfs are known by name in Jajarkot. karna Vir, for

example, listed ten when discussing his helping spirits [X.Sl, and

explatned that they do exact ly the same work as do the 11 neage gods

[kulan aeute; In the BhujT Valley as well, shamanic training and

initiation were straightforward, though Deo Ram also commented

that a jhakrfwho never climbs a suwa will never be reborn, and will

instead become a ban jhakrT, which, he noted, resembles a demon

[rak$as or picsas].ln .Jajarkot, the more crucial issue regarding

rebirth is the proper performance of the funeral, which will be

examined in the next chapter, though the two ceremonies are closely

intertwined. Villagers in both areas sometimes tell stories of

individuals who were kidnapped by a ban jhakrT and who are trained

by them, but the only similar stories told by jhakrTs themselves

always involve a staane, a forest dwelling Hindu ascetic, not a ban

jhakrf, and reinforces the possible connections between jhakrrs and

kanphata yogis rather than making preposterous claims.

The ceremony of initiation and its periodic re-enactment are

appropriately known as the Toyo khane [Blood Consuming] ritual, not

only because of the relatively large number and variety of

sacrificial animals-at least one goat, a piglet or lamb, a ram, and

several chickens-but also because of the blood which the shaman

actually drinks. Ideally, every shaman insisted, this ritual should be

done annually. In fact, it is rather rare. One factor is the

interference of forestry officials, who have in the past ten or

fifteen years become quite important throughout Nepal, and who
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must be bribed (often with, ironically enough, meat and alcohol)

before anyone dare fell a tree. Other factors also interfere, such as a

death in the shaman's family, or another source of ritual pollution

such as a wife's pregnancy. Altogether, I failed four times to see it,

once because of the villagers were expecting forestry officials and

did it secretly a day early, once because I was too ill to attend,

another time because of an intercalculated r'ul l moon that confused

the calendar, and once because the shaman's wife began

menstruating the day before and the ceremony was called off.

Consequently, I have still never seen it performed, and rely

throughout this chapter on descriptions, and, of course, on the

re 1evant texts.

As the large number of sacrifices heralds the importance of

this rite, another measure of its significance ts the number of texts

specific to it. The first of these is the t.aru Mela [The Recital of the

Origin of Alcohol-it is also called the ChakT Recital, the Pagla

Recital, or the Jac;l Recital, reflecting local nicknames

affectionately given to home distilled alcohol]. The subject of this

text-alcohol-is alluded to in the final ltnes quoted above. This text,

like the Drum Recital, is primarily a repository of knowledge with

no apparent application beyond its ostensive subject-sa mythical

history of fermentation, in which the first shaman gets involved.

Barley seeds are discovered by the eldest ordinary people, the 'Bent

Old Man' and 'Bent Old Woman' in the qullet of a dove, who

recommends that they sow the seeds. The barley grows month by

month, ripens, is harvested and stored with some 'Greatroot'
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[mahajarTl. "In three days, it was fizzy-whizzy." It bubbles, it

thunders. They ask: "What kind of grain is this?" They consult Ramma

.Jurnratam, who "goes to Incra's house" [ascends to the heavens],

searches from the top of a ceremonial pole, dreams, consults, and

cautiously recommends that a few experiments be performed with

it. They feed it to a worthless dog, who tracks the spoor of wild

animals over ridge and valley. They feed it to an aged cock, who

crows the dawn and the dusk [X,6]. St 111 wary, they keep

experimenting:

"Let's feed it to the lata [male congenital cretin],

let's feed it to the tatt [female congenital cretin],

If the lata dies, he dies, if the ratt dies, she dies."

They fed it to the iau, they fed it to the lata.

The lata didn't die, the ian didn't die.

The lata went 'haha', the ian went 'hThT'.

"Ah, it's something that can be eaten,

ah, it's a fruit that can be eaten,

it's an immortal feast."

They next feed it to local officials, the rtkrie, and muktwe, a clear

allusion to the propensity of government officials to drink, and to

demand to be feted before they perform their duties:

The rikhe, the rnukhye, going,

in the towns and cities, in the neighborhoods,

began to give jUdgements, began to make decisions.

Next they feed it to other important government officials, the mtjar

and katuwal.
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In the towns and cities, in the neighborhoods,

they began to spread rumors,

they began to spread gossip. [X.7]

Finally they conclude that it is safe to consume, and the recital

concludes with a direct request for it by the jh~krr to the women of

twelve different alcohol-consuming castes. This, too, is part of the

Toyo khane ceremony, and is a first hint of its collective nature. In

the morning before drinking blood, the shaman goes from house to

house, receiving meat and alcohol, or money as a substttute, from

each family, an event referred to as consuming jal toyo [Water

Blood], The chickens are offered to the spirits of the wild who

surround the village, the descendants of soraca (listed in Chapter V),

and the seasonal threats associated with them. In Chapter V, I

Quoted the I ist of what became of Gcrapa's sons. Earl ier in that

recital. the two brothers divide the earth. They set out boundaries in

the middle of the monsoon. Gorapa chose markers of fixed rocks,

fi xed trees, fixed springs, while seraoa chose straw and logs. Each

month afterwards, seraoa urged that he and and his brother should

re-examine the landmarks, but each month, Gorapa had a different

objection, pointing out, along with a citation of the appropriate sign

of the zodiac, that: in Asoj, the ancestors must be worshipped; in

Kart tk. there is rever-caustnq dew in the forest; in t-tanstr. Phalgul')

and Calt, rsn wander and may capture souls; in Magh, there is snow.

Only in Balsakh, after the annual forest fires, do they finaily go,

with the predictable results that serapa's boundaries are all gone,

and Gorapa claims the entire earth. In this way, the text contributes
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a calendric awareness to the year's cycle, and establishes a sense in

which the coming year can fall under the shaman's protection, a

protection extended to the village in exactly this ceremony. Other

versions of this cycle differ. To summarize Man Dev's version, for

example: Asoj is the month for worries, the month for cares, "even

the (janphe pheasants from the ri dges descend to the low 1ands th is

month." Kartik is the month to sow black barley, to sow white

barley. rtanstr is the month the rice rolls over, the month the paddy

falls down. PU$ "just comes and goes, the nights are long, the days

are short." Magh is the month to honor Brahmans, the month to honor

Virgins, the month to honor yogis. Cait is an empty month, "there are

no leaves on the trees, there is no grass on the ground." In this

version, the threatening aspects of the forest for each month are

given less prominence, but an acute sense of the passage of time

remains, as it does in every version of this recital.

The money collected from the households goes toward

purchases of a ram and a piglet, both sacrificed later in the

ceremony, along with, at least in an initiation, a goat contributed by

the shaman's own fam i ly.

This introduces yet another preliminary text of the Toyo khane

ceremony, one which concerns the meat and blood that the shaman

consumes. Responsibility for sacrificial animals has to be

negotiated, and is learned in the Toyo khane Mela, which is recited

when it is time for the pole to be climbed. In this recital, the

shaman has to reconstruct the animal and provide it with a new
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form, the original having been singed away by the heat of the Nine

Suns and Nine Moons that formed the original dowry.

The Water Animal was in the watery water.

While in the water,

"Go, it's time to do Toyo Khane.

We need the Water Animal, go, bring the Water Animal."

Going to bring the Water Animal,

"Where is the Water Animal?" they asked.

Speaking from the water, the Water Animal said,

''I'm in the water, empty.

I have no ears, no eyes, no tail,

I have no mouth, no feet." [X.8]

The assistants return empty-handed to Ramma Jumratam and repeat

what the Water Animal has said. He japs black seeds, tells them to

throw them where they the voice speaks from, and they become the

Water Animal's eyes. He japs leaves to be ears, datura to be a mouth,

bamboo to be feet, thread to be a tail, and in this way prepares the

animal for sacrifice. There are, however, no hints at any symbol ic

dismemberment of the shaman himself nor any implications ora new

body being prepared for him. When the animal has been reconstituted,

the shaman raises the spirits and the powers, reciting the weaving

passage of Ti ltqrarna (Chapter VI). He is possessed and ascends the

pole. In preparation, a living piglet has been tied towards the top.

Shamans said that if your personal familiar spirits are ritually pure

Icnoxol, if your only baraf)g were, say, 5ati Barba or Baran, a young

ram would be SUbstituted, but all the shamans I know have unclean
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helping spirits, the meptit, as well as 'pure' spirits, and so actually

use a pig during the pole climb. They classified the 'pure' spirits as

clan gods [kGT deuta], and offer them a goat at the conclusion of this

ceremony. At the climax of the pole climb, the shaman drives his

drumstick into the pig's neck and sucks out its blood. Like Teiresias

in Hades, after drinking blood, he prophesies future events for the

Village.

However, before this point is reached, and before he dances and

drums from house to house eating and drinking in the morning, the

shaman first recites all night long. He needs to complete the Uiru

Mela (on the origin of alcohol), Ban Bhampa (the story of seraoarun

and Goraparun-for whom the chickens will be offered in the

morning), and, of course, TilTgrama. If there is still time, he may

also do the Creation Recitals, and the Nine Sisters, but these can be

omitted. When he reaches the central courtyard or crossroads where

the ceremony will take place, charcoal ash that has been vitalized by

a mantar (one which closely resembles a very condensed version of

the Raya Sarsu Jap) is rubbed on his eyes, hands, feet, and tongue:

Pinnacle medicine [ashes for the eyes]

seeing near, seeing far,

sexually welcomed [?-candai garda rat barana]

binding the stomping feet, binding the striking hand,

binding the speaking tongue, binding the seeing eye,

binding the tricks of Village witches [gaukr c;JamkinrJ,

binding (their) tricks [c,rJedr],

binding (their) deceits [bhedrJ,
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binding the eyes of the four castes,

great liquid, magical [siddhi] liquid, tongue liquid,

cutting the tip of the tongue, dry it in the sun.

Binding the Burrnas of shrines,

binding the ancestral spirits in nooks,

binding the jhakrTs of gels,

binding the masan of crossroads, ... [X.g]

Next he Is blindfolded and recites the suwa Mela. The suw» is

the most prominent ritual accessory of this ceremony, the trunk of a

pine tree, which is erected at a prom inent crossroads in the center

of the vi llage, or in the courtyard of either the shaman's house or

that of a principle sponsor in the village. The text devoted to the

suw» is primarily concerned with identifying a suitable tree, and

I ists many which are "not acceptable to the spirits, not acceptable

to the powers." The correct one is made known by the shaman

becoming possessed when he says its name. It is inevitably a sallT

(pine), which is convenient, since it has already had to be erected in

advance, but it is then redefined as precious Red and White

SandaIwood:

The dead assistant, the I iving assistant,

bringing, giving oil, White Sandalwood,

from the Eastern House, brought a sal lt trunk,

brought a bhal IT [for rhyme only] trunk,

brought it, dragging it along, brought it, knocking it down.

Rarnrna Puranja, going, to the sa111 trunk, going,

it was acceptable to the spirits,
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it was acceptable to the powers.

It was a Red Sandalwood climbing-pole,

it was a Sandalwood cl imbing-pole. [X. 10]

Assistants were sent a day earlier into the forest to find a suitable

tree, which is placated in the same way as the one cut for the drum

hoop. Branches are trimmed, with a crown left at the top, and the

tree is carried back to the village. Ideally, it should be carried

vertically, but if this is not feasible, then at least the top should be

oriented away from the village and kept higher than the bottom as it

is carried. Once erected, strips of red and white cloth dedicated to

the gods [dhaja] are hung on the top of the pole. Long torere [cords of

woven grass with rhododendron or marigold flowers inserted] are

hung from the pole to neighboring house, creating a festive space

similar to that of a wedding. Villagers bring dishes of rice grains

and jugs of home-distllled alcohol and set them beneath the pole.

Near the top, the piglet is fastened, and the ram is tied to a stake

nearby. The pole and the space around it are japped with mustard

seeds. As soon as the shaman is possessed, he jumps onto the suw»,

with drum and drumstick in one hand, holding the suwa with the

other. If this is an initiation, the guru assists the novice upwards,

pushing from below, singing:

In the sky, the sun and moon are witnesses,

in hell Basuke Nag is a witness. [X. I I ]

Once perched in a crotch of the trunk, the shaman drums and sings to

the spirits:

The time for toyan is here,
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it's come, your chance,

True Gods, your festival, your fair,

your chance for toyan. [X.12]

continuing with pleas for truth to be spoken, lies to be banished, evil

to be identified. The msotit, v tr, and bararig all arrive. Meanwhi Ie,

two metal bowls, one holding water, the other alcohol, have been

placed beneath the pole on opposite sides, covered with white

cloths, a copper dish with coins that have been contributed by the

villagers is placed there, and four iron rods (or wooden sticks) are

driven into the corners of the crossroad. The shaman tremb les

vigorously with the force of his collective familiar spirits, all of

whom assemble to feast on the blood. With a SUdden shout, he drives

. his drumstick into the pig's neck, piercing the vein under its chin. He

sucks the blood, trembling frantically. Once the pig has been drained,

the jhakrr, still blindfolded, contemplates shadows in the two bowls

at the base of the pole. He empties out the honor of the Village in

front of his familiar spirits:

The King's neighborhood, the Kingly women's honor,

the Minister's neighborhood, the Minister women's honor,

the Thakur'S neighborhood, the Thakur women's honor,

the Bahun's neighborhood, the Bahun women's honor,

the Magar's neighborhood, the Magar women's honor,

the karnt's neighborhood, the Kami women's honor,

the sarkrs neighborhood, the Sarki women's honor,

the Doli's neighborhood, the Doli women's honor,

the Gain's neighborhood, the, Gain women's honor,
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the Badf's neighborhood, the BadT women's honor,

the Hurkya's neighborhood, the Hurkya women's honor,

the Phurkya's neighborhood, the Phurkya women's honor,

the Pora's neighborhood, the Pora women's honor. [X,13]

In the list of castes that occurs in the request for alcohol,

mentioned earlier, the higher castes are omitted, and Magar is

replaced by four clan names: Pun, Dharti, Rokaya, and Rana;

otherwise the two lists are the same. The emphasis is clearly on

lower castes, who may be identlf1ed as more devoted patrons of

jhakrrs (though higher castes also consult them). Listing Kami

directly after Magar reflects the fact that most jhakrrs are karnts,

are so naturally place themselves as high in the list as is possible.

More significant than these detat Is, however, is the occurrence of

the list itself twice in this ceremony, a clear indication of its

communal nature, for Toyo knane is undertaken on behalf of all the

vi llagers, neutralizing both the untamed threats that surround them,

and also the malign side of the shaman (in the persona of his

rzmntar spirits). The role of the shaman as intermediary between

worlds is rather obviously dramatized as he hangs halfway between

the earth and the sky, on the pole whose "roots are in hell, Whose,

branches are in heaven." He drums the drum which was first buried in

the underworld, and takes through his own mouth the blood drunk by

the spirits who penetrate his body. The demands of those spirits

have become his demands.

I f this is an initiat ion, the novice is interviewed by the guru,

seeking proof of his visionary powers. The dialogue unfolds in a
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stylized fashion, as in this example, which was recalled years later

by Deo Ram:

The guru takes a few grains of rice, blows a mantar
onto them, and throw them at his pupil.
"Tell me what is at the foot of the pole."
"In four directions there are four pointed sticks."
"Besides this what more is there?"
"There is rtanacev's wealth" [a copper dish),
"Anything else?"
"I find Jas khaQ(ja [water]."
"Anything else?"
"I find a clean white cloth covering the treoto: [dish]
"Alright, can you say, how long will your guru live?"
"The guru who helped this pupil climb this pole will live
for as many years as there are coins in the dish
[offerings from the Village families),"
"I've helped my pupil to climb this pole. How long will
he live?"
"After seven years, the pupi 1's father will di e. The pup: I
w ill I ive to be 75 years."
"How long will your mother live?"
"When the pupil has lived 71 years, his mother will die."
[X.14]

In the annual pole climbing ceremony, Which may be conducted on the

full moon of either Mansir (the onset of the cold season) or .Jeth

(just before the monsoon rains arrive), the prophesies made are even

simpler. An example was provided by Nar Singh as part of his

instruct ions of how to conduct that cerem any:

"Below, you must put a bowl of water.
You must put an offering of one rupee.
From above, you look into the liquid.
If it's time for rain, it will be cloudy above the water,
If it is not going to rain, the water will be clear.
Then you must say, 'La, it's not going to rain.'
If the water looks cloudy, you say,
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'On such-and-such day, on such-and-such date, the rain
will come." [X.15]

Besides the onset of the rains, the number of deaths and births may

be predicted, vaguely described in terms of the four directions, and

the village is frequently admonished that it is not paying sufficient

respect to the spirits. The relatively trivial and unemphasized

nature of these prophesies again underscores that this is more a

ritual of supplication than one of divination. On the earthly side, the

untamed descendants of scraoa and the seasonal affl tct ions

associated with them are offered the blood of numerous chickens. In

. the intermediary regions (on the pole, between heaven and earth) the

jhakrrs own maphf, barailg and vtr are placated. Finally, the

established village spirits, representatives of a heavenly 'higher'

world, are offered a goat and a ram at the post in the courtyard.

Having reaffirmed his farsightedness by his comments on the

future, the shaman may now descend the pole. The dishes are moved

away to one side. In an initiation, the guru may try to trick his pupil,

perhaps putting, for example, his own snake-bone necklace at the

bottom of the pole. "I can't come down, there's a nag below,"

complains the initiate. The guru coaxes him down slowly, assuring

him that it is safe in every direction:

Make my pupi 1as bright as the sun,

make my pupil as beautiful as the moon,

then 1 will get my fame.

To the east, 1put Bet Barang.

To the north, i put Kaput Khamba.
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To the west, I put Burma Deo.

To the south, I put DevT Bhuwanl. [X.16]

With each placement, the pupil descends lower. When he reaches the

ground, he puts his drum at the foot of the pole and prostrates his

head to it, and his guru removes the blindfold. In one variation

(reported by Man Dev), the pupi 1 lifts his teacher onto his shoulders

and carries him around the pole. Next, still blindfolded, he seeks out

the members of his own family and carries each of them, one by one,

around the pole as we 11, allow ing them to part ially share in hi s

ascent. When everyone is back on the ground, it is time to sacrifice

the ram, who is tied upside down by his front legs and horns to the

suwa, and reminded of his debt to the shaman:

Your fate is to lose, my fate is to eat.

Having pounded iron, that became your hoofs,

that became your horns.

Of balls of cotton, going, those became your wool.

Putting in utna seeds, those became your eyes. [X.17]

and so forth, through a complete reconstruction of the ram by the

shaman. Water is sprinkled on it, and it shakes. Holding the rear feet,

an assistant cuts open the chest and removes the heart, tossing it to

the shaman, or, in an initiation, to the guru. The recipient catches it

in his drum. He takes it in his teeth, slurps up some blood, dances

around and tosses it back to the ram, aiming so that it lands near the

chest. The ram is then untied and beheaded. The pupil catches the

head in his drum, takes it in his teeth, dances, and also tosses it

back to the ram. It should align with the neck. Both alignments-of
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the heart to the chest and of the head to the neck-are considered

auspicious if they fall properly in place, inauspicious if they don't.

Should they fall inappropriately, the tosses may be repeated until

the result is suitable. While there are no tales of a shaman ever

restoring life to the dead <though this does occur in the recitals) the

goal here has a semblance of restored life, in the proper alignment

of the severed organs with the corpse. Once more, illustrating the

goal of restoring order in the world is an important feature of the

performance.

Finally, the spleen of the ram is examined, with both the guru's

fate and that of his pupil sought out. Afterwards, the guru and his

pupil relax and drink the offered alcohol. The meat is cooked and

eaten. Toward evening, a final offering is made. Villagers set nine

dishes of the ram's blood mixed with uncooked rice on top of an

upside down winnowing tray [u/to nang/o]. An unmarried man,

dressed in a woman's shawl, skirt, bracelets and necklace, will

carry the tray to a prominent crossroads dancing a 'backwards'

[bippe] dance-step, followed by the men carrying the euwe, who

should carry it reversed and themselves leave the Village backwards.

At the rear of the procession comes the shaman, carrying a jug of

alcohol. The suwa is deposited in an unpolluted spot by leaning it

against a tree. The shaman dips his drumstick into the alcohol and

scatters it in the six directions as a parting benediction. The dishes

of rice mixed with blood are set around it, to satisfy any remaining

hungry spirits anc keep them av.ray from the viliage. That there are
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nine dishes suggests that this may be also, or primarily, an offering

to witches, who otherwise do not feature in the initiation.

Upon returning home, the shaman's family is now supposed to

sacrifice a goat for their ancestral spirit, who is, in most cases

that I recorded, san Barba (who is sometimes called 'sat: Garba').

The recital relates that he was the son of a human father and a

divine mother. He describes his mission in the world as:

I will protect the world, protect the days.

I will kill Forest Rah,

will kill their spirits, kill their descendants.

witches Ioamkr], ghosts, prets,

the descendants of Karnsa,

The Black Brown Nag, the Earth Nag,

Female Nag, destroying them I go,

to the forest I go. [X. 18]

(Jhakrf .Jurnratarn says the same thing when he is summoned at the

end of the recital, V1.12,) san Barba wanders about destroying all of

the threats he listed above, along with spells and charms and other

Nags. He grinds cliffs into plains and reverses wrong-flowing rivers.

An evil lama tries to subdue him, without success, and instead Sati

Barba impregnates the lama's Queen and his four daughters. The

Queen's son follows his father's example, but his four half-brothers

plot against them and must be defeated. They are, and then seek

release from the weight of their sins through wandering mendicants

(not from their father the lama):

KaSl Kasmere's Alabya Talabya Brahman,
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the pierced ear GosaJ,

carried away all the bad days,

poured out good days. [X.19]

The contrast that develops between lamas who plot and yogis who

redeem is interesting, but what is important for the discussion here

is that Sati Barba indiscriminately suppresses all agents of

affliction, protecting everyone who might be threatened by them,

and even offers his enemies a chance to renounce the consequences

of their evi I act ions, once again emphasizing the comprehensive ly

communal aspects of tnts entire set of ceremonies.

Before betnq sacrlficed, the goat is also reminded of its ritual

obI i gat ions to the shaman:

My share, your share,

your sacrifice, your sin of killing,

it's not on me, it's not on my patients,

it is your birth that has made it so. [X.20]

Water is sprinkled on the goat and It is beheaded. In an initiation,

the guru receives the head in his drum and picks it up in his teeth.

Sipping the blood, he circles it around the pupil's head three times,

then tosses it back to the goat. Again, the alignment indicates the

success of the ouot ls career. The goat's I iver and spleen are aIso

examined, and a few of its hairs are burned in the fire, to satisfy

any spirits attracted by the sme 11 of its blood. Finally, the pup: l's

family cooks the meat along w tth huge pots of rice, which are served

to everyone who attended the ceremony, concluding the events.
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At the beginning of this chapter, I noted that this ceremony

occupies a rather archetypal relation to the other ceremonies that

the shaman will perform throughout his career. It is, clearly, the

dramatization of the shaman's interstitial role that primarily gives

it this character. In other ceremonies, his journeys to heaven and

hell take place by superimposing textual descriptions of such

travels upon his sitting and getting up to dance. Here, he actually

does travel, first from house to house throughout the village, and

then into the region between earth and heaven, where he finds all of

his familiar spirits. Secondly, the ritual unfolds as a communal

event, every household contribut ing to it, with the largest

contribution made by the shaman's own family (who he may

acknowledge by carrying on them around the pole on his shoulders,

just as he carries his guru and his spirits). Performed as an

initiation, the approval of the new shaman's career is publicly given

by his guru. When performed annually, it is as a re-enactment of

initiation in which the shaman's personal spirits are fed by the

community, and they respond with a few visionary pronouncements.

Rather than treating a single patient or a single household, the ritual

pre-empts dangers to entire community. With each pole climb, the

jhakri accepts the role as protector of the Village, mediator between

it and the less hospitable worlds around, controlling both the spirits

who possess him and those that threaten, for the common good.
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XL ..AND AT THE END

Although I said at the beginning of the previous chapter that

the death ceremonies mark the end of a shaman's career, this is not

an opinion shared by the shamans themselves. From their own point

of view, the career of a successful shaman, once begun, never ends,

least of all with death. Death instead provides the outstanding

opportunity to prove one's success, to reveal that one has really

obtained control over spirits, especially one's own soul. Events

following death allow a conclusive demonstration of one's ability to

postpone crises, to deflect the ongoing deterioration of this world,

and to manipulate forces in other, spiritual, worlds. It should

immediately be noted, however, that jhakrfs perform death

ceremonies only for other jhakrfs. They do not participate in any way

in' other funerals, and do not undertake to guide souls to the

underworld, as has sometimes been held to be a decisive aspect of

shamanism. Actually, as was noted in Chapter IV, this essentially

conforms to Shirokogoroff's observations about Tungus shamans, for

he observed [1935:310] that journeys to the underworld were

infrequently taken and were relatively unimportant, leading one to

wonder just how necessarily 'sharnantc' a role as 'pscyho-pomp'

(El iade's emphasis on the shaman as a guide of the soul) really is.

While Jhakrrs guide back lost souls to their owners, summon and

dispatch the souls of the dead, and lead away malevolent spirits, I

have found no evidence, whether in texts or in discussing the issue

with them, that the jhakrrs have ever played a part in funerals of
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ordinary individuals. Perhaps more than for Tungus, "soul-journeys"

do play an important role in many jhakrf ceremonies, and certainly

are referred to in many texts, but are never done to lead a soul away

to some land of the dead.

The death ceremonies for a shaman have two oarts. The first

half of the ceremony is known as the jhakrr walpaune [to make a

shaman disappear], while the second half is called the jhakrf ukasne

[the raising of the shaman]. The first part begins with the actual

death. A shaman should predict the moment of his own death, which

can then take place at his home, with his former pupils summoned to

attend it. Dressed in his costume, he dies sitting up, cross-legged.

At death, a silver coin is placed in his mouth, as is done for ordinary

persons-if it is not spat out, it indicates that the person has

accepted his death. A final drop of sun-panr-water purified by

having gold immersed in it, is poured through the lips. The corpse is

tied to a board to support it, and is carried outside in this posture,

upright, by his pupils. It is disposed of, explained Karna VTr, "exactly

like a yogi." By this he meant, as will be seen from the description, a

kanphata follower of Gorakhnath, for the funeral corresponds very

closely to that described by George W. Briggs [1938: 39-43] for the

kanphatas. A shallow, round grave is dug not far from the shaman's

home, at a spot chosen by him in advance. The corpse, in full

costume, is first placed in the courtyard. A piece of kacur root is put

under the tongue, a staff into the left hand, a drumstick into the

right. On Bhujt, the drum is apparently tied to the left hand for the

journey to the grave, and replaced by the staff ar terwards.) Ashes
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which have been treated with a mantar ("seeing far, seeing near,"

Quoted in the previous chapter) are appl ied across the closed eyes,

which are then blindfolded. Syaula leaves are put behind the ears and

the head is wrapped in a new turban of white cloth, which also holds

the headdress in place. The former pupils, in full costume, sit facing

their guru and sing the first half of TilTgram;:l. The text describes

the marriage of the first shaman, .Jurnratarn. to the younger daughter

of soraoa (see below), and his cursing of the Sijapati king. At the

passage that describes .Jurnratarn's departure for the underworld, the

. former pupils dance around the body, counterclockwise. They address

the next section of the text, in whtch .Jumratarn gives instructions

to his wife, to the widow of the deceased jhakrf:

Examining, consulting,

"Imagine, dream,

how much have I brought you, dear jnakrent,

who will give you skirts, who will give you blouses?...

Put a tomb for me in the valley,

put a monument for me on the hi 11,

cry a fountain of tears,

wear your blouse inside out,

wear your sk trt inside out,

I am going, to TilTgrama.

Ramma .Jumratam set out forthright. [XI. 1]

The text also instructs the widow to break her bangles, remove her

necklaces, and wear her hair disheveled, as is expected of any Hindu

widow, and she follows the directions which it provides:
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.Jhuma Jhakrelnl took off her gold earrings,

took off her nose jewel, took off her finger rings,

wore her blouse inside out, wore her skirt inside out,

took off her finger rings, took off her pointed bracelet,

took off her necklace, moved her hair bun forward,

wore her hair bun backward.

She was really colorless,

she was really without color. [XI.2]

Distraught, she asks where he will go, and .Jumratam replies:

I am going, to TilTgrama.

On the trai 1 I take,

there may be marks of a walking stick,

may be a loosely spun thread,

may be a I ine of turmeric.

On a trail for witches,

there may be a spun thread of nett les,

may be a I ine of ashes. [XI.3]

Thts is a simple version of a recurring riddle, to be solved by

anyone who might try to follow a dead shaman. Here, it just suggests

the difficulty of distinguishing the path of a departed shaman from

that which witches use. Often, the riddle is often elaborated to

include the trails of cremation ground spirits lrnasanl, lost souls

[siyo], and forest spirits [banpal: in each case the trails are

practically indistinguishable. That which messt: walk may be marked

by charcoal and ashes, that of siyo by broken fragments of gourd
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streaked with white clay, that of forest spirits by lumps of rice

mixed with blood, as in Deo Ram's version:

The path the masan walk,

[there] may be charcoal, ashes.

The path the siwari walk,

[identified by Deo Ram as "Witches"]

may be a row of lumps, rice mixed with blood.

The path the forest spi rits walk,

may be fragments of gourd, streaked with white clay.

The path the rarnrna walk,

may be at the crossroads, rubbtsh, dried leaves. [XI. 4]

Even after the shaman's widow finally instructs them by repeating

the shaman's words, the messengers dispatched by the king get lost

along the way and encounter demons. Eventually they find the

underworld. Every version of TilTgrama includes some version of this

riddle, always suggesting that a dead shaman resembles other

potentially malevolent forces, that he walks the secret paths used

by those who cause harm to the vi 11 agers. Also suggested is that the

path to the underworld is both near at hand and requires no special

entrances <though they exist), just a sense of which way to go.

Often, the shaman simply splits the earth open where he sits with a

timely blow of the drumstick and descends down a loosely-spun

thread. Sometimes the way includes a circuit of distant travels,

leading through the rocky scree, the snowy mountains, and the

swampy jung:~, with the final descent undertaken from a rock

called Gawa phunga (whose location ,no one could specify). The
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passage of text that describes this journey is not, however, unique

to the death rites, and occurs rather frequently. For example, it

occurs when .iumratam is first summoned by the old woman who has

become pregnant with the nine witches, and also when he leaves to

be tested by the gods in lndra's heaven. That is, the departure at

death is not unique, but is essentially equivalent to every shamanic

sitting, a point which the funeral ceremony further emphasizes by

dressing the corpse as if for a performance. Likewise, by using this

text at both initiations and runerals, the audience is vividly

reminded that the potential malevolence of a shaman is also always

near at hand, rete 11 ing on each occasi on the aft) tct ions brought down

on the royal family for failing to respect the jhakrr.

Once the recitation reaches the riddle, male relatives (sons,

grandsons, brothers, or nephews) pick up the body, and the former

pupi Is, dancing and drumming, lead the way to the grave. The recital

is continued to the point at which .iumratam takes up residence as a

blacksmith (or copperworker) in the underworld. The body is placed

waist deep in the hole, ideally facing north, and most of the costume

is removed, "returned to its owners," explains the text (though, if a

son or nephew has become a shaman, he inherits parts of it):

Rarnrna .Jumratarn went, returning his pledges.

"Take back the pledge of matted locks of hair,

to the sya 11 tree,

take back the pledge of pheasant feathers,

to Ch2ikabhot,

take back the pledge of fragrant leaves, to Kala patan."
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(etc. explicitly naming each piece of equipment) [XI.5]

At least one string of bells and a few feathers are 1eft on the

corpse, as is the blindfold and turban. A foundation for a conical

shaped tomb (called a rang, or matt' ghauqa) is laid out around the

body. Next, a pole identical to the 5uwa used for initiations (some

shamans even reported that top of the original 5uwa should be saved

for this use, but others were apparently less meticulous), now

called a gel, is mounted in front of the corpse by his sons-in-law. It

is al igned between his crossed legs. One of his hands is wound

around the gel, a staff or drumstick held by the other. The tomb is

then built up as high as the shaman's head, and filled with clay. A

flat stone is aligned over his head. Centered on this stone is a

bamboo basket, in the center of which is placed a wooden jug of

home-distilled alcohol. Around the jug nine small roti [flat breads]

are arranged, with grains of sacred rice scattered over everything.

Another flat stone is set on top of this ensemble, and the tomb is

then built up into arcorn-Itke cubicle, with a triangular opening to

one side, which faces out at the pole that sticks up out of the tomb.

The top of the tomb is tapered to a point, and the entire cone is then

smeared top to bottom with a mixture of clay and cow dung by the

deceased shaman's daughters and daughters-in-law. On the

protruding pole, the gel, are hung the deceased shaman's long top

knot [latta], some of his feathers and bells, and his drum, which is

first shattered. (Should a shaman have the misfortune to die away

from home, his top-knot is returned to his family, and the entire

ceremony is performed for it as a substitute for the corpse, This is
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the only hint of any "ritual dismemberment" of a sharnan.) A chicken

is sacrificed, and the pupils dance two or three times around the

completed tomb, beating their drums, and then all the funeral goers

return to the dead shaman's house, where they are fed.

The parallels and inversions between this ceremony and that of

an initiation are rather obvious. The shaman, again blindfolded, is

once again suspended on a pole between two worlds, now half in the

underworld, half still in the surface world. The offerings and the

container of alcohol, formerly beneath his feet, are now over his

. head, and the alcohol will again, as we shall see, contribute to

forecasting the future. This use of liquids is a fairly common

fortune-telling technique in Nepal, and is also mentioned in the

recitals, as recommended by the young .Jumratarn to his mother when

he set out in search of his father, Puracan (it should be recalled that

all the shamans insist that their ancestors, including the first

shamans, were of high caste, so alcohol is naturally not mentioned

here ):

Mother, put water in one bowl,

put your milk in another bowl.

If I die then the milk will turn to blood,

the water will dry up.

If I live then the milk will remain milk,

the water will increase a little. [XI.6]

Some of the possible symbolism of a container of liquid placed at

the bottom of a pillar, or inverted at the top of one, has been

explored by Gerritt Jan Held r1935:206-216], whose speculations on
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the significance of doors and fences in sacral houses in India also

have relevance to the shamanicceremonies. Held interprets the

container at the base of the pi lIar as "the underworld represented as

a woman, in which ~iva's linga turns round as a churning-stick" Ip.

209], and the container at the top as a representat ion of the

celestial ocean, so that the three elements provide "a perfect

representation of cosmic motion." While such symbolism is perhaps

too sophisticated for the shamans themselves or their auotences,

who for the most part remain satisfied with literal meanings, it

might not have been lost on the kanphata yogis, who also include it

in their tombs. There is probably no way of knowing whether the

funerals of shamans and yogis share a common origin, or whether

one was borrowed from the other, but in either case, it seems

possib ly more product ive to trace para 11 e1s between Nepal i jhakrrs

and the rituals of Hindu ascet ics than has commonly been observed

the feeble comparative efforts made so far have all been drawn

northward to that fictitious construct known as "classical Asiatic

shamanism," whose disparate elements probably borrowed much

from Southern neighbors.

For nine days, a simple ritual is conducted at the tomb, with

oi 1 lamps and incense kept burning. On the ninth day (in another

version, on whatever day the guru foretold, as much as a year later),

the former pupils of the shaman gather around the tomb, sing the

Recital of Offering to Jama Dot and Jama Kal [The Messenger of

Death and The Time of Death]. This is the only time this recital is

performed, but actually, it is composed ent ire ly of passages from
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other recitals, those that concern the creation of the world and the

origins of animal sacrifice, rearranged to place particular emphasis

on rebirth and regeneration. Given particular prominence is the part

of the story, when, denied a dowry of nine suns and nine moons,

Candra cremates herself, becoming the first higher being to die. Out

hunting in the middle of the forest, Bhagavan and Narayan see the

pyre burning, and wonder whose funeral it could be:

"At our RanT Sagar, what corpse is that,

the pyre begins to burn,

is it Annake lts daughter cancra,

or some son, or not?"

"Is it, father?" they said.

"It may be father Bhagavan's descendant,

let's smear out the fire, she'll live."

They predicted the truth, truthfUlly.

The went to smear out the fire,

they reached RanT Sagar, came to MorT Ghat.

They scattered the ashes, they blew through a tube,

they found the ring finger.

They gave the body blood,

the arms pith, the legs marrow,

put in breath, put in a soul.

They struck her with a sandal wood staff,

struck her with a cane staff.

They brushed her with a black yak tail,

brushed her with a white ya,k tail. [XI.7]
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That is, they repeat the gestures of creation (cr. v.n, when the first

man was formed and animated. The ritual revives her, and she is

granted her desired dowry. Soon afterwards, exactly the same

procedure of re-animation is required for the race of man, which has

dried up from the heat of the nine suns brought to this world by

Candra. The eldest items, which survived the searing heat, are

1isted, and immediately afterwards the gaw;Ja (the star obstructions)

are transferred away:

The black star obstruct ion atop the house,

was transferred to the foot of the bed.

The black star obstruct ion at the' foot 'of the bed,

was transferred to the door step.

The black star obstruction of the door step,

was transferred to the courtyard.

The black star obstruct ion at the courtyard,

was transferred to the crossroads

["Hari GauQa, Burma Dhuwa"].

"What shall we eat if we go,

what shall we wear if we go?"

said the black star obstructions. [XI.8]

The recital then concludes with the shaman's negotiations with the

different animals who might be sacrificed, as had been described

earl ier [V1.2]. Thus, there is nothing actually unique in this recital

for a shaman's funeral. Rather, the Recital of Offering to Jama Dot

and .rarna Kal is simply a rearrangement of passages particularly

relevant to the occasion. As was first observed concerning opening
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and concluding passages, the recitals themselves turn out not to be

rigidly fixed, but are, rather, composed of episodic blocks of text

that can be juggled to suit particular occasions.

Finally, of course, the former pupils sing the second half of

Tillgrama, beginning with the k tnq's messengers being sent to

summon for .Jurnratarn. They ask the jhakrf's widow where to find

him, but she shows them the signs of mourning and the tomb. They

return to the court with Ghobre Ramma, instead of .Jumratam. a pupil

of his who seems not to have learned very much from his guru, for he

has a drum hoop of tussrt wco« (whose sap is milky rather than

bloody), drumskin from a domesticated goat rather than the required

wild one, and a lizard for an assistant. Still, he can perform

moderately well as a shaman, and correctly diagnoses the problem:

He danced and drummed out to the crossroads,

he danced and drumm ed back from the crossroads,

was seated in the underworld,

rose from the underworld.

"Having been cut, 0 king, be cut.

Having been killed, 0 king, die.

I am not your jhakrl.

Your jhakrT is in Til1grama." [XI.9]

For this information, the king rewards him with his request-the

lungs of a goat-and ne returns home. However, the pupil's wife,

incensed by her husband having eaten the pieces of lungs out of the

broth when she steps out of the kitchen for firewood, drenches him

with the hot broth. Writhing and squirming, in parody of one
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possessed, he flees. Besides providing a comic interlude, one which

actually raises a few laughs; the text instructs clients to patronize

"their own" shaman, not others-the pupil does not even attempt to

cure the king once he realizes that .Jumratarn is still alive. It also

warns pupils not to assist patients who aren't theirs, nor to be

innovative with equipment. The description of what the pupil uses is

clearly meant to be comic regalia and would not be taken seriously,

but it still suggests that serious consequences may result from

ungrounded innovat ions.

A third time the king's messengers return to the shaman's

widow (in some versions, the queen herself goes), but now they

approach in humble supplication rather than in anger. They promise

the jhakrenithat the shaman will be given half the kingdom, and she

finally instructs them of the path to Tillgrama, which they follow.

When the recital reaches the point where they identify .Jumratam

and cause him to be possessed, the passage which so often induced

possession in the shamans when they recited it (Chapter VII I), the

geI shakes-the spirit of the dead jhakri has returned from the

underworld. He possesses his successors and chants with them the

conclusion of the recital (the curing of the king and the receiving of

rewards). His spirit, now genuinely a 'tutelary' one from whom

instructions may be received, is added to the spirits whohis

successors summon whenever they perform, assuring that his career

as a shaman cont inues and that he continues to receive a share of

blood that is sacrificed.
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At this point in the ceremony, the pupils open the top of the

tomb and take out the container of alcohol. Were it to be dry, of

course, it would mean that the shaman was really dead and gone, but

a few drops are inevitably found. They dip their drumsticks into the

alcohol and scatter drops on the tomb, saying:

Honor to you, guru father,

tell us where, tell us what's left. [XI.IO]

They drink the remainder, and all become frantically possessed by

their guru. He now tells them where he would like his permanent

monument to be constructed, and what direction it should face

(usually, north). The stone which covered the alcohol is removed

from the tomb, along with the top knot of hair. These will become

the foundation for the permanent monument, called a tnssun», which

will now be constructed. Dancing and drumming, the pupils lead the

way to where their guru has to ld them that he wants his monument,

usually on a hill top or at a prominent place along a trail. They set

down the flat stone, and relatives build up a four-walled solid box,

about four or five feet high. At the top, a triangular window is

inserted into each side. The daughters and sons-in-law of the

departed shaman smear the monument with white clay. They also

smear each other's faces as well, and throw containers of water

colored with clay over one another, rather like the celebration of

Holi Purnima (the pan-Hindu festival in which everyone throws

colors over everyone else). Finally, a few branches of a tree

"approved by the spirits and powers," usually pine, or juniper, are

erected on top of the than [shrine] by a male relative, who also ties a
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few strips of red and white cloth to the branches. Other relatives

next hang such strips as well. The pupils dance around the

monument, and finally, a goat or ram (or at least a chicken) is

sacrificed at the foot of the stones, explicitly offered as a

substitute for the dead shaman:

Blood measured out for blood,

flesh measured out for flesh,

sense measured out for sense,

breath measured out for breath. [XI. 11]

Everyone returns to the shaman's home, where they are feasted on

rice and meat.

The sacrifice at the than should be repeated annually, though it

seems to eventually lapse, as the memory and power of the departed

shaman fades. Deo Ram's instructions recognized this, saying the a

ram should be offered annually for nine, or at least for three, years,

while afterwards a chicken is sufficient. In practice, this is often

further reduced to just the red and white strips of cloth, unless the

dead jhakrr manages to re-assert himself by violently possessing

his descendants in order to remind them of their obligations.

If the dead shaman hadmany pupils, then the night before they

open the tomb, they first gather at their former guru's house, and

spend one or more nights reciting together, covering the stories of

creation and of the Nine Sisters, and especially those of ecraca and

Serapa and the first half of Tillgrama. Emphasized in this context

are the kinship ties of the characters in these recitals, which

connect the shaman to both the world of men and to the world of
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spirits. While the recital of sorapa and Serapa (also called the Ban

Bhampa) illustrated the negotiated relations between the world of

men and the malevolent forces of the forest, the beginning of

Tiligrama makes explicit the relation between scraoa, the shaman,

and the different castes of Nepali society. Three main versions of

the beginning of TilTgrama extst, and, given the peculiar prominence

that this text has, not only in the ceremonies of initiation and death,

but also in the postponement of major crises, it seems worthwhile

to conclude this chapter with a somewhat detailed examination of

them. Each begins with soraoa (or his descendant khanuser-a)

reaching the time of his death, a widower with' unmarried daughters,

different versions assigning him two, three, or four daughters. He

sends them to fish, to gather fern shoots, and to hunt, and each time

he assumes a form as that is half himself, half what he has sent

them fetch, as though the division between the world of men and the

world of nature had not yet rigidly solidified. His purpose is to die

by the hands of his own daughters, for death has just been

introduced into the world. No man has yet died, and Gorapa has no

other ideas about dying than those supplied by fishing, gathering, and

hunting. Each time, his daughters recognize him as part of what they

were sent for, and return empty handed. When he sends them to fetch

meat, they

beat along the rivers, hid in blinds on the ridges,

hunted in the forests.

Half the body father khanusera,

half the body a 1iving deer, came,
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the elder sister blocked a narrow part of the trail,

the younger sister shot,

the arrow entered the right side.

He pulled the barb out, put on an herbal poultice,

went off with blooostream tnq out. [XI.12]

Unable to find his tracks, the sisters interview various plants and

animals, awarding those who saw him with a blessing, and cursing

those who didn't. Animals that may be sacrificed are again reminded:

"there is no sin in killing you, there is no merit in keeping you." By

the blessings and curses, the text establishes a set of reciprocal

relations between the descendants of Gorapa, the inhabitants of the

untamed spaces, and the animals that the shaman uses. Finally, the

daughters seek the advice of men. In versions with just two sisters,

one goes to the king, and the other consults JhakrT Jumratam. When a

third sister is added, she consults Tikhu KamT, the first blacksmith,

and a when a fourth sister is added, she consults the first Brahman,

Hunya Bahun. In every case, advice is promised if the girl agrees to

marry, which each does, establishing the first shaman as the

brother-in-law of, minimally, the king, and in the more elaborate

version, of the three most important caste strata in Nepal i society.

Further, by marrying a descendant of soraoa, the shaman also

becomes a brother-in-law of the malevolent forces that surround

the vi llage (the sons of eoracas brother, 5erapa). Just as the

initiation ceremony emphasizes connections between the shaman and

the wider (visible and invisible) societies of which he is part, so too
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do these passages, which are repeated throughout the death

ceremony.

With the help of their future husbands, the daughters find the

corpse of oorapa (or khanusera). They prepare for the funeral, the

first to take place on earth. Cremating the body requires fire, and a

grasshopper is sent to heaven to obtain it. First burned when he tries

to carry it in a sack, he finally returns with flint and steel, making a

permanent contribution to the domestication of eoraoas

descendents.

Ti ligrama next asserts the shaman's superi ori ty over the other

branches of his society. After Gorapa's daughters observe a year of

mourning and pilgrimage, each marries. Years pass, and later they

come to meet at a water tap. Here, too, the versions differ. In one,

the elder sister decides to visit her younger sister, who is now the

Queen, unannounced, although the jhakrr warns her not to do so. The'

Queen accuses her sister of coming to the water tap where she

bathes in order to bewitch her, and has the guards throw her out:

"My little sister will come here,

I will meet her, I will wait here," said the jhakrenl,

and she waited at the tap.

With music, with drumming, came the chief Queen,

she saw the jhakrent there.

"Hey, what evil Witch, what little witch are you,

Why have you come to my gold tap, my silver tap ...

you want to curse me, put a spell on me.

Go, attendants, remove her from here,"
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said the chief queen.

Crying and weeping she left. [XI.13]

To punish the queen for these insults, the shaman "jhakries" and

strikes the king down with terrible afflictions, which have been

listed in Chapter IV.

In other versions, the sisters meet to reflect on their fates,

comparing the merits and defects of their husbands. The younger

sister, having become the queen, refuses to bow her head to her

older sister, and insists that she receive homage instead, to which

the elder sister objects.

"0 little sister, I am the elder sister,

bow your head to my feet."

The younger sister said:

"I am now the chief queen.

The country is mine, the fields are mine,

bow your head to my feet, elder sister......

"No, little sister, have you come to crush my head?

I've eaten the elder share,

your king collects fees, co llects fines,

collects tithes, collects taxes,

your king is like the day, my jhakri is like the night.

He consults in unhappy homes, consults in happy homes,

he consults when fed, consults when not fed,

my jhakri is big."

"Make it known, have it shown,

a jhakri'S house has what norm, what form,
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what do you wear, how do you fare,

I will go horne with you, big sister" she said,

"No, I itt Ie sister,

your king will be shamed, will be inflamed,

a jhakri means being a sorcerer, being an unsorcerer,

one does not go to a jhakrT house," she said, [XI. 14]

However, the Queen comes anyway to visit her brother-in-law's

house, "Examining, consulting," the shaman anticipates this, and once

more asserts his control over the dangerous elements of the world

by using poisonous snakes and stinging insects to magically

construct a beautiful dwelling. The queen is so dazzled she faints,

She moves in with the shaman, where she is fed only fresh foods, all

stale foods being thrown out, is richly dressed, and even eats the

offerings [arni] made to a bride at a wedding,

The food was dazzl ing, the clothing was dazzl tnq.

Six months, a full year, she stayed.

The chief king became shamed, became inflamed, [X1.15]

This initiates the dispute between the king and the shaman, and

brings us back to his departure for the underworld after he curses

the king with afflictions. And when the first shaman is finally

i dent ifi ed and returns, along with the return of the current ly

departed shaman, the king is finally cured. Sometimes, the entire

cycle of growing raya sarsu seeds is inserted, so that the king has to

wait an additional ten months. The shaman is richly rewarded at the

end, and the king, addressing the shaman as "older brother" (as

quoted at the end Chapter V), apportions their spheres of influence,.
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declaring: "the rultnqs of the day are mine, the rullnqs of the night

are yours."

Clearly emphasized in both the initiation and death ceremonies

is a careful and deliberately equivocal positioning of the shaman.

Spatially, he finds himself literally suspended between worlds, his

head in heaven, his soles in hen. Socially, his position is equally

ambiguous, inferior by caste, superior by the powers of his

profession. He is not only an 'intermediary between the world of men

and to the world of spirits, a participant in both the world of life

and the world of death, his kinship ties cut across those worlds. He

intervenes in both, with cures and with curses: each of these

ambiguities are underlined in the TilTgrama text, which poises the

shaman, at death, for a triumphant return, a welcoming as the ktnq's

acknowledged older brother, a return to the world of men in which he

will continue, by balancing good together with evtt, to take part.
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XII. THE VIEW LOOKING BACK

During the first years that I lived in Jajarkot, events around

me all seemed extraordinary and mysterious, and I immediately saw

them as puzzles that required some theory by which they could be

explained. At different times, I would achieve two distinct kinds of

provisional understanding. In one, prompted by ethnographies I had

read, I would discern some underlying pattern, of reI igious or

political doctrines, say, or economic relations, or environmental

constraints, that would provide a foundational account by which

Nepali society and various actions taken within it seemed to fit

together. Each such pattern would eventually dissolve. Somet imes a

new pattern gradually emerged from the old in dialectic

developments. At other times I just discarded whatever theories I

had formed and started over. In a completely alternate, novelistic

way of understanding, Joycean epiphanies would at times

momentarily connect events within an intuitively striking

illumination. These patterns, too, would eventually lose their power

of insight. Gradually the strategies by which I sought understanding

changed, too, as the urge to find theoretical grounds of explanation

diminished, along with the expectation of key insights of durable

understanding. Eventually, after three or four years, most events

were suffused with a thick aura of normalcy and no longer provoked

efforts to make sense. In fact, their very normalcy thoroughly

discouraged any such efforts. I no longer contended daily with

di sconcert ing confusion or constant misunderstandings. St ill, there
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remained provocative reminders that I still had not achieved any

expressible understanding of events around me in their entirety

<just as I haven't etsewhere.ithouqh I no longer expect to), Through

those persisting provocations, I was still fascinated by particular,

intriguing issues, which I did not try to necessarily fit together

with everything else into a seamless whole. Ultimately, I

concentrated exclusively on these smaller, semt-tso latable and

rather sensational phenomena.

Meanwhile, I continued throughout those years to make clear,

non-contradictory progress in understanding spoken dialects of local

Nepali. I visited more and more Villages, taped songs and stories,

collected proverbs and phrases. I also taped natural conversations,

disputes, oracular consultations, and shamanic sessions, initially as

heuristic tools to better understand the language, but gradually as

the best examples of precisely those smaller parts of events that

continued to interest me the most. I came to realize that going over

such recordings again and again not only provided the best method

for improving my understanding of spoken Nepali, but also the best

method by which to better understand those phenomena which

continued to interest me, or at least that aspect of them which was

most accessible and most open to analysis. At the time, I had not

read Garfinkel or the conversation analysts, but I was slowly

approximating key features of their approach, which made me so

receptive to it later.

As I now retell the story, it seems that precisely these two

tendencies, to focus on smaller, more precise topics, involving
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relatively conspicuous phenomena, and to know that I really knew

something when it came to learning language, have coalesced into

and sustained this project. As I said at the beginning, the decisive

factor for selecting sharnantc texts as my most intensive project so

far was my discovery, after years of thinking otherwise, that these

texts actually and with unremitting thoroughness made sense. Had I

not been misled about this for so long, this discovery might have

seemed less momentous. As it happened, the incredible detail, the

elegant constructions, and the relative profundity of these oral

texts continues to amaze me, particularly when I listen again to

tapes that once meant nothing to me.

To write this study, I have made some effort, as a

methodological device, to see daily events of Western Nepali society

as "anthropologically strange," to reconnect the everyday with the

extraordinary. At the same time, I cannot, nor would I wish to,

entirely discard the approximation of quasi-native competence that

six years of interaction somewhere necessarily confers, an ability

to draw the boundaries of the everyday and the extraordinary of

Nepali society in the same ways as Nepal ts themselves do. In

general, it is exactly this competence that permits me to write with

a certain authority, to offer translations of texts and

interpretations of events with some assurance that I have got things

right, at least in the limited field in which I have sought meaning.

This claim is not particularly remarkable: every ethnologist makes,

at least implicitly, a similar claim in every ethnography, writing

from some perspective unattained by native members and exceeding
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theirs in scope. Ethnographies are ordinarily written for audiences

supposedly wider than just the people who have been studied, and

they may also be judged by standards unavailable to those who have

been studied. Dubliners who happened to live through June 16t h, 1904

are not the only, or necessarily the best, jUdges of Ulysses. But the

claim of competence that I am making goes much further. I not only

see what I have studied with the understanding that an ethnologist

attains in a dozen years of studying some particular culture. Far

more significantly, I also have learned to see shamanic events in the

very same ways that the shamans themselves learn to see them as

they study to attain professional status as shamans. Completely

within their own terms, I can claim to have achieved a competence

surpassing theirs, one which I can unhesitatingly submit to their

own evaluations. As this study shows, shamans learn to sharnantze

by learning texts. By now, I have learned more shamanic texts than

are known to any shaman in Nepal. Admittedly, I have memorized

them imperfectly and sometimes improvise when reciting, but this

is also true of every shaman that I have ever met, and such lapses

would not be held against me. They would agree, too, that in the

current context, any resulting imperfections do not endanger the

(perfectly shamaruc) goals to which I am now putting those texts,

gaining status in my own community as someone who possesses

specialized knowledge, making a public display of that knowledge,

and trying to refashion relations in the world through that display.

Shamans evaluate each other and their pup: 15 in terms of how

many texts they have learned. In Chapter VIII, when discussing the
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opening passages of pub1ic recitals, I noted that Karna Vir knew and

used at least five different openings, more than any other jhakrr in

.rajarkot. In comparison, I know more than two dozen examples upon

which to draw when analyzing openings. Every shaman possesses, to

give a different example, a single version of TilTgrama, the most

important of recitals, used to manipulate fate for the most

seriously afflicted patients, and which figures prominently in

shamanic initiation and death ceremonies: I possess ten versions of

that recital. In this way, I can unhesitatingly lay claim to a singular

competence, to knowing more about how to be a shaman than any

single jhakrrhimself knows. I have, it seems, gone further than the

ethnomethodologists, having not just uncovered native methods of

cons truct ing sense, but hav i ng ac tua 11 y applied those methods in

order to make sense. As I concluded at the end of Chapter VII,

shamans themselves are engaged in the "documentary method of

interpretation" in every performance, using the directions

memorized as oral texts to give meaning to the rituals which they

are perform ing, the texts being heard as underlying patterns. At the

same time, each performance also puts meaning back into the texts

through interpretive illustration. The ritual of writing in which I

here engage performs a similar process of sense making through

interpretive emphasis, a struggle 1ike that in which shamans engage

against the inevitable indexicality and refiexivity of both language

and method. A shaman's competence, then, is not simply a matter of

knowing texts; it is equally a matter of knowing When and how to

use them, and of knowing what they mean. The texts must be heard
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by those who recite them as directions which shape and inform the

course of their activities. Shamanic texts are not just descriptions

of ideal performances, they impose their sense of the ideal,

atemporal, divine performance on the accidental, time-bounded and

thoroughly human actions of the particular shaman who invokes

them. Through the texts the gods attend the ritual.

Knowing a lot of texts, knowing the contexts in which they are

used, and having a firm sense of what they mean meets specifically

shamanic standards of shamanic understanding. More problematic are

standards by which may be judged any understanding of particular

passages. Nearly always, when I listen to a tape again, 1hear new

aspects to it, puns 1hadn't caught before, allusions to Sanskrit

texts, metonyms that suddenly fit into place. Each new discovery

undermines the quality of the translations that I have previously

made. Paralleling these hearings, each time 1re-read my own

translations,l become aware of possible nuances within my choice

of English words that I would not claim are present in the originals.

These problems are inevitable and insurmountable; but if translation

is given up as impossible, than the endeavor of ethnography must

also be abandoned, for the two are inseparable. 1have, at least,

created a context in which my translations sound plausible, read

coherently, and are internally consistent. The ethnography I

construct out of them is, consequently also plausible and coherent

anything more is, 1 insist, beyond our abilities, for we will never

find some position outside of language from which we can evaluate,

with privileged certainty, remarks made within it. My goal, rather,
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has been to limit the pluravocality of a particular language, to give

it a voice which speaks clearly, not to achieve a certitude which I do

not believe exists.

That shamanic texts are entirely oral introduces levels of

indeterminacy that apparently exceed the 'ordinary' pluravocality of

written texts. Mispronunciat ions, malapropisms, inadvertent sl ips of

the tongue and of memory all compound the ambiguities found in

written documents. In Chapter IX, I have given reasons against the

likelihood of deliberate falsification, but occasional concealment by

omissions and substitutions is nevertheless possible. All of these

things slip through the net of my interpretations, their places most

likely taken by others, ambiguities of English replacing ambiguities

of Nepali. For the most part, most of these moments of extreme

indeterminacy probably sl ip past the shamans themselves, and are

also lost to their primary audiences. I have sometimes, with effort,

shown to a jhakrr a pun in his 'own' text of which he was previously

unaware. I have also introduced to them solutions of riddles in their

. texts, based on other texts, that they had not even heard as riddles.

To me, such moments clearly affirm my theoretical preference for

separating issues of intentionality from any form of mentalism.

Shamanic texts can be treated like archaeological monuments-they

have been freed of the subject tvttv of individual authors. While I had

always thought it extremely egocentric and arrogant of

anthropologists to speak of their subject with genitives, as in "my

people," "my viilage," j have uncovered a similar temptation to speak

of "my texts," for they seem to hav.e become at least as much mine
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as they belong to anyone else. But to do so would seriously

misrepresent their autonomy, which is one of their most enduring,

monumental, characteristics. Meaning is overproduced at all points,

with bottomless SUbtlety.

Were I to climb to the top of an initiation pole, summon blood

thirsting spirits and satisfy them by drinking blood from the neck of

a living piglet, I would see some things differently than I do now.

The point is, however, I would still use the same words to describe

what I see, for every jhakrf expresses his experiences in the phrases

of the texts that he has memorized. Beyond those phrases, with

which and of which we can speak, one must, as the bottom line of

the Trectetus taunts us, remain silent.

It may be asked that if I have really obtained a thorough

perspective, why the interpretations that I have reached and the

conclusions that I have drawn aren't far more extensive. I can only

appeal to what I have called the "aura of normalcy" which sharnanic

texts and sharnamc practices have increasingly attained the longer I

examine them. For example, it seems hardly necessary to reinterpret

the incident of Gorapa's daughters killing their own father, since

they do so in every version of Tilfgrama, he himself plans it that

way, and the following actions all depend upon the murder. Were he

not to die, the first shaman would never become firmly attached to

the world of events, of kinship ties, of suffering. His death, the first

human death, is historically necessary to bind the first shamans and

his descendants to this particular world in which we find ourselves.

That is, the event speaks clearly through its narrative consequences.
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There are other perspectives, such as that of psychoanalysis, in

which this event could be decontextualized and deconstructed into

an alternate set of insightful symbols. A psychoanalytic perspective

would not only, however, not be a snarnantc one, it would introduce a

language game entirely foreign to the jhakrrS, one neither readily

understandable by them nor of interest to them. Whenever I have

gone beyond translating texts and offered extra-textual conclusions,

it has been with a certain uneasiness, and I have always tried to

decide what the shamans who taught me their texts would say about

what I have drawn from those texts. Imagined laughter somet trnes

haunts me, but for the most part, I feel that I could actually

convince them of what I have concluded. Throughout, my goal has

consistently been to create the text, to play the language-game,

which accounts for the words and actions of jhakrrs in words that

they themselves might come to accept, to have ideas that they might

see as reasonable. It is, furthermore, as both a successful playing of

the game, and of providing a coherent explanation of how it is

played, more than an overall achievement of reasonableness, that I

hope this work can be jucqeo, for as Wittgenstein warned:

"You must bear in mind that the language
game is so to say something unpredictable. I mean:
it is not based on grounds. It is not reasonable (or
unreasonab 1e).

It is there-like our life."
[On Certainty #559.]

Taking a pragmatic approach to language din", tnishes the

temptation to choose alternate perspectives of interpretation, or to
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take particular symbols too seriously. Once it is accepted that the

best way of conceiving "truth" is as "warranted assertibility" (or any

other provisional status) and that the history of language is the

history of tropes, then there is little compelling reason to

substitute one set of metaphors for another so long as that original

set remains potent and still retains an ability to transform the

world. Only when metaphors have grown stale and "paint their grey

on grey" do they need to be overthrown for fresh ones. For both of my

audiences, that of Western 'ethnologists and that of Nepali jhakrrs,

the metaphors found in these texts, I believe, remain remarkably

potent, still capable of reconstituting reality through their images.

By refashioning the narrative, choosing between alternate passages

those most striking to me, I select those metaphors that I expect to

most thorough ly engage readers. The picture of man, fresh ly

fashioned from ash and chicken shit and immediately cursed with

death for mumb1ing incoherently, is as good an onto-theo logi ca I

anecdote' as any with which I might replace it, in no need of a

psychoanalytic, or any other, gloss.

Because shamans battle entropy, shamanic texts resist

indexicality and reflexivity. They are, as I have observed, artfully

constructed to reproduce their own reality in whatever context they

are invoked, a production of which they are still relatively capable,

despite the inevitable decay of language and the decline of relevant

contexts which permit them to be effective. In discussing this issue,

I once recalled Rousseau's charming remark that the first speech

was ail in poetry, prose only came much later. Karna Vir
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unhesitatingly agreed, and noted that it follows from rtahaoev being

the first speaker, not men. Our efforts at imitating divine poetry are

feeble, but our world is still sometimes responsive to them. To be a

shaman is to achieve a practical mastery over language, like a

blacksmith's mastery of fire. As metal is hammered on the anvil,

words are pounded on the shaman's drum, tempered until they crack

to reveal a unspeakable, divine, presence. Shamanic texts must be

heard also as winks and nudqes (Winke und eebsraet», as provisional

instruments for grasping at things which they can never entirely

contain or express, not as definitive, confrontational concepts.

Shamanic recitals never focus on the mundanely organic

symptoms of illness, but always address the fundamental

ontological conditions that allow the possibility of illness.

Attempting to both establish and to manipulate rta-cosmic order

shamans do not simply uphold the seamlessness of the natural and

the supernatural, the extravagant and the prosaic, the ordinary and

the extraordinary. They also undertake to refashion those seams, to

tighten the relations that have loosened into an unrelenting daily

drudgery of hopelessness. Shamans, like Prometheus, return from

their journeys with a gift of hope. Disorder in the world is countered

through orderliness in language. Each shamanic performance affirms

that reality truly is socially constructed through the medium of

language, and consequently, only through language can one have any

genuine effect on the world. In The Twilight of the Idols, Nietzsche

voiced his fear that a belief in god remains inevitable, so long as we

still believe in grammar. Shamans affirm the ties of grammar and
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divinity fearlessly, with faith that meaning and hope are, finally,

synonyms. Though knowing that his knowledge is incomplete, that he

is unable to fully control all the forces that need controlled, the

shaman undertakes, through language, to repair and refashion the

cosmos. Through a practically endless series of inversions, he tries

to return time to timelessness, corruption to original innocence.

Allusions to Hegel, Rousseau, Heidegger, and Nietzsche in just

the preceding two paragraphs reopen my claim to leave phi losophy to

one side. What has appealed to me most about neo-pragmatism is

Rorty's characterization of philosophy as "just another literary

genre," one which instructs us about alternate ways of seeing the

world exactly as a good poem or a good novel-or a good shamantc

recital-instructs us. For Rorty, philosophy is all about keeping going

an interesting conversation, of seeing "human beings as generators

of new descriptions rather than beings one hopes to be able to

describe accurately" [1979:3781 That is what I see this work, too,

as undertaking: offering to an audience previously unaware of them

new ways of describing some of us, those who see their role as

making the "rulings of the night," of taking a stand against the

ongoing deterioration of the world. If, perhaps, through this

description, we also get a new glimpse of ourselves, of our struggle

against the limits of death, disease and decay that bound our lives,

and of the simultaneous moments of transcendent sublimity for

which we can nevertheless strive, then my text too has become a

shamanic one. As such, my goal, then, can also be seen, through

another of its unending revisions, less as one of making sense of
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lives in Nepal, so much as coming to terms with our own, my own,

life. Provisional goals, provisional answers: a continuing

conversat ion.
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APPENDIX I: CORPUS INSCRIPTORUM

Recognizing the provisional nature of all translation and

wishing to encourage the reinterpretation of this work by others, I

provide here the original Nepali of each Quote from, or paraphrase of,

an oral text cited in this work. I realize that without the entire set

of complete recitals, and without the critical apparatus that I have

developed with the assistance of jhakrrs and other native speakers

in .iajarkot, this selection will permit only limited possibilities of

reinterpretation. However, this material is fairly representat ive and

includes, at least, those passages that I have found most interesting.

I have also frequently included here additional lines that further

contextualize the passages which I choose to Quote, and sometimes

alternate versions from other texts as well. It provides a beginning,

however insufficient, until it is possible to more completely fulfil

my promise to the jhakrrs and bring out a complete edition of the

texts. Extensive notes on particular words can be found in

Maskarinec [1986]. Since then, I have come to realize that a thorough

explanation of context is even more critical than are extensive

glosses if these texts are to be understood and interpreted, with the

present work consequently refocused in that direction.

Passages are sequentially numbered, so that 1.1 is the first

passage of Chapter I, etc.
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I. 1. sumane. Manutyalai srst: Garnako neia (see V.l for the passage

that precedes this):

;fn;J~ ~, ~ (f t t ~I=ttl,

qft ~IJltI~ \Fft qiil~OIe '("HIQ ~ I

III. 1. Man Dev, Nauja Ghunami:

~ Glide,

~~ mi, ~ (41Gt mi,
q;) ~ ~ Gl14, q;T ~ ~ §4',
~ q;f el..:ti1, ffiU ~ al"d I

~ (C40~ GlIQI, ~ ~ iPri,
:qft ~ ~, ~ ~ ;ft \i1l4,

~ u-;r ;ft §4', ~Clf'I~ ct~el~ ~,

~ ~~, mft ~~;
Of'leT ~ ~, ~I~a ~ ~,

Cf5leT~ ~, mft~ ~,

iI1TT ~, 3T~ qr;ft,

ii~13~q=r ~, (Ct~h:J~ql arn.r,
~~GlTd'1

at1t1') ~ ~, alii (C4;:U \Fft,
~ ~ ~, ~ Clf'le GtT 6,
q~(~cpl G1ldel~J a<{T~J

~(qQT ~ ~ I

q~(~Cf'l \!fm' d', 01\$) m if+'Z11 I
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ug mR' ~, Grit .~ ~,

~ mm~ ~ ~,~ \Sfm (f,

~ ~ \ill e-,
mft ~ ~, ~ ~ mit,
Cf'leT ~ ~, Cf'1~ m;f mit,
mft ~ ~, ~ m;f mit,
Cf' let ~ \ifT9, cpI~ m;f mit,
mft ~ ~, ~ m;f mit,
Cf'1e1 ~, mft ~, ~ m;f mit ,
fft1T ~, aT~ qy;ft, ~ ~ \it 4I1q,
~ ~ \it 411q ,
~ Gllddlf, U! (I'll'" ~,

\5fU ~ ~, m m \m \m ~,

~~~,~~~,

~ ~ ifIff,~ (GI U\j mr'
m ~ ~, ~ ~ \ifT6,
~. ~~, ~ \itldelf,

~ EfT5r c;;J)tl, SISI~ ~ 3'61I<:fl-tt I

m ~ m, 'd- ~ m,
~ \iffif (f, mm\m ~ ~,

ug mR ~, \it'U ~ ~,

~ ~ dl'id, ~ (Gil ... ~el:a~d ,

~ft lllft m-, afl.1;. apf;' ~ ,
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I I 1.2. Man Dev, Nauja Ghunarn! (continues from the previous

passage without a break):

q~(4f$1 .\il '('R~,

q;T r~ \1114, q;1 t ~ F'
~ \ilIad,~ (c.1Gt ~, ~ (Citl\il ~ I

an:; aN) ~,

q;1 t ~ \i11;4, critt ~ F ,
dClhUcJT ~li3lil, ~ doGicw;l, ~ f;roGlClfl.

iRn~ ~~ ;ft, ~ G¥fI{jT ~,

~~~,~~~,

~ ~ ~, ~ q'fbQ;d ~ ;ft I

~ ~;r ;ft \il1;4, Q;Cif"~ ;(\el~ ~ ,

iRn ~~,
~ ~ Qlcttl, ~ mq qle:tt1 ,

~ qft(ttllil, ~ ~,

~ ~ 81"6, ~ (~<~ 81"U I

.~ ~ ~, ~ ~ Cf'1C2t~,

~ ~ *14',~ qT Cf'IJ I

~~ ~, iIT~ ~+<tClf' ftpr,

~ tIT3IT id, ~ qpft ~, ,

~ ttl \i4Vi11' \::I.lie ~ \i4~"t,

Cl'16Rft ~ \i~~1' itlClRft ~ \44'1;,
~ tit +14"11, q~ !e ~ \014"11,
3TPiIR' '4411 '1 ~ , (1'q1' ¥fT lOf4,~ 1.'
~~~,~~~,
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ffi{T tIT \i~~1, I ll1'ift ;mft ~ I

~ \iffit (1', tit m~ \i'a' u- ;ft',
tTl (I~ I~ U" ;ft', \ifit ~ U" ~ ,

111.3. eurnane, Nau Bainika Mela:

~~<t~I\lti ~ t
~ e~I" ~ l, ~ qm t;f t
~ 6ftfuT ~ t

111.4 karna Vir, Gau(;la raoa sar-aune Mel~l:

~ ~ @11:q1 ,

q::ttl qpft F:rr, ifft e~ I~ F:rr,
~~ F:rr, ~ \SfR e'3l~ ~
~ e~l~ m e~l~ U-;::ql ~,

111.5. karna Vir, Gau<;Ja Ta<;Ja Garaune Mela (see also 111.7 and Vl.l

3):

~~ ijR' '11:::q I, \;Eff';f ~ 1"41 ,

i>pq'T 84I1d;:ql, ~calt[ 84 lid rit I ,

~ .,IH4or ~ fq:ri11 ~,

U4T ~ ~;::q I ~ \l;::q'f I
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111.6. Man Dev, Nauja shunarnt follows III. 2 without a break):

aN; aN; ~,

q;T t ~ Gl14, cpt t ~ ~,

~~ mi, ~ (cil..:t mi,
~ Glide I
cmft liR; ,..=ft, @jcq I ~jcq I ,..=ft,
~~,

~ ~ ~ GIl., m ~ GtliP,

aN GttwCl'( ~, 'ftm~ ~,

tarT ~6ilt... ;ill

ftlit U';r ;ft GI14, ~ U";f ;il FT I

\JCl'I~ ~~dl~ 1m( I

tarT ~6ilt ...el~9 ~ dual ~,

~ 96ilt ... d', ffiU aflql 3m! I

~ ~tt ICl' i(ttI. q 1:::tt1, ~ ""i(tt~1Clf'..... i(tt ICf' q I=:ttl ,
~ rn qlCZ1~ ~ m-q" qlctt~, ~ rn QIctt1,

fG1:ft iRft cq h?tt1, \[Cl' \;6f"Cl' I( ~ IQ11 ,
r trfttttlQI, ~ ~qr,

~~ ~ dl'l41 , ~ ~ dl'ltit,

(an' ~6ilt ...e I

~ ~ el'lt11, ~ oq;:;r el'ltit,

31'~ ~ ~, q&ll~ ~ ~,

~ ~~, ~ ~ 'q~ I

;ft\i11 ~, ;flo \SIT ~,

~~ q;f ~, CW;6 q;f 'I1it,
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u;ft ~ Gtlql (, qR-~

3{qq ~ ~(ilf'1, ~ ~ \1I1ilf'1

~ qrcJf ~, ~ ;nuT ~,

~ ~ ~, ~Iqe ~ ~ I

111.7. karna VIr, Gau(H~ raca Garaune Mela:

~~ ~ \:1TIft @'Wlttl I
qnft ef{~1 qnft «I@'WI,
mt fteT atl~ld CfiI@'WI,

~,eft~~,

~ ,eft ifr§a:del~ ~,

tcf~ er;f e "I~ I, qqCf' I er;f e IU;U ,

mr ~ritl ~, ~ ~;:tU ~ I

111.8. Gurnane's Version in prose of the story of Lata Mairam and Basu

Birbal:

a:adl ~ ~~, ~ q,~" qcsellOf'l ~ ~ 3Tit

CfEn' ~ q::tt~ ~ ~ ~ ~ mit mt ~ ~':::t11 ~

~ a:adl Clf'16t1 Clf'i:;S1~ "i:;Slq, ~ I ~ I{ft mT
~~ ~ ~ cr;n{ ~ q=tt~ ri \i1 ...dI8 ~ 3?ia:$ mt
~ q::::r:(t ~ ~~ q;l i4;:({1 6tl(f fqel~ ~ U\iIT

cnc~ ~ mtT qtilU;ftSPl ~ d@Cf'1 ~ ~ ~ U\lI'

q;l ~ ~ auq0 I
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~flqlW ~ ~~ 'Si'Slql Gli~1 ~ ~ddl

'it (i;:;ij l1'f ftI1ft~ qu mit Cij~ ~ ftte ld Zl
Cl5IQq, qqa ~1l:Cf),e ~ \4;::qCij'~ U" ~~

~Ide U'Ttr~~ -qf ilpfIf ~~ lteT ~ ~
~~ qoH~Ci§ "1 ,

111.9. karna vrr, Gauoa raoa saraune Mela:

m;r ~l::ql, ~ '1''"41,

aT~ ~ ~''"4',
31IHq ~I:::q, ql{(q ~,:q"

IV.l. karna Vir, Puranko DhOr:

arit ~qleCf)1 Qiil{'G1'~(lG16pl,

Clf'lolql ~ Gli~" ~

~.~ ~ftCi§"1, ell~~~,

C'ttflq~, ~, ~,

~ :ql( ~ {@:d"1, G11~1 ~ {dd'1,

{IGlI8 ~~~~ ~;rl

IV.2. karna Vir, Nau BainTka Mel~L Included in V.l4.

I V.3. Man Dev, Gauoa Kheti:
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r ~ t11ct11, ~ qctff t11Ct11 I

ftll\3dl ~ ~,

~ ~ dIU.t"', ~ ~ eIOlt(l,

~ ~ (a"41 , ..I~~ ..(1ft (~:::ql I

~ -q;::;r dlOittl, ~ oq;:;r 81 01¥t1 ,
~ U\iTT \i1ldl~, 'f9 tAT <itlelf I

IV.4. onamt Anarup's version of r-iasta's history, told in prose:

~13d I atl:cn I

~\3dl atl\3<t1 ~ ~~ Stli{( (1\i1ldl~ ~ql('i11

~~~I

I V.S. karna Vir, Tf ltqrarna:

(trf cim ~, ~ ~ ~ I

~0Iit mm ~l=ti I, P ~ em:
.ma- Cf6T ql~q If>=til,~ If>=til I

IV.6. Story told of the Aulr ija rnukhiya:

cfT;r fe.;:s q I ~ ~..,U ';f I ('ttdi ~ cfT;r ft{;r d 100Zl

ffi:~~~ I §<tI(~li3 <iti<tl ~ ftR ~,

5~i41~ anm ~ ~ em; §«I(~li\3 ~1e:t41 I ~441

';fatl\3~ ~ ~ ol~( ~ 'iliaClf'1 ~~ ~dl\3;:S

~q0 I ~ft4:q1~ add;:S I~ GfR cfT;r ftR
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ei"~ ~ ~ §<{I<'ili3Cf'1 ~ ~iilq< :mf aql(C"JI ~

elitCl61 ~~ ~ tttiii ~it6'" I

I V.7. See IX.! 0 (Abi Lal's rnasan jaqaune jap).

I V.8. karna Vir, Nau BainTka Mela. Included in V.l4.

Ivs. Story told by the rtasta cnamr, Anurup:

Ci6i611Clf''1 ~aaI ill@2t I(~ tT \3" m, at~ iilf -q;:tIT

qftJ ~~ an ifTi! \:I1~Ci61 ifTi! iOGT ~ I ftr ifreT

q'Q1 Clf'1 311'A1 iI'1it cpn tr I ~ G\j1<Clf'l ifTtt cpn itT I

~ iI'1it iJFErT itT I ~611Clf;1 ifTtt q:z:rr itT I~ ifTit
cpn itT I ~ iffit cp;(l' itT I ;nit~ an I ;nit

;rftt;:ql qftf aiel~ t261 liJP1 81ft altlqle ~~

~'t4'C4i§ ~'il'" ~aaR~ ~ I \:IRtIei6tT itU a1\§ql ~dal

~ atltAl ifreT~~~ I ~ q('Z1i~ ~

~ a1f ~ ~I at au tn6T ~ ~l:qn

<t1... 1 3Tftn:rT~ I

IV. 1O. Man Dev, Nauja Ghunami:

~ \TT\n mT'{,
ftor EfmT el~~:' ~ '41el ~I~(,

~ qJ6f eug, ~ qlel eng,
~ ~ ~, ~ ~ tldill,
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~~,

~ qli€81 ~, ~ qli€el ~,

U" t ~ '\Of)=tfl, q:aI'1 ~Ieql lb'"41,

ll'I1:ff q;~ ( \illelf, ~~ eTc1ft,
~ ~ ~CFtilI

~ ~~, qftfvr ~ ~I
~~ ~, qft:qq' ctt~ I

~~~, ~fqm~1

~~ ~, atC6l~ ~0fIit I

~~ ~, qdl~ql ~ClfEtl I

U" t ~ \illql, q:aI'1 m?; ~, .

~ qli€81 9i1'iU,~ qli€81 '11'iU I

~ ~ \il141 , atl+.1q ~ mfr,
~~ ~I;q" ~ (ltq' ~1=tt1,

"Rit:t1I.., q't ~~, I

dT<ft ~~,
cp1ClI£. q;iiR6, C61Cfl q:a1zte,
6:lcpl iilcpl \l1C61, dlC61 dlcpl 'ql'CI;f I

• t it<t ~I=z(l, ~ t ~ ~I=ttl,

ffiU 'q';;r~ I

cp1i{ (W4l+.1 '1 d', ffi{T ~ ~,

U"~ If" I.., me ifIG,

ftfq' ql~e'j ~, llD:IT ~ ~,
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IV.1 1. Man Dev, sauoa Kheti:

Cf'ICRft ;r ~eid~, itlCRft ;r ~eid~,

~ ;r ~eid;t CiIId Ita ;r ~eid~ ,
Cifl1T CIit~ (le .ta, CfErf Cf'T ~ ~a Ita ,
~ ~ ~;u, ~ elq< flt;u I

fi1ldal <an \jf'f elf, mT \11r ~ d',

~ flc;¥t lalel~ ,

~,~~, amt ql:ift ~ I

'Q: 1fT \il(?GleT tit, mt tle¥tlelelf,

~~ Cf'1a t1, cnt~ Cf'1atll
aft~ ~, qft~ ~,

~~ ~, mt tle4lalel~ I

~ Fl" ~, ati(a ~ ~,

~ m;r ald"l, ~ ~ el:alttl I

1{ ~ t1e¥tlal cr, ~ ~ ~ I

m m~ ~ l:f4T, ~ <NI ... ~ I

fi1ldal <an \ill cr, ~ ;m:ft ~ I

IV. 12. Gurnane, Tf llqrarna:

,~ n 0 ~...,1»1 SIU1, [A" ~, ~ cU\:llel ,

~GtlqlW <1\i1l(;;,.J mll ~mf ~ I

m<ft -n:t f£(8) ~ f d\itll ~ftt81 ~,
~ ~fi18), q'1'6 3T~le~ :acr ~~I I

';ffiSI; '1 ()f;tf lit [R' ~41,
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Clf'1;?tij 1(1, qeQ 1(1 ~ fq1;rr,

t{1\t(11 i ~ ~ fq1;rr,
~~, trimTt I

IV. 13. Select ion from nasta's Pare 11:

~ itit llT{ tr ~,

q-u t a~II"'1, ~ qf:f ~,

iJFq'f ~ ~ ~, ~ ~ @I~ ~,

~ itit ~, :rilaTit 'blClf'tl" ,

~ ... 1T41 ~, ~ ~,

';(ltf U\i' ;?t 111Cj}cpT,

~~,~ @I~~,

~ itu llT{ ~ ~, ...~ t ~,

~ ~ t{1@'t1 ~, ~ ~ ~,

~ itu atIClf'1&1, ~ ~~ ~61ld~,

~ ~ ~cf\CP1, a~II~1 t{1@'t1 ~,

V.l. sumane, Manutyalai Sr!?ti Garnako Mela:

.... ....
(Rf Gt I~ 111, qrq :':Z'~~I~:rY:q7'l'1,

~ \i11~:qI, ~j)~1 Gt1~:qI,

m~~~~ . ....
~ ~ ~;(""tt I, ~ ~ ~~~I'a:r'l':q7'l'; I

m at'if \tt {ldQI, (4'j\i1 Q~fI1L

~ llIlT ~ ~!;fla
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\iIlf ~ cpIf ~ ~ I

q«'~61e mrr ~ ~H, ..q. ~,
.,e.• :an-=tt, ..q. ~,
~ mao 'it6l¥ ~

~~ ~, ~ (f t t :a.-=ttr I

qft~ \l;fl q«'~6n~ +tdq fG1:n' I

This version is from 1983. In 1989, sumane del ivered the final two

I ines as:

~~~
~~ e,U;i1, t ~ e' OIti1 ,
qft "'ttl@ \l;fl +tdq ~ I

This is an extreme case of variation, even for Gumane, whose texts

tend to be the least structured of any of the shamans with whom I

worked, and who was only shaman who could recount in

conversational prose the events of the recitals. It is noteworthy,

though, that the changes have no effect whatsoever on the sense of

the passage.

V.2. karna VTr, Graha Danko Mela:

3Tif $IT~ \iffif I

~ Gffif atN; qrft fG1:n' I

araT srtT at t 1\3 4l ~ {Cit113 4l ~
~q'6 q,~q- ~ I

&Of ~('tf ICPl \if'Rr d MS! !<ft .. !aM!
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V.3. Man Dev, Nauja GhunamT:

~~ ~, ~ a,»\iU~ ~ I

~ \lffif (f, ~qe «u criT,
~ ei1ia e:qia '*Id";r, ~ e:qia ei1ia ,*Id~,

ft«rr atqttltlC61, "'!diUft' ~,
~ li):qle,~ 'ftt't.! ,
~ Glide, ft«n atqttltlC61,

~ li):qle, fu:qj8\"ln f6:qT I

~ \iffif d', ~ ~ ~,
~ ~ 'ftt't.!, tt (lq ~ 'ftt't.!,
ft«rr atqttltle,~ \i1ldel~,

iipTa ~ ~, 1l4Cf'ld ~ ~,

~ ~ ~, CiUE?l ~ ~;r,

~ ~t ~ ~, ~ ~ tt;r,
iip('6 ~ atn!, il4Cf'le ~ ifR.t,
~ \iffif d', d<{T \l;:;r e Iill1 I

V.4. Gumane, rtanutyatat Sr$ti Garnako nera, with passage that

precedes it also included:

ftm tmfd'r om mcft tnft;,
«lei" ~ecn Bull" ~~Ieqi ~ I

~~ ~ qrq e"!!~1.. il4t4T~ ~(i11q! ~!re1.,

aTddf~1 CfSj;sfl flcft~, 311'«\ ~""'-"1L, .
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ms ill:::qi iJl'i~ ~,

~ttle 01'11.1 .i:;€t ~,
~ttle ~ iJl'iSift ~,
~~, f?ttl~, I
~ qilI(t61 , ~ 'Etqltft', q.4l fqtu41,
m, C6i",f)' (qld' ~ ~~1 I

~ iJl'isWr m qT\3",

~~ ft;1tt qyq~,

mftTR~1

ftfttf~ ~(qql ll(?'Z1I~Q"l, iU8C6 q-;f ~ I

aT~ iJl'i~ ft;qi3t"l, cfT;:r, ~ ~ q-;f~ I

ms ill:ttI iJl'i,.;'t ft;q i3t1",~ q-;f \1ttT I

~ttle dltllCf'l .i,.;'t ft;qu1',
~~zR~1

~ttle ~ iJl'i~ ft;qu1",~ q-;f ~ I

{Ci~ tn\; .i~ ft;qCi§1", ~ ~ q;f ~ I

V.5. karna Vir, Ti nqrama:

ifft u;ft~ ~,!d, ;i:ill~ ~qo,

'a~ ";f \l11 d,

~ e?(ttlC61 dldl ~ ?lId' t (ql"

\iIlar ~ ftm', iFIfT ~ ~~,
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V.6. Gumane. Tiligrama. Follows V.17:

;ft ~ ui~it ;ft q;lft Clf'q\j I ,

;ft ~~ i1tT~
~ at I"AI E4{6t I Sf la=t I I

~~~
all ~ c:qT q@RI\i18 3t+tClGt( ~,

ftrIft ~ '4<ql ~ trm,
<(:~ '4<QI ~ trm,
~ '4<QI ~ trm, ~ '4{QI ~ qffi,

~tttle ~ ~ ftR +t~~,

~ ~ i1tT mer, ~ i4H') (RCf,

~ ~ ui~n mer, ~ ~ aTftm (RCf,

~ CiIitft Clf'q \j I mer, an; :ij'if ftI;d ~,

~ ~{ilq; U\itIClf'1 ~,

mft ~{ilq; ftrm ~, el, M ~ ll'ln,

mft ~{i 1Cf) .ftrIft ~ qU,

~ ~{ilq; ~ ~ qldU,

'q)~~~~l

{i ITJI I crTTJIT ~ I

V.7. karna Vir, uatjoko Mela:

;r~ ~ ~ ilcl6pl
<ldop1 ~ \1m fG~Clf'l ~ ll'ln I

~ ~~, qf qf~,
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...:"

~ ~ ~ al:atll, Cl'loql C{af G1H alatll,

{i1'3~ ~ P ~, CiiU<t1 ~ llfi ~,
mw ortT 'l1TT mt=J (R,

§OfT ~ ~ alatll,

~qlGl1~

~ Uh~a ;n::;r al:a:ql I

~~ alatll, l{Ift i4H 81:atll I

V.B. kama vir. Daijoko Mela, follows immediately V.7:

~ ~~ m \i;:ql I

ifq'f 3T6afUT mt~~ I

tmrr ~«qlel~ ~ ~ -q;:qr I

atlCFII ~«qlel~ cptft '1ft~ I

cne-~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ '303t11 I

{i~1 3t1'3~~

em:r d';r \l';f 'q';:qf I

~ ~ ~ ~ '30341 ,

~ Ci4f""Z11 ~~ ~ ~ ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ '30341 I
q;~ UTftr qft ft:ffi' m,
~ ~ ~ ~ '3'341 I

§OfT Cif'1c::e '3RI ~ Cf)C;e,;I< ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ '3'341 I
\i 1'31cl llT\n Ci{\i11d\ \l;:qf I
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~ ~ ~ ~ d'dttl I

~ t11\i.e ~ "n~. iiiil-tii ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ d'dttl I

iIlt qrtft ~ ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ d'dttl I

ri ~ d\Sttl ri ~ d'dttl

~~~~~~I
~ d<{ld;::q1 ~, qfl{q' 3ttdld;::q1 ~,

~ qc:qf ~, ~ \1411~~ ~,

'R1rIft st1tt I~ ~, l{Ift 311tt I~ ~ I

ttldzt ~ ~ ~, cql<{1 1{6 ~ el:attl,

m crcft ..-rm um ttl~ el:attl I

~:arnr~~~,

~ ~ ftrw qnft, ~ ~ @I~I,

3f1R :qui\" olCfl1l, ~ <{u;JT o'iCfl1I,

ClI'lel~ '1)1"41, mft'~ '1)1"41,

~ :arnr ~;iiC61 ~ \lttT,

QlttCf'1 ~ ~ I

~ iipf6 :afr\sr ..n'"4l~ tt 1'"41 I

'* n=tt I~ iipf6 :afr\sr ~ or;ftqr tt l:::q I I

~ Q'T';ftqr ~ :afr\sr 3t 1'*1 ;ii U'3cft tt 1'"41 I

at 1'* ..1 U'3cft ~ :afr\sr,
~ :afr\sr iPff ~ m;f e l:att 1 I

~ CfZ:fT (it n!< :;sm;J i)ftIT e IlI!{ ~

-q;:;r e l:att I ~ :afr\sr ~ cpf6 ~ ~ I

fa41e I~ \111T~ If~ c::z:t IiJf''1 ttF I
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qyft mf ~ lIitZtl ~ i?e UtTT~
~~ oq;:;f el\itt I I

~ ~ ~ ~ q=ql

~ cpll"Jc';\ lim ~ q=tU ~ t

qu3l1t~qu~~

qu ~ ~ zftm ~al"J1

1f\lfR~~1

mf~ ~ ~ q=ttl

~ cp Il"JCI'l \l11T ~ q=q I ll;:r;n' I

qu3l1t~qu~~

qu~ "'ldUlel~ p
~ ~niH~ em .....q;;:q......1 p q;;:ql

qu ~~ GllH ~ qlitZtl~ I

~ ~ ~ GlId1 ~I

~ 31lqR~, qu ri ~ itU lim ~
qu me{ ~ zftm·~ael ~

~~\ifR~~~1
~~ ~ ~ ~ q=ql ll;:r;n' I

qu ~ ~ ql ... 1 fttael

qel cplqql \itlael

"I"'~ cplqq, \i1'R' ~ ~ I

qel cplqql q=q, ~ q=ql, U'cI;ft ~ I

qu qm ~ ~ Gllaer
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amiT 31T\i ~ ..ntlie (Gi IeI

amiT 31T\i ad~ ~ (Gilel

dldcCr ~ d 1<ldlet lObi*" ~~Udq faae. 'q';:qf I

~ S111IT ~ ~ ~ e.'*tli

m m el'*itl I

~~ m "n:::ql~ tIl:q1 I

..n;;;ql~ ~ ~ ~ 0Ff\1:n' +11'"41 I

~ or;ftzn Clp'fB ~, ~ Cif'le ~ ~,

atl"I"" U3cft +11'"41 I

atl"I"" U3cft Clp'fB ~, ~ Cif'le p ~,

u;fT :tmn qiu ~ ~:q l;ij i1m .

ifqf ~ ij:::qI I

v». karna Vlr, Nyaulo DhOr:

~ ~ i\1tf, tI'd' cnH el,*:ql, tIdq G1H el4itl I

~ ~ cmt '1Qlitl,

0T3' '1Qlitl, qu ClI'1et ifm f6';r atlitl~ I

~ m GI;:q"" feitl~, <Rf ~ ~,

ftI;~ ~, qrft" "I:ql~, ~ I

itU Cit''18) GI;:q '1 ~ au:q I~ I

itt ~, ~ diWel cmt f8it I~,

~ m\ir ~, ~;ft ~ ~
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~ a:ftm' i;fC(41~ , .

qu 4'18) Gmt ~ at141~ I

mf mo \it;:q~ 'fe4If, \1al ~ ~,

IfdQdla"" 81"41, ~el qft ~,

qu Cif'1J't \it;:q~ 16';r at 141~ I

~ ~ \it;:q~ ia¥uf, ~ mt ~,
~ a:ftm' i;f((41~,

qu 4'1J't Gmt ~ at 141~ I

~~ m< \i1;:q~ ft"'4i~, ~ ;(14" ~,

~ a:ftm i;fC(41~ ,

qu 4'1J't \it;:q~ ft:R at141~ I

~~ \it;:q~ feJ1I~,

~ ~ ~, ~i~ ql~1 i;fG41~,

qu 4'1t4't \it;:q~ ft:R at I£II~ I

'i1H'1 ~ \it;:q~ ft:JJ1I~, ~ ~ ~,

~ cg~el q=q I~,

qu 4'1ffi \it;:q~ ft:R at IJ11~ I

mr aTaT, tHlq ciraT, atlq I tleet'~e I

~:::ttl anit qlazt ~, ql..£tl fqcip qlazt ~';f,

qu 4" t4't \it;:q ~ at I£II~ ll;::;:r e 1..£1 I I

3Tcpm a~"" Gilel~, ~~~ ~,

qdld ~ \i1lel~,~ ~,

~~ \i1lel~, ~(i4~lq ~,

~~ \iIl8!(, 'in«C'J.;nq ~f$),

qft{q'~ \i1lel~, (d~~lq ~,

~ ~ Gtlel~, 'iSI;:;q;ii ... lq" ~,
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T.fft ft{m \itR:'I~, :qft ;nq ~,

atClf'IQI 3'S;iI Gllel~, ~dlel U' (Rf,

QldR:' ~ Gllel~, ~ U' ~,

mr cfR:ft, tH,q anft, at,q,e I

qu Cf'le'1' ",;:q.,. ft:R atlt1'~, at,q, ~~ I

V.l0. karna vtr, Ny~ul0 DhOr:

q;r .,.:;s'18Idi, ftrcr ..:ilela,

au atlql Clf'1er~ ~(13U,

~ Clf'leT~ ~(h3U,

au §";f~~ ~U3U,

au ~ ~ GlUII ~ ~(l3U,

~ at,q, Clf'1et ifm' "1'"41~,

~ \it181~, ~,

~:::ql i11it Q13;:q1 ~, zmT~ Q13;:q1 ~~,

au.~ Cf'ltll qm (Rottl~, Cf'ltil i4~c61,

at Iq I Cf'let (Rott I~, ~ Cf'let U(G4I~,

au~ at~n "\$leht, at~n ;rfet1I~,

.. ~ -- -- ~~ "'Ui'sl , 311'+'11, m "'Qi'sl I

V.l 1. Karna Vir, Kadum ra Padumka Mela:

~ ~ cp~q, C61;u'l ~ ~, ~ ~ I

~ ~ Cf'$qe If d' \t'i16l1.,.Cf;1 ~ ~,

~ CiH({I;or q ''1'1 I
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fSPl;;JT t;ft q~qe If ~ (q I" ~ eid'l,
~ 3t1\S~, ~ atl041", ~ 3t10 t " .. U",

Ii ~ U", Ii aq+t ~ ~ ~,

~ CiHql.. ~ ~ I

v. 12. karna vrr, Sati Barbako Mela:

~ CiilCiiIi'e Ii a' ql~q m, ~ m,
;r;r ~ ql;:qf, ~ QIri1f, em ql;:qf,

~ gw, .~ em, ~,
cpnft Tff ;mT, ~ .;m,

Iffi3' -;mr~ \111" iR' ~\11~11~ ~ el,*:ql I

3t'~ q'1.1 ~ qft 'iliIH el,*:ql,

iA ~ ~, q;=~ ~ ~, ~ ~ ~,

iA q'R el,*:q I I

~~{~~~~I

Cf'let ~ ;m'T,~ ;m'T,

_~ ;mr, Iffi3" ;n1T,

~ ';1M, ~ ~ ~ ill:fT I

iA ~, ~ .~ ~ ~ ~,

~ f'f11T~ m CiiIGri 'TtIT I

V. 13. karna vrr, Gorapa ra Serapaka Mela:

Cf'I€l ~~" qrft ~~." 'q';=q'f'

$ m-u, atftr ~, ~ \11181,
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{m' ~ ~ ~, «41'&1 ~ fmrr \l4T I

fttvr &m ~ ';f(lf, m ~ ~r

fttvr &m IfI'\f; am ~,

~ ;rn 'q1:ff,~ ;m' ~,

3t1\i1~tcft ftrift" ~ ~ ~ ~,

~ ~, ~ "1t{){t,

mr G)@i1I, {tdq G)@1I, ~ em::J (c:iI?tt1 I

qN; ~ am q;f ~, IfN; ~i"llql q-;f ~,

3t"fftm:J ifIUT ~ 8 1'1"1 ~,

-qft ;nvr ~ 81'1"1 ~,

"fawtt1 t1l=tt1 ri~ (cU'I1{ q'R if4T,

€4~u., m tRn' ~ tn="1' ~,

~1CfZ11 Qle"1 U'ICf'NlC;ql 81'1"1 if4T,

qffi- ifJUT ~ tn="1' ~,

~ ;nur q'Rf 81:1"1 'l'4T,

~~ i1m CiftTft,~ (ql'll( ~ 'lm,

q;~ cnoT ~;::qI"1 ql(ql ~ ~,

'Il*",l tn d'(ts6 ~ clll:Gtd1Clf'lq1 81""1 ~ I

:antlQlilfSl dlth.~ ilfEIT (qlritl ftI1:rr, ~,
Cfq'f 8113;:q1 ~~ I

orirtt urn- ~ tRft ~ ~ ~,

\rnT tnft ~\S'tf I~ M.-.s-41 C? 6fiiT,

:am tnft~ ~,

~~ tnft ~ ~j 'i8 tnft ~d(!e1 ~,

(41e1 tnft ~ ll4T, 3iir tnft tT{ 'q1:f'f I
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V.l4. karna Vir, Nau Balnika Mela:

ftImf {41 ~ ~, QI(C41 \i41 (GI'R~ I

6R:T qlU,,", WUql ~

~,.J)"lidicr;1 .')(qLtI Gt:ratf,

Ci61;:J" Ci61~' el=q I \i I~ij \11n I

~ m ~ ~ (T(ft (c4l~1,

m\ft~ qft{;:~ m\ft (ql~1,

~ mo qft{;: ~ {l1jT (ql~1,

mf mo~ lleT 4W~ (ql~1,

~ m qft{;: Q;{OIICi61 (C41~1"

~ (CiR qft{;:~ ~ (C41~1,

~ (fiR~ \l6T ~=ql (41~1,

=5I~1 mt qft{;: \l6l qft (q I~1 I

Q4611Ci61 ~ U(o:rt \I ""' "",,
~~,~11m1

3l'Cif zrc:r! Q u~e ~,

zrc:r! Qu:;seCi61 ~ \iIT(f (qldel ~,

(C4h3el ~ ~~ I

dltldl8)' {an' ~~ldQ

\i'eT ~ lWh ~ uo;r \i;U "" ~,

dl{ldleT ~ { Cflf ~ (C4ldel,

d'if zrc:r! qu~e ~ \l;:;r~ I

dl{ldl8)' ~ \51'T';f' Mllll, I

dl{ldleT {an' ~~ldQe

atlHC4 ~ qi«q ~,
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~~ qt el=ttl~

~ ~lIct'" ~. ~ :q1eT ~.
ri ~~~~ \ltft.
~ GlldCl61 ~ ~ ~.

If d' aitCRfl' m GIl, oq;:;r ~e"""l..tI""l I

q;~ qu~.

~il;ft'~~~1

'ftUm ~ if1G ri ecft ~1~11

~ ifR: ~ qlC;;it (?tI1i€~ I

.Iel Qle ... if1G ~~ (?tI1~1

II.t emf ~~1 I

q;~ i1Tft if1G Cip~ ifm' if&11~1
~~~I .

;n;ft1;rr ~l(q I... ;m; ~ ~ if&11~1 I

t{ctT i1Tft ifR: q;~ ... \itft (?tI1~1
m:n emf~ I

~ ~WJ\'" ·it @fO\f~ ifIG

4(\el ~ :qu:JT l{(I'. (?tI1~1

:qi<ft emf ~~1 I

it6 ~ ifR: ~Gl;it ifriT (?til~1 I

UdT ~ ifR: ~(e ulel if&11~11

~ qr;ft if1G ~ ati?311 ~1~1

mft crm mt; I

~ ~ ifre' ~ :fT\ifT (?11~1 I
....

• fL1IU q,1(C4 I... ;m;

\J1.....8) ~f(1 ?t1~1 I
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~~ QI(C41 GOG :tUq( qty @11~1 ,

~~;m;

~~~~ @11~1'

~ GOG ~ ~ ~1~1 ,

;rn;ft \illdelf' ;ne

"I~I ~ itt @11~"t ,
~~~mU~~

~ci <tI1.et~ '€ITft~ '€ITft
~ <tI1.JT~ _ d'~ ,

elf'ltl 'ftpn' ~1~1 ,
~ <i'<C4 I~ iflG 'oriT (eelf'

mff m<ft rft §'6cU8 @11~1 I

~ ~ em; \iI.•~ 1 cftt ~I~ "t I

81<t ;ii CiU <t ;ii \iIAt I 'iT'ft;{ ,
q'R qn' :aR elu11 9't 9t ..,..~ 81u11

ilTi! cfR~~ ~

(Uf~ iR'~

~~~~
<urr '!J~ Idq- elf'iL091 81"~ I ,

CiU\'2C1Ielf'1 i41C18 ~'ttI{Ielf'1 QIC3t1

~~ mer ~i§;ql l1nt

(q~ tftU ~ Cif'1C?G~1 mft
~ ~ ~ ~ 'I1=t11

ttIfT Ci410Rft aAT t!I(?'t11. I

(tqT 31'm~ 81\1\\( 31'm~ ({I(?tI1 I

~ :rftfr ql~d t11=t11, ~ q=t1l~
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iUtti mft qh~d ~I::ql, §em q:::t1l~ ~

~,~ mu, 'iSllttl~tT ~, ~ If;:::ql

~ ~ Gfre' ~ ~ '5I"R elOlitl I

~Gfre'~~~

~~mT

~~~~~~

~ 4icpl( ~ a(cpl(,

M ftra", ~ 'iSlelael,

~am;~1

3TGf~~~~1

m'« (I(o;::ql @lie'1;,

'1fUT d(o;::q I @lie '11~ I

~ ~ (C41~1 ~ lim -~I...it""I~-11

ifjORf\d~R~ ~ lim. elitl~1

~ Gfre' atlttl~., I

~~, ¥t'm' ~dl(Cf''),

cpn 'Rit'161I{ ~ ~,

_cpn 'Rit;ijClI{ ~ ~ ll;:;r~ I

"



ma~ ~,~ tftU,
~ Cipl@etWl mft (c"~11

tan aRf~ zftoT ~,
tan IfI'§ cpftr zftoT (tm,
(Cltlat ~ \l"f 6Tftr;{ I

(csti<tl a (cst la ~,
.;,

~ ~ if(?; (cstl& ttqf I

~ crm~ cnit -R;:q I ~ I
.;,

ifI1:Il' (Rf if(?; (cst 1&,

~ :fl'\ifT~ ;nit i"q;:q I ~ I

~ em; (CIt la,

~ ~~ Clf)tt "" \itft~,
Pltcf citft~ ifrit i"qrit I ~ I

~ em; (ql&,

~~ ifm'~ ifrit ~rit I ~ I

~ ifIG (cstla ~,

~nel ~~ cnit fq;:ql ~ I

~q' em; (Cltl& ~,.

\Ji'~l ~~ ifrit ftt;::q I ~ I

m- em; (Cltla ~,

~ ~ ~ ~~;nit ~;:ql ~ I

~1H'41 ~w cnit ~;:ql ~ I
.;, ~

ift1:fT iSf'f~~ iI'R: (cst I&; J

~~ ~~ iffGT ~;:ql ~ I

qftJ enG (CIt Ia; ,
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~ ~~ cUel ~;:ql ~ I

arftr i1lG (ql& ~ ,

~ ~I"el" ~ mft
~~~ ~I(;l i'q;::q, ~ I

opffi' i1lG (ql& ,

oriT~ mft m<ft ~ ~~6I1e~,

if1it ~;::q 1 ~ I

qftf i1lG (ql& ~ ,

Gl"..ttl cfu:~ ~Itl ~;:ql ~ I

opffi' i1lG (ql& \l;:;r~ I

~ ;m; (ql& ~,

a1'~~~ fWlGl "fq;::ql ~ I

~ffle1 em; (GrR mftr;:r~

if1it ql~"'''', €41(;1 q Ii~"'''',

~~~I

GITi! ~ (~=tII, ~I~~ ~ (4=t11,

~ ~, fGrIft ~, ~ ~,

mer ... liOG1l \3Cft ~ I

~ ~~ 611<1@ itcIft ~,
311"F1~ ~ ~ ~CfLtI.

~ ~ (,~Cf4I, .~I~~ 61<I\§ \$~~I I

g'i1tg allOi \lc=ttl', ~"fl~ ~ ~ ifIG

~q;f~1

cp~ if): ~ ~ qt ~
~~ ftnft', ~~ ftf;;r ~
i4lop qfttft ~ mftr;r , ~ z:r;f e If.t I it I, ,
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q'~~~~~

~~~~

at1tF11 ;mft ~ U)\S't 1 I

3tlClI u;fl ~ ftnn u;ft ~
qmy u;fl \11:tT \;111q 1 u;ft \11:tT
~ qldl ~q~(1 ~

• i41~e ~ ftt1ft ~ ~
q'a~~1

~ i"q'1e ~ ~ ~ ~~e Cf'1~ ~

q' a fivT~ ftt1ft~~
~ ~~~ ql'ild mafYeT
itir~~~fmn~~~

ftrJft ~ ~ q' <t1\iZ{ llt:fT I

mil If1't6T d l;::qo I mit 61(I\i d l;:q1

i41CRft' If1't6T ~ mit \3'CP~ ~ I

v. 15. Karna VTr, Nau Bainlk~ Mel~:

i41CRft cmJ~ titIc6T 'iPn' ~

imit ~ ~ ... ;SlIe ~ Ci4i?l1

~Ia~ ~ ~ \i4CifI'S' , \:4ldc6T~ ftt; \:4i4I@

~lacCl" ~ ~ \i4i4I'S' , :artl ... 10£'1~ I

q;~ ~~ q;ql@11 ~ \ll:IT I

~ 'ilfle'\ ~IPJt1 ilIl~' ~ ~ I

~'?Cf'tH 3t'AT~ 't'iR'tnt ~ ~ I

q;~ ~ ~!rt.1 ~f~~{ ~ l1l:fT !
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--~~--

~~~~~\FfT1
~ ~~ 8Rft~ \ll:IT I

3T1\f' :;m.:ft~ oq 1F=tt I ~ ~ I

qm~~~~~~1

3ln'~~ oqq14' ~ \1l:IT I

ati(C41 ~~,~ ~ \l1:IT I

;ncp~~ .....1... ~ \l1:IT I

~~~~mt~1

~ ~~ ailft t ~ ~,

~ r~ ~, oql@'il ~ ~ I

~~,~~~I

cql~~ EfltIft ~, cql~« ~ (a=ttl,

el(ttl ~~ I

V.16. Gumane, Nau Bainlka Mela:

~ fliijldift,

If~ ftIlft ~,
~ ~ (Clildel, ~ (Clildel I

dR'1 ~ If "I(iel, ft4@G1 ~ ftIlft~ I

~ :aucp1 ,"Icpl \4lcpl If ~,

iip~ i1:aldl q' @ltZ81, ftrzfT ~i(l81 I

iil=ttl qTf ~~ I

ft!zft, q~e! ~ ",l~l(ao irtT ~ 6ti!¥ '1.tlSI I

ftNt ~ C;'iIH1 ~ scllql ~, :q1scllql ~ I

"'4!(~ qe!~ I
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~·~I(ql If~ ftIlft ~, ;cql( ~

~~ ~ ~ 9~1'" I

V.17. ournane. TilTgrama:

m~, ~ -nt'4ICf) qu \lttT,

mft ~~Iq; ftm \Frr I

~ ~ el"61, ~ ~ e'''61,

~ ~3dl el"61, ftr 'Pt'4ICf) mft~~ I

~~ ({:@I' tR ~,

~ tftt ~, ~ '51 ....11*1 cqQle ~,

~ ulft ~ cqQle ~,

('&1~elf' I ~~ ICf) If mleT 'q';::q'T (1'31 R~ 1

ftrqT~ ~, Ii ~ ~,

mft -nt~ 1Cf) imft ~,
~ ~~Iq; itU ~ ~
;it ifTit ;ft mu ~,
.atiSqR" cnilFt ~ <I'51ld ftr;rr,
;ft ~ di~n, ;ft Cl"fitft q;~,
;ft ~ ~~ 'lOfiiA Stl'Al \;.nql atl41 1

VI. 1. karna Vir, Gauoa Taoa saraune Mela:

~ ~ Gii@1l, iIlri {A:IT ?Jg1dq @'11& tr I

\i1i~1 ~ dlHdlffiq'r .1

~ tan', ~ ~I<I ;ii, qftftr .. 0"41'1 ,
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,,!Cf'eT ~, ~Cf'leT ~~1(I,

~ iJPR fttaa1, ~ ~ ftldC11,

311tT ~, elft"~,
CifSicpl Gi'~ ~, CifSiCi6') ql\3""1 ~ I

~ €I(ql~~ uTft
;:pmt' atIq 1 tnI'T,

~ ftJ;f mlft;, cpuf ~~ I

m ~ ;r \1fftmT ~ I

dlq;ow 61lq'1 qlw:ql, Cf('q'f Cfi41ft a')4tt I,
ql'li tiriT qh~d tllw:ql,~ q:Zll~,

iIt 1'1i tiriT q Ii€d tI Iw:q I, ~ q:::ziI( \l;:q"f

ftr;f;n'q,~ mtT, ~ 1'11zt c!T CifS 1«'II ,

~ €I(ql ~ I

atId" crft (a~ I,

qld" crft (a~l,

~ ~ ~ (~@ttl I

m Cf'ldClf'1 ~ ~ ~,

~ ~Cf'ldCf'1 ~ ftlCifSld ~,

~ rni, tfun rnt,
(q~ rni, q i(CifSI rnt,
qyft m{, ~IHI4I i1tH?,

(CifS I;ow 0661'1 mi, 'q';::;r d •'Itt I I

Vi.2. karna VTr, Gauc;ia Tac;ia Garaune Mela, continued:

~ ~ ~ ~ 4=tt11.
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~ ~ litlT ~,

~ ~ ~ zftm fqdel ~ I

mf m-~ ~ q:::ql I

~~ litlT ~,

~ ;Q@e~G11~ llt:(T,

ql@ttl ~ael,

~ ~ '11(lttUlel~ ~,

~ ~n;Q( mqf q;:ql,

~~~I
~ m-~ ~ q;:ql I

~ 3t1qR~ qu ant ~ ~,

~ ~ em( zftm ~del ~ I

u-cpft m-~ ~ q:::qI \lriIT I

~ ~ litlT ~,

~ litlT ~ ql... 1 ~del,

qaT CW;lqitl Glldel,

tt 1...'1 CW; litqy Gt'A 3"1'~ I

~ m-~ GI 1& -q;::z:rr I

~ 3t1q18

~~~~~~,

~ ~~ 'tT;f fttael ~ I
"'"\iffi3\ ;r \itl(rit I ,

E(Jh4 ~ d6l4Cf" W,

§,"""I \l1@t11, §;::ql~ ~,

~ €J11 \3i ;r -q;::z:rr I
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VI.3. karna Vir, Gau<;ja raca saraune neia, continued:

111<\4 ~~ ~ ~ I

~ ~I("'ttl ~~ ~;::ql Q'"41

<10I4ttl ~ \i;:ql I

q-u qTtft 'PI;;::;::q I 'ttcA ~,
itu IfRfT @Gt It .~

q1a' u" ll;:;:r 8 l:att I I

~G1\j I ;m;, qu ~"'\S I (c(leT ft(3~n,

q-ft~ 3T1'tl\' "~81, ~~~ I

~G1\j1 (q1Jt fG1:rr, ~~ ll;:;:r el:aaltl I

llft \li\n~ 'ttlu, 41('P'tt1 ~~ mtT,
qrr qn q;f 81:att I, ~ ~ ri el:att I,

q-u Ift6 c:qcft \l1n I

~ IfTft Gtld81, ~:@fT q-rft Gl1381,

3t13~' 311381 Qld~ atld81 I

. and the recital concludes:

~ rn:n~ Gref,~~ Gtld81 I

q;Wttl ftf;rr ql~q ~ ~ I

itU ~ ~ ~ ~, qTqT ~ :qft ttm ~ I

ij;::ql \i1~R~, q' atC;:ttI, mT 3tettl Rt Q1Clf41,...,
ff): ~ q"ftf ¥te!~ ~ ~ i

itU~ 3;r I

~ ~ i?4(:ttI~, ~ ~ f?ttlttl~,
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fZ11~~H'11 ~1I'311 ~RI:qI~,

artt~ qttl'1 mT RI:qI~,

.emI _1CfQ I mT @11:q I~ ,

au \jf;q tt11n' ~ ~,

ent~~~~l

~ (~d~1 ttdfZ113<1 ~1iJ\J11,

41Ftli Cffi3' (\jR',

~~~GiR;~1

an \f1G1~ ~ ~ ~,

~ '1'31< CQ 1\111 ~ ill \it 1,~ ill\1l1 q;t;f' cU'31I,

8'U at«'11 ~ ct1Cf&11, ~ (RI' tIN qmf ~,
~~~~,

~ ~ mqr (rItT \1t:rT I

ent CfR ~ ~~I:ql \ll:IT I

~ (~d~1 ~dfZ113U ....~P"II"IliOGI-l,

q I~q q'lCp9 a1cIft <?ttl:q I~ ,

~~. ft;tft ~ mtf <?tt1'11~,

~ mT @11'11( ~ GTft RI'1I~,

(Cl~~11 mT @11'11( Q«C61 mT ?11'11(,

ft:t~lIqld ~ RI:qI(,

~ q'lCp9 a1cIft <?ttl:q I~ ,

~ ft;tft @11'11~ ~ mtf ~1'11~,

411'311 uTcft @11'11~, '\061411 ~1e1 @11'1lf,
&;rr ~ ;:::uIV! i J J ; ....iII D i L!'OC i ;a i;;;:o. i l

• ,. '-liit!.~ ~ • ,,~, .. ,WI' ,~.~'. ~I'--"~,

Cf'1~1 qat i!1?;"~, ~~ ~ ~,tt,~,

~~I :ma- ?ll4 I~, \lf6 ~ t'41!:t1 !~ ,
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~ ma @1l tU(, ~ mer tR mer,
~ ~ @1lttlf, ~ ~ @1lttl~ I

VI.4. karna Vir, Graha Danko Mel~:

~ '@SI~q 'I1:::q1,

~ ~~ 3tM(C( 'I1=tt1 I

~G1I& ~'
~ ate41 ~G1I& ~ d4WMI ~G1I&

~ Ii\tT ~G1I& I

ta;:;(l ~ itU ~ U" I

CfEff ft:J~1' 'ftrIft I

;fl~ tmr m, ;ft~ q;'f6' rrr,
;fl ay;;r m, ;fl aleT m,
;fl Cf'lel itl;t;1 m, ~ Ci6Q\f(1 m,
~~~.,

c:z:rtt~ \'f;:;r Ml:att I I

;fl ay;;r 41:::q I, ;fl aleT 'II=tt I,

;fl ~ 41:::q1, ;ft Ci6Q\f(1 'I1=tt1,

Cf'IMI iU%1 'I1:::q1, Ci61~ CP~ 'I1=tt1,

;fl ~ 41"41, ;fl ftreT 'I1=tt1,

3f;::;:r ~ 41;::q I, ~ qr;; \II =q I,

wr ~ MIn' ({A ri Ml:att I I

a1"l (fA, ~ ~,

;ft it1:tIT 01'&T \I,:::t1 L

;ft ~ ~ 1:::&1!, ~ i{~ q;"f8',
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;ft~ trnf, ;ft ~ ;ft ~,
~ CiPTa ~ <{dCf" ll11T 'ftR Mlilttl I

'tt!I~OIe ~ ~ iITtt f6ttl1
~~~ §~I iili?1l,

~~~I
'tt{I~OIe ~ Gil ,,1';1 ~,
~lCiu(,.ql ~, ;rqf ~ f6ttl
;ft l1m ~, ;ft G11¥T, ;fl~ ~,

CifIri ~ ~,

Cf'1MI Ci41;e;1 Clf5 I«¥t 1 a; q1Cf' I~ I

VI.5. Deo Ram, sauoa KhetT:

~~~ qAT (C4I~tl,

~ l: ;fl ~ ;ft ~ ~,

~ l: mer ~ ma ~ ~,

~ .l: 3tClf5ltil "h~'fl ~ ~ CifTG ~,

q=tlld ~ ~ ~ CifR:~ I

V1.6. Karna Vir, Tiligrama:

3\ IM\§ qft (~(?'E1I,

q IM\§ 61ft (~(?'E1I,

~ €§(='el 41"41, ~ ~CS(~f\i" flcql,

~ 0R"'1 41"'41, ~ ~ttf\§ 'ftcttls
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~ urel ~I:::tII, ~~ ~ettl,

~ urel ~I=ql, :qft~ ftlettl,

~ urel ~I=ql, ~~ ~etti,

tt Ut"el ~I=ql, ~ ~ ft;ettl,

~ urel ~I:ql, m~ nett I ,

d urel ~I=ql, ~~ ftlettl,

~ urel ~I=ql, ~~ ft;ettl,

~ tireI ~I=ql, qcf; ~ ft;Utl,

~ tlrel ~I=ql, p ~ ft;cztl,

~ tlrel ~I=ql, ~ P ft;ettl,

~ tireI ~I=ql, :qft ~ ft;Ci1I,

~ tlrel ~I=ql, ~ P ft;czlI,

tt tireI ~1'"41, ~ ~ QCi1I,

~ tlrel ~I=ql, m p ftlcql,

d tireI ~I=ql, ~ P ~cql,

~ tt~1 ~I=ql, ;nft P ftlcql,

at161( ft1~:q I q 1?11, d 101( ftt\!t:q I qI~ I,

~ qm ql?ll, ~ qm ql~l,

.q~f qm ql~l, \$ICfZtI itm ql~l,

~ ~ ~I=ql, ~ ~ ~I=ql,

~ dotSlti ~I=q I, mzft dotSlti '*1'"41,

~ ~ ~I=ql, ~ ~ ~I=ql,

qrft :anf ~11?l1 C4~ ~ tlCPlf
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V1.7. Man Dev, Nauja GhunamT:

~ ~&5I(el~, \:4;::q:1 itt!l~ael~,

~ 4nil"'lqel~, :erft Clioql ~,

~ m\lI' \1~"n tr, ~ ~ \1~4n ~,

~ ~,~ ""1131,

~ aTcf; ;m;, ftI;:C;1 81Cf'q{ ~,

~~ ~ ~, ~ Qtql tT'q',.

~ f6tft ~ l, ~ (tlt~ m\f I

~ €ttitl 3m!,
ftt'd6 f6tft ~, ~'tte (qlOC41 ~ I

~ €ttitl 3m!,
~ f6tft ~ l, ~ (tltLill ~ I

~ €t{ql ~,

q. f6tft ~ l, *i~ (qlOC41 ~ I

Ci618't ~, ~ ~ ~,

bf'18't~, ~ ~ 81"l11,

~ "ft6G1 ... el"~ I

~ if1G ~, d'ti{ ern; ~,

~~ ft4Z11, ~ ~ ftClftt') I

Ci6lel ~,

IfT€t it101'1 :a4Z11, IfTir 4')81 ft0f41 I

~ Q{q6SH8, ~w:tl qt!I~3e,

F ~ alit, ~ ft'A mit I

~ ~ q-rfr, ~ ~ tnft,
~ q-m ftlt&t I
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q;q{I(~ IfR1t, t1 it(Ie 'tt I{q I

~~, ~ ~ mtl

~ iJt~ql, ~ ~ ~ I

~ 6'RCf mu GIl 9, ~ 8Rq ~,

~ ~ q14, ~ mt ~,
ew;Q{ld ql"4, d:q{ld mt I

~ qm 'ttl{q, ~ ~ t{ft,

~ iJt~ql, ~ ~ m I

~ 9RCf am, ~ E?RCli mll

V1.8. kama Vir, Gorapa ra seraca ka nera, included at the beginning

of V.13, above.

V1.9. Gore sarkt, directions to postpone Gau<;ja (not a recital):

q;81~~ \iRT ¥ltd I ffjiJf'l ~~ ql~ ~

~ €4lqCf'1 ~~ atla~ U' t I u;ft 'ttl'il(

4Q~ I~ ~ ~ c:qT qli~:tt1 crd I ~ ~~I'&

p.~ ~ trW ~ mT ~ 'q;::q'T ('i1(1el~ em

itql ... 81:aq:d I

Vl.l0. karna Vir, Puranko Melo:

ftrIft \iiI", $it, ~ 5516f'') ~ g~*t,

3T~ ~ ~ ~ ~%,. ftp 'q';::q'T ,

fHcpH, ~~ Cf5ldl t.Gfm 'iEC1f&~:&~ I
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~ Clf'IMI ~ mld~ Qdl:&1l,

~ m(f m(f ri q'jCdI 3Tftf3 QlI:&1 I,

~ ri Clf'IMI ~ GtMI:&11 {~~ I

\i11d'l ~ ~ 'q';:q'f ,

\i11d'l ~ ~B ~ 4WfZ11 I

mQ«I{I'3t, ~~ ~~

;nf ~ ~ atCIif ~
ftrzft ~ ftr;r {toRQ~', ~ ftr;r q ~ ,
--A. ~ 5>( ..... tt(CPI(CP ~ ~... q'~I,

~ ~ fq;«l, en 4WiJlld ~ {toR ~ 'q';:q'f I

~ Clf'IMI ~ Clf'1«41,~ QI 1:&1 I ~Cllttl,

~~~,
;:q~ ~"> ">GI elf' qrq .~~Cf'1 cp~ MI:att I ,

m~ mt 4W1'i4, ~ dql:&11 m, M411ttl mat,
{t{Clf'I{, qdtl CifSIMI ~~~ ,

Clf'IMI ~ GlMI:qI, ~ IiRft q=ttl,

~ <(AT~ QlI:q I ~O(l':ql ,

qtilHGI, ~ ~q' q IUlIMI(

~ ~ ~ 4WiJlldd ~,

~~~~qftf~,

VI. 11. Karna VTr, Nau BainTka Mela, included in V.14.

Vi. i 2. Karna VTr, Sati Barbaka Meia:

dUOldld) ~, ~ ~ ~gldq ~1:&11 l
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at leff ifft (a@1l,

q lew cRT (tl(?tt I,..
~ i41...... dl'*ttl I

ftmT 30ttl fttm q'lUlI

~ UI:;s:q1 ~ QI'41

31'....... mr i41;:q I ~ mr iiU;:q I

\it:a~1I mr i41;:q1

~ U@: ql::ql ~ ~ ql::ql

~ ~ ql::ql ~ qfl ..1 ql::ql

~ i41...... dl'*ttl I

ftmT 30'111 fttm qlutl

~ UI:;s:q1 ~ qlutl

31'....... mr i41;:q1 ~ mr CiU;:q1

'Rit \3er mt CiUritI

:qft' ~HI' I CiU;:q I =iiI"ft ftpHl'I Cit' Ittt I I

~ UHI'I ~I::ql ~ __ i41;:q1

~ f$$(?el "I::ql ~ __ CiU;::q1

~ UHI'I ~I::ql ~ __ i41;::q1

:qft' U HI'I '11::q I trf«q' __ CiU;:q I I

~ U~I Oil::ql ~ q'ffif i41;:q1

sf U~I Oil::ql qh~'" ~ CiU;:q1

~ U~I Oil=tll :ern- ~ i41;:q1

~ U~I "I=tI1 ~ ~ i41;::q1

eOiI.., QI'41 ~ a:rnrr i41;::q1 I

~ i41;:q1 §";f ftt:all< ~ ~ CiU;:q1

~ qmr i41.-z:t1
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3T;:;:r mr cUri1I ~ mr i41;:q I

Gt'l411 mt cUri11 ~3el mt cU;:q1

fin."1., GftT 'ftmT itIi?rit I I

~ el"4 I, ~ C:1:q I, ~ e,::::tt I,

;;rn fGm cUri1 I =ifR ftR' i41;:q I

;;rn (QU\S ~ ttPe) olCifZ't1
OAf ftswr olCf'tt1 I

~ ~ iilri11 ~ ~ ql=ql

freT cmr~ ~ ..nel ql::=tll u

Alternate ending to the same recital:

<11(1<118)' ~, ri ~ ~qldq ~I:ql I

alief( criT (a~ I,

i1lef( criT (a~1 I

~ <{R' ~el13;ij el:l:ql,

~ <{R' q;1~1 I

3T;:;:r <{R' ~ l:::q I, ~ <{A' "I=tt I,

~ <{R' ~ I:::t( I, ~ ~ <{Ff ~ I:::t( I,

ClI'ltll ~ ~I=ql, d11n' <{1";f "I:ql,

;it ~ 13kl~ zm;~~

~ mT elri1f dIU'tI, ~ G~I~ ~ I

firm \3 kt11 'ftmT t!I(?'ttl,

~ dl:;S1il1 ~ Cf)1(?'tt1,

3T;:;r mt cUri1 I, ~ mr au;:z;w I ,

..:t'nll mr i41;::q1, fGia81 mr ~I;::ql, m mr ~Iriil,
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~ lltT ca;:qf SIUtl, ~ GE4'I~ ~ ,

ft.fm (1Ft 81:ailtl,

:qft ~ (,1CfZ11, ~ ~ e1CifE1I, ~ ftl;m (,1Cftt I ,

~ ~ i!1;:q1, ~ ~ Ql:::ql,

~ lltT GI;:qf ftp;rr, ~ GE4'I~ ~ "

VI. 13. Man Dev, Jaq KhetT:

3tC6I~ ~, ~l am; ~,
qElIalfl ~, q;ql~ql ~ ,

§EfT~ ~, ~ m: ~,
~ ~ Sittl, ~~ Sittl,

~ ~ a lilt' , ~ cr~ SI~l,

~ ~ ft«f, ~ ~ 'ftm,
f«:ir ~ i4i'illl I

See also karna vtr:s version of the same lines, included in V.9 above,

to which Abi La1 also added the line:

. "There's oil on your fontenelle, there's fetters on your feet":

VII. 1. Man Dev, Siyo Marne KhetT:

3ft, ~ Cf'1'3cl \$i8), Oi'i3 Cf'iae \$i81,

~q'H ~ ~, \iJ.1't'41 ~ ~L

Cf' I;ffi) ijTcR fa 41 ,.S4'I6Rf\ itTcR ftt1ft,
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tlt~ ftfzft, ~ \tictZl ftfzft,
~ Cf'ld8 \mft, ~ +1138 \mft,
~61q I O(t ll'fCPT, \it I'{q I ~ ll'fCPT,

at411 ;; ~ ftfzft, q &ii ;; (isM R;4) ,

~~ ftfzft, ftf3l @ictZl ftfzft,
~ Cf'lde \mft,
~~ ftfzft, ~ I~q \tictZl ftfzft ,

VI 1.2. Man Dev, Siyo M~rne KhetT:

~ ~ ftfzft, t3eql @icH ftfzft',
~ ~ ftfzft, ~ \tictZl ftfzft,

VI 1.3. Man Dev, Siyo M~rne KhetT:

~ {Ci{ft ~, ftrt e1C(4T ~,
m ~ ~, tIT~ miT ~,
~ am1 ~, ~ eTlft ~,
~141e (i4lq< ~, ~ (GlI~< ~,

~i4n ~ ~, tIT~ miT ~,
"'1~18 (i4II\!< ~, ~14h.:' (C4I~< ~,

~ mm ~, ~ eTlft ~,
... 1418 (all\!< ~, ~1418 (C4lq< ~,

l.tl~ ~ql~{ ft{l;fr, C4lo1.e (4IQ( ftt41,
f.bqiiUi ~ fl:;ti'...... "." ,-,;~;, I,
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V11.4. Man Dev, Rah Marne KhetT:

ftlq~Clf'') ~(qq"f, Cfqf ~,

~ "PleClel a',~ ~ ~ I

mu atttCf'l ~, ~ ~u'Sf~ a',

U& ~ \1~\in I

~ \1 a'S "'~e ftfI:ft ft.11:IT ~,
If (f U& \1't.! , (I'q'f 4lq I ~ I

V11.5. karna Vir, Story of Sat i Barba and Luwa Nanqraya:

tt'ftr ili1i ~ ~ iJ41 ri ~ \i1;:q I \11rr I

m m (Cffift tTG1T 'it:::q I, r ~ itlri1 I

~ (tlijel~ ~ ttql('til r ('i1tt81J ~

~ (tliOri11 ~ ~ 31041 ~ ~ i

~~~I

~ ~ (?'tuq<~ \i1\ill&ri11 I

V11.6. Man Dev, Siyo Marne Kheti:

~, aT di14l1tt mqf ftrIft, aq411tt mqf ~,

\iT~ ftmT, \§1'~ ftmT,
ftpfr ~ ~ 8" 8" 6, ~ tt' 8" ~ 8" I
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V11.7. Man Dey, Siyo Marne KhetT:

qftqq' m \iff (f, ~ ~ ~,

4t:I'i1 ~ ~, '3f!t ~ \illel~,

cnGl ftG ~, ElI(,~ ftG ~ I

~ ~, ~~ \Jtlel~,

ttl(l~ ~, am ~R el:atn,

qeCf'1 ~ \Jtlel~,

~ aorf6 i4;ij 1:tt1, ~ im.=' i4;ij141 ,

tt I<I~ ~, am a(o;ij el:atn,

~ Cf'ldet ~,

~ctq1~ \i 1Cf'1,~ ott llTCPI',

ft{rft ~ Id " ftrIft,~~ ftrIfT,
~~ \Jtlel~ I

VII.8. Man Dey, Siyo Marne KhetT:

~ ~ \JtICfH, ~ ~ ~,

~ ~ \il1Cf'1, ~ ttPm ~,
~ tift 1f1lft, .~ct Iq 1 Cf'let11,

ftRc!~ ~,

IIiT 81ql dlCfZ11, ~ elql Cf'le41 I

VII.9. Man Dey, Siyo Marne xhetr:
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~ ~, r J:all< \iilql,

~ $611< '51IQI, m;r ~ m;r,

~~ '51IQI, .{tI<I~ '51IQI,

~ ~ "il~I~, rRl' ~ \fi~I~,

QfTi1T utT ~, ~ utT ~,
m;r ~ tWf I

VII.l O. Man Dev, Siyo Marne KhetT:

~, ftRr{~ q I\iar,

elf'1el' ;m9T .,., am \it 13 ;ij e 1'itt1 ,

m6~~1
'ftw{~ q I\far, ~ 3(" il< a(\Ck§,

'ftw{~ ql\i"i{, ~ Stidul ~,

~ "I~ eh~<,

elf'1el' ~, el~ \:4i3<t1 u",

~(q;lt q;eIQ, cil~<QI ?ti3e,
.m ~, :ane,. CS61~'1 81"d !

VII.l1. Man Dev, Siyo Marne khett, continues directly from 10:

~qh.~ Cf ~,

~ ~ '511*", ~ ~ '511Clf'l,
ijl(l~ ~ ..T, 4ep'd~i1i cli\iU,

ft.4t!Zl "!6t1 G!1Clf'1, ~ ~ ~,

t itld ~ ~, ~;~ ~ 8H~ I
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~ ~ 'i1~1, ~ ~ tll:::tt1,

~qm~l

~ cmt til~, ~ ~ tll:::tt1,

~imT~1

VII. 12. Man Dev, Siyo Marne Kheti, at the end of the net construction:

VII. 13. Man Dev, Siyo Marne Kheti:

"H~~ (a<{~ \iJT r. ~~ r.
\i1til~ ~ t, ~~I ~ \iJT r,

~~I ~ \iJT r,~ ifRl,
(fq'f~~ I

VII. 14. Man Dev, Siyo Marne Kheti, including the final passages 15

. through 19 as we i i:

~~ \i1lel~,

(fq'f ~ (q~eT, Cfqf "1'1111 ~ 11"':&1~ I

~ CQ 1\i11 \i1 iCf'l, ftrft cq l\it. GiICf'l,

~ CQ.\i11 \i1lel~, (fqf ~ qy Cf'1t\,
~ ='nT~-~

~IOPI ~14t1 ~I"'I, (1-.1 ~I ... 1 ~I~"

~!~ 'l1 utT it!~, ~d' tltT t!!?11 !

~ \$18' \il1~1, ~ ~cl) ~;
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-_...._._-

~ ~ \it lCij;l, ~ 1lI;m ~ I

~ tift a:rNt, at~c"q I .lGttl I

ftw{ q;"fIft qrf, ~ e lq I olClf41 I

~ 6m etSl(;:tt1 I

:qft ~ a:rNt, If(T ;ql@l ~,

(fqT ~ alClfttl,

~ \It'';fT \iIl'6', (fqf ~,

(fqT ~ mit I

~ \It'';fT ~, ~ ~ (A,
~ \It'';fT \iIl'6', 'itlt41 qy;fl ~,

(fqT ~ mit I

~ ~'f(le=t \itlCif'l, ~ ~ ~,

~ GAT a:rNt, ~ ftwT \itIQl,

It€T~ \itlql,

~ am q;rtf, qatl ~ q;etf,

cpO'S I ~, aq'f 'fle'H' em I

~ GAT \l1T Cf,~ ftwT '3llq I,

Cf'O'S1 ~, (fql' ~;r em I

~ GAT a:rNt, Il&f~ ~,

cpO'S I ~, (fql' ~;r em I

~ cpr6' m;r, m;r ~ m;r,

~ ti4lftql, ~~ Gllql,
~~C\ --0. ~ '> --=- --e..
CPI~I 611(,1 1<'611, ~I~ ~'411 '{"'I,

:rmf ~ ~, ~ ~ :rmr,
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~~~, \§T ~~,

~~~,~~~,

~~~,

iITit ~ 3;r, '41(,1 ~ ~,

~ ~, an-.:ft~ ~ I

qft:qq' ~!illCW'1 ,

~ tan' ~, 4Wd::t ~ ~,

;nit ftG ~, Qle.l .~ ~,

~tt U\llT \itlel~,

~ ~, an-.:ft~ ~ ,
~ m \it1CW"L

CI5lt~,~~,

qld:e ~ ~, llm F GI1'6,
\ifIf ~ \itlel~,

;nit ftG ~, '11(;1 ~ ~,

~ ~, ~~ \itlql,
crr;ft- m-;ft"~ ,

~ EffiIT \it ICW" ,

~ ~ ~, ~ ~ \it.eli,

;nit ftG ~, Qll1 ~ ~,

~ ~61ftql, ~ ~ \li Iii I,

crr;ft- m-;ft ~ I

~ ~ \it10f'1,

mti't ~i*, \'lfi"B', i4l~q ..,i*, ~,
'-fa!i .(; \it ; \it;8 ;~ ,
~ .e..- .$.- "'> ~ ~

~ ec,e IG~ e"1, et aGI eG~ e"1,
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~~, ~ FIT \itlql,
;n;ft Cd I;f\" ~ ,

~~ (R,~ FIT q;Tt,

~ ~ ~ mit, ~ (t ~ mit,
~ ..... ~ ..... ~
'ti1(1 G"CQIc, ,(fq'f <i1,ql ~'"''

~ ~ \illcpl, It&T ~ \illel~,

~ ~ Cf)ctfl~, CfqT ~ 1fT m\ft,
~ ~f(leT G11.~, am ~ eM,
~ CQRCJI \illel~, ~ ~iI!G1ql,

~ ~ \illql, If(T (6l G1lql,

crqr ~ 1fT ~,

3t1~el, cql~el,

~·i11Cf'1 ~el, \ji!ci't tm,
ft q~el, ft ~1I'(el II

VII!.I. karna vtr, Nau Bainlka Mela, identical to the standard opening

of both Abi Lal and xarnaro Kaml:

~ ~ ~ qij"~61 lF1T

~~~~
~ ~ ~qle (41e ~

ql;:qtft' Gtor~
ftwT ~ t{if~
~~~~

~ ~ 31i~d~H*l ~
~~. "'>~

\:11'l1l1 ~Ol 61'l1l1~Gl41(0i"1 \ll1>4,
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~ ~ qcpl~~

~ ~ ~~Idq I

VIII. 2. sumane, ManutyalGli srsu Garnako Mela:

qu qi{l~ct ~ d4ll\il1&, ~ €4{q I

qu ~dl~i ~ d4ll\il1&, .-.IU:qUI E({ql

qu qi{l~ct fmA ~ qwt11, '{if~
~n{I'1 ~ q-=ttl, crft:qq ~
~ ~ ~ ftwr, if:qf (Rf <{ftiuT~
qi!l~ct ~~"1 ~ I

VIII.3. Man Dev, all recttals:

t=rnft zmrr ~, ~ ftRrr ~,
mft ~ \ifT r, m ql'1laft r,
cfttf ~ \ifT t, aw ql ... laft r,

o 3"1T fq;r e, ~ ~ t=J I

VIllA. Deo Ram, all recitals:

VIII.5. Man Dev, baknu of October 4 t h, 1967:

~ qi("'''' ... ...
~ ~ 4'1 iim, i4~i6f'1 om,
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~~~, q) ~~,

tT\Sf \i:1 {q 1 ~ et{q 1 qf::r ~ ~ecwtft ~,

~ ~~ (ite.~, q;~ ~
~ ~ qiqe dl~~ 3';r

VIII.6. karna Vir, common to various recitals:

~ GtoT~ qiil~ste

Gteqe ql.-:c(q {~:tt1 ,
~ ~ qi.-:c:(4T ~ ,

VIII.7. karna Vir. The story is short enough to be included in its

entirety:

aTif ~ ~ildq, ~~, ~~, ~~,

mft ~, ~ \t~lst ...e ~ ~~Cf'1 rr I ~ ~

3tCltll{ oqqCf'1 rr I ftr;fT d({l:&1 3t'k't14 ~ :qT ql.-u ~

u ~ :qT ~ (itl.-u :qT :&1+d1 oiaql u ~ GlI~Cif'1 ~

~ , Qiilij:st8 3tlCftA' -q:m 'iSle ... :rR ~ ~t2Cf'8 ~~

~ 3t1~ mq' ~;:u ~ *el&1~~ qiil~st ~

~~ftTml

~3GI .u;;Jel~ qiila:6f ~ ~~ I atlq{ dft8

(ccl\M el'ittl , ~ ~eIQ{ ~ ~i!~el~ I 31TGI' qi{l~er

~ q.ofcft ~~.q. ~r;fdi1i l.t01
... ii1. ~ i .. ., fG"1l, ~;rci i m(

~iL,"'e ~1{6pl ~ ~,·Lii~~ ~i4)8If ~ei~ ; ~ ~
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ql~ ~ ~ ~ ~\itl~~ ~ {tcet'M m~ I

~ ifR: @';f ql;:de ~ \ifA ~ ~'*' Izt \t ,!Cf; I ~ II

VI 11.8. Karna VTr, Ghar Banne Meia, extenion to the 1ist of "e1dests":

mr ~ GlT{ Etl~d

~~~~
~~~~

@fIT ~ \iRIf (i,4£Cf;1 I

~~ q:a1t2;::q1 ~ I

~~~~~

i{¥ ~ ClI'leT deqlft' en: itIqe
~~~;rtq'
~""'~ ~..... .....CiUi&t11 \J101 MIGi CilIICPt I

VII 1.9. karna vrr, Nau BainTka Mela, follows VIII. 1:

~gldq '\f>i:£\ ~ 3G\iZ11 dI{Idl~"lql dc\iql I

m;ft ~ ~ ~ UICf;N1eql di\i'Z11 I

~ ~ ll1SIf~ U 1Cf;N1e'l I \3i\i'Z11 I

~~ ~ acw:ql UIClI'r4lcqI dCG'ttI I
«r;r~~ 3c'littl dHII:t1{1 dc\iql I

~ ~ ~ ~ i4leJ):alidql dc\iql I

mzft ~ ~ ~~ di\i"Z11 I

t!%fT ~ ~9ldq dHldleltll 3G\i'!11 I
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~~~~~
~~ i!i~lIcqlf( qlG~ q~,,,ql ~ I

VIILIO. The various beginnings to the Creation Story of karna VTr:

~ CfSlR~ tft\n "BIA ~, ~ ~ I

\iRIt ~, ~ tft\n, (qatl tft\n, q"i:f ~

~ ~, U@1f tft\n, ~HI~ iip1"9, ~n=ql'" ~

~ iip1"9, ~ ~, tll, ~, ~4~(, E(~le

~, d<?Cf'l, ti(CiI'CSGI, ~ ~ qm I

~~,~~

amff~~~~

'ftmr d SlCf'1 ~ ~:ftee;l ~

~ ~\illa; ~ qm- ,

~ ~ ~ qdl~6I

~~~~
~ ~ Zlqle (q18

ql;:q:aft' ~~~

ftwr~~~
~~~d~

:I"n" ~ a! I~ ....ftJI{~;, ~o: ., ",-.,
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~ ~ ~~Udll ~ dCiJ\i41 dlUdlel'1
.~::. ~ ....:~ ~ ~ft"I'q i'Sdev, ~Oi \1'ti i ~ ,'Ii" ~ '3Ov:::q I

~ ~, mn ~, q\lff~~ do'S"i1l

UI.nnelll do\iZ11 I

~ \ltoT «R' qmft ~ do'fEtl

dl~II~{1 di\iZ11 I

~ ~ ~~~ di\iZ11 I

~ ~ ~ ~~ do\i'&11 I

~ \ito) .leT ~ ~ crt~ lIIAI4T tCftt1 I

~ ~ ~,~~ lIl~I~::::q1 I

*~§';f~~1

UGIl ~ ftiGllqcft ~ I

VII!.ll. Man Dev. Manutyalal srstt Garnako Mela:

~ ~ ftCftt1, ~~ ft6fl1'),

;n~ ri ~, 3Ioftlll ~,

~ q{q&Sl{, ~ lIt!I~a;,

Gtaqa GlIlIl,~ 3fI"(f I

~ *~ GtI4'l , ~ ~ (f,

(4')a I '1laI i11lft,~ ffi'6' Ci4 fZ11 ,
--.... ~:::.. :=> - ." "
..~ cp(, ~1et'1, .. til CUotil ~Iet'l,

:=.«ftn i =:w W ~ i8( '-'\$ ~~ ~-. • ..., '" '~V1 -.: -''''

~ql~ \Ci~ ~ 1
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~ ~ ~, ~ ~ G116f'') ,

II1tT ~ am I

(1\J ~ ~, m trihf cqri11,

qcfa" cRT ~ I

~ *~ G116f'1, If&T ~ (f ~,

qft~mrl
(1\J ~ (f ~, qcf(f ;r;fT mr I
~~ mr, ~ ac»'31I~ ~ I
~ Q{Q6CI{e, ~ qiil~a;e,

~ U\ifT ~,

~~,~~I

V111.12. karna Vir, Raya Sarsu Jap:

\if'm \if'm

~ 1l{411q1 'it~~ ;Uq \i(11T I

~~ ~{cq~lq \i(11T I

- qft{trr~ ~n{(it;rrq \i(11T I

~~ (d~~lq G1l1T I

~ft{m~;rrqq;r

crft ~ ~ \i(11T ltlfGlldi I

V111.13. Man Dev, Refrain of the Jarman Karman Kheti:

!f ' m:rr...... .,:::::S
\:, ., (~ ,..... , ", '"
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~ Cf)c¥lf 1m!,
~ q;c¥lf 1m! I

VIII.14. Karna Vir, Tiligrama:

~Iel (flueI i{R;

~~~~~I
qn' qn' q;f 81"41 ~ 9l tR dl,,:ql

i{l~ of\<~ q I"1ft ~
~ ~tl\' ~

tU'f~ iR'~
661..... 81,,:q1 I

~ qU:;S8C61 talT~~ ftpft~

~ qft;C6~ @11:q1 I

VIII.IS. Kamaro Kaml, Maphl calaune mantra:

~ iIT~ IlTt6T ~, ~ ~tI\§ ~,

1m ~ ~ ~, ~ t \3"CI{ CRt,

~ r~ ~, lpf\" ~ ~ ~,

atldql ~ ~ t=mf, Gtiql ~ ftro mq',

;fft: ~ ~,

ftIlft ~ ~ 3;r, *'ICf t :;si~1t ~,

,!~I ~ ~ ~, ~i1 ifl81 l:i~1,

~t~ ~ 1%1;4 4-=t!1, ~ol ~ elR q=t:!1,

:tr§ ~ 'iltl Ii ff,
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VI [I. 16. Abi Lal. Names of the Bayu and Burma:

~~~~

~ iNf ;f'el~ ~'it 1& I
~ (CSfU\jql

Clf'leT qo, quof'{ qlel, ~ 1fmT,

~ Clf'1~eT, ~ q lei I

;l411< ~, ~ q181, ~ Clf'1~eT I

q-rfq, Clf'~;::all<ql, mt q181, ~ IItm I

mt (CSI~8Iql, ~ ~ I
v

q ..tlUql t111T qlel I

q-rfq, arm (bl18Iql, an"t~ I

~, Clf'le ~ I

mft "Iraqi, m ~ I

Q;q,1(;ql, Clf'1t2 ~ I

ftt<tl~;ft, lilt~ I
~, \iIl\if ~, q't ~, ~ ~ I

~, ~ q181, (bile ~ I

~I~I~U, 61181 ilIri, ~ ~,

~~,~~l

1fIfq, ll=tllql, ~,~ I

(f6 ~\ijld\, ~,;ft'll, \if6 ql~ i

tR, :8)« ;cltitl;, {;..:; ~ lftttH ?], ~d{; fqtH I

\Git «,.041 t'? I, q;Qi6' ~, q;-af ~ ot1') i
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ql~l m, qfte ;rqf I

~~, ~ ~I
--$ .., C\ ... .., C\ •

~ep~(?q~e ...\q I, 'tt~1 '"i:f;1,* I, ~~~ I ""I~' I
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~ QI(C4lql, ~ Cl6CFQIU I

~ .1<::4 I, ~ ;m"@' I

~ ~, ~ ~, ~ tfu;ft ~

'41'41 ~, ftmf ill~;:C, ~ ol~{, ~ '1@iWI8 I

:q1~QIC;lql, ~q::ql ~, um ~, ;ftm 'q1fR I

ill! ... ~lIdiql, ~ qtttle I

~ iftR, iHI\ii{, .ate ~, epuf~ I

ill~~ (ci'lelql, Cl6ate ~p ~Cfi11 ~ I
~A ~'~Q(C4 IQI.., ., ilWI (q 1<?41 I

~~,~~I

~~, iRT( ~ I

:qlate 'i.1CI't, mIT ~, ;ftm' ~, ~ iI'm,

• llt:I'R', *** ~ I

attU'q I, ~ <tlft'Cll, 6T1t Cl6'R, ~ ~ I

llTt ~1Id\ql, am *61lft, ~ ~ I

tI"Ri:rtlq I, '6q::q I ~, znit ~ I

ql~·et m, <tft ~, epuf ~ I

~, ~ qiil~di I

~:qn, am ~I
t1lft '41\$1, mIT~ I

atl41( ~, ~ e)Cl6I~ I

~atel ~, eJOI'e' ~, ~q::ql l:11m I

fe'ttl @i'Cif, ~.~ qlel, ~ .)~eT I

+t'lat (ql~n, ft.t4 ~, GltI:3 ~ i

~~!q, 66!e! !lie!, 66!e! ~!

i4\i4ILi ~, ~ ~~", iji~"" ~~" I
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~ ~, GI~I(~lq, qldet iliff I

~ ~ ~, ;;puf ~, ~ ~ I

(first pause in reciting this list)

~ ~, Cl6018 ~, ;;puf ~ I

~ ~deT, :qn GlC6«, ;;m" iliff I

~ tnCRff [ .1ca8 qr;ft ]
61 0\41 9TIn', ~ U:::ql, q'A U:::ql I

\40\4lft ~, Cl6018 ~, ;;puf ~,

tlkl~ ~, ~ q@~18, ~ ~ I

<{~ men, qtll~ql, 81eT~ I

'ffIn' mr, mtT u-ft I

(C4'11'1Clf'l(;, UGIT~ I

~, ~ QiCl618 I

~au,~1

~ meri, iUI\i'i{ Cif'0I81 I

(ffif meri, ~ @TN, ~ (COg' I

. \iHf(8, ~ QiCif'18 I

mRr ~, ftr'ftt6f;1t) ,~ 1016114'\,~~ I

bt1'n ~Iia;ql, em~ I

iUri11 ~, ~ q@IOI~ iliff,
*** 't'tlt<{1 ~ I

~ meri, tllt<{1 ~, ~ ~ I

~(el meri, <6CfLtI ~, m:ft ~, ~ tflm,

*** *** ,
~ ~ndlq ~ CHe;:,~ ~'3de ?
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\t Cij 1~ ~I iTq'r I

~ (erlel t·,.qc'HZl, \if6' cU ...ql I

~ q(Cff, ~ q~cple, qft ~ I

~~,

mT 'Ritael, ft{q CQUf! I,

~~ G1'*ld;ilIQ I

**, cpOie ~, cpf ~ I

\41"1 (Q1el, 311(11 q(11~ I

(fif=qlql, e,qCifi'~, \iR=J ql;Ql, §cqcpl~,

tR ~,~ cql\i'Z1l,

'1qOlI ~, ~ arqf I

Ifan q(Cff, ~ q:;S:cple I

~ q(Cff, CQ {I \it{ Cifia <?tt I I

CijIt6Of')e fZ11<fS ~, ern ~ qj""l I

~ q(Cff, fee", ~, tTl!. ~ I

*** *** I
mzrr ~, ~ ilft, \1ltl {qR' em \tlf iHI f! qr;ft,

~ ~, ~ CQUf!, " ~, ~ ~,
~ ~, tilf!~a CQ{If!, ~ ifU(, SQJ11 iH1fl,

~ Cij{Ii!, ~ CQ{If!, ~ ~,

em \tlf cqUi! qr;ft,

cql~tt!Pft ~, 'fld;; lfle;, Rit3~ "i.el,

311eW4T qle~4T, ~, ~,

iU\9l~1 C4~, 'ii<?41 ~, ~\i't11 ~, cll<fl ~,
-RT;:r Di~' ~ ni~'....."::' -. ."., ••~ -.IVI,
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;srrq z:rn:JT, ~ q IeI ,

~ 1lmT, 01 qlel, ~ qlE?l,

em: \lTf iR1't~ I

aH~« ~ ~I

~;m; (f6~,

Uft tm;, ~ \1CRf,

0Ri ~, Cl'OIe ~,

CQleA ~, ~ ~, ~ ~,

fuCiUfjql, iUI\fi{, Cl'6t8 ~, ea;;f ~,
era ~, eTft' CifIfi ~ qr;ft,

el@Nldql, ma' '"~,

mft ~, mff (j:i 4 1 ~,

(CQlfj~~ qR, ;mi' §it,
illolcple, \lTf ~,
ftnr ~, ~ mcft
~fj<::"ql, qfjE?1 m;ft I

~ trod, ~ ~, ~ ~ I

era ftGlI&;,

41<113MIQI, ~ ~, ~ qlel I

\l6T ~, ~ ~, ~ qlE?1 I

~ trod, cmT ~ I

\ifq'8 tffi3", ~, Qfj6fSIE?, <{I=ttl ~ I

~ * CQd\iZ{ Cl'6tE?1 I
~~ ~ --=:to. 0 •
~ 10f"'11 'I1\q I, G4 I~ IG4~ ("""11 I

~;:U""Ii'RFa""J ~ :::L: i Mi P. e;:c..,oc l
'I: •••• , et':e ........ ,'. .li ........".

fqqe v.ftt, f~kii ~, ~uei ~"4i I
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~ mqi, iHI'iI{ Cf'ClMI •

1%mT ~, trlfT ~, ~ qlel, ~ ~ I

=il('CIl mqi ** I

ot-t.'l ~,CRO, ~r~ 'O'~< i

~ttl(q (4181, arm q+llzt I

d(~:::ttl, ~ <{14, ~ cpA II

Conclusion:

'3i~l( ~ ~,

~~, ~ fqm I

m ll;:q'T 3tla~', !"!'!'!II\lt-I&'"~ G1la~ I

\iRf~~tm'~~1

~ Gm' ~, i4ltti cn:J~ I

"'+lClf'1~ lltt'T, QdClf'1~~,

itu~~~ U:I~I,

';fG1(~ «I~I, ~ ~ «I@ttl,

~ mat @ttlttl, em ,*IM ~ttlttl,

m mat, tn ,*IM, \It'3 ,*IM, ~ mffi @tt141,

\ji~l( ~ ~, ~ ~, ~ fqm I

mm \iriT ela" ~ \iriT Mla~',

~ em ~, :efht iNl ... ~,

~ ?lld~', ~ C?1la~',

cp:rf qAT ~.8I 'q'4'f , ~ ill! ~~18 ({1~ '" Idi I
.... v,... ,... ~

=ri4"1":'1enl \$ HI( q ICf' 1 fftIT, ll'4"R' q I'"1~,
~HoC'\..$:--· C'\ ~ •

~ q,." 'i'~': ~t,~ q,." ~'~" ,

ifilf tu;f) ~, ~'!It1 &1~~I~ I
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VIII.17. karna VTr, House Binding Recital csan Barba Mela):

dlUdlel' ~

ri ~ ~g Idq t='t1ltt I I

au8f( ;rtT (a t='t11 q Ieft iffr (a t='t11

~ Cij 1;:;W el'itt I I

VIII.18. karna VTr, Recital of the Nine Little Sisters:

Cf'1~ Cf'1;4T ~ tun' mT qftf;

qij·le ~ ll;:q'T I

~qu~~t9fOTmcr

ftrtfT ~ \ifz:z:ff It~ '31 a:q f
mqt~~

~ met~ 9TOT tRif ~ I

i{Tin' ~ elattl I

~ ~ ~a(.'?1 d' tilde faael
~ '"\ "'l _-A. -A.
~~ ~I~~ G.d~1 ~~I '11(1 \J11~1

at!d~ ~ tu\§41 ~!*' ~ i'.d!~ !

ftim {Ret1"ei ~ fttdl :r",\it icli
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cn;snumm~~~~,

~ ~ g"tQT mer
!;:ql 'I' q'f~ ..1.. 1~ 81 ..¥t1 ,

~~ oililil ri~ 61 liJt I

cfT;r~ 01 1'if1~~ 61 1'if1

cn;sn~ ~0I1¥t1

ifTilT uftq ft(1:n' ,

V111.19. kama VIr, Nau Baintka Mela (follows immediately after the

previous passage, and concludes the recital):

~ftrt<tN~ftrt<tN

~ftrt<tN~ftrt<tN

~ t it?' 1\4 tnft ~ t it?!l\4 tnft
(4 I~ "t1 it?' 1\4 tnft ~ ~ it?!l\4 tnft
~tmu~

~Ci4IGlql mft =if\.. leIQI mft II

V111.20. karna vtr, Nyau 1a DhOr:

~~ \i1;=q~ ~,

~ ql~1 :qG~,

ifm' q 113;:q 1 It;r I

'q~I ~ \jf;:q... '1a:tt1,
~ 'ii re1 .,;;aff,
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ifm' q 113rif 1 It;r ,
M' ~ allq 1 ••8)' emf 'f6';r
311q 1 .1at GI;:q... ft:r;r au~1 ,

">

at141,

q;r ~\S~el~, ~ ...:a;lel~,

ffiT atlql .1el'~ ~dl3d,

~ Cf')8\" 1ftcft ~(ll3d,

ffiT §';f~~ ~dl3d,

ffiT ~ ~ Glnll ~ ~dI3U,

~, atlql Cif'leT ifm' 41=t11~,

cp[r \i1lel~, ser,
1\'"41 if1it q 113rif 1 ~~ ,

zmT~ q h,3rif 1 ~';ff,

ffiT q;r ~ Cit'1+t 1 qm' d (f$tll~, Cit'1(t 1 i4~c6T ,

at;ql Cf')8)' d(Gi1I~, in'! CfSlet d(o:ql~,

ffiT q;r ~ aT~ ...:a;lel~, aT~H ~i1I~,

~ "'dl\Sel~, at1'f"I11 m "'dl\Sel~ II

VII 1.21. Karna VTr, Graha Dan Me1a, and at the end of other reci ta 1s:

~ arm ire' "1=t11,

q-u i4le~ ftro 41=t11 I

l{Ifr~~
_ Or 0
C41<' l"i"i~ otil'q I

-A. ;;rA ..,..r....,. :a':&\'«0; e:;c,; ~i"ii , ... ,
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~ zmrr~
:at lei ~~

~~ ~ ~gldq If,M~
3i1"'Fi1 ~cse;( qiil~C;~) aQl-q1 II

IX.!. Nar Singh Kami, Mantra to make the planets peaceful (complete):

~~,~~,

~~,;it ~~,

3@S61 ~, ~@if'I ~,

~~,~~,

~~, ~ ~I ~n

IX.2. Abi Lal, Jap to Summon the Vir, first version, beginning:

Cl'1@tii ~ ~, ~ ftn ~,

cf;6 ~ =i.R=J, d:;Sc6 ftn ~,

~ ;nor ~, S"cpl cnur ~,
~ ~ i16, trRT ftn ~,

'a'in ~ =i.R=J, ~q;:e41 ~ ~,

~ ~ ~, 3R' UW ~,

i41~ ttlt4! ~, ~ot'6 ~ ~,

\i1")e1 ;mft ~, Gi)61 ~ ~ I

i ilt;ft ~ ;nur ~ , ]

t!~!i;~ r~{ ~, .wlG08 r~H ""'8,
-A .:t-. _

"i'~' tCS4( ~~,
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~ men ~, '1{6 +tIM ~,

q+tl~ men ~, ~ +11M ~,

~ ~ CfmGft ~ ?t1lq, ~~ ~Iq,

\i1~<fl imft :q"6, s;;1el ~ ~,

~ Gt"ilf ~Glla;, qel ... ~ ~G1Ia;,

~~~
[repeats names]

IX.3. Abi Lal, Jap to Summon the VIr, second version, beginning:

ma +tH'ft ;ft~ ~~#~ I

~ iliI{Cf'1 liRT qfl'aT I

Cl61?t11 iliI{Cl61 ~ qflm I

~ iliI{Cl61 ~ qflm I

~~~,~~~,

~~~ erR iliI't e¢T ftnmT I

~ 'iliI{s me ~@el, ifP:IT ~~,

~ ma qC;ql feel I

IX. 4. Nar Singh, Raya Sarsu Jap, selection follows X.l and 2 below:

flRt ~ q 6 ilp[r ~,
~ ~ 4ij1~', :q"ft (4I U\j Ci41~

.....
(.....8r * iU~, ii1'{ ~ ~,

cl~c4 re~tti"" ~i~, rm ~~;e S4;~" ~~-4i I
~ ~ n .....

"01 DP!t'? cpa 01't1!., ~!~, I~DPIt'?epl tf't"ll ~ ~!~,
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~ \i1:i)CSI'l, fin aleCSl'l GtI.... ~,
~ Cijl~, i41CRft ~,
U<ft ~, it<ft i41~,

\i1'6 ~, ~ ~ G4I~'"

IX. 5. kama VIr, Raya Sarsu Jap (follows the description of the yogi,

which itself follows the Awake! passage above):

Stltt1 ~,

ftrzft \lI11ft Clfl11~ II 3t1d <~ Clfl11~ II ~ ,

artel:ql i41~IRHCSI'l dlMI,

~ el:ql u;(l lJ.Cf ~nMI ~ 'ilIuJ) ~,

ClpR 81:q1 ~ G11J)',
~ el:ql ~. QIMI,

q;N ~Q11 ~ §A'T,

~ tlql('tll ~,

iJf'"t<~~,

~ el:ql iJf'~ m if\i ~,
ijR' ~ el:a:ql, ~ ~ dl:a:ql,

~ ~ fA el'i:ql, t-I 'i q;f {'I)lU:U,

~ mf, ~nCilill m{, q;pf ~ mf,
~ aT{ :aSllel, <AT ~, 'ilIo\fl l{tf, ~ ~,

u;(l ~, 'Inel ~, :qo;JT ~, ~ ~,

fa;:ft ~ndl ~ dlU"1 i
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IX.6. karna VTr, BaksT Jap, including the complete list of who wears

the twentytwo different rudraksas:

~~~ &l1~{t if§' ~ aliil

~ClfCl6I~ft ~ ~ q+¥I~~ aline ....a-lii-I

1Q~~~~ aliil

~~~~ alqle -a-lii-I

310ft~~ 3lol{~ al~1

~~~~~aliil

~~~ STOTt mt ~~ al~1

~~~~~al~1

~~~~~aliil

at~~ at ilIe1Cf'M aliil

;rft~~ iIT~ ~ aliil

~~~ C{+¥lftf E=,.qR~ t-'1~1

. ~ ~ ~ U\jf'f ~&I{qe aliil

;ft~~ ;ft C'Sl(q aftm'~ eliil

3TTO~~ atSI:9l~ elttl

m~~ ~~ aliil

~ ~ ~ ~q-1 ~ el~1

~ ~ ~ qrif ~cll~'1e t-'l~,

~ tA(iX11 ~~ ~~ eU~1

~ 3tw.4i ~r; ftR Biel~s ~i:qi

~ ~~~I ~~I~ ~ ~fjI;)e el~1
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IX.7. kama VIr, Raya Sarsu .Jap, continued:

IX.8. Nar Singh, ttasan Jagaune Jap, end:

~ r 'iJfc:et~, ~ ifRf,

~ ~ ., ~Sllet Cipf mq II

IX.9. Karna VTr, Raya Sarsu .Jap:

~ ~ ftrIfr ~ cp[f de»\Std1
~ (C4 U\d uq' ~~CPt triQ:u cntT I

~~mtT
Cit;::q I \111('til ~;;::q I ~ ,

UIf~ Glt('tll \TIm I

~~ ~61ttl Cf'6Ittl,

ft«rr~ \d~1 (Irill I

ftetil ~ ~i?8 \:.i1.Li1 I

IX.1 O. Abi Lal, Jap to Summon a rtasan (complete):
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-- ---

m~ rm- ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ I

~ (Rf ;Ql+tel' ~J81,

cqjttI ~ ,mft Uoa81,

~ e;,1l) ~ ~ael,

ulel ~ iltUttl~ n-dffi,

eld.' ~~ n-d81,

~ ~ q;:I{ Uoa81,

~~~~
fl1ld:::q I auq I \nft' ~
fl1ld:::q I ~ \nft' ~
~, ftf~,

~ ~, ~, q+tl .. \it~lIdel,

\itI'itt I \it~ ..d 8 I, ;r \it'itt I \itq Cl61 qrm tdtm I

~ q:al .. , fi:ld~8 q:al .. , U\i1T q+tl .. ,

\l"Il d{ottl ~{ottl, ~ ~, at:a .. CIm, q+t ... CIm,

:aj:aII{lq q:al .. , \i1"t1T ~ Gtm II

IX.1 1. Man Dev. Recital of Payalpur:

~ :a~~ ~~ ...., ~ ~ +t$Oi1~ ~~ .... ,

mft <{CP <{CP mi, ~ <{CP ~ mi,
qtte~ \ifT 8', m \ltT ~,
~ t (tlCiUGl ~1"41, qQllii ~ lOf;lWEtI I

:aU; €i£.4 ddii r. .(i ;{icl)Sbl ~cli,.....,

~~~n,
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{f411"" ~ eIU;n, q411~ ~ ~,

I{N; qJ1e~ 8',

~ 3:{Gr ~, ~ ~ ~,

(fq'f ~ ~, ftt!\381 ~ \lfT (f,

(fqf \iITfft Cit +'tt1 I

it411 "" ~ GllqI, q J1e~l ftm',
mu '3{fee;1 ~, ~ ~ ~ I

~ 3:{Gr qu~~, ~ ~ ql~+t,

(fqf ~ ellltt1 , in! dflC61 ~,

fi11'3el ~ \i11'6, m~,

(fqf J11q'r \i1T, q-p:f; q J1e~ (f,

~ ~ 1ft 1ft ~, in! '3{fC61 ~,

fi11'3e I ta:n \i11'6, allf ;nq e 1'1~ I

IX. 12. Gumane, Jap to Raise Masan:

Gll'li1 qt'tl""· GlI:an

~ ~ GIla ~'ilIq ~ ~

~~GlI&~~~

ftrz:ft UdClf'1 fGl 'illq I ~

;mriT tRft GIl 1mit q;r el"~ '3t1dl~ ~

\ifT&' q{f I "" \iITa' II

IX.13. Abi Lal, Jap to Suppress a Masan:
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~' Q,eldCf'1 Cl6lc,1 tfm ~I~,

"";:exl ~, ~ ~I~,

~~, ~ ~I~,

("d~l ~ qm ?1lq,

"";:exl ~, ~ t==tt I~ ,

~ ~, ~ @11~,

<{11:1T (fa~ @'II ~,

if(3" (fa~ @11~,

\it'4l1d81, \it'4l1del, ~, ~,

~ ri'~ ;rr;r II

IX. 14. karna VIr, Narsinghko Jap:

~ qft dql~1I

~ mqr ~ CijI'iSi1

ano ~ i1'R ~ ;ft \$i\$ • Cipf \it'6 ~

\it q:;11 \itq '11 m~dCf'l ;:rmft q"Ri'

an; ~ (~~I ~ ~ 'iSiKI

an;~ ~dCl61 mtt
~~ e'iiilCl61 mtt
~ cpr;r ~ ~e ~

Iffft ~ q ~·tI '1 ~ tfll; II

IX. 15. Gurnane, Jap Against Witches, conclusion:
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~~ Ifrft
~~ Uq (ql~' m
~~~ ~d{;"ql ~

~~qrtl

~ q;:;:n it qt!l~ctep') i4l'i1l II

Conclusion of version to treat children upon whom a witch has

enviously gazed:

d<?G1 Uq ~,

ft4 <?GI Uq q-u,
a-u ~ lllIf qrtl,
qu~~~,

~ awi(GiI tWtft,
~~ Ifrft,
(Gidq qrtl,

~ q;~H it qdl~cto6T i4l'i1l II

IX.16. Nar Singh. Conclusion of the Bhutanlat Dabaune GUQ:

~ ~

~ "1=tI1, rp "1"'41,

If=q I CiIit lilt q til ~ ,

~ ~ctdl,
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IX. 17. karna vtr, Ghar Banne Jap:

\1fJ:fU\ifqTti3fq'u;ftqft

~ q:::ql( q'ft ~Cf'le q:::zU( qft

~ ~ln1l( lift tmft ~1u:tI( qft

'TT{ iit ..¥tl~ qft ~ @11C;41( qft

~ ~ ~~ ~ +I(q;l ~ ~ q-ft I

~~ ~ cp=m §t qftl

~~~ ~ §t ~I;ql qft I

~~ ~ mq' Cf'1;:q1 ~I.-etl qft I

~ ~ ~ ~~~ Qql( ~

~~~~

ftn'~~~ q;r;r u-;nf ~ q'iHf.el

m6T ~ qlel i4~I&:CiHc6T dlel

~~~

Cf'lel ~ trnT ~ GtI~1I ~ ~ ~

fqm ~~ ~ qC(Cf'1 ~

~~~~~~iif;tRft~

~ ;rnrr in'i! ~ Cf'qdM

~ 'ld' ~ iit"iSl ~ I ~ ftr q-rft
qdl8 ~ ~;rr;ft II

IX. 18. Abi Lal, Curse, untitled (complete):

~ «ta<;y« QTft i{ft ~3d.( tTR'
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fa1ft ~3d i ~46t{Cf5i cnur I

fa1ft ~3di ~,~

UGf~ 6l1U1' II

IX.19. Karna VTr: Revoking a Curse (Uigu Phark3une .rap), complete:

md'~ crft crft ~3d i ~

fa1ft ~3d i ~ 461 {Cf51 cnur
~ftNt~rrfimit\lR'

~~~~"

IX.20. eumane. Jap Against Witches, second version of IX. 15 above.

X. 1. Nar Singh. Introduction to the R~ya Sarsu .Jap:

~ fZ1i3et ~;J:tif ~ I

md' ~ 4q ;J:t 13;J:t trd I

;ft ~ flnT, ~ m ~ I

itt ~SlI3~ql m ~ C5Uftt ~ I

(~ ~ ;J:tldul )

~ 3TiiI' ~ 3T1"CIi ft«f 4q~ l?t i I

If~ 3Tii I «ill 3m!,
~ t ~ 3t1"!{ stl'Al ~3di ~qi('tli I

iCIT f...~ ~Il{, 3UCR1 ~ei.-i ~~ai .f4'u('tti
.... U i:::ti i ~ ftI'T7 &a rt I tI lira ;:a -am I, . .. . ~ .. , ,-''t' ~"V .... 'I • • • ~ 'I •• "
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31le'S" q le\i +t'UC'&1I, ~ ~ +tq1(41 I

+t'Rf CR;T ~, qatl ~,

~~GI ";WCf'1 qle\i ~,

qatl ~, ({del ~,

qaC:1 ~ q+t1"".1,

qaa &t1"Rl ql~(b)ft ~ 1l1{1GJ: ql~.1 ~el;w,

qaC:1 'fttcHCf'l I

+t'Rf CR;T ~ll3et ftpr, ~61II3(lql,

+t"Rf CR;T ~ II3BT~ I

\it ~ ftt1f '*I:::t(t,

311~ ~ ~l3dl ilfh~ ~~ ftI~·,

fqsr ~ ~;:ql II

X.2. Nar Singh. Introduction to the Raya Sarsu Jap, continued:

~, ~, ul:IT mf ~Cif,.f ~ I

"~ cnil, ~ ~, ~ ~:" ~ttl I

"~ cnil, ftmT ~ +t{""q" ~ttl I

"eI0l'l41 ~, qel:t1l ~,

'ft40f'141 ~, ~<tItt1 ~" ~tt I I

( Sfif ~ ~ el06lttl, ~06141, +t<tI41 )

~ "6I1{q '11141 ?

"J.I~ q ~ 13~\i4I" ~ttl I

I~ ~"I, ~ ~I<''''I ~~\J"1I" "~~i i

"~ ~ ~, ~4' '$-II q ! !3 (S)\i't1 !" l:i n=cttil
"45181 ~, ii<4i ~';iLH \3w\i'tii" l.i~:q; ;
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ftRT tf1:it q ~ ~'1ql, ~ trm' ~,
~ i"q'1QI, ~ q-Rt ~.. ~41 I

X.3. Deo Ram. Oyangro Banaune Okha:

~ \iRT mr, ~ ~,

~ \if~, ~~,

~ ~ ~ r Cit'18)- artTm:J u;r I

~ Cf'1G'1 ~~ '1 q, crCIff q;Cfff 3'f1'q' I

~ ~ ~, \i11& ;:r \i11& ;r (l,
cpcft ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I

,eft ~ 0I1t, Tl ~ mN,
Cf'le) ~, ~ qft mr I

~~~,~~~I

~ ~ ~ (1;:tt1, ~ Qc4T 8141,

~ ~ "61<?41, 3166141 \l11T~ I

~ qcctft 81~, ~ ~ "61@l11,

q=t1l8 \lT1T ~ I ~ Qc4T (I;:tt") ,

~ ~ "61<?41, ('Z1{i(It ~ \Fit I

~ qcctft (1;:q1, ~ ~ "61~,

~ \lm ~ I tt ~ t!1;:tt1,

~ ~ "61<?4"), qi;:ir \l11T ll4l I

~ qaGt t!1;:tt"), U'~ ~ "61?1") ,

~ (..... ,cp1, 3lClf'IM~ \WT I

~ tla$' ~'riI"\ ~ ~ ''-'~'~iO II I, ~.~ .~I ""PI ,
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~ i1TfjT ~, ut ftcn;J q 1=t11 ,

6Ai11 fma" Cip(lft, q;:c,1 ;rrWt ~,
~ ftcn;J q 1=tt1, 6wtl ~ q;pft,

rm- ~ ~, ~ ftqe- &l1:::tt1,

dW1; ~ Clf'14T, q;~.:it ~~ ~,

~ ~ ql::z:n, 6wtl ~ q;pft,

tftft ~ ~, ~ ~ ql=t11,

~ ~ ql;:ql, ~ «1Ci4IG1QI,

f&11~ €t1ee1 QI'"41, \1~GlI ~ ftr:it,
(If "bI(h3~ u-;r, ~ :qtla~ ~,

~~~,~~~,

~ '" ~' \i41~n UI~II ~'
trIf "bIft ~, ~ :qft ~ I

X.5. karna Vir. Names of the ban jhakrr:

:aH?I tz:q'f , Ci4H?I tun' , (4:q( tan', if1:R' ~ ,

.~ tz:q'f, ~ ~, \leT ~, :aRft ~i,*,""(,

~ ~, .'tlClISI~ 6f;istil I

At the same time, karna Vir also named a few of his van:
ro C(TUf, ~ cnur, craft cnur, ~ cnvr
and some of his vir.

~ cftt,~ cftt,~ cftt,
~ -Ct- ~ -=-- .... .0..
~~ Ctl(, "I~ let(, CCSI~CP et 1(.

For other names, see also IX.2.
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X.5. karna VIr. t.aru Mela:

~ {AfT i41elf~ I

~ €Hi11 ~ I
3t1e::s: crft (~H e.,*:q., 'ue'S' criT (~H el,*:ql,

{t~~1 ~, {tq~1 ~,

atlt~1 ~, ql{~1 ~,

el~'1 m~ttl ~, ~ClI-~-~ tl,~:ql ~,

ffi9 ~ ~ (~@:q',

mft 'f\iIT «lrill,~~ 'bl@:ql

ftr;fT CfieCl'I ~ ~ ~~{elf -rqd~

~~~~
~~ (C4I4l

~ q li~eT '1Tt 1%IriIIl, mt q I~Jt ~ ftI;:z;(l
~ il4~1 e.,*:ql,~ql~el 1lsI~ el,*:ql I

~~~ftI;lqlzn:n1

~ ~(6Ie'f ~ I
~ ~ (C4I:tt11

\iI'a' 3\i1e q;f eluiL 1{6~ fI";f e IU;., ,

~~ (~H el,*4l •

~~~~qlzn:nl

-n:t i41e em;T ~ ~ "q';:q'T I

-n:tctie mit~ I

p,ct1~ 6iit \Cit 1"1". i
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x'7. Man Dev. Jao knet t, which expands on the version just cited:

~ flR Gtlql, ~ ~ ~ I

4t11Cf'l sr;:;r -m I

c:m;r~ ~, mtt~ ~,
q:::q¥l 81el qoef, q:::q¥l mtT qef I

c:m;r~ ftN, mtt ~~,
c:m;r tilT q I~~, mtt ~ q I~~ ,

c:m;r (1' ~ m#, mtt tl' it ~,
~ ;.ftGr qt-m, ~ ~ qT-m,
S11fC" ~G1 ~ $'f I

~~~,~~~,
3N> 31'l:f) ~,

~ ~ fq&~, ~ ~ ~&~,

q-=q ~ qoef, ~ ~ qef,

~~ ftN, ~ ~~ ~,
~~~,~~,

U't~,

'P4:q H ~ 61it, ~ tllCfi 'f';f am I

~ ;.ftGr qT -m, ~ q;a' qT ~,
S11fC" ~,G1 ~ $'f I

'$~~ ~ ~, ~~~ ~ ~,
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~ ~i.1I( 1f6f, ~ Cf'~clll'" q-af,

Clf'~Clle ~ ~, ftI~n ~ ~,

~~,Ul~,

d'SI'" (1Ft 61..:q1, ~d I'" @eR 61..41 I

~ ~ q'Tm, ~ ~ qTm,

~ \fNt'1 $I' I

X.B. karna VTr. rove Khane Me1a:

~ ~ \ifft:J \i1l"'1{f ftT1:iT I

~ ftf$r ~ ~ M't1 ~ ~ \if6 ~

~I

\it6 ~ ?lId' oqritl I

~ ~ <?1113(t1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

\iteq I anel13(t1 \it6~ q \iteq I 'i I

~~ ~ (i.-:t.-:t °ati(C41 ~ 3~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (i.-:t'1 ~ ~ ~

~~ \'RT
~ &tug ~ :;sftUdQ ~ ~ ~ fe(Pft I

~ ~ \iteql 'f
ftf;n 3Ii(C41;P1 ~ .-:t16f'rsp1 ftf;n Clf'1'1Cf'1 ftf;n ~q;l 0

If~ \itT3" llii"';) m ~ 'q;:q1' I

~ 'S11~1 ftor itu ~ \itlT anro ~ ati(C41

~ Cf)1~fG.~ i
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~" ~~,~\51'(f ~:~j ~~'C1I~ ".,,',~~ ..~. I

.. Ittelf))~ ~. au ~~ ~ ~~ I

\'.41~1Ielf)) ~ ~.au ~ ~ .n ~ Cf)lere.~· I

~ ~ ~ ""(ft;" (tii[T 'biel'~ ;

~~~~l
-:,

~ ;m; ~ ~ (ftUt!

3rJf'ltt ~ 81:1:ql q.I," ~ 81:1:q1

~ drJf'ltt "I~I mil' \3••," 'Il
"n~ drJf'ltt ~I=q 1 (11<&1 (cU... el":q1 I

x.s. kama VIr. Gol ra Ang banchne mantar:

~ atlClkft
CiR a.(o...1 tit a.(o",,'

~ ~ «r ..t....
~~ qrcr CQ ..... I

~~ .. ;=;oj I

.~ 'fqr ........ 1

~ cpr ';('\ill .. ;:;C I

~IIJc6T~ U<tT CQ ...... I ~ "~I

:qft (\1ffif) ~ CQ ......

~~ft«fT~~~

~ fGtiill ~ P §rJf'Ia

ql.-.IrJf'1 ii'q'f ........ 1

~ .... iopi 'ftim ~-,i

~~ 16i'1 cftf(:q Ie Cf"i ,
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:th.'S.l~ i4~1

~cijle,;l q{u .. i4~1

m- mt i4~1 I +tl'll{.' mt?]

(Ia\ '1( i4~1

;ntt ~ i4~1

:qft \iffif ~ i4~ 1

~ \jf6 fmft \jf6~ \iT6

tNT 'Ritii41 ~ §'if §¥i\3t n

X.l O. Man Dev. suwa KhetT:

IfGf~, ~d<i.l ~,

~Iqt ~ ~, ~ 'i3I;=({.. epm,

~ ~ iffG,

~C?eT ~ ~, ~ ~ ~,

~~, ~iei111

~ ~(~\i1h.4, :a~ \mit \iI'E'I(,

~OIql ~ ~, \;'Uqql ~ ~,

n ~ ~, 'i3I;=({.. ~ ll'(f I

X.ll. Deo Ram, quoted as he discussed his own initiation. Probably

from the Sharf Bhampa s trjaune Kheti:

__ n ":"0
~("1 ~"I Itl(11 oti 1CC91,

v "
~ ~ gq({1 :a1~1,
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itm ~~ EIlf mUl,
C6h.fl ~ C6lelClfS1 EIlf mUl,
~quP~1

X. 12. Gore sarkt. Toyo Khane:

mtt~ ~ ~, Stitt .. ftrm 1ft.... ,
tec"R"1 ~, UIf ~ ~ ftIt,
Mtt'1 Gte... ftIt,
at lit .. ftmT IflC6l'i'f I

X. 13. Karna VIr. Toyo Khane:

tT\iIT ifTU~ qr;r

CImSft ifm C6~;ft ~

OT'F ifm cftu;ft' zrr;r

i41! .. ifm~ zrr;r
qm ifTU q~l{;ft ~

~ crnT Cf' I"41 IfR'
mewff ifm ~;ft qT9f

~ ifm ~e;ft zrr;r

~ II~ '1 ifm~ zrr;r

;rnft ifiU~ zrr;r
~ :::rTTI' if C\ .....-r
g~1 CiI'\1 gCP" 1 .,1.,
~ iITU ~;ft q'R'

tftu iffiT 41:;;q! ;ft z:rr;r
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X.l4. Deo Ram. Description of Initiation, collected by John Hitchcock

in 1962. Partly translated, partly transliterated; original text

unavailable.

X. 15. Nar Singh Kaml. Description of Toyo Khane (also including

remarks incorporated elsewhere in my text):

~ qftn ~, 'qCP Gtoez:t ~ ~ I

~ tmft, 'qCP i1\n~ I

~~I
cal., ~adl (~eIJu, ~ ~ iHI~el~ I

({del qroT 'ldelf·,

~ iA~ U", ;qUI<Q ~U\ft, ~ ~~ I

<QR4T ~ a<qI'i],qI ~ '3f&~
~ qm) il\n I:IltIft (ae Iddiil I

~ q: Gftn ~~,
~ ~ em: ~ ;q lriil, If1lfr 'iii~tt1 I

~~ tfllft am:,~ ~, qr;ft ~, trRl 3t1JU ~,
--A .,;, 2 po
'11~ 1 atlau, * Gieql t:m' ~tcnc-.CS I

ffi3 it~ilf'lql trRl ;q<Qld~ ~,

~ ~ (frEI' ;q<Qla~ q=ti),

If1lfr ilTG rn ~ ~ ~ I

d-.,1 ~ '11.,'1 ati,,~ (11~61 (TIME) ~ ii~

~ ~ li zt q i;f) 0 J'f{ ~(&'r0
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"m, ~ atl3~~· ~ qtf,

ffi?J~~ ~(C44l ~

"m, tt~ ftRft, ttt«t ftRft qT qr;ft atl~1"
- ,,">* W ~"II ....<cp. ~~,

~ ~ ~ i~, qr;ftq;T,
qleqy qr;ft i4~I4'l, ~ * ~ qtf ,

~ qytft, ~qle 6 m\ft ~ qtf I

~ qytft mrt "~qle <f)1~" ~ qtf II

X. 16. Oeo Ram. See X. 14.

X. 17. Man Oev. Tok khane KhetT:

.~ iipIf au, ~ ClI»f itU ,
Cf)elq 't~, au ~t \t~ .. n,
au imT \t~ ..n I

ilf$qltl im' GlI¥l, au~ \t~ ..n,
ftor im ~, air atf(ql \t~ ..n,
;ntT ~ t;q GI +<11 , a-u cpr;f 'q~ ..nI

X.18. karna VTr, Sati Barba, a slight variant of V.12.

X. 19. karna VTr, Sati Barba, immediately precedes VI. 12:

~~-~- o-n--O--
~'t11 ,,~ oq." ctl'=1 oq." ~, ... " oq"1, ..,1"" oq."

Cf'IW q;~~1 ~ ~ I
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~~ q:qr,~ q:ql,

~~~,

aweOtf de~'t iUd~, cpr;f ~ ~nttl~e

~ ~ i41cit fa;:u..; t,
~ G~I~ ~;u~ t,
aweOtt de~'t iUd ~, cpr;f ~ ~n'tu~el~ ~

cmft~ \ifR (r,
~ eld'1 \iI'R (rl

cmft Ci6~{1 Sleit1 deit1 iUd~,

c;pr;r ~ ~n'ttl~ (TIft tl ~ el\ia:i\ ,

('t1'tt I \l1rr,~ G@if) I~ 'ftG' q:q I ,

~ i41Cfft~ q:ql ~,

~ llft cilClfft ~,
~ G~I~ 'ftr=rr I

~ G~I~, ift atl'tl ,

X.20. Karna Vir, Gau<;ja raca Garaune Mela:

q-u ant, mT ant,
~ l1ltT, ~ tildqlq,

~ ~~, itU.~,

a'it \it;:q '1 'tt;:q Id~ ~,

XL1. karna Vir, Tiligrama:
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~ m, +lq.u ~,

cspftf 81ttl,~,

~ "1101 .. ~, ~ Wte1 ~,
ftrt ~ el~;c ~ iii\iil <l'StR~,

~ {RAt I ~, 9TUT {Rottl ~,

If (f Gil"~ I

<(lt~~

1l1it11 "1101 .. ~ ~itli ~8)' ~

If (f Gil,~ 'q'riff I

d (AfT ~~Idq ;nit el.... 81..ttl I

~ '413BT GlC&lI.~ ~ e1:it ftr:n' I

~ ~~Idq 'i11n .. 1+11 ;41\(.. elu11 I

ri atl ..1+11 ~'311& 'fttleT ~(qql I

~ qle....1m ~'311& dlCif'nnC;QI I

§*f~ "ltt1 ~'311& Cif'.el qlc;:rtql I

Cif'+I:rt \flft ..Ittl ~'311& ~ itl'fTqr I

~ ~ "Ittl ~'311& ~ <t1(ql ..ql I

~ iIm ..1m ~GII& ~ itl'fTqr I

"nel ~ .. 1m ~'311& ~C;I~~ ...ql I

If (f Gil,~ I

'*1181 ~ :rtltt1 ~'311& Cif'ftliU <tl(ql~ql I
" " ~s..'!"!!!I"P"_l:4 ({e U lei .. Itt I e'31l& uaT qt!{q I I

~ qm "'Ittl @\lIId' ~ (f(IOiI ,

~~ 3i~i ~itt1 ~Gii& -s({i< 4i;f)q-r I

q' (f \iil~ fdel'U~1 I
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~ 'f\SJT .-.Itr, ~Glld't ~ ~(qq'f I
GI"n:u ~ .-.1:«1 ~,jud't ~ ~Rqq I I

~~ \1(18)' !J3'U ~ ltil ~Glld\

~ ftrEflelGllGt; I ,

~ ~ .-.1:«1 ~Glld't U ICf'N1(;q I I

'I1lH"¥t I~ cftt CiUJ)' GIldCf'1 ;m:il \l1n

If d' GIl" ftRftvqr I

ort1~ mtf~ ~ §'Clle ;aIm ~Glla;

~ ~(ql.-.ql I

If d' \itI, ftRftvqr I

~ llft onft tl4i11

~Q~~Qf'I1n

~ ~4% ~ 'I'Pn 'ilIltll~"€t ~

~ 'lGIT ill;:q I

~Q~~Qf'I1nl

~ mm ,,,,=ttl .~ ~ am;

~ aeT *'u;:qq '\b=tt I~ 16"41 I

X1.2. Man Dev, Gau<;la KhetT:

~1fT~,

~ r 'fi:I;ClfL1'j, .-.14}~ Ncp;ft,

~~ 'fq;Clf£tl,

~8 ~~ ~CP~1, ~ 0;;;51 ~bfl11,

it \.t~ f4;~"I, .
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~ (qlt4l qrft-,~ (Cittft qrft-,

atcralq'T ~, 1lI0iaT ql ~ t

X1.3. xarna vrr, Ti llgrama:

q' (f \iiI,~ t

q' r;f i11it~ @r(f ~

~ ;nft~ ~+l1(0f'1 ~ ~

~lCRft Frl cnit~~ ;nft~
~~~~

~ +'l1ldeT \iiCi1 I mIT ~ ul:;ft·~ I

~ ~ tru eld~ ~ qo \mT eld~

XI.4. Dec Ram, sauoa Khetl:

qtill ... ~ cmT, aimt Cf'l~el ~,

~ ~ ifreT, ftt~u q;T -mr,

cq;Q1 ~ ;m;), ~ ~U~l ft«f,
<an ~ ;ntt, ~ «lcqlc,lql,

~ ~ ~, +am fttlde'l ~ t

XI.5. karna VTr, TilTgrama:

01ft .,icl ",-, , ~ cilq7i., ",::::tt i

d1\3e1 ~ t"loa"il oan1ft ~ 81 0li t 1i
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~ ~ ~ dlu'tl ~ ~ ~ dl:aitl

~iilCPl ~ ~ I

while the returning of the pledges is included in XI.I above.

XI.6. karnaro Kami: Nau Bainika Mela:

stllil, ~~ q-r;ft ~,

~~ftriT~~1
If q:q I ll';::q'T ~ cq;) mer CQ';:;:r Gild I ,

qr;ft~ Glldl I

If ~ ~ ~ cq;) ~ ~ Glldl

~ qr;ft qit i«ff GI IdI I

X1.7. Karna Vir, Juma Kal Juma DOtka Bhog Dinu Mela:

CftIT CfSIGI lit 31"flft ~, iftIT Cf'1qq I 31"flft I

;it :arr ~I~ Gt1 ~ 31"flft ~,
~ ~ ~I~ G1') ftr;r 31"flft,
~ liu:aeqr, (ldClf'l rnt U' ~"'Clf'l rnt U',

eptft ~ ftG ~ m{J ~ \'Ff~ I

~ ~ ~1~'311 ~, u1ft, ~ ~ ~1~\i1') ~ I

~ atdl~1 ~ d~el, iftu q1cfr~ ~,

GIl~ ~Gl13, ~ :arr ~ ~ ~1~Gt1 ~

l1';:q'T I
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h- i4ift0f51 ~ ~ i4iftCllSl aT<tt,
<it5'C;l0f51 {4't ~~ ~,

~mU~~~,

~ ~ ~ ;m ~ ~ ~ iTql~,

if';f f«cfm (aH ifT'9" ulu ~ I

~ ..,1<101 an, \4'11611"1 ~ I

~Iuolctft ~ ~

in! at;:.-,c6~ ~ ~ (f

mft ~ el'ln~ ~ tf1q' el'ln~

qft ,i1l1~ I

~~<~"'r"I"Ilq~Clf)~l Gll(?tt1 qe 1&:&1 Iq I ~ ~ ~ I
~~~' l'=i'~~ ~"I"'I""I'I""""~{"'lqClf)1 GlI(?tt1 Qelullql ~,

<FiT tlNI{ ~ +"'In ~ el~1< ......=ttl,
~ ..,=tt I, ft4 i11 '1 if'R llf;::&11 I

~ €1~~ ~ (C4U~ ~ <tld{1 ~,

~ d@11 m=n ~;::;:ql, ~ ~ ~,

~. d~1 m=n ftt;::;:ql, ~ f4'm ~,

~ d@11 ~ i%I;::;:ql, ~ f4'm' ~,

:qft dRI m=n ftc;:;:ql, ~ ~ ~,

~ d@11 ~ ftt;::;:ql, ~ f4'm' ~,

~ dRI m=n illI;:;::l;1l, ~ ~ ~,

m d@11 ~ ~;::;:q I, m f4'm' l11IT,

ri d@11 ~ ~;:;::q I, ri m1l ll1IT,

~~ d~i ~cli f.q;:;:t;i, ..;~ ~ ~,

"'qlOICbi G!1;;::U1 Ra:;r:tf ~G!i.:(& 'Uft:a ... I,.,. ,. ,. ,.. •'II' "• 'II". .... • • •• ~. .,,. • " •
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~ "~10I1~r¥t ~ ~,

mfr (CtfI' dld\~, ~ tiN dl~nt( ~,

~ ~ Gtldl ~ I

't'tdC6e tTft ~ trft; I

if';f JftGtT em;

~ ... 1<101 ~~ 16II ...e ~ qTl:(T I

~ u;ft mn ~ q1U q=ql,

m:n~ SIU:U,

at"1~eT mfr ~ (t ~ mfr ~ ~ I

~ ~ ~ ~ dlUU I

~ ... ltlolc6T ~ (1m,
~ \t~10I1"'4't ~ (1m,
m:n ft:JtfT ~ ~ I

~ ~ ftdClf'de um ft:JtfT ~ I

anf~ u;ft ~ qTu ~ stlt11

~~,",I ~~

~ aftcft ll(;i1I, ~ tmf ~,

.~ it6~ JrnfT, ~ ~ «1t=41,

3TIn TitoJ) 01Cf4 I , iRr~ CSl4Z1l,

4'181 ~ '\061"41, miT~ lObl=ttl,

~ ~ at...... iS6eT mft ~ I

~ qldl ~ aueq mt;
~m~1

~Gil& .q~'1 ~ <th~G11 imft I

;:ft ~ <t!~G!1 R:u.! ;ft ~ <t!~\i11 ~:q!

~ &I'9t1 r, :rmft \it '9t1 ; ,
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(61'iCf4 leT @I~ I, (c(\6fl11at Gt (?'l11 ,

~ (1@It" ~ \iI~I,

~q;f~1

q;tft ifft ~ 'q';:;r e iIll, I

r ctttl3 aT '11=tt1, ~ ~ '11'"41,

~ ~ @I@ltl,~~+~,

~ ~a:q;l,~ \:j;q;1 ~@I~?lI7I'I,

~Gtld\ ~ fmit \!:4{ql,

~ '1i'll \ilIa; ftr;T qU'Ieql,
...:" ...,.

~ 031031 ~~ 'SI'II ~,

1t:a~ft ~ <{ISq. dl~~,

~ ertT~ <{ISql ~cal~'(~,

~ ~UPl ~ \:j;Q;I,

q-ft{q' ctleql dl~~,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ftwr cal'(~ I

~am~,

~am~Cf6T~cmTqFtcrm

~ am ~ Cf6T ql~q ~ I

~ 'Ii'S I em: ..t ~ ~ ~

~ ~ cal~;Jt ~ I

~ ~ ~ <{ISql~ I

~ ertT~ ~UP* ~ \:j;q31

q-ft{q' <{Ieq I~ I

~ iriT~ <{letrT ~1~1 i

(the rest is the same as V.7).
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---~~---

XI.8. karna Vir, Juma Kal Juma Dotka Bhog Dinu Mela, but identical to

the Daijo nera, Quoted as V.8:

XI.9. karna Vir, Tf ltqrarna:

ft,t\5l1QIW U\5IT ~ 1W;f et..~r ~\$" qo;f \,?Iu:tl I

\5f13; ';f \i11@a11 qu ~ ~ tt
m'« (ROdI 'Wf «((081,~ ~ 'q';;r el"~1 I

Cf').etll(l 1"e=tt1 ~~ cplE"') .~6I1e ~

\Slc6~1 Ql(;;ii~

~ ;;sr;rr G11~1 dl(ldlel' ~ I .

~~ fttvr ~i~ .en ~
~.I~ ~ a ~I
qu~ Iift~,

\Sm ~ ~ qo, f\'u (t qft ~
~~ ~ ~, nt&ttl 'I1I6I;ij ftt&t11 ~8) 'i
\1tl~ \Ff~ I

("Z1 tt) ~ \itl~' q;ftff Gtla; I

~"'@a11 ~ iftn' fZ11f{~lG ~ I

\tl (;~ I ~Wi R~

Ci6tiiOf.>I \i1">I@11 ~ c;pm i11G 3I11ft ~ el"~1 I

dl{ldleT ta:rr ~gldq i?ttll:3;ii ~

~ qft~ ll;:;r el"~1 I

ftfiT qUi$t'?Cf'1 If)i~ qft:an G11~1

C"4-b1 ~ ~ ~t,;,') ~~ii I
-:>. ", ~ Ct:=> ."
~"iHIOPI ~"I '81'"""11, l((o&1l~I~1 :rr\5iT "1"""11,
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~~ ~1:t11, ~~ Oldl ~1=qT,

~\11Iilf')C: ~ I

aua'S" criT (ac;:t1l q Ie\§' crfr (a@1l,

«Itt ~1iJ\i(1 Qfil1l, mer ~IAilI ~ ~ I

Cl61«tll ~, ~, ql:t11 zm, ~,
ftIiT~ q' ~, ~~~ ~ I
orft ;m:J ~, mit qlc,,, .. ~,

~iilCif') ~ ~, dld8't EfRi~ q"Ri

ftIiT~~U'~1

~m ~ \1114 ~ "bi:$t, cpn'~~ I

q;1ClR'i\ il\i"i11 'fZ11~cnC; :tTl:IT I

ctmft ¢ ftla .. tCf'I~I, ~ (f ~,

<{kHI em' q;e mT 3U~~I~,

<{kHI em' q;e mT (C4I~1 I

~ q;'B ~ (C4I~1 '\bi:$t I

~ (i4 Itl I~ \4;::q1 I

~~l 'q1:fT ~ q;e' (C4ldl,

~~ {C4ldl\4ri1l I

mat~ 31 I::s:q I~~ I

~ 'bel"" ~1:t11 ~ ~I=ql

~ 'qTtft ~ I

Xl.l O. Oeo Ram, quoted in his discussion of the death rites:
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XI. 11. Deo Ram, GauQa Ucalne okna.

Uf) ~ Uf),

qlr ~~,

\itt I;ij ~ \itt l;ij ,

cft';f ~ cft';f I

X1.12. karna Vir, TiHgrama:

mt TJlI{ .. mt" mer cqql~ ffft;(,
or;r 'ft{cm (~R ~ I

amt 31'1\i' ~ ~,

amt 31'1\i' GlI:a:q I ~ at l:q I I

~ ~ tftu ~~,
Clf'1;:ut ~ iil;:q I,

~~ el:a;ij ~ I

cmT ar;ft <t1~1, ~ ~ al:ql,

a; ~ ~ tf:q'f I

qh~et q13;:q1 \t;r;r, qal," q13;:q1 ~ I

XI.13 and 14. Karna Vir, Tiilgrama:

~~, If a ~ ~~,

11~1~ <{tq; i
a;i~l) ;&;08
"~, -., ....
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~ iRt ~, ~ q-u ~,
Ifmi ~ M ~ alill;'

;nf ~, ~ ~ st141,

~ ~ (6UtiT, qel( ~ ~~ I

;nf M,~ qt \11n,

q-u {IGlI8 ft«rf (GlI;:U, ftmf (41;U ,

m (GlI;U, I:I'Tft (1'41;0,

U\1fT qm ru,~~ ru,
Ifmi~M~~'
;nf ~, 1m ~wft st141,

~ ~ (C4It1i,

au (lGl18 m (C4I;U, I:I'Tft (41;U,

ftmf (4l.-u, ftmf (1'41;0,

fG~.' w mt tNIT §;o,
(ltt.1 mt qu~ ru ,
~:~ ~ :q~;ii, ~ ~ :q~;r,

~ :qR§~, ~(GOIlf :q~;ii,

. q-u~ qm §;o ,

~ ftRl, M'~,
~ m Cif'+dl ~, q;+dl ~,

~ 8131, emf ~,

m \111'-''' M ~~ ,
~~,

~ dGh cl fRt ;rr;r, \r-.')~ :rr;r ,
~ :aa~iJ" ~ ~iJii

• , • 'WI~ II ~ II ~ - ......... , ~ II )li'll

406i~,) m ~ ~ l.i~i ;
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;rtf ~,
~~~~I

aiddiaT ~ tan ~~"dqe

3UHq ~ q n(C4 m(T

~ ~;f;;ft qn;J rr;fT ~

~ ~ &IIa« 'q;:qf I

&I lei +UqCf'l \mT "I;:::q I,

~ qm "I;:ql, (ft.I ... 1 ;rnrr "I=ql,

~ QIG" CBu"'l "I;:::ql, ~ ~ ~ 'il;:ql,

llft l{;Clfi'hli q l;:::q I, rnft ~Cfi'( iii Ql;:q I I

qm u;fT ~, m ~ I

~ fq;rr ~ arftr t;t+Z1 I -m- ~~ I

&Ilei Gld¥i ~~ (<<:41;ottl, cmft GI3Clf'I ~~ Cf)I~I,

&I IeI ~ ern (<<:4 l;ottI , cmft ~ elm' Cf) l@'ttl,

&Ilel e« ital'"l (<<:41 ...1 ~,

;mft e\('( itdl'"1 'filA~ I

(c..... 1~, ela ... ~,

U- Ifm, ri ~~ I

~ U\ifT ft:a' zrr;r e In:u, • qr;r e IU...

X1.15. Gurnane, Tillgrama:

l6i";)e ...Gild\ 'q;:qf,

q' ~i,.,,) ~~~i (qi~ "il~ U', ~ ~,

~ USi(iJ) u e.Q UMi~:p7U'.~. trd.....~ , ., "'" .~,
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~ q;:;ft;r,~ at i"~ ,

&tiil{l4T ~ tmT ~ ~

;n~ ~ ~ \lTU ~61la '1 atIJU ,
~ ~ ~ aUdd, q' ~C;\3el,

If ~ ~ ~ '41{IQI ~,~ ,

~ &41\i11 ~, cftl;ft \ltr Slitt I, q(ld4l I

~~~I
t Clf'iCllft ~, Cf5ictft~~,

~ ~6I1a~ !r' mu ~ ~ ~ atlttld-,

ifT~ ~ at'~ \lTU It ~,

m~ atItt 10- ~ I

~~~,~~,

~ CIiIiSRft 8rhse I
\iIlf GIl8a, 'I1=ICi''ie ~ ;m;
~~,~,

~ ~ ttn:rT I art\if ~,

qael ~ tl!aC:1 ifl'!, :andQIClfft ulft,
If ~ wfT ~, 3'1ft :eiRft~ ~Clp"1

~~~~~l

~ ;ra' i4~Cf5 G1z4Tt, ~ ~ If atl~ ..ttl I

~ 'ftm CFT tl( ftpn' I

~ q~l, mit :rtGf It Cf5Tt~ I

~ el"~I, ~ ftpn', \fI(q' ~,

ft1\lllG III (1\J11~1~ Wtl \a~U~ 1li."11 i
m;A- R:aLD i;:;A ~ {i.,:::u i P.::a f'J! i:cO In:rr... ""' ,- '. "'''''' ' . ., '"



~aCf' ...Cf'tU{\ (I';f fq1:n',
Clf'1 '1ttl(l qC;~:U{\ (Ff ~" I,

@1'3ttl orr{ ~ ~,

~ 'lm', qft:c:arl ,
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APPENDIX I I: LITERATURE REVIEW AND

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HIMALAYAN ETHNOGRAPHY

MAP 11.1:

Location of Nepal
in South Asia

The kingdom of Nepal, which for a brief time included most of

. the southern slopes of the Himalayas, began to emerge 220 years

ago, when the king of one of many petty hill states, Gorkha,

embarked on the conquest of his neighbors, successfully conquering

the Newari cities of the Kathmandu Valley in 1769. That king,

Prithvi Narayan Shah described his kingdom as "a flower garden of

four castes and thirty-six subcastes" [car verre chattts jeu»

phO/barn, a remark which, by emphasizing the ethnic distinctions of

Nepal, may-be figuratively regarded as the beginning of Himalayan

ethnography. Prithvi Narayan's son and grandson extended his

conquests as far east as Bhutan and threatened Kashmir in the west,

until Nepal's expansion was contained by the defeat at Kot Khangra,

and by the intervention of the British, in the early 1800s. For a good

hi story of thi s peri od, see St ill er [1973 and 1976]. Negot tat ions

with the British, who were then expanding their control over India,

established the present borders of the kingdom. By then, the many

kingdom s of the Bhert-Karna 11 era i naqe had been added to Nepa1J by
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conquest or negotiation, although three of them, Mustang, sauvan, .

and .Jajarkot, were granted special autonomous status, which they

st ill retai n.

Little is known of the earlier history of Western Nepal. The

first Western scholar to visit the area was Guiseppe Tucci. He

uncovered evidence of the previously unknown medieval kingdom of

the Mallas, which for centuries ruled not only all of Western Nepal

but also, apparently, most of Western Tibet (as indicated by

monast ic records there). The Mallas spoke an Indo-European

language, and practiced Buddhism, both evidenced by pillar

inscriptions. Stone temples and pillars attributed to them are

scattered throughout the area, and are found as far east as .Jajarkot

and Rukum. Their kingdom fragmented in the late fourteenth century,

and was gradually replaced by numerous hill states ruled by

Thakurts. Tucci [1956, 1962], supported by Petech [1958], provides

the most detailed account of this early history; unfortunately, his

interests were almost exclusively historical, and he was seemingly

obl tvtous to local customs and practices; at least, he failed to

record them in his books. Yogi Narharinath [B.S. 2012, 2013] is the

other major source of historical background for that region. His

work is a collection of documents, copies of originals that appear

inscribed on stone pillars or copper plates, or written on leather or

paper, which he himself copied during his travels through the area.

These are fragmentary, provided without commentary or analysis,

but they are practically the only historical documents known for the

region, supplying at least the names of otherwise forgotten
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"ingdoms and their kings, many far more obscure than those of

Jajarkot. Nepall historians follow Tucci in their accounts;

Satyamohan .rost [8.5. 2036] or Ram Niwas Pandey [1970] add little

to his original findings. Finally, a more speculative work on the

khasa kingdom has recently appeared [Adhikary 1988], which

includes a discussion of such subjects as society and CUlture, though

the documentation is meager. There exists a one page article on King

Hari Sah of Jajarkot [8aiddha 2034], and one on the royal genealogy

Isnattarai 1974]; otherw ise, all material relevant to .iajarkot has

been collected elsewhere.

MAP i 1.2. Nepal West of Kathmandu.

The first anthropologist to work west of the Kali Gandaki

River was John Hitchcock, exploring the Bhuji Valley in 1961/62 and
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again in 1967. (See Map 11.2 for its location relative to JajarkotJ His

published literature on that area, unfortunately, is extremely brief,

consisting of a series of very short articles [Hitchcock 1966, 1967,

1974 a.b, 1976, 1978]. This set of articles does include, however,

the first published report of the jhakris that are found in Western

Nepal [1967], an article which draws comparisons between the

Nepali complex and the "classical" Central Asiatic tradition of

shamanism, comparing in particular the symbolism of ritual flight

and travel. Two other articles [1974 a, 1976] discuss, though in

limited detail, a version of the Nine Sisters text, and conclude with

a call for a more thorough study of such texts as an urgent project in

Himalayan ethnology. His other article on shamans [1974 b)

describes the performative aspects of ritual, and includes some

exce llent i llustrat ions of a jhakrT's ritual paraphernal ta More

significant for my analysis has been his extensive unpublished

material, cited in my first chapter, which includes many hours of

taped shaman recitals and extensive notes on performances, which I

have used throughout, and in Chapter VII in particular.

For Magar areas to the east of .Jajarkot, a fair amount of

recent research has been conducted, much of which has included

shamanism as a topic of focused interest. Oppitz [ 1982, 1983,

1986, 1988], Watters [1975], de Sales [1985, 1989], and Molnar

[1981, 1984] have all studied Magar communities, while the original

monograph on them was published by John Hitchcock in 1966. Of

these studies, those of Michael oppttz and Anne de Sales include the

most important accounts of Magar shamanism. oopttz shows its
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relation to death rites [1982], to kinship [1988], and compares it to

astrologers' practices [19861 David wetter's article also Quotes

excerpts from a shamanic recital which appears to combine the Nine

Sisters story with that of Tillgrama, and again compares the

complex to that of "classical" Central Asiatic shamanism. De Sales

[1989] includes brief translations of fragments of sharnantc

recitals, and gives one specimen of the mixed Kham/Nepali language

that they use, but her claim that the shamans form a paradigm for

the village community by virtue of being "sons-in-law of the spirits"

remains, I think, unproven. The Magar homeland overlaps Rapti and

Dhaulagiri Zones, immediately to the east of Jajarkot. In this area,

many continue to speak Kham as their primary language and they

show relatively little Hindu influence, either in terms of concepts of

caste and ritual pollution or of marriage patterns. Their shamanic

complex, however, is very closely related to that of the metewett

and Dum jhakrrs, (who are also found throughout that area), even to

the extent that most Magar shamans sing most of their material in

the Nepali language, not in Kham. The connections between these two

overlapping cultures remains to be taken up, a possibility that may

be more easily realized if Oppitz ever fulfills his promise to publish

a study of Magar shaman texts. He suggests [1988], for example, that

the difference in kinship patterns of Magars and for Dums are

reflected in differences in the texts, a reasonable conjecture,

although conclusive evidence on this point has not yet been provided.

A dissertation by Marie Lecomte-Tilouine is underway on a Magar

community of Gulmi District, which will include information on
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jhakrr oractices. She has also published an article that discusses a

prosaic version of the Recital of soraca and seraoa [19871

One complication not yet examined in the literature is the

extensive clandestine Christian missionary work (especially that

begun by the Watters team) that has gone on among Magars since the

1960s, a result of which is the government's increasing reluctance

to admit Westerners into the area (converting anyone considered a

Hindu to any other religion being a criminal offense in Nepal). This

situation is further complicated by the establishment of a major

Tibetan refugee settlement at Dhor Patan, one which is infamous for

smuggl ing and gun running, so this inaccessibility wi 11 probably be a

problem for some time.

Of additional interest on Magars are three 16 mm. fi lms that

have been made of shamanism east of .Jajarkot, two short ones by

John and Patricia Hitchcock [1966a and 1966bl, and a much longer

one (220 minutes in one version) by Michael Oppitz [1980]. The latter

includes particularly interesting footage of a three day initiation

ceremony of a Magar jhakrT, and the soundtrack also shows the

predominance of Nepali texts in the snarnantc performances. Stills

from his film with supporting photographs have also been published

as a picture book lopottz 1981 l, which further documents the

similarities of shamans in Jajarkot and those found in Magar

communit ies.

Jhakrfs still recognizable as related to those of .Jajarkot,

Rukum, and Dhaulagiri can also be found still further to the east as

far as Parbat, as the brief articles of Greve [1981/82 and 1982] and
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Michl [1974 and 1976] have shown. Their accounts unfortunately add

little new information about the complex, except to show that the

intensity of the tradition apparently diminishes as one goes

eastward, with fewer complex rituals, less paraphernalia (e.g. no

headdress), and fewer texts (Greve was able to collect only a short

version of the Nine Sisters Recitals, though it is not impossible of

course that the single jhakrrwith whom he worked concealed others

from him). Their research does, however, indirectly support my

intuition that K~mT [blacksmith] caste members most often practice

the calling of shamans, even in the midst of other distinctive ethnic

groups such as Chantals and Thakalis. Von der Heide [1988:71] claims

that among the Thakal is, the jhakrT are of the "tailor caste," whi Ie

Parker [1988] states that among Thakalis with ~..-norn she worked,

the shaman was a kamt. How far to the east this pattern holds true

remains to be seen, since there have been no extensive studies the

lowest castes of Nepal, though they are often peripherally mentioned

in most ethnographies. Bouillier [1977] and Caplan [1972] provide

introductory accounts of economic relations between higher and

lower castes.

For the area north of Jajarkot, less intensive research has

been conducted. In the Iate 1960s, Marc Gaborieau conducted qui ck

surveys of the karnau Drainage system (of which the Sheri" is a

part), publishing the first report on the God rtasta [Gaborieau 1969],

which is the first account of the anetnt» (oracles) in Western Nepal.

To date, the only other moderately detailed account of that complex

is that of P. R Sharma [1974]. His other publications [1970, J 971,
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1972], all unfortunately of only a few pages apiece, are some of the

only studies to have been made of the metwet! Chetris of the region,

containing material that is also relevant to the Chetris of .Jajarkot.

In 1971/72, the Royal Nepal Academy published a set of five

monographs, by CO<;1amani Bandhu, Pradip Rimala, Bthartkr-sna

Shrestha, Satyamohan .rost, and S.J. Singh on the Karnali Zone

(directly north of Jajarkot). All of these are based on a total of 48

days of collective field research in the Sif\ja area, and are

consequently rather sketchy. Of these, the works of Bandhu [B.S.

2028] on language and Shrestha [B.S. 2028] on daily life contain some

useful but spotty information, including an account of oracular

practices in that Village, most of which is incorporated into

Campbell [1978], who chose the same field site and adds to their

reports little that is new. Inga-Britt Krause [1982,1988] has also

provtdec two brief articles (and an unpublished dissertation) on

metwet! Chetris of Rara, a Karnalt Village which no longer extsts..

having been removed for the establishment of a national park. Her

work concentrates on caste and labor relations. Devkota [B.S.

2027a,b] has published the only other significant work on .Jurn la, a

series of short essays on language, proverbs, and folklore, as well as

a glossary of local words. Despite their brevity. his work ranks as

the most useful of the material on the KarnalT Zone. Other work on

Jumla includes Unbescheid [1986], .ros: [2032], Nepal [1982/83],

Nyaupane [2026], and Pao<;1ey [2032]. Lim ited though it is, this set of

iiterature is at least sufficient to establish that the anzmts of

Jajarkot are an exact counterpart of those found throughout the
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greater karnalt drainage basin, a point which my own travels

throughout the area confirm.

For Humla, north of .Jurnla, the best ethnographic work has been

conducted by Nancy Levine, with contributions also by Mel Goldstein

[1974, 1975, 1976] and Hanna Rauber [1980]. Both Levine and Hanna

have noted a similar fluidity of ethnonyns to that which I noted in

.rajarkot. A not untypical case is found in Rauber [1980], that the

Humli Kyambas sometimes call themselves "Lamas," sometimes

"Gurungs," yet are called by everyone else "Bhote," while Levine

[1987] observes an even more extreme case of a group in Hurnla that

oscillates in their own definition between being 'Bhote' and 'Ksetr t,

depending on whether they are trading with Tibetans to the North or

with Nepalis to the South. Levine's work concentrates on kinship

(particularly of polyandry) [1982, 1985, 1988], which is also

Goldstein's main concern, but she has also recently contributed a

short essay on spirit possession r1989]. Many important onem IS are

located in Humla, a subject which remains to be thoroughly studied.

An attractive book of photos of Hurnla, including portraits of a few

dhamls, by Kelly and Dunham [1986] has also appeared.

For the area to the west of .Jajarkot, Winkler [1976] offers a

short descript ive account of oracles in pot i, but the more detai 1ed

study that he promised has never emerged beyond his unpub1ished

thesis [1978] and a brief discussion of political authority [1984]. A

series of idiosyncratic and impressionistic books on the uott area

have also been published by Purna Prasad Nepal "vatr i" [Travelerj

[B.S. 2034a, 34b, B.S. 2035, and others], which contain scattered
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information of ethnographic significance, including accounts of

cnamtc activity. Like Ratnakar nevkotas work on .Jumla, "Yatri'''s

work evidences a strong self-motivated concern for recording the

unique features of local CUlture, an element not often found among

Nepal's educated elite. An early study of administrative politics in

Dai lekh (the district adjacent to Jajarkot to the West) was done by

Lionel Caplan [1975], whose wife Patricia has also published on

Dai lekh [1972, 1973].

None of these studies conducted to the north and west of

.Jajarkot even mentions jhakrrs, however, nor could I find any in

those areas, which seem to be exclusively the domain of anemt«. It

is possible that in Surkhet, to the south-west of Jajarkot, and

perhaps also in Dailekh, there may be isolated jhakrfs similar to

those of my study, but Jajarkot seems to be the north-western

extreme of the complex.

To the north-east of Jajarkot is the District of Dolpa, an area

of traditional Tibetan Buddhism with remnants of 'bon', or whatever

one wishes to call the supposedly indi genous, pre-Buddhi st re I igion

of Tibet. The first work on Oolpa was by Snellgrove [1961], followed

by ethnographic accounts by Corneill e Jest [1974 b, 1975] The jhakrf

recitals of both .iajarkot and of the Bhuji Valley locate important

places in Oolpa,'including the birthplace of the first shaman.

However, to judqe from the published literature, there no longer

seem to be any jhakrfs practicing there. Again, though, the Durn

communities of the area have been practically overlooked in the

literature so far in favor of the more 'exotic' Tibetan CUltures, and
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the region may still harbor at least variations of shamanic

practices. For example, Fisher [1985], who worked with a community

who called themselves 'Magars' located at the foot of the pass that

connects Oolpa with the Takasera area, identifies a clan called

"Jhankri," but does not ascribe any ritual practices to them,

identifying the local dhamf as the "shaman." I had hoped to look into

this on a trip there in 1979, but my arrival in the district

unfortunately coincided with an attempted revolution throughout the

country, and the nervous district officials requested that 1 leave the

area "for my own safety."

Distinct shamanic complexes, among groups that speak a

language other than Nepali, are found throughout Central and Eastern

Nepal. While these groups are peripheral to my own research, brief

mention should perhaps be made of some of the better studies of

them, useful for a more thorough overview of the diversity of ritual

practices within Nepal. General locations of these groups are

i ndi cated on Map 11.3.
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MAP 11.3. Some Major Ethnic Groups of Nepa1.

Sherpas are of course the best known, and best studi ed, of

Himalayan communities. Good studies include those by Oppitz [1974],

Ortner [1978, 1989], Paul [1976, 1979, 1988], FOrer-Haimendorf

[1955, 1964, 1984], Kunwar [1988] et a1. There is some evidence of

shamanic practices, pretty much submerged in Buddhist ritual,

among Sherpas; Paul [1976] looks briefly at these practices, and

predtcts their imminent disappearance. He notes, too, [1982, p.82],

that while there are indigenous Sherpa shamans, often the shamans

are Tibetans or Nepal is "of various castes."

Other than Sherpas, the next best studied of ethnic groups

found in Nepal are Tamangs, on whom studies have been made by

Christof von Furer-Hatrnendorr [1956], Andras Hofer (1969, 1974 a.b,

1975, 1981, 1986], David Holmberg [1983, 1984, 1989], Kathryn
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March [1979. 1984. 1987], Brigitte Steinmann [19873. 19S7b. 1988,

1989], Thomas Fricke [1986], and Larry Peters [1981]. Tamang

shamanism has been a particular focus in the works of Hofer,

Holmberg. and Peters. and also figures in Steinmann's. Whlle Peter's

work is exclusively a study of shamanism. it should not. however, be

cited without noting comments made in a review by HOfer [1985b:

422], who observes, with what I regard as constderabte restrai nt:

The epistemology of some of the key notions
(such as "shaman", "trance," "illness") seems to pose
no problem for him. Many. if not most. of the
indigenous terms and names (including that of
Peter's chief informant) are misspelled...

Obviously. Peters lacked the time to
familiarize himself with both the language and the
conceptual framework. This may also explain the
premature ranure of his experiential attempt. He
thought it sufficient to attain to paranormal
experience by merely playing the drum and attributes
his incapabllity of completing his apprenticeship to
the fact that he did not believe in spirits. Yet one
strongly suspects that he could have achieved a
higher degree of cultural conversion if he had tried
to learn the complex recitals that every Tamang
adept has to learn.

The review also observes that "the imagery of these texts is

indispensable for both the unoerstandtnq of concepts and the

practice of the ritual techniques."

HOfer's own work with texts [1981, and volume II.

forthcoming] is a model of philological precision. though they in turn

are somewhat inhibited by his complete reluctance to theorize or to

draw even the most tentative of conclusions. Holmberg'S work. on
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the other hand, too readily sacrifices ethnographic detail in the

interest of comprehensive theorizing. His most recent work begins

with a beautiful expression of the diversity of Himalayan ritual

events:

Throughout Himalayan Nepal one finds an
abundant array of ritual expressions reflecting
multiple Hindu, BUddhist, and indigenous forms.
Lamas, Brahmans, shamans, sacr tt tcers, monks, nuns,
tantrtcs, ascetic mendicants, and other ritualists
practice in innumerable temples, houses, fields, and
forests, at crude and elaborate alters, at all social
gatherings, at remote peaks and high lakes, in river
valleys, along trails, and in bazaars. [1989: xi].

Holmberg identifies eight distinct ritual practitioners among

one community of the Western Tamang, which he groups into larnatc,

sacrificial, and shamanic practices, and goes on to elegantly analyze

them as a single overdetermined structure, one characterized though

not by balance and harmony but by 'dynamic tension' [p.7], though he

immediately notes that the closure of three ritual domains that he

imposes on the Tamang field is temporary and that it is undermined

. by his analysis. Partly paralleling my own experiences with jhakrfs,

he also observes:

The sharnantc defies attempts to contain it
analytically. Bornbos often laugh at direct questions
about their practice or revert to their measured
chants. They evade positive declarations and acquire
their authority from an elusiveness. Although often
deadly serious, some joke that their soundings are
deceptions. [1989: 160]
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Too rare ly does he real ize the extent those measured chants to

which they revert might answer his questions. By contrast, Hofer

begins his own work with a plea to concentrate on oral texts,

precisely for the diversity which they reveal:

(a) With a few laudable exceptions,
anthropo logical studies of re I igion have not made
much fuss about oral texts. They have rather tried to
conceal the existence of divergent individual
interpretation; at least they have tacitly assumed a
substant ially wider consensus about ideas, beliefs
and meanings than is really the case.

(b) To acknow ledge the contrary would have
been unfavorable to their aim at cotnjnq theories. My
reserve against the 1ightheartedness with which we
often process (an ugly word) our data for models in
the spirit of "structural" or"symbolic" anthropology
was fully corroborated by my own field situation.
[1981: 1].

Despite (or because of) such opposing orientations, the work of both

Holmberg and HOfer add much to the beginnings of a comprehensive

picture of shamantc variations throughout the Himalayas.

Interestingly, in a recent essay, Hofer notes that around 30% of the

texts recited by Tamang shamans is in Nepali; once those texts are

published much more thorough comparison between them and kamr

jhakris may be possible.

Work on Gurungs, another Tibeto-Burman peoples who are

mostly found between the lower Kali Gandaki and the Marsyandi

Rivers (but with isolated settlements far to the east and west as

welD, was pioneered by Bernard Pignede, whose work has appeared

posthumously [1962, 1966]. Special note should be made of Chapters
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XII, XIV, and XV, which introduce two types of shamanic specialists,

the klihbfi and the pucu, the latter having significant resemblances

to jhakrrs. A volume of the texts which he also collected, to be

edited by Macdonald, has been long awaited. The most significant

work on Gurung shamans is that by Strickland [1981, 1982, 1987],

w hose work is centra lly concerned with ora I texts and Iegends of

the two different specialists, including transcriptions and

painstaking translations of snarnantc oral texts. A use summary of

Gurung religious terms and rituals can be found at the end of the

dictionary of Glover, Glover, and Gurung [1977, pp. 309-313]. Other

work on Gurungs includes that of Glover [1972], Messerschmidt

[1976a, bl, Mumford [1989a,b], and McHugh [1989]. Messerschm idt

[1976a, p. 207] notes a pajyu (pucu) funeral ritual that involves

suspending a chicken by its feet from an archway that recalls the

ritual described in Chapter VII, whi le Mumford [1989b] (cr. my

review in the American Ethnologist 17.3, especially the comparison

of his work to Strickland's, who he fails even to cite) paraphrases a

few passages of texts which echo themes found in my own studies.

Within many Gurung communities, karnr blacksmiths have also often

settled, and apparently include practicing jhakrls among them, a

thread not yet taken up in studies of k lihbrl and pucu. A more

comprehensive study of Gurung shamanism, and also work on Chepang

shamanism, would certainly contribute much to a better

understanding of Western Nepal i jhakrrs.

Chapangs are a rather assimilated Tibeto-Burman peopie found

south and east of the main Gurung settlements, on whom very
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preliminary studies have been done by Corneille Jest [1966] and

Navin Rai [19851 Their shamanic complex remains completely

unstudied. Like Gurung klihbrl and pucu, and jhakrrs, their shamans

also recite lengthy texts, so that a comparative study of their

complex might be particularly rewarding.

Thakalls of the Upper Kal i Gandaki have been studied by

Messerschmidt [1982], Chetri [1987], Vinding [1982, 1984, etc.l,

Vinding and Gauchan [1977], Snellgrove [1979], Manazardo [1985],

and von der Heide [19881 Their Tibetan neighbors to the north are

the subject of Schuler [1977,1978, 1979,1981,1987], but none of

these works contributes to an understanding of Himalayan

shamanism.

The studies of Tamangs overlap the Kathmandu valley (Peter's

work, for example, was done entirely within the valley), as do

Tamang settlements themselves, and a new study of several

shamans in and around the valley by Mastromattei [1988] has

recent ly 'appeared, though it is pr trnart ly concerned with defi ning the

'ecstatic condition', and fails to record what the shamans are saying.

Surprisingly little work has been done among Newars, the original

and still most populous inhabitants of the Kathmandu Valley, but the

situation is gradually improving. The initial monograph on Newars

was by Gopal Singh Nepali [1965], with more recent contributions

made by Michael Allen [1973, 1975], Lienhard [1984, 1986],

Greenwald [1978], Locke [1980], Vergati [1982], Lowdtn [1985], and

Coon [1989], with more work in progress. Equally surprising, since

they are both the most prominent and the most numerous overall, is
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the meager amount of studies concerning Brahman/Chetri s or the

lower trades castes found throughout the country. Noteworthy

exceptions are the works of Lynn Bennett [1983] and Linda Stone

[1988]; note may also be made of Czarnecka [1984], Dougherty

[1974], Gray [1980], and von FOrer-Haimendorf [1966], otherwise, the

attract ion of ethnic groups far more dtst tnct than those of Northern

India has been too strong for most anthropologists. Stone's work

includes descriptions of material aspects of "jhankri" practices in

the Trisuli valley, which are, as she puts it (p.15), very much a

"watered down" version of Tamang bombo or Western Nepal i jhakrfs.

Best described is a ceremony for the exorctsm of a biro Mantras anc

chants used in those practices are unfortunately absent in her

description, but the considerable Hindu influences on the ceremony

are clear. She also discusses the creation of vsvo. sometimes

transliterated as "bayu," mentioned in Chapter V, a SUbject treated

in more detail by HOfer and Shrestha [1973], smrma [1970], and

Gaborieau [1975a]. Vayu are also found among Gurungs, as

Messerschmidt [1976b, p.79], observes, and are known to other

groups throughout Nepal as well.

Studies of the Nepali legal code and of caste relations include

the work of Macdonald [1968], Hofer [1979], Regmi [1975], P.R.

Sharma [1977], Hitchcock [1978], Fezas [1983 and 1986] and

Adhikari [1976]. Studies on slavery in Nepal include Levine [1980]

and Sen [1973]. The limited relevance of these issues to .Jajarkot

were noted in Chapter JII.
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Exploratory work on ascetics includes the studies of Bouill ier

[1976, 1978, etc.l, Burghart [1976, 1983], Cohn [1964] and Michaels

[1986], though much remains to be done on this fascinating topic.

Eastward from the valley, studies which have included an

interest in spirit possession, or at least in the variety of ritual

experience, include a study of "faith-healers" of lower Hindu castes

of Dolakha by Casper Miller [1979]. I have, I think, demonstrated in

my discussion of sorcery the inaccuracy of calling shamans "faith

healers," a far too benevolent term, but otherwise the work provides

some good accounts of shaman1c ritual. Another good but extreme ly

brief account of jhakris is that of Alexander Macdonald [1962],

translated into Engl ish as Macdonald [1976], in which he acute ly,

and, I think, entirely correctly, observed that a Jhakri is:

both a privileged intermediary between spirits
(who cause and cure illness) and men: between the
past, present and future; between life and death, and
most importantly between the individual and a
certain social mythology. [1976: 310]

On page 376 of the same article, Macdonald provides translations of

definitions from the standard Nepali dictionary, Sarma [V.S. 20191.

He also translates passages of the Muluki Ain of 1854, which also

indicate that 'dhami' and 'Jhakri' were used synonymously in that

document, supporting the confusion that I note at the beginning of

Chapter IV.

In the introduction to that volume [1976: pp. 4-5], Rex Jones

suggests a contrast of types of spirit possession, which is, I think,

demonstrably wrong. J also disagre~ with his using the presence or
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absence of a tutelary spirit as a means of distinguishing types of

practitioner, while his inclusion of 'reincarnate possession' seems

to obscure rather than clarify the di scusston.

Elsewhere in Eastern Nepal, work on Thulung Rai has been done

by Nick Allen [1976a, b, 1978a, b, 1981, and elsewhere], and on

Athparnar tya Rats by Dl ll t Dahal (19851 Limbus have been studied by

Rex Jones [1976 a, ol, Shirley Jones [1976], and Phill toe Sagant

[1968, 1969, 1970, 1973, 1976], Sunuwar by Alain Fourier [1974,

1976, 1977, 1978]. all of which also add to the discussion of

variations on religious practices that involve possession, mediums,

and of what can perhaps also be called "shamans," though the

practices that they describe differ considerably from those found in

the western part of the country. Fournier [1974] includes rather wild

stories of persons being kidnapped and taught by ban jhakrrs (cr. also

Macdonald 1975, pp. 122-23), but the shamans in Jajarkot laughed at

these, though similar stories are sometimes told by laypersons in

both .iajarkot and in Bhujl. Shamans report ancestors learning from

Hindu ascetics (siddhas), as noted in Chapter X, which might help

account for such tales.

For all of these peoples, however, with the important

exceptions of Magars (who are very similar) and Tamangs (who are

apparently distinct), it remains unclear just how similar or how

different their shamans may be to those of l)ums of the Far West,

since few of these studies have included any analysis of what the

intercessors actually say in their ceremonies, and only sketchy

accounts of what they do, which might indicate how close the
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traditions are. In fact, not only do the studies of shamans elsewhere

in Nepal contain this defect, the studies done so far of oracles in

Nepal, and of Western Nepal1 shamans lack much attention to what is

actually said by the intercessors, or by their clients. Consequently,

exact parallels between the jhakrrs or onsmte of .Jajarkot with

those elsewhere are difficult to draw. Furthermore, South Asian

vernacular oral texts have been all but overlooked in favor of the

classical tradition of Sanskrit religious and medical texts, and the

situation for Nepal in particular is little better.

Of the works cited, the noteworthy exceptions are the works

of Allen, HOfer, and Strickland. These studies do carefully examine

oral material, though the languages studied are not Nepali. The need

to hear what is actually being said is gradually being recognized as

essential to the analysis of ritual actiVity; it is hoped that this

work contributes to demonstrating the merits of listening carefully.

Finally, there is a grOWing literature of "development" oriented

ethnography, of which the volumes edited by Meena Acharya and Lynn

Bennett are probably the most noteworthy. Also among this

I iterature is the rather out landtsn work of Shrestha and Ledi ard

[1981], which ignores all the differences of the varieties of

"healers" throughout Nepal and concludes that with a little

education-learning how to recognize the symptoms of tuberculoses,

for example, or being convinced of the need for family planning,

these "healers" could easily be util ized for the "development"

process. Such proposals are rightfuiiy dismissed by Father Miller

[1979], who concludes his own stucy of jhakrTs with the observation:
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The jhakrrknows little about this Scientific
Age. He knows that people are sick here in the
present and that being a jhakrr is a way of helping
them. The services he provides to the sick through
his skill at relieving tensions and contributing to the
cure of psychosomat ic illnesses are to be encourages
as his contribution to the health of the nation, health
which is not just one of the goals of developments
but an essential basis for improving the quality of
life. In achieving the goal of bringing more modern
methods of health care to the hills, already
functioning indigenous methods (methods which as I
write are bringing comfort and relief to the sick in
countless villages) should not be uprooted or even
interfered with by attempts to train jhakrrs along
lines unfamiliar to them...respect for their special
contribution on the part of practitioners of other
systems of curing will be the most effective form of
encouragement that can be given to these traditional
faith-healers in the Himalayas, the jhakrrs. [Miller:
1979: 1871

The bibliography that follows is not, of course, intended to be

a comprehensive bibliography of all subjects relevant to Himalayan

studies: instead, I have selected items with a particular, personal,

hierarchy of interest. First, anything relevant to the study of

shamanism, spirit possession, and indigenous medical and religious

systems is included. Second, material that contributes to a general

ethnographic understanding of the Himalayas have been selected, but

my selection is considerably less exhausttve. I have included nearly

everything available on Western Nepal, but have been more selective

about other areas. Third, I have included some works on history,

botany, law, economics, and development, as well as some standard
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dictionaries. Finally, a very small number of particularly relevant

works on Tibetan and North Indian SUbjects have also been included.

My chief purpose has been to allow interested readers to pursue

their particular interests with a minimum of otrr tcuitv, by providing

possible starting points for further inquiry, since anyone will be

quickly lead by the bifurcations of the bibliographies of any of the

articles to more specialized material. An excellent bibliography of

research on Nepal between 1975 and 1983, with more than 2300

entries, can be found at the end of Seeland [1986], which was

intended to supplement the bibliographies of Heuberqer and Hofer

[1976], and Boulnois [1975]. The quarterly Himalayan Research

Bulletin, and the new journal ntmet, frequently review new material

in diverse fields, as do Kat/ash and the Contributions to Nepalese

Studies when they appear.
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